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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Executive Summary of the application

The applicant (Abe and Anita de Wolde of Woldwide Four Limited, and Woldwide Five Limited) have

recently purchased a neighbouring sheep block known as "Cochran's Block". The applicant wishes to
split Cochran's block and incorporate it into the existing milking platforms for their two adjoining dairy

farms: Woldwide Four WW4) and Woldwide Five 0 /\ry5). The addition of this land to both dairy

platforms triggers the need to apply for land use consents for the farming activity under Rule 20(e) of
the PSWLP. The "farming activity" for both WW4 and WW5 extends across a dry stock block located

near Merrivale named Woldwide Runoff WRO) and accordingly, WRO is included in the landholdings

for both WW4 and WW5.

The proposal will be undertaken in two phases. Under phase 1, a portion of Cochrans block will be

added to each dairy platform will allow the herd sizes on each farm to increase to maximum current

discharge permit levels. Phase 1 will continue for a maximum of five years from the date of granting.

Under phase 2, the applicant will construct a 1050 cow wintering shed on each farm as a major

mitigation measure in order to remove intensive winter grazing from the Central Plains area and ensure

the farming activity does not result in an adverse effect on water quality in the receiving environment.

This application seeks consent under Rule 20 (e) for the farming activities on WW4 and WW5 which

extend to WRO. The assessment of effects contained within this application includes a full assessment

of the activities occurring and the actual and potential effects on the environment from the proposed

farming activity in its entirety across the WW4 and WW5 landholdings which both include WRO.

The proposal includes the implementation of a wide range of good management practices and

mitigation measures which avoid, remedy and mitigate adverse effects on the environment. These are

described in detail in this application and are also included in the attached Farm Environmental

Management Plans which support the application for WW4, WW5 and WRO.

This proposal includes the recommendation that a nitrogen output limit is imposed on the resulting

land use consents for WW4 dairy platform/Gladfield and the WW5 dairy platform only. This limit

ensures that the activity is undertaken at a nitrogen loss level which is equal to or less than the baseline

when modelled using the latest version of Overseer. Other methods to control and restrict nutrients

are imposed by way of the implementation of the Farm Environmental Management Plans.

Applicants Philosophy

Abe and Anita de Wolde of Woldwide Farming Group have created a farming philosophy. ln theirwords:

Sustainobility (environmentol, economic and social) has been ot the core of all we do at Woldwide

8
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We are convinced that 90 % of the environmentol issues coused by forming in Southlond stem from the

10 % of ground thot is winter cropped. Just becouse something 's common prodice does not meon that

the effects are occeptoble- lt is time to chonge this!

It needs to be kept in mind though that lond previously used for winter cropping b vocoted under our new

plons ond o small increose of stock numbers k needed to moke up for that.

Our passionote desire is to go beyond complionce and to produce top quality food with a reduced

environmentol footprint. And that b the mindset behind thb opplicotion.

1.2 The Applicant

Applicant Postal Address: Woldwide Four Ltd and Woldwide Five Ltd

C/- Abe and Anita de Wolde

104 Shaws Trees Road

RD3 Winton

Address for Service: C/- Tanya Copeland

Landpro Limited

PO Box 302

Cromwell9342

1.3 Purpose of Documentation

Under s88 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the RMA), this report provides an assessment of the

activities effects on the environment as required by Schedule 4 of the RMA.
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2. DETAILS OF THE PROPERW

2.1 Woldwide Four (WW4)

WW4 is located 10km to the north of Otautau township and includes the dairy platform and the
associated support block called Gladfield. Figure 1 shows the spatial extent of the current dairy platform,

the proposed addition to the dairy platform, the location and extent of Gladfield block and the extent

of the proposed effluent discharge area.

Figurc 1: Proposed farm boundary and effluent discharge arca for WW4
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Property address 305 Mayfield Road, Bayswater

Property owner(s) Woldwide Four Ltd

Lot 7 DP 152

Lot 11 DP 152

Lot 12 DP'152

Lot 26 BLK lll DP 210 (Gladfield)

Lot 7 DP 238 (new block from Cochran's)

Lot 10 DP 152

Lot 11 A DP 152

ft Lot 2 DP 4262

Legal Description

Property area (ha) 380 ha effective (302ha effective dairy platform, 78ha Gladfield)

Location NZrM2000 1221 17 3E, 4884494N

Proposed land use Expanded dairy platform to include 53ha new block

Continuation of supplement growing on Gladfield block - no change to

extent of Gladfield block

Peak cows 1000

Stocking rate 3.3 cows/ha

Discharge Permit FDE from 1000 cows

Wintering barn effluent from 1050 cows

Underpass effluent

Low rate application

Deferred storage

Use of existing pond which meets pond drop test criteria

New effluent storage facilities to cater for liquid and slurry effluent

Water Permit Groundwater abstraction

Property Details under the proposal - WW4

2.2 Woldwide Five (WWs)

WW5 is located 1Okm to the north of Otautau. Figure 2 shows the spatial elrtent of the current dairy

platform, the proposed addition to the dairy platform and the extent of the proposed effluent discharge

area.

Under the proposal, 70ha of Cochran's block will be added to the WW5 dairy platform from Cochran's

block and 45ha will be added to WW5 from Collies block.

L2
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Propefi address 760 Bayswater Road, Baysrater

Properly owner(s) Woldwide Five Ltd

Lot 1 Deposited Plan 3ML76, Lot 2 Deposited Plan 3Mt76,LotL
Deposited Plan 310144 Part Lot 12 Deposited Plan 238 and Lot 2-3
Deposited Plan 478843, Lot 1 Deposited Plan 12253

lot 1DP 478U3 (new block called Collies Block)

Lot 7 DP 238 (new block from Cochrans)

Lot 2 DP 310140 (new block from Cochrans)

Legal Description

Propefi area (ha) 311 ha effective, 335ha total

Location NZ[M2000 1220657 E, rl885096N

Proposed land use Expanded dairy platform to include 70ha new Cochran's block

Expanded dairy platform to include 45ha new Collies block

930Peak cows

Stocking rate 3.2 cows/ha

Discharge Permit FDE from 930 cows

Wintering barn effluent from 1050 cows

Underpass effluent

Low rate application

Deferred storage

Use of new effluent storage pond for slurry and liquid effluent

Water Permit Groundwater abstraction

Property Details under the proposal- WW5

Figure 3: Proposed dairy platform boundary w:th addition of a portion of Cochrans block (blue)

and Collies block (yellow)
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2.3 Woldwide Runoff WRO)

Woldwide Runoff is located 20km to the west of Otautau, on the western side of the Longwood ranges.

WRO is comprised of two separate blocks. The Merrivale Block is owned by Woldwide Runoff Limited

and the Merriburn block which is leased.

The extent of the property boundary on this block will not change under the proposal

Figure 4: Current/proposed farm boundary for WRO.

15
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Figure 6: Farm Map for Merriburn Block (leased)

Propefi address 20 Gill Road - Merrivale block

1711 Otautau Tuatapere Road - Merriburn block

Propefi owner(s) Woldwide Runoff Ltd

Legal Description Merrivale Block:

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau 5D
Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Lot 1 DP 3537

ProperQr Details - WRO

L7



Merriburn Lease Block:

Lot 1 DP 3O24O9

Sec 25 Merrivale Settlement No. 1
Sec 27 Merrivale Settlement No. 1

Property area (ha) 507 ha total, 321 ha effective - Merrivale

385ha total, 338 ha effective - Merriburn

Location NZ[M2000 1 201 022E, 4893762 N - Merrivale

NZIM2000 1200812E, 4890495N - Merriburn

Proposed land use Both blocks are run as a single operating unit.

Grazing of dry stock R1 and R2 heifers, grazing of carry over cows and

grazing of mating bulls all year round (includes intensive winter grazing)

Production of baleage

100ha of commercial pine plantation

50ha beech forest under sustainable management

Peak dry stock numbers

2018/2019 season

1265 R',l

1255 R2

37 carry overcows

70 mating bulls

3. DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

The following section describes the existing environment separately for the three main blocks: WW4,

WW5 and WRO.

3.1 Woldwide Four (WW4)

The existing environment comprises of existing activities which are occurring under enduring resource

consents or existing use rights. Permitted activities occurring are also included in the assessment of the

existing environment, however a permitted baseline approach is not used in accordance with Poliry 39

of the PSWLP.

For this assessment, the existing environment on the area of the proposed WW4 landholding includes:

. The use of land (239ha effective) for dairy farming

o The discharge of FDE and underpass effluent to land from the peak milking of 775 cows

. The abstraction of 100,000 L/day of groundwater

. The use of land (24ha) for intensive winter grazing - Gladfield

. The use of land (54ha) for grass silage production - Gladfield

. The use of land (63ha) for sheep farming - Cochrans block

18



SoilType Vulnerability Frtors
Structural

Compaction
l{utrient
laaching

Waterlqging

Eristlng Dairy
Hatform

Erarton Moderatc Slatht Scvurr

Additional Land
(63.3ha)

Braxton Moderate Slieht Severe
Tuatapere Slicht Moderate Slight

FDE land

classif ication
Eristirglhiry
Platform

Category A {Artificial drainagr orearse soil struclure)

Additional Land Category A (Artificaal drainage or coarse soil structure)
Category D (Well drained flat land]

Physiographic
Zone

Existing llairy
Platform

Central Ptrins

Additional Land Central Plains (39ha)

Oxidising (2a.3ha)

3.1.1 Sotls, Physiogrophic Zones and FDE Classificotions

Table 1: Soils, Physiographic Zones and FDE Classifications for VWV4

Table 2: Soils, Physiographic Zones and FDE Classification for Gladfield block

Soil Type Vulnerability Factors
Structural

Comprtion
Nutrient
Leaching

Waterlogging

Braxton Moderate Slight Severe
FDE land classification Category A (Artificial Drainage or coarse soil structurel
Physiographic Zone Central Plains

3.1.2 Surfoce Woter Resources

The dairy platform is located within the Waimatuku Stream and Aparima River catchments. All surface

water from the property flows via artificial drainage channels in a southerly direction towards the
Waimatuku Stream. These drainage channels intersect with groundwater and eventually move into

underground tile drains at the southern boundary of the farm.

The new part of Cochran's block is located within the Aparima River catchment and contains a small

tributary of the Aparima within the farm boundary.

Gladfield block is located within the Waimatuku Stream catchment but has no surface water ways.

19



The Bayswater Bog lies to the south of both the WW4 platform and Gladfield block. The Bayswater Bog

is purely rain fedl meaning the surrounding surface water and groundwater drainage does not flow

towards or through the bog and is recharged only via rainfall on the surface area of the peatland. The

Bayswater bog is therefore not considered to be a receiving environment for surface water flow from

this landholding.

3.1.3 Groundwater Resources

The dairy platform is located within the Upper Aparima and Waimatuku Groundwater Management

Zones (GMZ). The new block is located within the Upper Aparima GMZ. Gladfield is located within the

Waimatuku GMZ.

3.2 Woldwide Five (WW5)

The existing environment comprises of existing activities which are occurring under enduring resource

consents or existing use rights. Permitted activities occurring are also included in the assessment of the

existing environment, however the assessment follows Policy 39 of the PSWLP.

For this assessment, the existing environment on the area of the proposed WW5 landholding includes:

r The use of land (262ha) for dairy farming

The discharge of FDE and underpass effluent to land from the peak milking of 665 cows

The abstraction of 72,000 L/day of groundwater

The use of land (28ha approximately) for intensive winter grazing of mixed age cows and

additional heifers from a neighbouring farm

. The use of land (70ha) for sheep farming - Cochrans block

o The use of land (45ha) for sheep farming - Collies block

ln 2015, WW5 was granted land use consent AUTH-2O157537-04, discharge permit AUTH-20157537-

01 and water permit AUTH-20157537-02. Land use consent AUTH-20157537-04 was granted to

establish a dairy farm on the property on a proposal which detailed that the majority of the proposed

dairy platform was to be converted in 2015 and the remaining 45ha Collies blockwould be purchased

by the applicant in 2019 and converted into dairy platform at the time of purchase. The land use consent

and the conditions it contained were worded as such to allow for the two phased conversion of this

property to occur. At the time, both Environment Southland and Fonterra were encouraging consent

holders who were converting farms under these consents to "establish a dairy farm" to get the consents

signed off as complete once the farm was converted, the consent given effect to and all conditions were

met in order to enable supply to Fonterra to commence. Accordingly, the applicants surrendered the

consent with Environment Southland in April 2016. The issue now arises that a consent was surrendered,

a

a

a

1 M. Hitchcock June 2014, Chorocterising the surfoce ond groundwoter interoctions in the Woimotuku Streom, Southlond

20



either mistakenly or unwillingly by both the applicant and Environment Southland which had ongoing

conditions and ongoing obligations for the conversion of Collies block.

ln order to resolve this situation, this application seeks land use consent under Rule 20(e) for the
conversion of Collies block to dairy land in recognition of the fact that the land use consent which has

previously approved the conversion of this land to dairy land has been surrendered. ln order to give

credit for the fact that the conversion of Collies block has already been assessed under proper process

in 2015, and that the land use consent was surrendered in error, the applicant has agreed in writing with

Environment Southland that this block can be modelled in the baseline models as already being dairy

land.

3.2.1 Soils, Physiographk Zones ond FDE Clossification

Table 3: Soils, Physiographic Zones and FDE Classifications for WW5

Upukerora Moderste Slisht Severe
Additional
(70ha)

Land Braxton Moderate Slisht Severe

Tuatapere Slieht Moderate Slieht

Upukerora Moderate Slieht Severe

FDI
classification

land Existirg
Platform

Ilairy Cate3oryD (Well drahedflat hnd)
Category A (Artificial drainage or coarse soil structure|
Gtegory t (Other well drained but vtry stony flat land)

Additional Land Category A (Artificial drainage or coarse soil structure) (33.4ha)

Cate6ory D (Well drained flat land) (31ha)

Category E (Other well drained but very stonv flat land) (5,6ha)

Physiographic Zone Existi16
Plstforn

Dairy Oxidising
Central Plains
Riverine

Additional Land Central Plains (33.4ha)

Oxidising (3lha)
Riverine (5.6ha)

3.2.2 Surfoce Woter Resources

The existing dairy platform is located within the Aparima River catchment. The new parts of Cochran's

block is also located within the Aparima River catchment.

3.2., GroundwqterResources

The dairy platform is located within the Upper Aparima GMZ. The new block is located within the Upper

Aparima GMZ.

Soil Type Vulnerabilitv factors
9tructural

Compaction
t{utrient
Leachins

Waterlogging

Existing Dairy
Platiorm

Tuatapere Slidrt Moderate Slisht
Eraxton Modcrate sli$t Seirclt

2t



3.3 Woldwide Runoff

For this assessment, the existing environment on the area of the WRO includes:

. The use of land (732ha) for dry stock farming

o The use of land (160ha) for commercial pine plantation and native bush

o The grazing of 1255 R1 and 1265 R2 stock plus a small number of additional mating bulls in the

2017/2018 season

o The use of land (52ha approximately) for intensive winter grazing of dry stock inthe2017/2018
season

3.3.1 Soils ond Physiographk Zones

Table 4: Soils and Physiographic Zones on WRO

Soil Type Vulnerability Factors

Structural
Compaction

NGrient
Leachlns

Wetcrloggirg

Waimatuku Slieht Moderate Slight

Makarewa Moderate Slisht Severe
Malakoff Slight Severe Slight

FDE

classification
land Category C (Sloping tand)

Category D (Welldrained flat land)
Category A (Artificial drainage or coarse soil structure)

Physio6raphic
Zone

Bedrock I Hill Country (Overland flow variant)
Oxidising {Artificial drainage variant)
Gleyed (No variant)
Peat Wetlands (No variant)

3.3.2 Surface Wqter Resources

WRO is located within the Fenham and Merry Creek catchments.

3.3.3 GrcundwoterResources

WRO is located within an unclassified groundwater management zone

4. ASSESSMENT OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Aparima River

The Aparima is the smallest of Southland's four main catchments. lt extends from the Takitimu

Mountains west of Mossburn to the Jacobs River Estuary at Riverton and the headwaters drain alpine,

native tussock and forested land.
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Figurc 7: Aerial extent of Aparima catchment showing water quality monitoring sites (white dots)

The closest state of the environment (SOE) water quality monitoring site for the Aparima River

catchment is at Otautau, however it only records ecological indices. This assessment has used the SOE

water quality monitoring site at Thornbury which measures both water quality and ecological indices.

lnformation from the Land and Water website (www-lawa.org.nz) collates water quality data from a
number of sources and provides the most recent water quality data available. Table 5 below gives a

summary of the state and trend measured at the Thornbury site for key river water quality indicators.

Table 5: Summary of Measurement and State Aparima River at Thornbury

EColi ln the worst 50% of all
lowland rural sites

195 n/100m1
(median)

A Meaningful
improvement

Clarity ln the best 50% of all
lowland rural sites

2.03 metres
(median)

N/A lndeterminate

TotalOxidised N ln the worst 50% of all
lowland rural sites

O.675 g/m3
(median)

A - median
B - 95%ile

Meaningful
improvement

NOF Band Annua!
Median

Variable QualityState Trend
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1.595 g/m3
(95%ile)

Ammoniacal N ln the best 25% of all
lowland rural sites

0.0038 g/m3
(median)

0.0148 9/m3
(maximum)

A-99% species
protection level. No

observed effect on
anv soecies tested.

N/A

Dissolved
Reactive P

ln the best 50% of all

lowland rural sites
0.0065 9/m3
(median)

N/A lndeterminate

The water quality trends indicate that the overall water quality in the Aparima River is good with all

relevant water quality parameters rated as A and one B GON 95%ile) with either no trend or meaningful

improvement. The ecological data for the Thornbury site shows that Macroinvertebrate Community

lndex was rated as fair with occasional ratings of good between 2007 and 2017 - suggesting the river is

in fair to good ecological condition indicative of fair to good water quality and/or habitat. The EPT

richness (species sensitive to water quality) shows fluctuations between 28Yo and 55Yo for the period

2008 to 2016.2

4.2 Ullaimatuku Stream

The Waimatuku Stream flows from the vicinity of the Bayswater Bog in a southerly direction towards

the sea in the absence of a receiving estuary.

2
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Figurc 8: Aerial extent of Waimatuku Strcam catchment showing water quality monitoring site

There is a state of the environment (SOE) water quality monitoring site on the Waimatuku Stream at the
Lorneville Riverton Highway. lnformation from the Land and Water website (uaaarJawaorg.nz) collates

water quality data from a number of sources and provides the most recent water quality data available.

Table 6 below gives a summary of the state and trend measured at this site for key river water quality
indicators.

Table 6: Summary of Measurement and State Waimatuku Stream at lornenille3

3https:/lanmr.lawa.org.ny'explore-data,/southland-rcgion/river-quality/waimatuku-streamAraimatuku-stream-at-lomeville-

riverton/

Ecoli ln the worst 25% of all
lowland rural sites

500 n/100m1
(median)

B lndeterminate

Clarity ln the worst 50% of all
lowland rural sites

1.12 metres
(median)

N/A lndeterminate

Total Oxidised N ln the worst 25% of all

lowland rural sites
3.35 g/m3 (median)

5.5 o/m3 (95%ile)
C - median
C - 95%ile

Meaningful
imorovement

Quality NOF Band Annual
Median

State Trend
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Ammoniacal N ln the worst 50% of all

lowland rural sites
0.01(M g/m3
(median)

0.0416 g/m3
(maximum)

A - 99o/o species
protection level. No

observed effect on
anv soecies tested.

N/A

Dissolved
Reactive P

ln the worst 25Yo of all
lowland rural sites

0.042 g/m3
(median)

N/A Meaningful
deqradation

The water quality trends indicate that the Waimatuku Stream catchment has degraded in regards to
dissolved reactive phosphorus over the period 2008 to 2016. Conversely, total oxidised nitrogen

concentration has improved, albeit at relatively high absolute concentrations. The overall impact of the

trends in nutrient concentrations is not clear at this stage. There is very limited published information

on periphyton extent or macroinvetebrate community status in the Waimatuku Stream, so it is difficult

to assess the current status or trend in biological quality of the stream. However, it is accepted that any

increase in nutrient concentrations is likely to create the potential for an increase in periphyton and/or

other plant biomass in the stream.

4.3 Fenham and Merry Creels

WRO is located within both the Fenham and Merry Creek catchments. Both creeks are tributaries of the

Orauea River which flows south-westerly towards Tuatapere township and joins the Waiau River. There

is a SOE monitoring site on the Orauea River at Orawia Pukemaori Road which is used to measure water

quality information data. The Land and Water website (www.lawa.org.nz) collates this water quality data

and provides the most recent water quality data and trends available. Table 7 below gives a summary

of the state and trend measured at this site for key river water quality indicators.

Table 7: Summary of Measurement and State of Orauea River at Orawia'

n https://www.lawa.org.ny'explore-data/southland-region/river-quality/waiau-river/orauea-river-at-

orawia-pu kemaori -roadl

Likely
imorovino

E. coli ln the worst 25% of all
lowland rural sites

315 n/100m1
(median 5 year)

E

Clarity ln the worst 25% of all
lowland ruralsites

1.13 metres
(median 5 year)

N/A lndeterminate

g/m'0.415
(median)

A - median Meaningful
improvement

Total Oxidised
N

ln the worst 25Yo of all
lowland rural sites

AmmoniacalN ln the best 25% of all
lowland rural sites

9/mt0.0005
(median)

A - 99o/o species
protection level.

N/A

ln the worst 50% of all

lowland rural sites
9/mt0.011

(median)
N/A lndeterminateDissolved

Reactive P

Quality NOF Band Annual Trend
Median

State
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The water quality medians indicate that the Orauea catchment is degraded in regards E. coli, however

there is a definite trend of improvement. High E. Coli levels are a concern for overall water quality

within a waterway due to human health risks. Typically E. coli contamination of watenvays is caused by

stock contact with surface water, point source discharges from septic tanks, wastewater treatment at

upstream towns and effluent discharges to land reaching surface water. A high proportion of land

within the Orauea catchment is both intensive and extensive sheep farms which is likely to contribute

to the high E coli levels because stock on sheep farms are not excluded from watenrtrays in the same

manner in which it is compulsory on dairy farms. The other activities listed above may also be

contributing factors. E coli is rated as E band in the National Objectives Framework (NOF) of the
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management. An E band rating equates to an average

infection risk of greater than 7o/o.

Conversely, total oxidised nitrogen concentration has improved and is rated as A band under the NOF

which means that water quality is considered suitable for the designated use and associated with a high

conservation values ecosystem where there is unlikely to be effects even on sensitive species. The

national bottom line value is 6.9 mgll which far exceeds the 0.415 mg/L median at this site.

The median dissolved reactive phosphorus (DRP) is below ANZECC guideline levels and is not showing

an evident trend. The raw data shows that DRP is low on the majority of the sampling dates, with spikes

most likely occurring during rainfall events where phosphorus can be transported to surface water

bodies via runoff and erosion.

The overall impact of the trends in nutrient concentrations is not clear at this stage, however the

receiving water is considered low in relation to nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations overall. There

is very limited published information on periphyton extent or macroinvetebrate community status in

the Orauea River, so it is difficult to assess the current status or trend in biological quality of the stream.

Howevel it is accepted that any increase in nutrient concentrations is likely to create the potential for
an increase in periphyton and/or other plant biomass in the stream.

4.4 Upper Aparima GMZ

The proposed farm boundaries for WW4 and WW5 lie within the Upper Aparima GMZ according to
Beacon Mapping. The Upper Aparima GMZ is classified as a terrace aquifer. The Upper Aparima GMZ

encompasses the flat-lying portion of the upper Aparima River catchment. The quaternary gravel

deposits of the Upper Aparima groundwater zone occur in a series of broad alluvial terraces that flank

the recent floodplain of the Aparima River. The gravel deposits underlying the higher terrace surfaces

tend to be relatively clay-bound and weathered incorporating early-mid Quaternary gravels deposited

by the Aparima River along with locally derived alluvial fan deposits sourced from the surrounding

foothills. The terrace aquifers are recharged by direct rainfall recharge and infiltration of runoff from

the surrounding hills and streams which drain the hills. There is limited riparian recharge from the
Aparima River except along the riparian margins. Lincoln Environmental (2003) estimated mean annual
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land surface recharge in the Aparima groundwater zone al 417 mm/year. Groundwater is discharged

into the Aparima River via spring-fed streams or throughflow through the unconfined aquifer along the

riparian margin of the river.s

WW4 and WW5 are situated at the very south-eastern extent of the Upper Aparima groundwater zone

and is in close proximity to the mapped boundary extents of both the Lower Aparima groundwater zone

and the Waimatuku groundwater zone.

Groundwater quality in the Upper Aparima groundwater zone is varied with groundwater nitrate

concentrations measured between 0.4 and 8.5 mgll from monitoring bores within the wider

groundwater management zone (Beacon mapping). The variation in groundwater nitrate nitrogen

concentrations is synonymous with the variation in soil types and properties (land uses) within the area.

The section of the groundwater management zone beneath the landholding mapped for the 2007-2012

period as having groundwater nitrate nitrogen concentrations between 3.5 and 8.5 mgll which is

consistent with the presence of free draining soils underneath parts of the applicant's subject property

which are prone to low denitrification potential and therefore the accumulation of nitrate within the soil

profile.

A 2011 report by Dr Clint Rissmann undertook regional mapping of groundwater denitrification

potential and aquifer sensitivity throughout the Southland region. The report categorized different

areas with a Combined Denitrification Potential (CDNP) sensitivity based on both surficial and sub-rock

denitrification potential. The CDNP is a measure of the sensitivity of aquifers to nitrate contamination

and a low or very low CDNP aquifer will have a high to very high sensitivity to nitrate accumulation.

Conversely, a high or very high CDNP aquifer will have a low or very low sensitivity to nitrate

accumulation due to the prevalence of denitrifying conditions.6

Figure 9 below shows the spatial distribution of CDNP and aquifer sensitivity as mapped by Dr

Rissmann. The subject property is mapped as having low to very low dentification potential and is

therefore classified as being highly sensitive to nitrate contamination. The map shows a domination of
the green/light green colours indicating that the majority of the southern Southland region shares

similar low denitrification potential.

s Environment Southland, Upper Aporimo lnformotion Sheet

6 C. Rissmann, 2011, Regionol Mapping of Groundwater Denitrificotion Potential ond Aquifer Sensitivity, Environment Southland
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Figure 9: Spatia! distribution of Combined Denitrification Potential (CDNPXAquifer Sensitivity)z

Very little information is published regarding the extent of groundwater and surface water interaction

in this location. The proximity of the property to the main stem of the Aparima River suggests that
there may be some level of riparian recharge along the riparian marginss. Typically terrace aquifers are

recharged by direct rainfall recharge and infiltration of runoff from the surrounding hills and streams

which drain the hills. Lincoln Environmental (2003) estimated mean annual land surface recharge in the

Aparima groundwater zone al 417 mm/year. The direction of groundwater flow can be significant in

terms of quantifying effects on water quality from the proposed activity,

4.5 Waimatuku GMZ

The proposed WW4 farm boundary including Gladfield is likely to drain to the Waimatuku GMZ.

Although this property is technically not mapped by Beacon as being in the Waimatuku groundwater

zone, the direction of drainage systems on farm, particularly from the area of Braxton soils, suggest

both surface water and groundwater drainage drain away from the Aparima River. The Waimatuku

7 C. Rissmann, 2011, Regionol Mopping of Groundwoter Denitrification Potentiol ond Aquifer Sensitivity, Environment Southland
8 Environment Southland, l.lpper Aporimo Groundwoter Zone lnformation Sheet
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GMZ was the subject of an intensive MSc thesis study by M. Hitchcock in 2014 titled Charoderising the

surfoce ond groundwoter interadions in the Woimotuku Streom, Southland- Hitchcock studied the

groundwater flow movements throughout the Waimatuku Stream catchment using potentiometric

surveys. Figure 10 from the thesis below show modelled groundwater flow directions throughout the

catchment and appears to confirm this by also indicating that groundwater flow underneath the

applicant's property flows in a south to south-easterly direction.

We can then expect that groundwater from beneath the property flows partially towards the Bayswater

Bog, partially towards the Waimatuku Stream and partially towards the Aparima River however we

cannot determine in what ratios. Where groundwater flows towards the Bayswater Bog, which is a raised

peat bog (as seen from the contour lines) from the location of the dairy farming activity, it may undergo

a certain amount of nutrient attenuation as a result of the sub-surface and wetland ecosystem processes.

Where groundwater from the location of the dairy farming activities flows south easterly towards the

Waimatuku Stream or towards the Aparima River there will be higher connectivity with surface water

and less opportunity for attenuation of nutrients.

ln equilibrium, the Waimutuku Stream is a source of groundwater recharge further down the catchment

where groundwater flows at a tangent to the streame and can act to mitigate potential effects based on

this connectivity by providing additional groundwater baseflow and therefore dilution.

s M. Hitchcock June 2014, Chorocterising the surfoce ond groundwoter interadions in the Woimotuku Stream, Southland
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Figure 10: Potentiometric surface contouns and direction of grcundwater flow for the
Waimatuku Streamlo

The thesis concluded that the Waimatuku Stream was highly connected with groundwater providing a

steady and large discharge to the surface water system. Figure 11 below is an abstract from this report

which clearly shows the surface water and groundwater relationships in the Waimatuku Stream

catchment with the correlation between rainfall, stream flow, soil moisture and groundwater level.l1

10 M. Hitchcock June 2014 Choracterising the surfoce ond groundwoter interoctions in tfr- Woimotuku Streom, Southland
11 M. Hitchcoclq June 2014, Charocterking the surfoce ond groundwoter interoctions in the Woimotuku Streom, Southlond
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Figure 11: Rainfall, Stream Flow, Soil Moisture and Groundwater Level in the llllaimatuku
Strcam

The nearest shallow groundwater monitoring to WW4 is from Bore D45l0350 which is located on the

effluent discharge area on WW5 and is drilled to a depth of 6m and is therefore only representative of

shallow drainage water quality. This bore has returned groundwater nitrate nitrogen results of 2.1 g/m3

(December 2017),0.97 g/m3 (April 2017) and 3.0 g/m3 (November 2016). E.coli results have returned as

134,11and 15 MPN/100m1 in all three corresponding samples.l2

4.6 Unclassified GMZ

WRO is located in an area of unclassified groundwater management zone. Groundwater nitrate levels

in the vicinity of WRO are in the range 0.01 - '1.0 g/m3, regarded as pristine to modern day background

levels. Due to a combination of the topography, depth of groundwater and drainage channels there is

a low risk of nitrate accumulation in groundwater in this area. This is supported by the very low mapped

nitrate levels.

12 Source: Environment Southland, water quality data D45l0350
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Figure 12: Grcundwater nitrate in the vicinity of WRO (approximate location of WRO blocks
marked with X)13

4.7 Jacobs River Estualy

The Aparima River discharges into the Jacobs River Estuary approximately 40 km downstream of the
property boundary for WW5 (which is within the Aparima River catchment) near the township of
Riverton. This estuary drains three nearby catchments namely the Pourakino River, Opouriki Stream and

the Aparima River.

13 Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019.
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Figure 13: Aerial extent of the three catchments that drain to Jacobs River Estuary at Riverton

Section 3.6 in the Regional Coastal Plan describes the key values for the Jacobs River Estuary at
Pourakino River. As a summary, the key values relevant to this application are the high values placed

on the estuary for waterfowl and waders habitat. The area has high recreational value with activities

such as shooting, whitebaiting, fishing and boating. The estuary does not have particularly high natural

character values but Ngai Tahu regard the northern areas as having historical pa sites. Water quality

and thereby ecosystem health are sensitive to excessive levels of microbes, sediment and nutrients. 1a

The Jacobs River Estuary is not listed in Appendix A of the PSWLP as a sensitive waterbody nor is it listed

in the Operative Southland RegionalWater Plan.

A literature search showed no published monitoring or scientific study of the Jacobs River Estuary since

2013. A 2012/13 broad scale habitat mapping report made various conclusions about the overall state

of the estuary. Of relevance to this application, the report states that

1a Regional Coastal Plan for Southland - March 2013 - Chapter 3 page 14
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"The ropid increase in nuisance macroolgol growth since 2003, combined with the presence of
soft muds, hove seen widespreod gross eutrophic conditions develop in the sheltered upper reoches

of both orms (gross nubonce conditions now cover 30% of the estuoty, compared with 4% in 2008

ond <4% in 2003). These conditions hove coused the displocement of seagross beds, are stressing

soltmorsh hobitot, ore causing significant odverse ecologkol impods to sediment dwelling

orgonisms, ond creoting conditions unfovouroble for birds and fsh. Aesthetic ond omenity volues

in these porB of the estuory ore now oko severely comprombed. The primary driver of the

eutrophication symptoms being expressed is considered to be excessive cotchment nutrient loods.

ln Jocobs River, >8096 of the nutrient load is lkely to be entering from the more heovily developed

Aporimo Arm, with mony of the impoc$ evident in the Pourakino Arm olso likely to be driven by

inputs from this source. ls

The 2013 report contained the following table which summarised the broad scale mapping results for
the estuary. The table below shows that eutrophication indices deteriorated between 2003 and 2013

going from a Fair gross eutrophic condition area to Very Poor. 16

Table 8: Summary of broad scale condition ratings for Jacobs River Estuary 2003-2008 and 2013

An earlier 2009 report by the same authors assessed the macroalgal coverage of the Jacobs River Estuary

based on the preceding three years of data. This report highlighted that the overall rating of the estuary

for macroalgal condition as fair. However, the report noted that the central basin of the estuary

surrounding the outlet of the Aparima River had low macroalgal counts due to extensive flushing. The

higher macroalgal areas were in the sheltered upper arms of the estuary which are prone to
sedimentation, runoff from the surrounding farmland and low flushing. 17

ls Wiggle Coastal Management Stevens and Robertson, 2013, Joabs River Estuory Brood kole Hobitat Morying 2012/13
16 Wiggle Coastal Management, Stevens and Robertson, 2013,locobs River Estuory Brood kole Hobitat Morying 2012/13
1? Wiggle Coastal Management Stevens and Robertson, 2013, Jacobs River Estuoty Mocroolgol Monitoring 2N8/09
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5. ACTIVITY CIASSI F|CATION

5.1 Consents Required for WW4

The following resource consents are required under the Regional Water Plan for Southland, 2010

(RWPS), Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan, 2018 (PSWLP) and Regional Effluent Land

Application Plan,1998 (RELAP)

Table 9: Applicable Rules for WW4

Overall, the proposal for WW4 is a discretionary activity

5.2 Consents Required for WW5

The following resource consents are required under the Regional Water Plan for Southland, 2010 (RWPS)

and Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan, 2018 (PSWLP) and Regional Effluent Land Application

Plan,1998 (RELAP).

Table 10: Applicable Rules for WW5

RWPS 17A.
Permitted - no new dairy

shed proposed
Land Use Consent - to use land for a farming activity

PHASE 1 & 2
PSWLP 20 (e) Discretionary

RWPS N/A PermittedLand use consent for the use of existing effluent storage

facilities

PHASE 1 & 2
PSWLP 32D (b) Discretionary

RWPS s0 (d) Restricted discretionary

RELAP 5.3.2
(sludgeDiscretionary

discharge)

Discharge Permit to discharge agricultural effluent to land

PHASE 2

PSWLP 35 (c) Discretionary

RWPS 23 (d) DiscretionaryWater Permit to abstract groundwater for dairy shed wash

down and stock drinking

PHASE 2
PSWLP s (d) Discretionary

RWPS N/A PermittedLand use consent for a wintering shed

PHASE 2 PSWLP 3sA (b) Discretionary

Consent Activity StatusRulePIan

RWPS 174
Permitted - no new dairy

shed proposed
Land Use Consent - to use land for a farming activity

PHASE 1 & 2
PSWLP 20 (e) Discretionary

RWPS N/A PermittedLand use consent for the use of an existing effluent storage

facility

PHASE 1 & 2
PSWLP 32D (b) Discretionary

RWPS s0 (d) Restricted discretionary

RELAP 5.3.2
(sludgeDiscretionary

discharge)

Discharge Permit to discharge agricultural effluent to land

PHASE 2

Activity StatusRulePlanConsent
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PSWLP 35 (c) Discretionary

RWPS 23 (d) DiscretionaryWater Permit to abstract groundwater for dairy shed wash

down and stock drinking

PHASE 2
PSWLP s4 (d) Discretionary

RWPS N/A PermittedLand use consent for a wintering shed

PHASE 2 PSWLP 3sA (b) Discretionary

Activity StatusRulePlanConsent

Overall, the proposal for WW5 is a discretionary activity.

5.3 Consents Required for WRO

The use of land at WRO for a farming activity at WW4 and WW5 is a discretionary activitXr under Rule

20 (e) of the PSWLP. This application seeks that the land at WRO is included in the land use consents

sought under Rule 20 (e) for WW4 and WW5 respectively. A separate land use consent for WRO is not
sought.

5.4 Consents Not Required

ln accordance with Schedule 4 of the RMA, an application must describe and demonstrate compliance

with any permitted activity that is part of the proposal to which the application relates.

WW4

The applicant will operate under the existing discharge permits under Phase 1 of the application

WW4 currently operates under Discharge permit AUTH-20181320-01 which permits the milking of 850

cows with effluent spread over a 56ha block using a slurry tanker, travelling irrigator and pods. The

existing effluent pond has an active storage volume of 3,801m3. WW4 holds Water Permit AUTH-

20181320-02 to abstract 100,000 L of groundwater per day for dairy purposes.

Discharge Permit 20181320-01 for WW4 does not need to be amended during phase 1 for the following

reasons:

o The discharge permit already specifies that effluent will be applied to Lot 7 and 10 DP 152 which

is not changing.

. Condition 1 refers to the effluent discharge being in accordance with the application submitted
for APP-20181320 which is not changing in nature, scale or extent under this proposal.

. Condition 1 refers to the "discharge of agricultural effluent to an area of 56 hectares as per the
plan attached as Appendix 1." The current Appendix 1 map accurately reflects the 56ha which

is being utilised under this proposal. Condition 1 does not specifically refer in any way to the
farm boundary as having specific relevance or restriction to the consent holder in fulfilling the
requirements of Condition 1. The mapping of the farm boundary on the Appendix 1 map

therefore only gives context to the discharge area, and does not define the nature, scale and

extent of the discharge activity.
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a

a

Condition 2 states that "Notwithstanding these conditions, this permit shall be exercised in

accordance with the Collected Agricultural Effluent Management Plan." This proposal does not

seek to alter the nature, scale and extent of the discharge activity as described in the existing

Collected Agricultural Effluent Management Plan.

Condition 8 states that "Where there is inconsistency between the plan attached as Appendix 1

and the conditions of this consent, the conditions of this consent shall prevail." We believe that

the imposition of Condition 8 gives a significant amount of clarity that the effluent discharge

activity is appropriately outlined and restricted.

Alongside all of the other consent conditions, the Council should be satisfied that the consent

clearly describes what was applied for and is lawful.

a

WW5

WW5 operates under Discharge permit AUTH-20157537-01 which permits the milking of 800 cows with

effluent spread over a 126ha block using low rate pods. Effluent is also spread on this property from a

neighbouring WW3 farm which has been included in both the current and proposed models. The farm

haseffluentstoragecapacityof 166m3. WW5holdsWaterPermitAUTH-20157537-OZtoabstractT2,O0O

L of groundwater per day for dairy purposes.

Discharge Permit 20157537 -01 does not need to be amended under phase 1 for the following reasons:

o The discharge permit already specifies that effluent will be applied to Pt Lot 12DP 238, Lot 13

DP 238, Lot 1 & 2DP 34176, Lot 1 DP 310140, Lot 1 DP 12253 which is not changing.

o Condition 2 refers to the effluent discharge being in accordance with the application submitted

which is not changing in nature, scale or extent under this proposal.

o Condition 2 refers to the "discharge of agricultural effluent to an area of 126 hectares as per the
plan attached as Appendix 1." The current Appendix 1 map accurately reflects the 126ha which

is being utilized under this proposal. Condition 2 does not specifically refer in any way to the

farm boundary as having specific relevance or restriction to the consent holder in fulfilling the

requirements of Condition 2. The mapping of the farm boundary on the Appendix 1 map

therefore only gives context to the discharge area, and does not define the nature, scale and

extent of the discharge activity.

. Condition 5 states that "Where there is inconsistency between the plan attached as Appendix 1

and the conditions of this consent, the conditions of this consent shall prevail." We believe that

the imposition of Condition 5 gives a significant amount of clarity that the effluent discharge

activity is appropriately outlined and restricted.

. Condition 10 (d) states that "This permit shall be exercised in accordance with the Farm Effluent

Management Plan at all times. Where there is inconsistency between the Farm Effluent

Management Plan and the conditions of this consent, the conditions of this consent shall prevail.

"This proposal does not seek to alter the nature, scale and extent of the discharge activity as

described in the existing Farm Effluent Management Plan.

. Alongside all of the other consent conditions, the Council should be satisfied that the consent

clearly describes what was applied for and is lawful.
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WRO

The other activities located on WRO which are not considered to form part of the respective farming

activities, nor located on the landholdings for WW4 and WW5 include:

o Commercial pine plantation

o Rotten rock quarry operation
o Native bush block

These activities are permitted activities under the PSWLP as they do not contravene Section 13(1), 14(2),

14(3) or 15(1) of the RMA as detailed in Rule 4 of the PSWLP and they are located outside of the
respective landholdings for which land use consent is sought under this application.

Table 11: Activities for which Consent is not required for WW4, WW5 and WRO

lncidental discharges from
farming
(Rule 24 PSWLP)

The land use associated with this discharge will be authorised under Rules 20,

25 or 70 on€e consents are granted.

Establishment of a New

Dairy Farm
(Rule 17A RWPS)

The proposal does not seek to intensify the existing operation by the addition
of a new dairy shed, so this rule does not apply.

Fertiliser
(Rule 10 RWPS 8. Rule 14

PSWLP)

All practicable measures will be taken to minimise fertiliser drift beyond the

target areas. Fertiliser will be applied to selected areas of the farms in
accordance with nutrient budget recommendations, and soil tests to avoid

excess leaching of nutrients to groundwater. Fertiliser will be applied when a

soil water deficit exists, and all watenrvays will have riparian margins with stock

excluded.

Silage storage and silage

leachate

(Rule 51 of the RWPS, and

Rules 40 & 41 of the PSWLP.)

All silage storage facilities will be located away from sensitive receiving

environments, in accordance with permitted rule setback and no direct

discharge of silage leachate to any waterbody is proposed. The proposed silage

stacks have a couple of clean water diversions along their length. These

diversions work in a similar way to yard diversions where the pipe is manually

blocked off which diverts runoff either to the effluent system or to farm

drainage depending on whether the stack is full within the immediate

catchment area or not. These forms of manual diversion are extremely common

place and are very simple to operate.

The use of land for feed
pads/lots
(Rule 35A of the PSWLP)

WW5 has three small pads which are used for less than 120 adult cattle and are

constructed in accordance with Rule 35A including all separation distances.

These will be used during phase 1 of the application.

Cleanfill, Farm Landfills and

Offal Holes

(Rules 53, 54 & 55 of the

RWPS, and Rules 42 & 43 of

the PSWLP)

No more than 500 m3 of material will be discharged within cleanfill sites.

Stormwater will be directed away from fill areas and no unauthorised material

will be placed into proposed fill areas. No naturally formed limestone rock is

known to reside within the property. Excavation of fill holes do not intercept

springs and are not below the seasonal mean groundwater level in that location.

Sensitive areas can be easily avoided when undertaking these associated

Compliance with the relevant permitted rules of the RWPS and PSWLPActivity
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activities. Offal sites are to be covered and the surfaces to be restored to a

similar state as surrounding land upon closing.

Drainage of Land
(Rule 9 RWPS & Rule 13

PSWLP)

It is not anticipated that any discharge from subsurface drains would result in a

conspicuous change to the colour and/or clarity of the receiving waters at a

distance of 20 metres from the point of discharge. The proposed good

management practices will significantly reduce the likelihood of any

contaminants reaching the subsurface drains.

Compliance with the relevant permitted rules of the RWPS and PSWLPActivityr
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6. DETAILS OF THE PROPOSAT FOR WW4

6.1 Overview of the proposal

Woldwide Four Limited will be undertaking an increase to the size of the milking platform and number

of cows on farm in two phases. Phase 1 will continue for a maximum of five years from the date of
granting of the land use consent and involves expanding the dairy platform and increasing actual cows

milked on farm to existing discharge permit levels. Phase 2 will continue thereafter at the expiry or

surrender of the phase 1 consents for the duration of the consents sought (1 5 years) and includes an

increase in cow numbers and the construction of a wintering shed. This gives a total consent period

sought for the entire proposal of 20 years cumulatively.

Phase 1:

. A land use consent for the farming activity to increase the size of the dairy platform by 63ha to
convert a portion of Cochran's block to dairy platform.

o The applicant will exercise existing discharge permit AUTH2O181320-01 and water permit

AUTH20'181320-02 which permit the milking of up to 850 cows.

o A land use consent for the use and maintenance of existing effluent storage facilities to hold

effluent generated on the farm.

Phase 2:

. A land use consent for the farming activity to increase the size of the herd to 1000 cows and

continue to utilise the expanded dairy platform from phase 1.

o A land use consent for the construction of a 1050 cow wintering barn on the farm
o A discharge permit to discharge farm dairy effluent, underpass effluent, silage leachate and

wintering shed slurry to land from the peak milking of 1000 cows.

. A land use consent for the use and maintenance of existing effluent storage facilities to hold

effluent generated on the farm.

Note: New effluent storage facilities will be required for phase 2. Consents to construct, use and

maintain these new effluent storage facilities will be applied for prior to the commencement of phase 2

when exact details, plans and locations are finalized. According to s91 of the RMA, additional consents

that may be required can be requested for the purpose of better understanding the nature of the
proposal. ln this instance, this proposal should be able to be fully understood without the exact details

of the storage facilities as this application details their minimum storage requirements using DESC,

material they will hold and timeframe for construction.

6.2 Land use consent application for farming activity

A land use consent is sought for the proposed farming activity which we are determining includes all

activities located on the landholding which are directly associated with the operation of the applicant's

dairy farm for 355 days of the year. The proposed farming activity extends across the WW4 dairy
platform, Gladfield support block and WRO, and accordingly, one land use consent is sought to legalise

the activities on this land.
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The proposed farming activity will occur in two phases. Phase 1 of the proposal is to add 63ha of an

existing 136ha sheep farm named Cochran's block to the existing dairy platform on WW4 and to

increase cows to consented discharge permit levels. ln order to facilitate phase 2 of the proposal, a

1050 cow wintering shed will be constructed on the dairy platform within a maximum 5 year timeframe

which will allow for the increase of the herd size to 1000 cows (from 850 cows). Under phase 2, intensive

winter grazing will cease on the Gladfield block and the block will be used for grass silage production

as a cut and carry block. All mixed age stock will be wintered in the wintering sheds. R2s will be either

wintered in the wintering sheds or at WRO with an assessment of effects for both scenarios assessed in

this application and the AEE for WRO respectively.

Table 12: Farm areas and stocking rates for WW4 under the proposal

Overseer 6.3.0 has been used to describe the current farm system to create a baseline model for the

existing land use (based on the existing environment described in Section 3.1). The baseline model

consists of one nutrient budget based on actual data from the applicants records to create five year

averaoe inout values for the orecedino five vears.

Overseer 6.3.0 has then been used to model the farm system under phase 1 to estimate nutrient outputs

under this part of the proposal. Nutrient inputs have been carefully considered to ensure viable farm

systems are modelled.

Phase 2 has been modelled using an example Onerseer nutrient budget for WW4 to give an

prediction of how the wintering barn can maintain and/or reduce nutrient losses when included in the

farm system. The meaning of an example Overceer nutrient budget is that the model uses more

assumptions and typical industry-wide input values due to the inherent uncertainties which exist

modelling a farm system so much further into the future. This example model must only be viewed as

an example, not representing the exact and absolute farm system the applicant proposes to implement

in the future. We also note that Environment Southland consent staff have advised the applicant that a

nutrient budget for phase 2 is not considered a requirement for this application, however the applicant

has chosen to provide one to strengthen their proposal and to show that nutrient losses can be reduced

to baseline levels.

Please refer to the Farm Scenario Plan in Appendix A for a full description of the baseline and proposed

phase 1 farm systems and the winter barn example for WW4: Cochrans block WW4 platform and

Gladfield. This report details the inputs which have been used and this report has not repeated these

349 337 3.2

412 398 2.1

412 398 3.1

Existing

Proposed phase 1

Proposed phase 2

TOTAT FARM AREA

(HA)

EFFECTIVE AREA

(HA)

STOCKING
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farm system details to avoid duplication. The AEE section of this document assesses the inputs used in

the proposed phase 1 model as both mitigation methods and good management practices.

The Overseer nutrient budgets have been prepared by Mark Crawford of Ravensdown who is a Certified

Nutrient Management Adviser (CNMA). These Overseer budgets have been used to show the annual

amount of nitrogen and phosphorus discharged from WW4.

The summary outputs for the baseline model are:

Table 13: Summary outputs for the baseline model

The summary outputs for proposed phase I model are:

Table 14: Summary outputs for proposed phase I model

The summary outputs for the winter barn example model are:

Table 15: Summaly outputs forwinter barn example model

Overall, modelling of phase 1 of the application indicates that at a farm system/landholding level

nitrogen losses are estimated to reduce by 380 kg N/year and 3 kg N/halyear compared to the baseline.

Phosphorus losses are estimated by Overseer to increase by 30 kg P/year but remain the same on a per

hectare basis compared to the baseline.

Overall, modelling of phase 2 (winter barn example) of the application indicates that at a farm

system/landholding level nitrogen losses are estimated to reduce by 536 k9 N/year and 3 kg N/halyear

compared to the baseline. Phosphorus losses are estimated by Overseer to increase by 5 kg P/year and

0.1k9 P/ha/year compared to the baseline.

Self-contained dairy unit

Sheep farm (63 ha)

Current combined
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Proposed phase 1 11,298 27 343 0.8
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Losses

(totalkg)
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Losses
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Phosphorus Losses

(total kg)

Phosphorus Losses

(kglha/year)Land Use

Winter barn example 11,142 27 368 0.9
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Phosphorus Losses
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Nitrogen

Losses
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The overall intention of the land use consent under phase 2 is to operate at a nitrogen loss level

(predicted by Overseer) equal to or less than the nitrogen loss level outputs from the baseline model.

Please see Section 8.3 for specific details on how we propose to condition nitrogen loss outputs in the

land use consent to account for Overseer version changes.

6.3 Discharge permit application

Phase 1:

The applicant will be operating under the existing discharge permit AUTH- 20181320-01 under phase 1

of the proposal. This discharge permit allows for the milking of up to 850 cows and the discharge of
Farm Dairy Effluent (FDE) via low rate irrigation and slurry tanker. Under phase 1, the applicant will

increase actual cow numbers milked on farm to consented cow numbers. Land use consent is sought

under phase 1 for the use of the existing effluent storage facilities (see Section 6.6)

Our assessment is that AUTH-20181320-01 does not need to be amended for phase 1 as described in

Section 5.3 of this report.

Phase 2:

A new discharge permit is sought for phase 2 of the proposal. A discharge permit is required to allow

for the discharge of FDE from 1000 cows, underpass effluent, silage pad leachate and wintering shed

slurry from a maximum of 1050 cows.

The effluent generated in the wintering shed and held within the sludge bunker is more solid in nature

than typical FDE and could be considered a sludge. The PSWLP provides for a very simple definition of

sludge: "The solid residues from effluentl The PSWLP does not provide a definition for the term slurry.

We have used an Agresearch document by Houlbrooke et al which has characterised and evaluated

dairy manures and slurries. The following diagrams are an excerpt from this report and indicates that

barn slurry has an average of 8o/o dry matter which classifies it as liquid. Effluent from herd homes has

an average of 23o/" dry matter which classifies it as semi-solid.
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Figure 1 4: Effluent characteristics and classificationslE

The applicant has taken a conservative approach and classifies effluent from the wintering sheds as

slurry which means that the effluent generated in these sheds requires a discharge permit in order to
apply the slurry to land on both the dairy platform and Gladfield block.

Table 16: Discharge Permit application summary

1E Houlbrooke et al, Dairy Manures and Slurries: Characteristics and Evaluating current practice, AgResearch accessed at
http://envirolink.govt.nzlassets/Envirol ink/1 2O4-ESRC1 5320Dairy20manures20and20slu rries-

characteristics20and20evaluating20current20practice20.pdf on 1 February 201 9

Soue: NZAEI. 1984

Total solids {%l

Replacement of consent no. AUTH-201 81 320-01

Number of dairy cows 1000

Type of milking shed Rotary Shed

Winter milking? No milking between '16 June and 31 July other than slipped cows

Wintering barn? Yes - for 1050 cows

Feed padlstand off pad? No separate structure present but the wintering shed used can be used as a

standoff pad for milking cows for approximately 10 hours per day during

May and August.

Other sources of effluent? Stock underpass

Silage leachate

Effluent treatment FDE: Slurry scraped from yard to concrete sludge pit, liquids drained to liquid

effluent storage facil ity

Wintering Bam: scraped to slurry effluent storage facility

Underpass effluent directed to liquid effluent storage facility

Silage leachate: directed to slurry effluent storage facility

Storage available (m3) 3801m3 existing pond will be re-constructed with a liner in phase 2 to
provide liquid storage.

New pond - 7,979m3 for slurry effluent storage

Storage required (m3) Liquid effluent 3,660m3 (as per attached dairy effluent storage calculator for

FDE from 1000 cows in Attachment E)) plus underpass effluent

Sf urry effluent:7,979m1for wintering shed effluent, silage leachate and

excess sludge bunker effluent

Discharge Permit Details:
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Disposal area (ha) Liquid effluent 78ha discharge area

Slurry effluent: Approx 320ha being the remainder of dairy platform and

entire Gladfield block

lrrigator proposed Pods, slurry tanker and travelling irrigator

Application rate and depth Travelling irrigator: Maximum depth per application of 8 mm. Total annual

application depth of 25 mm

Slurry tanken 2.5mm depth per application maximum. Typical application at
'l.5mm depth

Pods: Max application rate 1Omm/hr

Monitoring proposed Groundwater every 6 months

6.3.1 Effluent manogement system description

Farm dairy effluent

The dairy shed yard is mechanically scraped to collect the more solid component of the effluent
(slurry) which is scraped into a 100m3 concrete sludge bunker at the far end from the dairy yard.

The yard has a downward gradient towards the milking shed to effectively allow solid and liquid

effluent to be separated by gravity on the yard. The slurry is stored in the above ground

concrete bunker for a maximum of 4 weeks before it is applied to land using an on-site slurry

tanker. Slurry is applied to the remainder of the farm outside the liquid effluent discharge area.

The rotary platform and dairy shed are washed twice daily with a maximum of 25,000 L equating

lo 25 Vcow/day. This volume has been measured by the applicant and is accurate for the
system on farm.

Liquid effluent collected from the yard, dairy shed and underpass is pumped either directly out
to the 78ha effluent discharge area using a combination of low rate pods, slurry tanker and

travelling irrigator or stored in the effluent storage pond (to be constructed).

The slurry tanker can apply effluent at a depth of 1.5-2.5mm per application and will be

preferentially used when a lower soil moisture deficit exists. The travelling irrigator applies

effluent at a depth of 7-8mm and will be preferentially used when a higher soil moisture deficit

exists. The low rate pods apply effluent at a maximum rate of 10mm/hr and can be used all

year round provided an adequate soil moisture deficit exists.

6.3.2 Storoge

The effluent storage at the farm under phase 2 will consist of three primary storage areas:

. Liquid effluent from the washdown of the platform and rainwater on the yard is stored

temporarily in a pump sump before it is applied directly to the approved liquid discharge area.

o Liquid effluent will also be stored in the 3,801m3 re-constructed lined effluent storage pond

and applied to land with a combination of the pods, slurry tanker and travelling irrigator. This
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will be completed prior to phase 2 commencing and will require a further land use consent

application to be made when details are finalised as discussed above.

Underpass effluent is pumped to the liquid effluent storage pond.

Slurry from the yard is stored in the 100m3 concrete pit attached to the far end of the yard and

applied to land using a slurry tanker on a monthly basis. Slurry collected during the first two
weeks of June and during spring is stored with wintering shed effluent in the slurry effluent

storage facility.

All wintering shed effluent is stored for the duration of winter in the new slurry effluent storage

facility and applied to land from October through to May when soil moisture conditions are

suitable.

a

Note: Consents will be applied for to re-construct, use and maintain any new or existing effluent storage

structures under phase 2 prior to the commencement of this discharge permit.

Liquid effluent

The Dairy Effluent Storage Calculator (DESC) attached in Attachment E shows that 3,650m3 of
pumpable liquid storage is required (90th percentile probability) to enable effective deferred irrigation

for liquid FDE and underpass effluent (included in the other catchments section total 480m2).

A condition of consent is required on the Discharge Permit (phase 2) to ensure that the new effluent

storage facility for liquid effluent will be constructed of at least 3,660m3 in volume.

Slurry effluent

The wintering shed is used for a maximum of 1050 cows for the entire winter period. During some

seasons, the shed may only contain mixed age cows with the R2 cows remaining at WRO.

The wintering shed is used as a standoff pad during late Autumn and early spring as a measure to
remove cows from pasture. The use of this facility as a standoff pad will change continually every season

based on frequency and severity of adverse weather events and soil moisture levels. A conservative

estimate is that the wintering shed could be used 24 hours per day for 45 days as a standoff pad.

The applicant has slurry effluent storage available within the concrete bunker for yard scrapings. The

applicant has the ability to empty the concrete bunker monthly using the on-site slurry tanker during

the majority of the milking season. Slurry from the concrete bunker will preferentially be stored in the

same facility as the wintering shed effluent during the first 15 days of June or during spring which is

calculated above to equate to 195m3.

Silage leachate is collected with the slurry effluent. The silage pad is drained by a series of four drains

along the length of the pad which can be manually diverted to storage or freshwater discharge

depending on whether silage is stacked on this portion of the pad or not. Leachate volumes are

therefore hard to calculate due to the changing nature of a silage stack with the pad completely empty
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for 3-4 months of the year and partially empty for another 2 months. A conservative estimate sees a

catchment of 800m2 entering the slurry effluent storage facility based on 50% ol average annual rainfall.

Below, a manual calculation has been used for slurry effluent including wintering shed effluent, slurry

from the yard and silage pad leachate because the applicant wishes to provide storage for all of the

slurry effluent produced and does not wish for a model to discount storage volumes based on soil types.

Wintering shed: 1050 cows x 50 L/cow/day x 95 days = 4,988m3 (includes June, July and August)

Wintering shed: 1050 cows x 50 L/cow/day x 45 days = 2,362m3 (used as standoff pad)

Slurry from yard: 1000 cows x 3 Vcowlday x 65 days = 195m3

Silage pad leachate 800m2 x 0.53m rainfall = 424m3

Total required for slurry = 7,979m?

A condition of consent is required on the Discharge Permit (phase 2) to ensure that the new slurry

effluent storage facility will be constructed of at least 7,979m3 in volume.

6.3.3 Dischorge Area

The liquid effluent discharge area will be approximately 78ha which represents an increase from 55ha under

the existing discharge permit. Overseer reports state that 62ha is required to maintain N loading at less than

150 kg N/halyear from effluent. Liquid effluent (FDE plus underpass effluent) will be applied to land all year

round as soil conditions permit safe application.
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Figurc 15: Proposed effluent discharge area

The sluny effluent discharge area includes the remainder of the milking platform (i.e blockVpaddock not in

the approved liquid effluent discharge area) and thetotal area of Gladfield blocktotals approximately320ha.

Liquid or slurry effluent will not be applied within the following buffer zones as per standard discharge permit

conditions:

c 20 m of any surface watercourse

o 100 m of any potable water abstraction point

o 20 m to any landholding boundary and

o 200 m of any residential dwelling on a neighbouring property
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ln addition, the applicant will not discharge effluent where the soil has cracked.

6.3.4 Dischorge Method

Liquid effluent will be applied to land using low rate pods, slurry tanker and travelling irrigator. Slurry

will be applied to land using slurry tanker only. Proposed application rates are:

. Travelling irrigator: Maximum depth per application of 8 mm, total annual application depth of
25 mm

. Slurr/ tanker: 2.5mm maximum depth per application. Application depths between 1.5mm and

2.5mm.

o Low rate pods: Maximum application rate 10mm/hr

6.4 Water Permit Application

Phase 1:

The applicant will be operating under the existing water permit AUTH- 20181320-02 under phase 1 of

the proposal. This water permit allows for the abstraction of 100,000 L/day of groundwater over a 300

day milking season. This volume accounts for shed wash down water and stock drinking water for 850

cows.

Phase 2:

A new water permit is sought for phase 2 of the proposal. A water permit is required to allow for the

abstraction of groundwater for shed wash down water and stock drinking water from 1000 cows during

the milking season, and the abstraction of stock drinking water during winter for 1000 cows in the

wintering shed.

6.4.1 Allocotion

Under phase 2 of the application, the applicant seeks a continuation of the proposed groundwater

abstraction from bore E45/0426located at N2TM20001221869E4883664N and on Lot 10 DP152.

The applicant is applying for a continuation in the existing volume of groundwater:

Daily Volume= 100,000 L/day over the 300-day milking season (2 August - 31 May approx.)

Daily Volume= 75,000 L,/day over the 65-day winter period (1 June - 1 August approx.)

Annual Volume = 34,875m3

The proposed abstraction rate during the 300-day milking season of 100,000 L/day equates to a rate of

take of 100 Vcowlday broken down as 25 Ucowlday for shed wash down water and 75 Ucow/day lor
stock drinking water for the 1000 cows on the property.

The proposed abstraction rate during the 55-day winter period of 75,000 L,/day equates to a rate of 71

acow1dzy for the 1050 cows on the farm over the 65-day winter period.
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The proposed abstraction is from the Waimatuku groundwater zone which has a current allocation of
10o/o of the discretionary allocation specified in the RWPS and 12.4"/o of the discretionary allocation

specified in the PSWLP.

The groundwater abstraction represents no change from the applicant's current abstraction volume.

5.4.2 Monitoring

The groundwater abstraction will be monitored at the point of take to ensure compliance with the
proposed abstraction volumes. There are 2 x 20,000 L freshwater storage tanks at the dairy shed to
ensure the instantaneous rate of take is less than 2 Vsec.

5.5 Land Use Consent Application for wintering shed

The wintering shed will be built on the farm within a 5-year timeframe from the date of granting. Once

the shed is built and commissioned, phase 2 of the proposal commences and the applicant will begin

exercising the land use consent for the wintering shed and also the phase 2 discharge permit.

The wintering shed will be used to winter the majority of the milking herd from June through till calving

dates. Two primary scenarios would exist under the land use consent:

- All mixed age cows and R2 replacements are wintered in the sheds for the winter period

totalling 1 030-1 050 cows.

- All mixed age cows are wintered in the sheds for the winter period totalling 770 and R2

replacements are grazed on fodder crop at WRO and return to the platform towards the end

of Julylbeginning of August for calving.

The wintering shed will be located close to the dairy shed and constructed using the same concept

drawings as the existing wintering sheds on the applicant's other dairy farms (Woldwide 1 and Woldwide

2). The concept design includes a central concrete feed lane, individual stalls for loafing, walking alleys

with manure scrapers, a drop pit and a slurry effluent storage facility. Effluent is collected from the
walking alleys and scraped to the collection point.

Effluent generation figures have been considered and included under the discharge permit application

in Section 6.3.2 and are based on the volume of effluent generated by a housed animal 24 hours per

day.

The wintering shed will be constructed as to comply with the setbacks listed in Rule 35 of the PSWLP

namely, the feed pad/lot will not be located:

1) Within 50 meters from the nearest sub-surface drain, lake, river, artificial watercourse, modified

watercourse, natural wetland or another feed pad

2) Within a microbial health protection zone of a drinking water supply site or within 250 meters of a

drinking water supply

3) Within 200 meters of a place of general assembly or dwelling not on the same property
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4) Within 20 meters of the boundary

5) Within a critical source area

The wintering shed will have a sealed and impermeable base and any liquid animal effluent or

stormwater containing animal effluent discharging from the feed pad/lot is collected in a sealed animal

effluent storage system which will be authorised under Rule 32B or Rule 32D in the future. Overland

flow of stormwater or surface runoff from surrounding land is prevented

from entering the feed pad/lot.
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Figure 15: Proposed location of wintering shed and associated facilities

6.6 Land Use Consent Application for the use and maintenance of existing effluent
storage facilities

Land use consent is required for the use of three existing effluent storage facilities (pump sump,

concrete sludge bed bunker and effluent storage pond) upon the commencement of phase 1 of the

proposal.

Concrete sludge bunker
The concrete bunker has a totalvolume of 100m3 and is fully lined with concrete and sits partly above

ground. The concrete bunker has no visible cracks or defects and there is no evidence that it is leaking

or failing. The applicant will undertake a drop test on this structure by July 2019 during the off season.
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A drop test prior to this date is not possible as the concrete bunker is a first collection point within the
effluent system and effluent cannot be diverted elsewhere for the duration of the drop test.

The applicant proposes that a land use consent is issued requiring the concrete bunker to be drop

tested by July 2019 and regularly thereafter. The consent sought would be for 20 years for the continued

use and maintenance of this structure (equating for 5 years under phase 1 and 15 years under phase 2).

Pump sump
The pump sump has an approximate volume of 30m3 and holds liquid FDE prior to discharge to land or
transfer to the main effluent storage pond. The structure is essentially an in-ground concrete tank.

The applicant proposes that a land use consent is issued requiring the concrete bunker to be drop
tested by July 2019 and regularly thereafter. The consent sought would be for 20 years for the continued

use and maintenance ofthis structure (equating for 5 years under phase 1 and 15 years under phase 2).

Figure 17: Photograph of existing pump sump

Clay lined {fluent storage pond
The existing 3,801m3 effluent storage pond is not showing obvious signs of leakage which has been

confirmed in the attached pond certification from Mr Murray Gardyne (Attachment H) A pond drop
down test was completed and passed in July 2018 and is also attached in Attachment H. The proposed

conditions below ensure a regular pond drop down testing regime is in place.
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Figure 18: layout plan of effluent storage facilities

Proposcd consent conditions for the existing effuient storoge facilities.

Proposed conditions relating to drop test requirements only are included below. The proposed

conditions state that the concrete bunker and pump sump will be drop tested by 30 July 2019 and

thereafter all three effluent storage facilities will be drop tested regularly. The applicant expects Council

to impose other related conditions on these consents (not included below) in relation to the ongoing

maintenance and contingencies measures should the ponds fail the drop tests.

1. This consent outhorises the mointenance and use of agriculturol effluent storoge focilities as

described in the opplication for resource consent doted totmtot 2019, ond ony incidentol dischorge

of ogricultural effluent diredion onto or into lond from the focilities which is within the normol

operating porometes of o drop down test os set out in Appendix XX. The effluent storoge facilities
described in the opplication ore:

(a) An effluent storoge bunker with copocity to store no more thon 700 cubic meters of
effluent

(b) An effluent storoge pump sump with capacity to store no more thon 30 cubic meterc

of effluent

(c) An effluent storage pond with copacity to store no more than 3,801 cubic meters of
effluent.
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2. By 30luly 2019, the consent holder sholl demonstrate that the concrete bunker ond pump sump

described in Condition 1 (o) ond (b)ore structurolly sound ond fit for purpose by:

(a) obtoining written certifrcation from a Suitobly Qualified Person, in occordance with Appendix

)U of this consent thot the structures meet the relevont drop test criterio and
(b) obtoining confirmotion from a Suitably Quolifted Person thot the strudures have no visible

crocks, holes of defects that would allow effluent to leok from the structures.

3. (a) By the 30 of August eoch year in XXXX, XXXX and XXXX the consent holder sholl:

L Obtoin written ceftification from a Suitably Quolified person, in occordonce with

Appendix 2 of this consent thot the strudures meet the relevont pond drop test criteria of
Appendix 2; ond

iL Confirmotion from the Suitobly Quolifted person thot the structures hove no visible

crocks, holes or defects that would allow effluent to leok from the strudures.

(b) The certificotion required by conditions 2 ond 3 sholl be accompanied by photogrophs of the

structures (dote ond time stomped) ond be supplied to the Consent Authority within one month

of receiving the certificotion.

(c) The confirmotion required by condition 5(a) and (b) sholl be undertoken within the some month

each year in )d)O{ X)(XX ond )O(XX.

7. DETAILS OF THE PROPOSAL FOR WW5

7.1 Overview of the proposa!

Woldwide Five Limited will be undertaking an increase to the size of the milking platform and number

of cows on farm in two phases. Phase 1 will continue for a maximum of five years from the date of
granting of the land use consent which will be specified as a consent condition. Phase 2 will continue

thereafter for the duration ofthe consents.

Phase 1:

. A land use consent for the farming activity to increase the size of the dairy platform by 70ha to
convert a portion of Cochran's block to dairy platform and convert 45ha of Collies block to
dairy platform

o The applicant will exercise existing discharge permit AUTH20157537-01 and water permit

AUTH20157537-02 which permit the milking of up to 800 cows.

r A land use consent for the use of existing effluent storage facilities to hold effluent generated

on the farm.

Phase 2:

a A land use consent for the farming activity to increase the size of the herd to 930 cows and

continue to utilize the expanded dairy platform from phase 1.

A land use consent for the construction of a 1050 cow wintering barn on the farm
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A discharge permit to discharge farm dairy effluent, underpass effluent, silage leachate and

wintering shed slurry to land from the peak milking of 930 cows.

A land use consent for the use and maintenance of existing effluent storage facilities to hold

effluent generated on the farm.

7.2land use consent application for farming activity

A land use consent is sought for the proposed farming activity which we are determining includes all

activities located on the landholding which are directly associated with the operation of the applicant's

dairy farm for 365 days of the year. The proposed farming activity extends across the WW5 dairy

platform and WRO, and accordingly, one land use consent is sought to legalise the activities on this

land.

The proposed farming activity will occur in two phases. Phase 1 of the proposal is to add 73ha of an

existing 135ha sheep farm named Cochran's block to the existing dairy platform on WW5 and add 45ha

of Collies block. Cow numbers will be increased from current levels to maximum consented cow

numbers under the current discharge permit. ln order to facilitate phase 2 of the proposal, a 1050 cow

wintering shed will be constructed on the dairy platform within a maximum 5 year timeframe which will

allow for the increase of the herd size to 930 cows (from 800 cows). Under phase 2, intensive winter

grazing will cease on the dairy platform. All mixed age stock will be wintered in the wintering sheds.

R2 stock will either be wintered in the wintering sheds or at WRO.

Table 17: Farm areas and stocking rates for WW5 under the proposal

Overseer 6.3.0 has been used to describe the current farm system to create a baseline model for the

existing land use (please see explanation of modelling scenario for Collies block in Section 3.2). The

baseline model consists of one nutrient budget based on actual data from the applicants records to
create three year average input values for the preceding three years since the farm was converted in

201s.

Overseer 6.3.0 has then been used to model the farm system under phase 1 to estimate nutrient outputs

under the proposal. Nutrient inputs have been carefully considered to ensure viable farm systems are

modelled.

a

262 241 3.3

335 311 2.1

33s 311 3.2

Existing

Proposed phase 1

Proposed phase 2

TOTAL FARM AREA

(HA)

EFFECTIVE AREA

(HA)

STOCKING

RATE
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Phase 2 has been modelled using an example Overceer nutrient budget for WW5 to give an

prediction of how the wintering shed can maintain and/or reduce nutrient losses when included in the
farm system. The meaning of an example Onerceer nutrient budget is that the model uses more

assumptions and typical industry-wide input values due to the inherent uncertainties which exist

modelling a farm system so much further into the future. This example model must only be viewed as

an example, not representing the exact and absolute farm system the applicant proposes to implement

in the future. We also note that Environment Southland consent staff have advised the applicant that a
nutrient budget for phase 2 is not considered a requirement for this application, however the applicant

has chosen to provide one to strengthen their proposal and to show that nutrient losses can be reduced

to baseline levels.

Please refer to the Farm Scenario Plan in Attachment B for a full description of the baseline, proposed

and winter barn example farm systems for the WW5 farm: Cochrans block, Collies block and WW5

platform. Overseer nutrient budgets have been prepared by Mark Crawford of Ravensdown who is a

Certified Nutrient Management Adviser (CNMA). These Overseer budgets have been used to show the

annual amount of nitrogen and phosphorus discharged from the farm.

The summary outputs for the baseline model are:

Table 18: Summary outputs for the baseline model

The summary outputs for proposed phase 1 model are:

Table 19: Summary outputs for proposed phase 1 model

The summary outputs for the winter barn example model are:

Table 20: Summary outputs for winter barn example model

Self-contained dairy unit

Sheep farm (73 ha)

Current combined

14,493

1,389

15,882

55

18

47

207

30

237

0.8

0.4

0.7

Nitrogen

Losses

(total kg)

Nitrogen
Losses

(kglha/year)

Phosphorus Losses

(total kg)

Phosphorus Losses

(kglhalyearlLand Use

Proposed phase 1 15,937 47 231 o.7

Nitrogen

Losses

(total kg)

Nitrogen
Losses

(kglha/year)

Phosphorus Losses

(total kg)

Phosphorus Losses

(kg/halyearlLand Use

Proposed phase 2 15,539 47 245 0.7

Nitrogen

Losses

(total kg)

Nitrogen

Losses

(kglhalyear)

Phosphorus Losses

(total kg)

Phosphorus Losses

(kg/halyear)Land Use
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Overall, modelling of phase 1 of the application indicates that at a farm system/landholding level

nitrogen losses are estimated to increase by 55 kg N/year and remain unchanged on a per hectare basis

compared to the baseline. Phosphorus losses are estimated by Overseer to decrease by 7 kg P/year but

remain the same on a per hectare basis compared to the baseline.

Overall, modelling of phase 2 (winter barn example) of the application indicates that at a farm

system/landholding level nitrogen losses are estimated to reduce by 243 kg N/year and remain

unchanged on a per hectare basis compared to the baseline. Phosphorus losses are estimated by

Overseer to increase by 8 kg P/year and remain unchanged on a per hectare basis compared to the

baseline.

The overall intention of the land use consent under phase 2 is to operate at a nitrogen loss level

(predicted by Overseer) equal to or less than the nitrogen loss level outputs from the baseline model.

Please see Section 8.3 for specific details on how we propose to condition nitrogen loss outputs in the

land use consent to account for Overseer version changes.

7.3 Discharge permit application

Phase 1:

The applicant will be operating under the existing discharge permit AUTH- 20157537-01under phase 1

of the proposal. This discharge permit allows for the milking of up to 800 cows and the discharge of
Farm Dairy Effluent (FDE) via low rate irrigation and slurry tanker.

Our assessment is that AUTH-20157537-01 does not need to be amended for phase 1 as described in

Section 5.3 of this report.

Phase 2:

A new discharge permit is sought for phase 2 of the proposal. A discharge permit is required to allow

for the discharge of FDE from 930 cows, underpass effluent, silage pad leachate and wintering shed

slurry from a maximum of 1050 cows.

The effluent generated in the wintering shed and held within the sludge bunker is more solid in nature

than typical FDE and could be considered a sludge. The PSWLP provides for a very simple definition of
sludge: "The solid residues from effluentl The PSWLP does not provide a definition for the term slurry.

We have used an Agresearch document by Houlbrooke et al which has characterised and evaluated

dairy manures and slurries. The following diagrams are excerpt from this report and indicates that barn

slurry has an average of 8o/o dry matter which classifies it as liquid and effluent from herd homes has an

average ol23o/o dry matter which classifies it as semi-solid.
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Figure t9: Effluent characteristics and classificationsle

The applicant has taken a conservative approach and classifies effluent from the wintering sheds as

slurry which means that the effluent generated in these sheds requires a discharge permit.

Table 21: Discharge Permit application summaly

19 Houlbrooke et al, Dairy Manures and Slurries: Characteristics and Evaluating current practice, AgResearch accessed at

http://envirolink.govlnz/assets/Envi rolink/1 2O4-ESRC 1 5320Dairy20manu res20and20slurries-

characteristics20and20evaluating20current20oractice20.odf on 1 February 2019

Total solids

Replacement of consent no. AUTH-201 57537-01

Number of dairy cows 930

Type of milking shed Rotary Shed

Winter milking? No milking between 15 June and 31 July other than slipped cows

Wintering barn? Yes - for 1050 cows

Feed padlstand off pad? Yes - three existing standoff pads not drained to effluent system

Other sources of effluent? Stock underpass

Silage leachate

Effluent treatment FDE: Slurry scraped from yard to concrete sludge pi! liquids drained to liquid

effluent storage facil ity

Wintering Bam: scraped to slurry effluent storage facility

Underpass effluent directed to liquid effluent storage facility

Silage leachate: directed to slurry effluent storage facility

Storage available (m3) Liquid: 180m3 in existing tanks. Plus new effluent storage facility to meet

DESC requirements.

Slurry- 7,955m3 from wintering shed, silage leachate and excess slurry from

concrete sludge bunker. To be constructed under phase 2

Storage required (m3) Liquid: 335m3 (as per attached dairy effluent storage calculator in

Attachment E)

Slurry 7,955m3 for wintering shed,

Disposal area (ha) Liquid:126ha

Slurry 133ha

lrrigator proposed Pods, slurry tanker with umbillical

Discharge Permit Details:
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Application rate and depth Slurry tanker: 2.5mm depth per application

Pods: Max application rate 1mm/hr, max depth 1mm. Combined 25mm

application rate per year

Monitoring proposed Groundwater every 6 months

7.?.1 Effluent monogement system description

Farm dairv effluent

The dairy shed yard is mechanically scraped to collect slurry effluent which is scraped into a

125m3 concrete bunker at the far end from the dairy yard. The yard has a downward gradient

towards the milking shed to effectively allow solid and liquid effluent to be separated by gravity

on the yard. The slurry effluent is stored in the above ground concrete bunker for a maximum

of 4 weeks before it is applied to land using an on-site slurry tanker. Slurry is applied to the

remainder of the farm outside the liquid effluent discharge area.

The rotary platform and dairy shed is washed twice daily with a maximum of 3,000 L equating

to 3 Vcowlday. This volume has been measured by the applicant and is accurate for the system

on farm.

Liquid effluent collected from the yard, dairy shed and underpass is pumped either directly out
to the 126ha effluent discharge area using a combination of low rate pods and slurry tanker or

stored in the existing and proposed liquid effluent storage tanks.

The slurry tanker can apply effluent at a depth of 1.5-2.5mm per application and will be

preferentially used when a lower soil moisture deficit exists. The low rate pods apply effluent

at a maximum rate of 1mm/hr and can be used all year round provided an adequate soil

moisture deficit exists.

7.3.2 Storage

Currently, effluent storage at the farm consists three primary storage areas:

. Liquid effluent from the washdown of the platform and rainwater on the yard is stored

temporarily in a pump sump before it is pumped to the storage tanks.

r Liquid effluent will be stored in the six existing storage tanks plus a proposed additional facility

and applied to land using a combination of the pods and slurry tanker.

Yard slurry is stored in the 125m3 concrete pit attached to the far end of the yard and applied

to land using a slurry tanker on a monthly basis. Slurry collected during the first two weeks of
June and during spring is stored with wintering shed slurry effluent.
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All wintering shed effluent is stored for the duration of winter in a new slurry effluent storage

facility and applied to land from October through to May when soil moisture conditions are

suitable.

Liquid effluent

The Dairy Effluent Storage Calculator (DESC) attached in Attachment E shows that 335m3 of pumpable
liquid storage is rcquired (90th percentile probability) to enable effective deferred irrigation for liquid

FDE and underpass effluent (included in the other catchments section total 480m2).

A condition of consent is required on the Discharge Permit (phase 2) to ensure that the new liquid

effluent storage facility will be constructed of at least 335m3 in volume.

Slurry effluent

The wintering shed is used for a maximum of 1050 cows for the entire winter period. During some

seasons, the shed may only contain mixed age cows with the R2 cows remaining at WRO.

The wintering shed is used as a standoff pad during late Autumn and early spring as a measure to
remove cows from pasture. The use of this facility as a standoff pad will change continually every season

based on frequenry and severity of adverse weather events and soil moisture levels. A conservative

estimate is that the wintering shed could be used 24 hours per day for 45 days as a standoff pad.

The applicant has slurry storage available within the concrete bunker for yard scrapings. The applicant

has the ability to empty the concrete bunker monthly using the on-site slurry tanker during the majority

of the milking season. Slurry from the concrete bunker will preferentially be stored in the same facility

as the wintering shed effluent during the first 15 days of June or during spring which is calculated above

to equate to 195m3.

Silage leachate is collected with the other slurry effluent. The silage pad is drained by a series of four
drains along the length of the pad which can be diverted to storage or freshwater discharge depending

on whether silage is stacked on this portion of the pad or not. Leachate volumes are therefore hard to
calculate due to the changing nature of a silage stack with the pad completely empty for 3-4 months of
the year and partially empty for another 2 months. A conservative estimate sees a catchment area of
800m2 entering the slurry effluent facility based on 50o/o of average annual rainfall.

Below, a manual calculation has been used for slurry effluent including wintering shed effluent, slurry

from the yard and silage pad leachate because the applicant wishes to provide storage for all of the

slurry produced and does not wish for a model to discount storage volumes based on soil types.

Wintering shed: 1050 cows x 50Vcow/day x 95 days = 4,988m3 (includes June, July and August)

Wintering shed: 1050 cows x 50 L/cow/day x 45 days = 2,362m3 (used as standoff pad)

Slurry from yard: 930 cows x 3 Vcow/day x 65 days = 181m3

a
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Silage pad leachate 800m2 x 0.53m rainfall = 424m1

Tota! required for slurry = 7,955m3

A condition of consent is required on the Discharge Permit (phase 2) to ensure that the new slurry

effluent storage facility will be constructed of at least 7,955m3 in volume.

7.3.3 Dischorye Arca

The liquid effluent discharge area will be 126ha (115 ha with buffers) which is unchanged from the area

approved under the existing discharge permit. Overseer reports state that 55ha is required to maintain

N loading at less than 150 kg N/halyear from effluent. Liquid effluent will be applied to land all year

round as soil conditions permit safe application.

The sluny effluent discharge area includes the remainder of the milking platform (i.e. block/paddock not in

the approved liquid effluent discharge area) and totals approximately 133ha.

Figure 20: Effluent discharge arca map forWW5

Effluent will not be applied within the following buffer zones as per standard discharge permit

conditions:
o 20 m of any surface watercourse
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100 m of any potable water abstraction point

20 m to any landholding boundary;and

200 m of any residential dwelling on a neighbouring property

ln addition, the applicant will not discharge effluent where the soil has cracked.

7.3.4 Dbcharge Method

FDE will be applied to land using low rate pods and slurry tanker. Proposed application rates are:

o Slurry tanker: 2.5mm maximum depth per application. Application depths between 1.5mm and

2.5mm.

o Low rate pods: Maximum application rate 1Omm/hr

7.3.5 Standoff Pods

There are three standoff pads on the property, left by the previous owner which have not been currently

used. When fully constructed, each pad has a rotten rock base which a knap rock layer on top and

covered with at least 500mm of bark chips.

Each pad will stand off mobs of about 100 cows, with a maximum of 120 cows held on any of the pads.

Cows will be fed ad-lib using baleage in ring feeders.

Effluent will be stored in-situ in the bark and scraped after each season and applied to land in
accordance with Rule 38 of the PSWLP.

The standoff pads will be constructed as to comply with the setbacks listed in Rule 35 of the PSWLP

namely, the feed pad/lot will not be located:

1) Within 50 meters from the nearest sub-surface drain, lake, river, artificial watercourse, modified

watercourse, natural wetland or another feed pad

2) Within a microbial health protection zone of a drinking water supply site or within 250 meters of a

drinking water supply

3) Within 200 meters of a place of general assembly or dwelling not on the same property

4) Within 20 meters of the boundary

5) Within a critical source area

a

a
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Figure 21: Location of three standoff pads on VUWS

7.4 Water Permit Application

Phase 1:

The applicant will be operating under the existing water permit AUTH- 20157537-02 under phase 1 of
the proposal. This water permit allows for the abstraction of 72,000 aday of groundwater for 365 days

of the year. This volume accounts for shed wash down water and stock drinking water for 800 cows at

a rate of 90Vcow/day accounting for the fact that the yard is scraped not washed.

Phase 2:

A new water permit is sought for phase 2 of the proposal. A water permit is required to allow for the

abstraction of groundwater for shed wash down water and stock drinking water from 1000 cows during

the milking season, and the abstraction of stock drinking water during winter for 1000 cows in the

wintering shed.

7.4.1 Allocotion

The applicant will continue the proposed groundwater abstraction from bore D45/0345 located at

NZTM2000 1219900E4884030N and on Lot 1 DP12253.
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The applicant is applying for the following volumes of groundwater:

Daily Volume= 100,000 L,/day over the 300-day milking season (2 August - 31 May approx.)

Daily Volume= 75,000 L/day over the 65-day winter period (1 June - 1 August approx.)

Annual Volume = 34,875m3

The proposed abstraction rate during the 300-day milking season of 100,000 L/day equates to a rate of
take of 100 Vcowlday broken down as 25 Ucowlday for shed wash down water and 75 Vcow/day for
stock drinking water for the 1000 cows on the property.

The proposed abstraction rate during the 65-day winter period of 75,000 L,/day equates to a rate of 71

L/cow/day for the 1050 cows on the farm over the 65-day winter period.

The proposed abstraction is from the Upper Aparima groundwater zone which has a current allocation

of 4o/o of the discretionary allocation specified in the RWPS and 7.2o/o of the discretionary allocation

specified in the PSWLP

The groundwater abstraction represents an increase from the applicant's current abstraction volume to
account for the additional cows on farm.

7.4.1 Monitoring

The groundwater abstraction will be monitored at the point of take to ensure compliance with the
proposed abstraction volumes. There are 4 x 30,000 L freshwater storage tanks at the dairy shed to
ensure the instantaneous rate of take is less than 2 Usec.

7.5 Land Use Consent Application for Wintering Shed

The wintering shed will be built on the farm within a 5 year timeframe from the date of granting. Once

the shed is built and commissioned, phase 2 of the proposal commences and the applicant will begin

exercising the land use consent for the wintering shed and also the phase 2 discharge and water permits.

The wintering shed will be used to winter the majority of the milking herd from June through till
calving dates. Two primary scenarios would exist under the land use consent:

- All mixed age cows and R2 replacements are wintered in the sheds for the winter period

totalling 1 030-1 050 cows.

- All mixed age cows are wintered in the sheds for the winter period totalling 770 and R2

replacements are grazed on fodder crop at WRO and return to the platform towards the end

of Julylbeginning of August for calving.

The wintering shed will be located close to the dairy shed and constructed using the same concept

drawings as the existing wintering sheds on the applicant's other dairy farms (Woldwide 1 and Woldwide

2). The concept design includes a central concrete feed lane, individual stalls for loafing, walking alleys
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with manure scrapers, a drop pit and a slurry effluent storage facility. Effluent is collected from the

walking alleys and scraped to the collection point.

Effluent generation figures have been considered and included under the discharge permit application

and are based on the volume of effluent generated by a housed animal 24 hours per day.

The wintering shed will be constructed as to comply with the setbacks listed in Rule 35 of the PSWLP

namely, the feed pad/lot will not be located:

6) Within 50 meters from the nearest sub-surface drain, lake, river, artificial watercourse, modified

watercourse, natural wetland or another feed pad

7) Within a microbial health protection zone of a drinking water supply site or within 250 meters of a

drinking water supply

8) Within 200 meters of a place of general assembly or dwelling not on the same property

9) Within 20 meters of the boundary

10) Within a critical source area

The wintering shed will have a sealed and impermeable base and any liquid animal effluent or

stormwater containing animal effluent discharging from the feed padllot is collected in a sealed animal

effluent storage system which will be authorised under Rule 32B or Rule 32D in the future. Overland

flow of stormwater or surface runoff from surrounding land is prevented

from entering the feed pad/lot.
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Figure 22: Proposed location of wintering shed and associated facilities

7.6 Land Use Consent Application for the use of an existing effluent storage facility

Land use consent is required for the use of one as existing concrete sludge bunker as a storage facility

upon the commencement of phase 1 of the proposal.

Concrete sludge bunker
The concrete bunker has a totalvolume of 125m3 and is fully lined with concrete and sits partly above

ground. The concrete bunker has no visible cracks or defects and there is no evidence that it is leaking

or failing. The applicant will undertake a drop test on this structure by July 2019 during the off season.

A drop test prior to this date is not possible as the concrete bunker is a first collection point within the
effluent system and effluent cannot be diverted elsewhere for the duration of the drop test.

The applicant proposes that a land use consent is issued requiring the concrete bunker to be drop
tested byJuly2019 and regularlythereafter. Theconsentsoughtwould befor20yearsforthecontinued
use and maintenance of this structure (equating for 5 years under phase 1 and 15 years under phase 2).
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Figure 23: layout plan of existing effluent storage facilities

Proposed consent condittons for the extsting effluent storoge focilities.

Proposed conditions relating to drop test requirements only are included below. The proposed

conditions state that the concrete bunker will be drop tested by 30 July 2019 and thereafter will be drop

tested regularly. The applicant expects Council to impose other related conditions on these consents

in relation to the ongoing maintenance and contingencies measures should the ponds fail the drop

tests.

1. This consent authorkes the mointenance ond use of ogriculturol effiuent storoge focilities as

described in the opplication for resource consent doted mxnx 2019, ond any incidental discharge

of agriculturol effiuent direction onto or into lond from the focilities which b within the normal

operoting porometers of o drop down test os set out in Appendix )X. The ffiuent storoge focilities
described in the opplicotion ore:

(a) An effluent storoge bunker with capocity to store no more thon 100 cubic meters of
effluent

2. By 30 luly 2019, the consent holder sholl demonstrote thot the concrete bunker described in

Condition 1 (o) is strudurally sound ond fit for purpose by:

(c) obtoining written ceftificotion from o Suitably Quolified Person, in occordonce with Appendix

XX of this consent thot the structure meets the relevont drop test criterio ond
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8. DETAILS OF THE PROPOSAL FOR WRO

The land use consent applications for the farming activities for WW4 and WW5 seek consent for all

activities located on the landholding which are directly associated with the operation of the respective

dairy farms for 365 days of the year. A separate proposal, AEE and nutrient budget has been provided

for WRO in Attachments F and G and should be referred to for specific details of the proposal.

The proposed farming activity for \A/W4 and WW5 includes the grazing of dry stock all year round at

WRO. Dry stock includes R1 and R2 grazing, mating bull grazing and carry over cow grazing. ln this

respect, WRO is considered to be part of the landholding for WW4 and WW5 and the grazing of dry

stock at WRO must be included in the respective land use consent applications.

WRO is also a separate and distinct landholding in its own right. WRO operates as a single business

entity with an individual set of accounts and company structure. WRO therefore operates as an

individual landholding as well as being part of the landholdings for the respective dairy farms. The

other activities located on WRO which are not considered to form part of the respective farming

activities for WW4 and WW5 include:

. Commercial pine plantation

o Rotten rock quarry operation
o Native bush block

Accordingly, consent is not sought for these activities and this application proposes that the resulting

land use consents for WW4 and WW5 which refer to the land parcels on WRO specifically exclude

restrictions, references or details regarding these activities which are not part of the farming activity.

These activities are permitted activities under the PSWLP as they do not contravene Section 13(1),14(2),

14(3) or 15(1) of the RMA as detailed in Rule 4 of the PSWLP.

When considering WRO as an individual landholding, the use of land at WRO for the current and

proposed activities in their entirety would otherwise be a permitted activity under Rule 20(a) of the

PSWLP:

There is no dairy platform on the landholding

There is no associated discharge permit which specifies a maximum number of cows

A FEMP in accordance with Appendix N of the PSWLP has been prepared for the landholding

and implemented (see attached).

The landholding contains no more than 100ha of intensive winter grazing

The good management practices for intensive winter grazing specified in Rule 20(a)(iii)(3) have

been implemented and detailed in the FEMP.

A vegetated strip including stock inclusion will be in place adjacent to any water bodies in

accordance with the setbacks in Rule 20(aXiiiXa-5)

The applicant accepts that the activities at WRO which form part of the farming activity on WW4 and

WW5 require land use consent. However, it is important and vital to note that when viewing WRO as
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an individual landholding then the current and proposed activities would otherwise be a permitted
activity under the PSWLP and would remain so at any point in the future as long as they comply with
any requirements, conditions and permissions specified in the RMA, detailed in Rule 20(a) and any
applicable regional plans.

The applicant has included WRO in the application as part of the farming activity and landholding for
WW4 and \ffW5 at the request of Environment Southland staff in Attachments F and G, however the
matter of whether it should be included in the respective farming activity and the landholdings for WW4
and WW5 is a matter which the applicant wishes to thoroughly discuss and assess at the upcoming
hearing.

9. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FOR PROPOSAL ON
WW4

ln addition to the application being made in the prescribed forms and mannel Section 88 of the RMA

also requires that every application for consent includes an assessment of the effects of the activity on

the environment as set-out in Schedule 4 of the RMA.

This assessment of environmental effects (AEE) is broken into two parts: a broad scale/cumulative effects

assessment and an assessment of the individual activities within the individual management blocks for
both phase 1 and phase 2 individually.

9.1 Broadscale/cumulativeeffectsassessment

The AEE below concludes that the implementation of targeted mitigation measures on-farm will ensure

that adverse effects on water quality from activities within the proposal are either avoided or mitigated

to levels that are consistent with the relevant regional plan water quality objectives whilst still

maintaining a viable, efficient and profitable farm system. The AEE is written in a holistic way and does

not solely refer and relate to Overseer outputs because Overseer only models nitrogen and phosphorus

lost from the farm to water below the root zone and overland beyond the farm boundary. Overseer

does not model nutrient loss into final receiving groundwater or surface water bodies. The amount of
these nutrients which may end up in these water bodies depends on a wide range of different factors

often collectively referred to as attenuation rates. Similarly, the catchment hydrology and characteristics

are critical in affecting the resultant concentration and/or mass loadings of nutrients and other

contaminants in water bodies.zo

This broad scale/cumulative effects assessment includes a catchment scale assessment in relation to
attenuation and hydrology processes, characteristics of the catchment and consideration of the state of
the receiving environment. This assessment also assesses the proposed activity in its entirety against

the actual existing environment, i.e. not using a permitted or consented baseline approach. The term

20 Enfocus, lJsing Overseer in Wotet Monogement Plonning, October 2018.
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"practicable minimum" is used frequently and is used to portray the fact that any dairy farming activity

results in nutrient losses to the environment of some scale and that the applicant has reduced nutrient

losses as far as they are practically able to do so given available mitigations, innovations and technology

whilst still maintaining an efficient and profitable farm system that meets their social and economic

needs. The term "practicable minimum" does not refer to an effect on the environment. The summary

to this AEE concludes that water quality will be maintained in the receiving environments given the

proposed mitigations, the characteristics of the catchment and the predicted changes to water quality

as a result of the proposed activity.

Attenuation
Section 3.4 includes a map of the denitrification potential across the subject catchment. The map shows

that the area of the subject landholding has low to very low denitrification with pockets of the lower

catchment having higher denitrification potential. Broadly, this means that risk of a greater proportion

of the modelled N losses from below the root zone ending up in groundwater and eventually surface

water bodies is high, especially on the free draining Tuatapere soils. The applicant has recognised this

risk and sited high contaminant loss activities (particularly high N loss activities such as intensive winter

grazing and discharge of slurry and liquid effluent) on the lower risk Braxton soils which are more poorly

drained with less vulnerability to nitrogen leaching and therefore less risk of N loss below the root zone

and through the soil profile. The siting of these activities on lower risk soils has been a conscious

decision by the applicant for a number of years and has therefore reduced N leaching risk and is

included in the nutrient budgets attached to the application... The Braxton soils are known to be prone

to cracking however the attached report in Attachment I from Environment Southland Scientist, Michael

Killick confirms that the Braxton soils in this specific location have not shown evidence of cracking

thereby reducing potential risks of contaminant loss during dry periods from these soils.

The proposed inclusion of a wintering shed is one of the most effective and significant mitigation

measures available for NZ dairy farms for reducing effects of N leaching beyond the root zone through

to groundwater and surface water receiving bodies. The wintering shed allows the applicant to remove

cows from pasture and hold them inside during high risk drainage periods. ln doing so, N deposited

via urine and dung patches is collected within the effluent system and can be redistributed to pasture

evenly, at a lower rate and timed to avoid high risk drainage periods. This significantly reduces the risk

of N leaching through the soil profile as it is preferentially used in the root zone. As a result, the

mitigation measures put forward by the applicant, as detailed in the AEE tables below, will reduce the

amounts of nitrogen that drain to groundwater within the Waimatuku GMZ and the Aparima GMZ to a

practicable minimum and effects on these water bodies will result in the maintenance of water quality.

Groundwater nitrate concentrations are of particular concern to human health. The risk of bottle fed

infants getting 'blue baby syndrome' from consuming high nitrate nitrogen water is widely accepted

and is the primary driver for the current NZ Drinking water standard for nitrate nitrogen. The proposal

sees a reduction in drainage N concentrations at a block level predicted by Overseer, particularly with

the removal of intensive winter grazing from the Gladfield block. Other studies indicate that other
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contaminants, or dietary nitrate sources, may also play a role in the syndrome.2l A recent Danish study

suggested a link between groundwater nitrates and bowel cancer. The study found that those people

exposed to nitrate levels in excess of 9.3 mg/L (NZ drinking water standard is 11.3 mg/L) had a15Yo

increased carcinogenic risk. ln December 2018, Agriview NZ published an article attempting to correlate

the Danish study within the New Zealand agricultural context. The article noted that "most of the

international research conducted throughout the past four decades on this topic has found either a

negligible or only slight correlation between nitrates in drinking water and colon/bowel cancer rates"

and also that "the idea that colon cancer is heavily influenced by diet surfaces in many of the studies

evaluating its link to the intake of nitrate through drinking water." The article further noted "lan Shaw

professor of toxicology at the University of Canterbury, says it is this very factor that makes the

associations between water nitrate and colon cancer unconvincing:

"ln my opinion nitrate is associated with colon cancer because it can be converted to nitrite by gut

bacteria and form nitrosamines with dietary amino compounds. Nitrosamines are profound carcinogens.

Links with water nitrate would, therefore, not be definitive because other components of the diet would

be necessary to facilitate carcinogenesis. lf exposure to an appropriate dietary mixture, plus the right

bacterial species in the microbiome do not coincide carcinogenesis will not occur. This is a complex

scenario that cannot be attributed to a single exposure to a single chemical."

ln other words, attributing high colon cancer rates to nitrates in drinking water would be oversimplifoing

things to a considerable level. One must consider the variations of diet and lifestyle also considered

potential factors for increasing colon cancer risk and this is something the Danish study failed to do."22

ln summary, the evidence about the current state of nitrate nitrogen concentrations in groundwater in

this area and the Overseer modelling that strongly indicates that drainage nitrogen concentrations at

the level predicted by Overseer will not have a significant adverse effect on actual existing groundwater

quality.

Phosphorus, Sediment and Microbial losses

The loss of P, sediment and faecal indicator microorganisms may enter surface water bodies via artificial

drainage channels via fertiliser application, intensive winter grazing activities, effluent application or by

the grazing of animals during high drainage periods (such as late autumn and mid-spring). The AEE

below has identified specific Aood management practices (GMPs) and further mitigations required to
mitigate against losses of contaminants via artificial drainage pathways from these specific activities to
a practicable minimum.

Another factor to consider is the risk of P, sediment and microbial losses directly or indirectly to surface

water bodies within this catchment via overland flow - primarily occurring from runoff from laneways

21 https://en.wikipedia.orglwiki/Blue baby syndrome accessed 8 February 2019

22 https://www.agriview.nzlforum/201 8/1 2/1 1 /investigati ng-the-nitrate-colon-cancer-link accessed 8 February 201 9
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and via critical source areas. Overall losses of these contaminants directly to waterways is considered

low risk in this catchment and on the applicants' property due to the flat topography. Overseer gives

an estimate of what P may be lost directly to the environment from laneways, waterway crossings and

critical source areas in the 'other sources' output within the model. The model does not consider

sediment and microbial losses, however as all three contaminants typically enter surface water bodies

via the same transport pathways then P loss modelled by Overseer can be used as a proxy for estimating

sediment and microbial losses to the environment also.

The problem with the 'other sources' output estimated by Overseer is that it is not spatially explicit and

does not account for site-specific mitigation measures which may be in place on a farm to mitigate

losses directly to waterways from these laneways and critical source areas. The nutrient budgets
provided with this application model an increase in total P loss of 30kg over the whole farm between

the baseline and the winter barn example model. The key driver for this increase in P loss is from 'other

sources' as classified in Overseer and equates for about 50% of total P losses. Overseer is known to
assume 30o/o ol P deposited on a lane is lost directly to water23. Therefore, when a dairy farm is expanded

such as in the proposal, more lanes generally need to be constructed, and the model then assumes that
additional phosphorus is lost from those lanes.

GMPs and mitigation measures to rcduce P, sediment and microbial losses

As part of the proposed dairy expansion, the applicant will be constructing new lanes and new culvert

crossings to allow access from the current dairy platform to the new block. The applicant will be

implementing specific critical source area GMPs which are detailed in the FEMP that will seek to
minimise potential P loss via overland flow from these new lanes and/or culvert crossings such as the

fencing of all waterways, establishing vegetated riparian margins, contouring lanes to direct runoff to
pasture, installing bargeboards on culvert crossings and locating laneways away from waterways. The

implementation of these GMPs by the applicant are not rewarded by Overseer as the model is not

spatially explicit as explained above.

The following calculations have been adapted from workings by Mo Topham, Farmwise Consultant

(CNMA) and seek to explain how actual P losses (and sediment and microbial losses by prory) have

been reduced to a practicable minimum and are likely to be lower than those modelled by Overseer

due to the implementation of these GMPs which are not rewarded in Overseer. According to a Massey

University publication2a, a lactating cow consumes 0.4kg P per week or 16.5 kg P per milking season. Of
this amount consumed 66% or 10.9k9 is estimated to be deposited as dung. Assuming cows spend 2

hours per day (or 8Yo of their day) on the lanes then 0.87 kg P of this dung deposited would be deposited

on lanes within the platform. Overseer assumes that 307o of the P in this dung is then lost directly to

23 Gray et al (2016) Review of the phosphorus loss submodel in OVERSEER@, Report prepared for OVERSEER@ owners under

AgResearch core funding contract A21 231 (A)

2a https://www.massev.ac.nzl-flrclshortcourses/lntroNotes&MastTest.pdf accessed 24 Janvary 2019
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waterways. Research indicates that there is opportunity to mitigate these losses as described above

which are likely to reduce P loss by 38% to 58% beyond that modelled by Overseer2s.

ln the examples below, the baseline has been assessed to be currently implementing laneway P loss

management at GMP level at the lower end of effectiveness estimates (38% reduction). Under the winter

barn example, laneway P loss GMP will be improved and extended by:

The addition of 1.5km of vegetated buffer zones around riparian areas, including fences around

waterways which will ensure that dung deposited on the laneway near where it crosses a

waterway will be captured and filtered by the vegetation.

New culvert crossings (constructed under permitted activity rules) with appropriate cut-outs to
direct runoff to pasture primarily. The secondary area of filtration and capture is the vegetated

riparian buffer zone

a

a

Contouring of the new lane along its entire length to direct runoff to pasture

Locating the new lane perpendicular to the two waterways on the new block to maximise buffer
distance between the new lane and surface water bodies

The implementation of these expanded and improved GMPs has been assessed to conservatively add

a further 10% improvement (up to a total of 48Yo reduction).

Under the baseline:

850 cows x 10.9k9 P x 0.08 x 0.3 = 222k9 P

222kgP x38% effectiveness = 84.36 kg P mitigation with current laneway mitigations.

Under the winter barn example:

1000 cows x 10.9k9 P x 0.08 x 0.3 = 261 kg P

261 x48Yo effectiveness = 125 k9 P mitigation with current, improved and extended laneway mitigations.

a

a

freshwater 0.pdf accessed 24 January 2019
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The baseline Overseer model estimates total P losses at 338k9 P - 84.36 kg P of mitigations = 253 k9

P revised Overseer P loss to water.

The phase 2 Overseer model estimates total P losses at 368 kg P - 125k9 P of mitigations = 243 kg P

revised Overseer P loss to water.

Therefore, P losses will be less than those predicted by the Overseer models appended to this

application. P losses are likely to be 1 Okg P less u nder phase 2 than the baseline accounting for the lack

of reward in Overseer for laneway mitigations which will be implemented under both scenarios to
differing degrees of effectiveness. P losses have therefore been reduced to the practicable minimum

under the proposal. The implementation of targeted GMPs and mitigation measures should result in

no adverse effects on the environment

Hydrology of the catchment

Section 4.5 described the high level of connectivity between both the Waimatuku GMZ and the Upper

Aparima GMZ with surface water bodies. This connectivity provides for a large and steady discharge of
groundwater to surface water bodies with a high correlation between rainfall, stream flow, soil moisture

and groundwater levels.

The Waimatuku Stream is also recharged via the Bayswater Bog which is a 210 hectare raised peat

wetland. The Bayswater Bog derives its water and nutrients solely via rainfall over the surface area and

discharges flow to the Waimatuku Stream and the Aparima River. This means that surface water from

the land surrounding the raised peat wetland is diverted around the bog and doesn't flow through it

towards the Waimatuku Stream. 25

Catchment Characteristics

The WW4 farm sits within both the Aparima River and Waimatuku Stream catchments. The Aparima

River is a braided gravel bed river and for the majority of its reach, drains farmland of the Southland

plains and discharges to the Jacobs River Estuary. According to a 2014 Aqualinc Report27, the Aparima

River catchment is 156,474ha comprised of 102 dairy farms, 10 forestry blocks and 233 sheep and beef

farms. The Waimatuku Stream is different to many Southland streams in the fact that its headwaters

are fed by a large swamp and is fed along its reach by springs. The Waimatuku Stream underwent

significant river bed works in the 1920's to straighten the bed which has created uniform bank margins

26 Robertson, C. 1983. Hydrological Characteristics of Balawater Peat Bog. Southland Catchment Board Publication No.95
27 Aqualinc, Assessment of form mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on cotchment nutrient contominotion loods

in the Southlond region,2014
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and moved the river bed away from swampy areas in the catchment and stopped the meandering nature

of the river28.

Nutrient Load to the Jacobs River Estuary

We have used some of the workings in this report to illustrate how nutrient load can be reduced within

a water body. The calculations below are purely an illustration to demonstrate potential nutrient load

reductions and are based on significant assumptions and generalised workings and should not be

treated as absolute figures in the context of this application.

Total nutrient load within the Jacobs River Estuary catchment have been estimated in the Aqualinc

report to assess how much impact the implementation of mitigation measures on farms may reduce N

and P load within the estuary at the base of the catchment. The table below estimates three loads:

o the total load from each catchment estimated from catchment models

o the realised load which is based on water quality data and is the load exported from the

catchment and includes an attenuation factor
. source load which is the loads delivered to the root zone from the source and doesn't include

attenuation.

The table estimates the total source load within the catchment at 2133 T N/year undergoing attenuation

to result in an estimated 1300 T N/year as a nutrient load within the receiving waters at the iacobs River

Estuary.

Table 22: Estimated loads of nitrogen and phosphorus in the eight study catchments2e
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2e Aqualinc, Assessment of form mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on cotchment nutrient contominotion loods

in the Southlond region,2014
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Aqualinc further estimates that in the Jacobs River Estuary catchment, dairy farming contributes 50o/o of
nitrogen load and 640/o of phosphorus load. ln the context of WW4, a quarter of the farm is within this

catchment and therefore may contribute 1,781 kg N to this receiving water based on the Overseer

modelling and the attenuation rate from Table 22 above. Our modelling shows that WW4 may

contribute 52 kg P to receiving waters in this catchment including attenuation.

The report then estimated how much these loads may reduce if mitigation scenarios are imposed on

only dairy farms within the catchment. For the Jacobs River Estuary catchment, N could be reduced by

18% and P reduced by 31o/o under the full suite of mitigations (M3).

Table 23: Estimated reductions in the agricultural source loads under three levels of mitigation
for all daily farms in the catchment3o
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The full suite of mitigations assessed by Aqualinc includes:

Table 24: Description of mitigations assumed to apply under each mitigation level3l

30 Aqualinc, Assessment of form mitigation options ond lond use change on cotchment nutrient contamination loods in the Southlond

region,2014

31 Aqualinc, Assess ment of form mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on cotchment nutrient contomination loods in the Southlond

region,2014
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ln the context of WW4, and according to the table above, the farm is currently operating at M3 level

excluding the provision of wetlands which is not practical on the property. The mitigations proposed

in the application are more specific, comprehensive and likely to be more effective at reducing N, P,

sediment and microbial contaminant losses compared to M3 level. Our Overseer modelling showed

approximately a 4.5o/o reduction in overall N losses with the implementation of the improved GMPs and

mitigation measures and an estimated 2% reduction in overall P losses using calculations of GMP

effectiveness outside of Overseer. Using these estimates, then the proposed WW4 farm may reduce

its contribution to nutrient load within this catchment by a further 89kg N/year and 1 kg P/year with

the implementation of the proposal in its entirety.

Nutrient load information is difficult to find on the smaller 6,138 ha Waimatuku catchment. The

catchment characteristics are similar, with possibly a greater percentage of the catchment developed

and farmed as either dairy land or sheep and beef farms. Total nutrient load will be smaller than the

Jacobs River Estuary catchment but the principles of a reduction in nutrient load to the receiving water

bodies will apply equally to this catchment. Approximately 312ha of WW4 is contained within the

Waimatuku catchment which represents 5% of the land area of the catchment. This is in comparison to
the section of the farm within the Aparima catchment which represents 0.067o of the catchment area.

The portion of WW4 in the Waimatuku catchment may contribute roughly 5,343 kg N and 155 kg P.

The implementation of the proposed mitigation measures and further refinement of the GMPs within
the application will reduce this contributing load to the receiving waters by 240 kg N (a.5% reduction)

and by 5 kg P (27o reduction) at the minimum.

As the figures above show, the applicant's operation represents a small proportion of the total Aparima

River catchment and therefore contributes a small proportionate amount of total nutrient load to the
Aparima River (approximately 0.1%). The applicant's operation represents a larger portion of the
Waimatuku Stream catchment and will therefore contribute a larger proportion of total nutrient load to
this water body. Currently the applicant is operating their dairy farms under restrictions imposed on

the discharge activity only and there is no capping or restriction on the amount of nutrients "lost" to
the environment contributing to the nutrient load in the receiving waters. Under the proposal, the

applicant volunteers both an ongoing restriction on the level of nitrogen outputs modelled by Overseer
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and the ongoing implementation of specific GMPs and mitigation measures. The result of long term

restrictions on the applicant as an operator is that they will be unable to further increase their

contribution to contaminant load within either of the receiving water catchments. The Aqualinc report

discussed above concluded that if mitigations were implemented on all farms within the catchment, not
just dairy farms, then both N and P loads would decrease even more significantly to 30o/o for N and 39%

for P. Therefore, in time, as other operators in the catchment are restricted in the same manner then

there is an expectation that overall nutrient loads will reduce which will further improve water quality.

Nutrient Concentrations
As described above, the proposal will see a 4.5o/o and 2o/o reduction in the applicant's contribution to
nitrogen and phosphorus load respectively for both the Aparima River and Waimatuku Stream

catchments. A reduction in the long-term average concentration of these nutrients in these waterways

is highly likely. Section 4.1 and 4.2 of this report detailed the median concentration of nutrients within

both the Aparaima River and Waimatuku Stream between 2009 and 2017. For example, WW4

contributes in the vicinity of 0.1o/o of the nutrient load to the Aparima catchment and the proposal is

likely to result in a 5% improvement to nutrient load. Nutrient concentrations are then likely to follow
suit and result in a 0.005% improvement to median nutrient concentrations in the Aparima River

catchment. The median concentrations would then reduce by such a miniscule amount that the

reduction in nutrient concentration would be unlikely to show in water quality testing or show a
reduction in water quality effects within this catchment on a year end basis. The applicant's contribution

to the Waimatuku Stream total nutrient load is proportionally larger. Therefore, nutrient concentration

reductions based on the mitigation measures in the proposal may be discernible in water quality testing

and there may be a more measured improvement in water quality within the Waimatuku Stream. As

both receiving waters are showing signs of water quality degradation, it can be concluded that the

proposal is likely to at a minimum maintain water quality, and at best, marginally enhance water quality

on a long-term basis.

This illustration shows that the applicants operation contributes small proportions of the total nutrients

to the receiving waters. Improvements made under the proposal are likely to reduce total nutrient load

and nutrient concentration but in isolation from other farms will only have an extremely small impact

on long-term water quality. This highlights the importance of catchment wide implementation of water

quality mitigation measures and the ongoing restriction on the applicant's operation in accordance with

nutrient output limits to give certainty that water quality will not be further degraded in the long term.

Summary
The proposal will result in a reduction in P, N, sediment and faecal indicator organisms lost to the

environment and a concurrent reduction in the resulting concentration of these contaminants in

receiving waters, albeit at an extremely low level. The overall effects on water quality will be positive

and make a very small contribution to the existing trends of improving water quality.
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9.2 Overceer Modelling for WW4

Overseer models have been included to support this application at the request of Environment

Southland as it is their current preference to have Overseer models to guide an assessment of the overall

proposal. Overseer nutrient budgets for the proposed landholding need to be provided by May 2019

according to Appendix N of the PSWLP.

The baseline Overseer model is an accurate description of the applicant's farm system averaged over

the preceding five years. All inputs into the model have been taken from five years of farm records

and/or accounts and are actual figures and therefore fairly represent the scale of the farm system as it
has been operating since 2013.

The proposed phase 1 model is a predictive model which estimates inputs based on what is planned to
happen for the next five years.

The example phase 2 model is also a predictive model which estimates inputs based on what is planned

to happen at least five years in the future. This example model uses more assumptions and typical

industry-wide input values due to the inherent uncertainties which exist modelling a farm system so

much further into the future. This example model must only be viewed as an example, not representing

the exact and absolute farm system the applicant proposes to implement in the future. We also note

that Environment Southland consent staff have advised the applicant that a nutrient budget for phase

2 is not considered a requirement for this application, however the applicant has chosen to provide one

to strengthen their proposal and to show that nutrient losses can be reduced to baseline levels.

ln recent months, there have been two publications of note regarding the use of Overseer in both a

regulatory framework and for water management planning. These include the Parliamentary

Commissioner for the Environment's Report on Overseer32 and Overseer Ltd's review contracted to
Enfocus titled Using Overseer in Water Management Planning.33 Both reports highlight various issues

associated with using Overseer models in a regulatory context, as a decision-making tool and for
compliance. The Enfocus report specifically provides for a solution to some of these known limitations

and issues by advising that N loss output figures are used in a regulatory context. Using an output
figure in regulation enables Overseer version changes to be accounted fol and allows the applicant to
demonstrate improvement in N loss outputs whilst still maintaining the flexibility to farm to
environmental, political and economic conditions as well as provide for innovations on farm. We concur

with these recommendations in light of the fact that the Resource Management Act is an effects-based

piece of legislation.

The applicant requests that the land use consents for phase 1 and 2 include a restriction on the nitrogen

output from the baseline (current combined) Overseer model. An example condition would be:

32 Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environme nl, Overseer ond regulotory oversight Modets, uncertointy ond cleoning up our

wotetwoys, December 201 I
33 Enfocus, lJsing Overseer in Woter Monogement Plonning, October 2018.
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x (a) The subject land shall only be used in a manner such that

when modelled with the current version of OVERSEER, the

OVERSEER estimated losses of N to water shall not exceed the

Nitrogen Baseline (current combined). The determination of
compliance with this condition will be made using the

modelled N loss from the most recent reporting year.

(b) The Nitrogen Baseline means the OVERSEER estimated N

loss to water using the current version of OVERSEER using (as

far as possible) the original OVERSEER input file information

provided with the application for consent doted Februory

2019 to demonstrate the long-term baseline N loss to water

from the consented activity.

This condition essentially

provides a compliance limit,

which is assessed based on the

baseline file provided in the

application. The condition

ensures that version changes

in Overseer are accounted for.

This application proposes that there are no P output loss figure limits imposed as a consent condition.

The reason being is that Overseer models farm system P losses at a block scale based on topography,

land use, soil type and climate. The calibrations within Overseer for phosphorus are not spatially explicit

and although assume good management practice around critical source areas, do not reward spatially

specific mitigations. lt is therefore difficult for users of Overseer/consent holders to lower P output

figures by implementing specific mitigation measures because the modelled P loss output would not

be able to accurately reflect these initiatives. The GMPs detailed in the FEMP relate in detail to

mitigating P, sediment and microbial losses and the application details further mitigation measures

which will be implemented under the proposal. lmposing a requirement to implement these GMPs and

mitigations measures is a meaningful and effective way of managing the risk of P loss to water.

The applicant accepts that the resulting land use consents for phase 1 and 2 will need some restrictions

on inputs to ensure there is certainty over the scale of the activity and of the implementation of the

mitigations which are crucial to the proposal only as opposed to determining the nature of the farm

system. The applicant suggests inputs from the nutrient budget be inserted into the consent conditions

for the following matters:

- Land area to be used as WW4 milking platform and land area to be used as Gladfield block

- Liquid effluent discharge area

- Slurry effluent discharge area

- Peak cow numbers milked

- Minimum and maximum number of cows housed in wintering barns (this restriction in effect

controls the number of cows wintered off site)

Overseer is an incredibly useful tool to be able to understand the nutrient interactions of a farm system

based on soil properties, rainfall, drainage and feed requirements. The output from the model gives an

indication of how much nutrient may be lost beyond the root zone. The model does not tell us what

the environmental impact of these losses is likely to be. Assessing the environmental impact of
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modelled nutrient losses from a subject property is complex because these nutrients travel via a number

of different pathways through the receiving environment undergoing attenuation, mixing, dilution and

dispersion processes which can significantly change the quantity and nature of these nutrients in the

receiving water bodies. The assessment in Sections 9.3 and 9.4 attempts to show how the applicant has

assessed the suitability of individual activities within the proposal against likely effects, available

mitigations and likely outcome in terms of whether effects are likely to be avoided, mitigated or both.

9.3 AEE for the farming activity under phase 1 of the proposal on WW4

Section 3.1 of this report described the existing environment on the area of the proposed WW4 dairy
platform and Gladfield. These activities are currently occurring as either permitted activities or
consented activities under current and enduring resource consents. Policy 39 of the PSWLP directs an

assessment of the adverse effects from the activity as a whole, where the permitted baseline cannot be

used to justify an existing level of effects or used to justify the effects of a proposal.

The assessment below assesses the farming activity in its entirety located on the proposed WW4 dairy
platform and Gladfield block and doesn't use a permitted baseline approach to the assessment. This

assessment under Section 8.1 is restricted to the proposed activity under phase 1 of the proposal.

Activities on WRO are assessed in an attached document in Attachment F.
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Table 25: Assessment of effects at activity level for phase I on WW4

Capital fertiliser applications will only be done as

required by the latest soil test results from the Cochrans

block and will be undertaken where P, K or S levels are

below agronomical optimum levels.

P = 20-40

K = 6-10

S= 10-12

Capital P fertiliser applications will be applied at a

maximum of 100k9 P/ha which may require P fertiliser

applications to be split.

Capital fertiliser applications are only

undertaken where there is a nutrient

deficit and are done at a rate which

meets this deficit and avoids the

application of excess nutrients. There

is a low risks of adverse effects

eventuating as application will meet

pasture demand.

The fertiliser regime described in the

nutrient budgets will be the default

fertiliser regime and capital fertiliser

applications will only be done during

the early phase of the land conversion

and completed using GMP principles

and in according to mitigation

measures which should adequately

mitigate adverse effects.

Capital fertiliser

applications
during conversion

of 63ha of sheep

land to dairy

farming land

The phase 1 Overseer model

does not include capital

fertiliser applications

because it is based on a long

term average farm system

operating in equilibrium.

Therefore N and P losses as

result of capital fertiliser

applications over the

conversion period may be

higher than modelled by

Overseer.

Capita I fertiliser applications

will apply larger quantities of

N, P, K and S to land in order

to increase fertility. These

applications of larger

quantities of nutrients have

the potential to result in

losses to the environment if
applied at rates which

exceed the plants ability to

utilise these applied

nutrients. Excess applied N

Capital fertiliser application timings

avoid high drainage periods such as

late autumn and winter and periods

when soil temperature is less than 7

degrees to mitigate against excess

N leaching through the soil profile.

All other fertiliser applications will

use a little and often approach to

avoid the application of excess

nutrients which cannot be utilised.

Regular soil testing to guide capital

fertiliser requirements to avoid the

application of excess N and P which

cannot be used for plant uptake to

mitigate against losses via artificial

drainage.

Good Management Practices

adopted
Activity OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effects
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is likely to be lost to water

bodies via nutrient leaching

and artificial drainage

channels on both Bralton

and Tuatapere soils. Excess

applied P is likely to be lost

to water bodies via overland

flow on Braxton soils only.

Excess N and P in water

bodies may lead to water

quality degradation resulting

in ecological stresses on

aquatic life and human

health consequences such as

blue baby syndrome.

Cultivation of new

pastures on new

63ha block

Short term increase in

potential sedimeng microbial

and phosphorus losses to

the environment which can

cause ecological stresses on

plants and animals due to

sedimentation, algae blooms

and water temperature

increases in watenvays and

estuaries

Re-sow bare paddocks as soon as

possible

Use buffer zones around critical

source areas and use direct drilling

if possible.

Cultivation will be undertaken to

meet permitted activity criteria in

Further mitigations not required as land is flat which

reduces the risk of overland flow of sediment and

phosphorus when cultivating land.

Riparian buffer zones will be installed with stock fencing

and vegetated filter areas .

Adverse effects should be adequately

avoided as this is a low risk activity in

this location. GMPs provide adequate

mitigation of effects.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Rule 25(a) of the PSWLP maintaining

a 5 meter buffer zone

No stockpiling of earthwork
material near waterways.

Laneways include camber and

contouring to direct runoff to
pasture and away from watenatays

Buffer zones will be created in

riparian margins to waten /ays.

The paddock and lane layout have been designed to

ensure new lanes are perpendicular to adjacent

waterways. Where the lane crosses a waterway, an

appropriately sized culvert will be used (within

permitted activity rules) with runoff directed to adjacent

pasture.

Overseer assumes 30% of dung

deposited on lanes is lost directly to

waterways, regardless of where the

waterways are located in relation to

the laneways. Overseer may have

overestimated P losses (and sediment

losses) in phase 1 proposal model

because it doesn't recognise that the

applicant will be implementing these

GMPs and also siting of the lanes

away from waterways as a mitigation

measure.

Construction of

new lanes on new

63ha block

New laneways create high

risk areas for sediment,

microbial and P losses.

Short term increase in

potential sediment, microbial

and phosphorus losses to

the environment which can

cause ecological stresses on

plants and animals due to

sedimentation, algae blooms

and water temperature

increases in waterways and

estuaries

The modelled nutrient losses from the WW4 dairy

platform and Gladfield block have been reduced under

the proposal by 1,132 kg N to offset the increase in

contaminant losses from the 53ha sheep block. This

concurrent reduction of losses on the platform and

Gladfield block ensures that overall, nutrient losses are

kept to a practical minimum

The 53ha existing sheep block is located within the

same groundwater and surface water catchments as the

The increased modelled contaminant

losses from the 63ha block are

mitigated by the concurrent reduction

in modelled contaminant losses

across the remainder of the

landholding. The new block and the

existing landholding are located

within the same catchments and

physiographic zones meaning that

there will be no modelled increase in

lncrease of

nutrient losses

from the 63ha

new block

The land use change on the

63ha block from sheep

farming to dairy platform

results in an increase of
modelled nutrient loss on

this specific block of land.

The N losses from the 63ha

sheep block is modelled to

increase by 1,?11 kg N and

by 19 kg P/ha/year.

N/A

Good Management Practices

adopted
Potential effectsActivity OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPs
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Excess nutrients lost from

one specific area of land may

result in water quality

degradation in the receiving

waters causing ecological

stress for plants and animals.

remainder of the landholding which ensures that the

modelled losses entering the receiving water bodies

does not increase under the proposal in its entirety.

The 63ha existing sheep block is located within the

same physiographic zones as the remainder of the

landholding which ensures that the modelled losses

from these physiographic zones does not increase

under the proposal in its entirety.

The mitigation measures to reduce modelled nutrient

losses (contained throughout this table) are located

across the entire landholding and therefore will mitigate

against contaminant losses from activities located on

both the new 63ha block and the existing platform.

contaminant losses to water bodies in

accordance with the physiographic

zone policies and Policy 16 of the

RWPS.

N/A Although total modelled nitrogen and phosphorus

losses from the WW4 dairy platform have increased,

there is a reduction of nutrient losses on a per hectare

basis of 4 kg N/halyear and 0.1 kg Plha/year meaning

that nutrients losses are being spread over a larger area

in the proposal as opposed to being more concentrated

on one particular block of land (existing dairy platform)

The existing dairy platform and expanded dairy

platform (and remainder of the landholding) are located

within the same groundwater and surface water

The increased modelled contaminant

losses from the dairy platform are

mitigated by the wider distribution of
modelled contaminant losses across

the remainder of the landholding.

The existing dairy platform and the

expanded dairy platform are located

within the same catchments and

physiographic zones meaning that

there will be no modelled increase in

contaminant losses to water bodies in

lncrease in

nutrient losses

from the existing

dairy platform

The proposal sees a

modelled increase in N and P

losses (potentially also

sediment and microbial

losses) on the dairy platform.

The N losses on this

particular block of land

increase from 9,016 kg N to

9,756k9 N. The P losses

increase from 270 kg P to

300 kg P. Excess losses from

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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one particular block of land

may result in concentrated

nutrient accumulation in the

soil profile and/or in

localised drainage channels

which can result in water

quality degradation and

ecological stressors on

aquatic life and human

health issues.

catchments which ensures that the modelled losses

entering the receiving water bodies does not increase

under the proposal.

The existing dairy platform and expanded dairy

platform (and remainder of the landholding) are located

within the same physiographic zones which ensures that

the modelled losses from these physiographic zones

does not increase under the proposal.

The mitigation measures to reduce modelled nutrient

losses (contained throughout this table) are located

across the entire landholding and therefore will mitigate

against contaminant losses from activities located on

both the existing platform and the expanded dairy

platform.

accordance with the physiographic

zone policies and Policy 15 of the

PSWLP.

Discharge of
liquid effluent to

land via low rate

application

predominantly

using pods and

occasional

discharge via

travelling irrigator

and slurry

Potential for contaminant

losses via all three pathways:

The proposal sees an increase

in the number of cows milked

on farm lrom 775 to 850

which means more effluent

will be generated which

needs to be discharged to
land.

Effluent area receiving liquid FDE is

sized to ensure nutrient loadings

from the application of effluent are

Effluent will always be applied at a

depth less than the soil water deficit

which ensures nutrients remain in

the root zone to be taken up and

utilised by plants for pasture

production.

No further mitigations are required over and above

GMP level as liquid effluent management system is

designed to meet best practice by utilising low rate

application, deferred storage of effluent and application

at a rate less than the soil moisture deficit as guided by

the ES soil moisture monitoring sites on the website.

The effluent discharge area at 56ha is large enough to

cater for the additional effluent generated by the

additional cows and maintain effluent N loadings at less

than 150k9 N/halyear.

Adverse effects to the environment

from the discharge of effluent should

be no more than minor. Effluent

application ratet GMPs and the

resulting avoidance of effects

supported by Policy 42 of the RWP.

The discharge of effluent is governed

by the consent conditions in the

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity



discharge permit giving certainty that

the activity will be regulated.

tanker/umbillical

to existing effluent

discharge area

(existing platform)

leaching (N), artificial

drainage (N, P, microbials)

and overland flow (N, B
microbials) when nutrients in

effluent are applied to land.

Potential for contaminant

losses to cause excess

nutrients in surface water

and groundwater bodies in

the vicinity of the property,

particularly via tile drain

pathways on the Braxton

soils

ln general, excess nutrients

result in water quality

degradation causing

ecological stress for plants

and animals.

maintained at less than 150

kgN/halyear to avoid excess

nutrient loading.

Utilizing low rate effluent

application (<10mm/hr) on the

Braxton soils which are poorly

drained to ensure effluent is only

applied when a soil moisture deficit

occurs and to avoid losses via

artificial drainage by applying

effluent in a manner which keeps

nutrients in the root zone.

Use of deferred storage of effluent

to allow effluent to be stored when

it is unsafe to apply to land.

Use of a travelling irrigator and

slurry tanker to discharge larger

volumes of effluent to low risk soils

(Iuatapere) when soil moisture

deficit levels are appropriate to
lower storage volumes.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Buffer zones created from effluent

application areas to critical source

areas and other sensitive receptors

such as bores, property boundaries

and dwellings.

Buffer zones maintained between

crop cultivation and critical source

areas to provide an area where

runoffcan be filtered and captured

limiting risks of entering water.

Grazing direction will be away from

buffer zones/critical source areas

leaving last bite to provide a buffer

zone for nutrient capture through

until the end ofthe fodder grazing

period.

Back fencing and portable water

troughs to limit treading damage

over already de-vegetated ground.

Cultivation of paddocks timed to

avoid paddocks sitting bare for long

periods of time which reduces risks

The intensive winter grazing will continue to be located

on the Gladfield block under this proposal because it is

predominantly flat with no waterways or artificial

drainage channels which avoids the risk of the direct

runoff of nutrients to the Waimatuku Stream

(particularly P, sediment and microbials). When this

activity was modelled as occurring on the Tuatapere

soils on the new block, modelled losses were

significantly higher due to nutrient leaching risks and

the siting of the activity on the new block was

subsequently discounted.

The activity is located on the Braxton soils which

presents less risk of nutrient leaching to shallow

groundwater and therefore significantly lower N loss

results modelled in Overseer. However, the Braxton

soils are known to be prone to cracking which is not a

factor which is considered in the Overseer model. The

applicant has seen little evidence of cracking on the

Gladfield block and cracking does not generally occur in

Adverse effects potentially still exist

from this activity due to the high level

of contaminant losses which occur

from intensive winter grazing despite

the implementation of GMPs and

mitigations. The overall nutrient

budget has taken this high

contaminant loss activity into account

and provided mitigations and

reductions in nutrient loss in other

areas and activities across the

landholding to offset adverse effects

to ensure overall nutrient losses are

kept to a practical minimum.

The GMPs and the mitigations

proposed will mitigate adverse effects

to a certain extent with the long term

goal of the applicant to abolish

Activities on the

Gladfield block -

lntensive winter

grazing

Potential for significant

amounts of contaminants (N,

P, sediment and microbials)

to be lost to both surface

and groundwater bodies as a

result of the complete de-

vegetation of pastu relcrop,

treading damage on soil

structure and runoff

following rainfall events.

Nutrient losses from this

activity occur via deep

drainage through the soil

profile into the underlying

aquifer or via overland flow
into adjacent waterways

(Waimuatuku Stream) or

artificial drainage channels.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Excessive nutrient losses can

cause nutrient accumulation

in groundwater and excessive

nutrient load in watenflays

causing water quality

degradation and the resulting

ecological stress on plants

and animals when the life-

supporting capacity of the

water is compromised by

excess nutrients.

Groundwater and surface

water flow from the Gladfield

block is primarily in a south to

south-easterly direction

towards the Waimatuku

Stream and away from the

Bayswater Bog. The bog is

recharged purely via rainfall

and accordingly effects on

the Bog are discounted

because it is not a receiving

environment.

of contaminant losses through

leaching and overland flow.

All other GMPS listed in rule 20 will

be implemented by May 2019.

Bare soils are cultivated using full

cultivation and tide to avoid

paddocks siting bare for long

periods of time which reduces risks

of losses of excess nutrients

remaining from the grazing activity

to the environment via overland

flow and leaching.

the winter period because it is a condition impacted by

drier temperatures and low soil moisture levels. To

mitigate against the risk of contaminant losses via

cracking, the applicant will cultivate intensive winter

grazing paddocks in early spring to ensure pasture

cover is established going into summer which can suck

up nutrients for their growth and soil moisture is

maintained and held in the profile as much as possible

over the spring and summer. This will mitigate against

risks to water quality in the underlying aquifer and the

Waimatuku Stream

intensive winter grazing from the

dairy platforms/Central Plains area.

The effects of this activity will be

limited to a five-year timeframe.

Under phase 2, Gladfield block

becomes a cut and carry block.

lncrease in cow

numbers to

The grazing of more cows on

pasture during high risk

Use of selective grazing to avoid

grazing very wet paddocks during

Stocking rate will reduce from 3.2 cows/ha to 2.1 cows/ha

with the introduction of the additional land to the dairy

A reduction in stocking rate mitigates

effects of the small increase in cow

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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platform with a comparatively smaller increase in cow

numbers. A stocking rate reduction results in a

reduction in nutrient losses on a per hectare basis as a

result of an increase of cows producing urine and dung

spots which are significant sources of contaminant losses

to the root zone over a larger area of land, thereby

reducing per hectare nutrient loadings.

Fence off areas where stock camp if pasture damage is

occurring to limit risks of further pasture damage.

Use of in-shed feeding when feed deficits occur to

ensure stock are well fed prior to entering the paddock

break which can limit pugging and treading damage,

particularly under adverse weather conditions.

numbers on total nutrient losses

modelled by Overseer. Adverse

effects on the environment

adequately mitigated with

combination of GMPs and mitigations

which have a high level of
effectiveness for mitigating risks of
grazing cows on pasture throughout

the milking season.

consented

discharge permit

levels across the

entire landholding

periods increases the risk of
the leaching of nutrients (N,P

and microbials) through the

soil profile from urine and

dung spots or transported via

subsurface drainage.

Pasture damage from cows

grazing during adverse

periods can result in

increased sedimenL microbial

and P loss if erosion or soil

loss occurs from paddocks

lncreased nutrient losses as

total figures due to more

cows, to groundwater and

surface water bodies may

potentially cause water

quality degradation which

can cause ecological stresses

on aquatic plants and

animals from algal growth,

temperature increases and

eutrophication. Human

health concerns can also

adverse weather conditions to

reduce risks of pugging and

treading damage to soil structure

which can accelerate contaminant

losses.

lncrease the size of feed breaks

during adverse conditions to give

animals more of the paddock to
graze than the volume of feed

required. This is to reduce stocking

rate on wet and vulnerable pasture

to avoid pugging and treading

damage of feed.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage

nutrient inputs and outputs to guide

farm management decisions which

can maintain overall nutrient losses

at desired level.

Good Management Practices

adopted
Potential effectsActivity OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPs
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arise from microbial

contamination of watenvays

upon contact and risks of

blue baby syndrome from

nitrate accumulation in

groundwater and potentially

bowel cancer as discussed in

section 8.1 above.

Time N, P, K and S fertiliser

application to meet crop and

pasture demand using split

applications and avoid high risk

times of the year i.e. when soil

temperature is less than 7 degrees,

during drought periods and during

periods when soils are at field

capacity.

Reduce use of P fertiliser where

Olsen P values are above agronomic

optimum. Maintain Olsen P levels at

around 30-40.

Use nutrient budgeting and annual

soil testing to manage nutrient

inputs from fertiliser and outputs to

Fertiliser

application regime

across entire

landholding

The application of nutrients in

fertiliser has the potential to
result in direct nutrient losses

to the environment if fertiliser

is applied either in excess to
plant requirements or at a

time when it cannot be

utilised for pasture/crop

production.

Nitrogen losses from fertiliser

application is most likely to
occur via deep drainage.

Phosphorus losses from

fertiliser is most likely to

occur via soil loss and/or

direct loss through runoff or

erosion.

Urea applications on all blocks occur using a little and

often approach with a reduction in the application rate

compared to the baseline scenario. The effluent blocks

also receive a reduced rate of N application across the

various applications compared to the baseline.

The total fertiliser nitrogen applied to the milking

platform is reduced for non effluent blocks and for

effluent blocks. An overall reduction in fertiliser rate

across the entire farm compared to baseline.

Total fertiliser use on the Gladfield block is maintained at

baseline levels as it accurately meets crop demand and is

applied under GMP

The proposed fertiliser regime under

phase t has been improved given the

ned for lower pastoral production (of

1 T DM/ha) with the stocking rate

reduction. Less nitrogen is available

from supplements and more is

supplied by the additional effluent

which equates to an overall reduction

in fertiliser needed under the

proposal.

Adverse effects both avoided and

mitigated with use of GMPs for

fertiliser usage and further mitigations

to reduce fertiliser across the dairy

platform.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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guide farm management decisions

which can maintain overall nutrient

losses at desired level.

Adverse effects of
inappropriate fertiliser

application or excess

application include a loss of
excess nutrients to water

causing water quality

degradation in both
groundwater and surface

water bodies. Water quality

degradation can adversely

impact aquatic plant and

animal ecosystems and

impact on human health.

The reduced stocking rate has

necessitated the reduction in

imported supplementary feed to

reconcile pasture production between

the two systems. Likely to have

positive effects on the environment.

N/A Supplementary feed imported onto the property has

reduced by 60 T of barley grain and brewers grain and

100 T of PKE.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is

unchanged.

lmported

supplementary

feed and feed

made on-farm

and fed during the

season across

existing platform

and new block

Supplementary feed usage

has an impact on the pasture

production of the farm

system and can change the

quantity of N particularly in

the farm system compared to

an all-grass based diet. Low

N supplementary feeds can

reduce estimated N losses to

the environment as less N
needs to be supplied to fuel

pasture production which in
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turn can have beneficial

effects on water quality by

reducing nutrient load in

groundwater and surface

water bodies.

The maximum loading rate of
nitrogen from the application of

effluent (both slurry and liquid) to

land is 150 kg N/halyear.

Slurry effluent is not discharged

onto the same area any more

frequently than once every two

months.

Slurry effluent is only discharged to

land when soil temperature is

greater than 5 degrees in winter and

7 degrees in spring.

Effluent will always be applied at a

depth less than the soil water deficit

which ensures nutrients remain in

the root zone to be taken up and

utilized by plants for pasture

production.

Slurry effluent is applied to non-effluent blocks in the

Overseer model i.e. blocks where liquid FDE is not

applied. The non-effluent blocks are the same in terms

of FDE classification, soil type and physiographic zone

to the approved effluent blocks so is considered equally

as suitable for receiving slurry effluent.

Slurry effluent applied to paddocks low in potash (K

levels lower than 6-10) and with low Olsen P levels ( P

levels lower than 25)

Adverse effects to the environment

from the discharge of slurry effluent

should be no more than minor.

Effluent application ratet GMPs and

the resulting avoidance of effects

supported by Policy 42 of the RWP.

The discharge of effluent is governed

by the consent conditions in the

discharge permit giving certainty that

the activity will be regulated.

Application of slurry effluent to
paddocks low in P and K can act as a

capital fertiliser application and bring

soil test levels up to agronomical

optimum which will increase pasture

productivity.

Slurry effluent

application across

entire landholding

The nutrient concentration of

slurry effluent is higher than

liquid or FDE due to the lack

of dilution from rainwater or

washdown water. Due to the

higher concentration of
nutrientt application of slurry

effluent to land needs to be

carefully managed to ensure

that nutrient loadings on any

particular land area do not

exceed the recommended

level of 150 kg N/halyear

from effluent. This loading is

achieved by ensuring the land

area is large enough and the

application depth is restricted

to 2.5mm. lf nutrient

loadings exceed 150 kg

N/halyear or nutrients are

applied in excess then there is
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a risk of contaminant loss (N,

P, sediment and microbial) to
groundwater and surface

water bodies. Adverse effects

from contaminant loss to
water include water quality

degradation which can

adversely impact aquatic

ecosystems and the overall

health of water bodies.

Slurry effluent will be applied

to areas outside of the liquid

discharge area. Slurry

effluent is generally

considered lower risk to apply

to land because it doesn't

have the same risks of

leaching, overland

flow/runoff that purely liquid

effluent has.

Effluent area receiving slurry FDE is

sized to ensure nutrient loadings

from the application of effluent are

maintained at less than 150

kgN/halyear to avoid excess

nutrient loading.

Utilising low depth effluent

application (<2.5mm) on the

Braxton soils which are poorly

drained to ensure effluent is only

applied when a soil moisture deficit

occurs and to avoid losses via

artificial drainage by applying

effluent in a manner which keeps

nutrients in the root zone.

Use of deferred storage of effluent

to allow effluent to be stored when

it is unsafe to apply to land.

Use of a slurry tanker to discharge

larger volumes of effluent to low

risk soils (l'uatapere) when soil

moisture deficit levels are
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appropriate to lower storage

volumes.

Buffer zones created from effluent

application areas to critical source

areas and other sensitive receptors

such as bores, proper$r boundaries

and dwellings.

lf a structure is leaking or not

structurally sound these is a

risk of contaminant losses

directly to shallow

groundwater. Contaminant

accumulation in groundwater

can lead to human health

issues from blue baby

syndrome or E.coli

contamination if drinking

water is abstracted nearby.

Contaminants may also reach

surface water bodies if there

is a groundwaterAurface

water connection which can

Monthly/freq uent effl uent system

checks will be undertaken in

accordance with the farm's

maintenance checklist.

Leaks will be repaired immediately

Fail safe systems will be kept in

place and kept in good working

order i.e. automatic alarm and shut

off system

All staff involved in the

management of the effluent system

are fully trained in its use

The main effluent storage pond which contains a clay

liner has passed a drop down test in 2018 to confirm

that it is not leaking beyond normal operating

parameters. The pond also has had written

confirmation from an engineer that the pond has no

visible cracks or defects.

Drop tests will be completed on the pump sump and

solids bunker in July when milking stops for the season

as these areas are first collection points for effluent and

there is no mechanism by which to divert effluent

during the 48hour drop test period.

Effluent storage facilities are fit for
purpose and leak are identified

through regular testing and checking

of the effluent storage structures.

Adverse effects from leakage should

be avoided or remedied immediately.

Use of the existing

effluent storage

facilities on

existing dairy

platform
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cause water quality

degradation effects such as

algal blooms, smothering and

eutrophication in surface

water bodies.

No adverse effects on aquifer

sustainability or the availability and

reliability of water for other users.

Groundwater usage is reasonable in

terms on end use, Adverse effects

should be less than minor.

Groundwater abstractions

must be at a rate which

doesn't cause drawdown

effects on adjacent bores

which can compromise the

availability and reliability of

the resource for other users.

Groundwater abstractions

must be at a level which does

not result in an over-

allocation of the resource

which can adversely impact

on drinking water availability,

water availability for

commercial and industrial

uses.

Water use in the dairy shed

should be managed to ensure

there is little wastage because

Reduce water usage in the shed by

re-using clean water whenever

possible.

Treating cows gently to avoid upset.

The yard is scraped to reduce fresh water use at the

dairy shed.

Groundwater

abstraction on

existing dairy

platform
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the more water used, the

more effluent generated

which needs to be discharged

to land.
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9.4 AEE for the farming activity under phase 2 of the proposal

Phase 2 of the application involves the introduction of a wintering shed into the farm system as a major

mitigation measure for reducing nutrient losses across the landholding. The transition to a farm system

which includes a wintering shed enables the removal of high-risk activities for nutrient losses from high

risk areas on the farm.

We also note that Environment Southland consent staff have advised the applicant that a nutrient

budget for phase 2 is not considered a requirement for this application, however the applicant has

chosen to provide one to strengthen their proposal and to show that nutrient losses can be reduced to

baseline levels.

The intention of phase 2 is to introduce wintering sheds into the farm system which will significantly

reduce nutrient losses on the landholding. The applicant proposes that the land use consent be issued

requiring them to operate the farm system in phase 2 at a level equal to or less than the modelled

nutrient losses (predicted by Overseer) submitted in the baseline models. Therefore, we are applying

for phase 2 of the application to be governed by a land use consent based on an Overseer output figure

to enable the applicant to operate an entirely flexible farm system under the resulting land use consent.

Our proposal is that only input values relating to the scale of the activity derived from the example

nutrient budget are inserted as consent conditions in the land use consent.

The assessment below attempts to show how the applicant has assessed the suitability of individual

activities within the proposal against likely effects, available GMPs and mitigations and likely outcome

in terms of whether effects are likely to be avoided, mitigated or both. The assessment lacks reference

to specific input figures to show that an output-based land use consent is appropriate and still provides

certainty of effects and effectiveness of mitigations.
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Table 25: Assessment of effects at activity level for phase 2 on WW4

Decrease in

nitrogen losses

from the entire

landholding

The proposal sees a

modelled decrease in total N

losses on the landholding.

The N losses decrease from

11,298 kg N to

approximately 11,142 kg N.

An overall reduction in total

nitrogen losses from the

landholding reduces nitrate

accumulation risks in

groundwater and reduces

nitrogen load in watenarays.

A reduction in overall

nitrogen load can improve

water quality and maintain

and enhance the life-

supporting capacity of water

bodies.

The removal of the winter grazing activity from the farm

system results in a significant reduction in modelled N

losses at the Gladfield block from 1,542k9 N down to
zl48kg N.

The use of wintering sheds provides additional

mitigation of nitrogen losses across the platform.

The reduction in modelled nitrogen

losses from the landholding to the

lowest practical level should correlate

with a nutrient load reduction in the

receiving water bodies and/or

physiographic zones in accordance

with the physiographic zone policies

and Policy 16 of the RWPS.

lncrease in

phosphorus losses

from the entire

landholding

The proposal sees a

modelled increase in P losses

from the entire landholding

Avoid working CSAs and their
margins

Removal of intensive winter grazing activity from the

farm system results in a marginal decrease in modelled

P losses from the Gladfield block.

Please see section 8.4 of this report

for full assessment of expected P

losses and full assessment of
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proposed mitigations and their

effectiveness.

of 30kg P compared to

baseline.

All riparian margins to be fenced

and left to establish with grasses to
enable filtration of contaminants

that may be transported via

overland flow processes and erosion

Reduce use of P fertiliser where

Olsen P levels are above agronomic

optimum.

Reduce the risk of runoff from

laneways and other sources by

ensuring crossings are adequately

maintained and maintain gradients

to direct runoff to pasture.

Please see section 8.4 of this report

which discusses further P loss GMPs

proposed by the applicant and

discusses how P (and sediment and

microbial) losses are likely to be

misrepresented by Overseer

modelling.

All new laneways will be located away from waten rays

and riparian margins implemented.

The increased modelled contaminant

losses from the dairy platform are

The proposal sees a

modelled increase in N and P

Use of selective grazing to avoid

grazing very wet paddocks and

Although total modelled nitrogen and phosphorus

losses from the WW4 dairy platform have increased,

lncrease in

nutrient losses

Good Management Practices
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open the breaks up to avoid

pugging and treading damage.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage

nutrient inputs and outputs

Time N application in fertiliser and

effluent to meet pasture demand

and avoid high risk times of the year

when soil temperature is low, soils

are at field capacity or during

drought periods.

there is a reduction of nitrogen losses on a per hectare

basis of 1 kg N/halyear compared to baseline meaning

that nutrients inputs and outputs are being carefully

managed, balanced, sited and spread over the entire

landholding to ensure total nitrogen losses do not
increase from the landholding as a whole and are kept

at the practical minimum.

The wintering shed is located on the dairy platform

ensuring the presence of a large mitigation measure to
reduce nutrient losses from activities on this block.

P losses are not described well within Overseer.

Therefore, the applicant has assessed their mitigation of
P losses through a series of improvements and

extension of laneway management as described in

depth in section 84 of this report.

The dairy platform and remainder of the landholding

are located within the same groundwater and surface

water catchments which ensures that the modelled

losses entering the receiving water bodies does not
increase under the proposal.

The dairy platform and remainder of the landholding

are located within the same physiographic zones which

mitigated careful consideration and

distribution of nutrient inputs and

outputs across the entire landholding.

The dairy platform and the remainder

of the landholding are located within

the same catchments and

physiographic zones meaning that

there will be no modelled increase in

contaminant losses, and contaminant

losses are at the lowest practical level,

in accordance with the physiographic

zone policies and Policy 16 of the

RWPS.

from the dairy

platform

losses (potentially also

sediment and microbial

losses) on the dairy platform.

The N losses on this

particular block of land

increase from 9,016 kg N in

the baseline to 10,694 kg N

in phase 2. The P losses

increase trom270 kg P to

353 kg P. Excess losses from

one particular block of land

may result in concentrated

nutrient accumulation in the

soil profile and/or in

localised drainage channels

which can result in water

quality degradation and

ecological stressors on

aquatic life and human

health issues.
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ensures that the modelled losses from these

physiographic zones does not increase under the

proposal.

The mitigation measures to reduce modelled nutrient

losses contained throughout this table are located

across the entire landholding and therefore will mitigate

against contaminant losses from activities located on

the dairy platform.

Urine and dung deposition during

high risk periods is redistributed to
pasture using the effluent

management system when soils are

in a suitable state to receive and

utilize applied nutrients.

The wintering sheds are located in

accordance with the setbacks listed

in Rule 35 of the PSWLP.

The wintering sheds will be used to winter the majority

of the milking herd from June through till calving dates.

Two primary scenarios would exist under an output-

based land use consent:

- All mixed age cows and R2 replacements are

wintered in the sheds for the winter period

totalling 1 030-1 050 cows.

- All mixed age cows are wintered in the sheds

for the winter period totalling 770 and R2

replacements are grazed on fodder crop at

WRO and return to the platform towards the

end of July/beginning of August for calving.

lntensive winter grazing will cease entirely on the

Gladfield block under this proposal and will be used

solely as a cut and carry block providing silage for the

dairy platform and wintering shed.

Adverse effects from winter grazing

on the Gladfield block are ceased.

Wintering sheds significantly reduce

nutrient losses to the environment

and can offset adverse effects from

activities on the remainder of the

landholding by lowering the total
quantity of nutrients lost to the

environment.

Use of wintering

sheds

Nutrients in effluent

generated by the cows

during winter and in

marginal periods is stored

and applied to land in a

manner which matches plant

demand and mitigates

against excessive leaching

processes which can lead to

the contamination of
groundwater and surface

water bodies.

An overall reduction in

nutrient losses from the

landholding reduces nutrient

accumulation risks in

Good Management Practices
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groundwater and reduces

nutrient load in watenrays.

A reduction in nutrient load

can improve water quality

and maintain and enhance

the life-supporting capacity

of water bodies.

Standing cows off pasture in

late Autumn and early Spring

reduces the risk of pugging

to pastures which increases

the infiltration ability of soils

and reduces overland flow of
nutrients.

The dry of date is extended to 1 5th June because cows

are able to be kept indoors towards the end of the
milking season.

The wintering sheds can be used during the autumn
and spring to remove cows from pasture during high
drainage periods to protect soil structure, avoiding
tramping of feed and avoid urine and dung deposition.

The grazing of more cows on

pasture during high risk

periods increases the risk of

the leaching of nutrients (N,P

and microbials) through the

soil profile from urine and

dung spots or transported via

subsurface drainage.

Use of selective grazing to avoid

grazing very wet paddocks during

adverse weather conditions to
reduce risks of pugging and

treading damage to soil structure

which can accelerate contaminant

losses.

Stocking rate will increase lrom 2.1 cows/ha under phase

1 to to 3.2 cows/ha under phase 2 with the introduction

of more cows onto the same land area as phase 1.

Overall, there is a marginal stocking rate reduction of 0.1

cows/ha compared to the baseline scenario.

Fence off areas where stock camp if pasture damage is

occurring to limit risks of further pasture damage.

The marginal stocking rate reduction

is unlikely to have a discernible

impact on per hectare nutrient

loadings which is why the

introduction of the wintering shed

forms the most significant mitigation

measure alongside other minor

mitigations.

lncrease in cow

numbers to '1000

across dairy

platform
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Adverse effects on the environment

will be adequately mitigated with

combination of GMPs and mitigations

which have a high level of
effectiveness for mitigating risks of
grazing cows on pasture throughout

the milking season.

Pasture damage from cows

grazing during adverse

periods can result in

increased sediment microbial

and P loss if erosion or soil

loss occurs from paddocks

lncreased nutrient losses as

total figures due to more

cows, to groundwater and

surface water bodies may

potentially cause water

quality degradation which

can cause ecological stresses

on aquatic plants and

animals from algal growth,

temperature increases and

eutrophication. Human

health concerns can also

arise from microbial

contamination of waterways

upon contact and risks of

blue baby syndrome from

nitrate accumulation in

groundwater.

lncrease the size of feed breaks

during adverse conditions to give

animals more of the paddock to
graze than the volume of feed

required to reduce stocking rate on

wet and vulnerable pasture to avoid

pugging and treading damage of
feed.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage

nutrient inputs and outputs to guide

farm management decisions which

can maintain overall nutrient losses

at desired level.

Use of in-shed feeding when feed deficits occur to

ensure stock are well fed prior to entering the paddock

break which can limit pugging and treading damage,

particularly under adverse weather conditions.

Use of the wintering shed as a standoff area to offset

additional nutrient losses that may occur with higher

number of cows grazing during adverse weather

conditions.

Use of the wintering shed to winter the majority of the

herd offthe support block and the subsequent removal

of intensive winter grazing from Gladfield block.
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Discharge of
liquid effluent to

land via low rate

application

predominantly

using pods,

occasional

discharge via

travelling irrigator

and slurry

tanker/umbillical

to existing effluent

discharge area

(existing platform)

The proposal sees an increase

in the number of cows milked

on farm from 850 to 1000

plus the introduction of a

wintering shed as a

generation area for effluent

which means more effluent

will be generated which

needs to be discharged to

land.

Potential for contaminant

losses via all three pathways:

leaching (N), artificial

drainage (N, P, microbials)

and overland flow (N, B
microbials) when nutrients in

effluent are applied to land.

Potential for contaminant

losses to cause excess

nutrients in surface water

and groundwater bodies in

the vicinity of the property,

particularly via tile drain

Effluent will always be applied at a

depth less than the soil water deficit

which ensures nutrients remain in

the root zone to be taken up and

utilized by plants for pasture

production.

Effluent area receiving liquid FDE is

sized to ensure nutrient loadings

from the application of effluent are

maintained at less than 150

kgN/halyear to avoid excess

nutrient loading.

Utilising low rate effluent

application on the Braxton soils

which are poorly drained to ensure

effluent is only applied when a soil

moisture deficit occurs and to avoid

losses via artificial drainage by

applying effluent in a manner which

keeps nutrients in the root zone.

Use of deferred storage of effluent

to allow effluent to be stored when

Liquid effluent discharge area increased to 78ha

covering the same soil types and physiographic zones

as the existing effluent discharge area.

No further mitigations are required over and above

GMP level as liquid effluent management system is

designed to meet best practice by utilising low rate

application, deferred storage of effluent and application

at a rate less than the soil moisture deficit as guided by

the ES soil moisture monitoring sites on the website.

The effluent discharge area at 56ha is large enough to

cater for the additional effluent generated by the

additional cows and maintain effluent N loadings at less

than 150k9 N/halyear.

Adverse effects to the environment

from the discharge of effluent should

be no more than minor. Effiuent

application rates, GMPs and the

resulting avoidance of effects

supported by Policy 42 of the RWP.

The discharge of effluent is governed

by the consent conditions in the

discharge permit giving certainty that

the activity will be regulated.
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pathways on the Braxton

soils

ln general, excess nutrients

result in water quality

degradation causing

ecological stress for plants

and animals.

soil conditions are unsuitable to

receive effluent

Use of a travelling irrigator and

slurry tanker to discharge larger

volumes of effluent to low risk soils

(Iuatapere) when soil moisture

deficit levels are appropriate to
lower storage volumes.

Buffer zones created from effluent

application areas to critical source

areas and other sensitive receptors

such as bores, property boundaries

and dwellings.

The increased number of cows and

longer lactation requires the need to
increase supplementary feed to

reconcile pasture prod uction.

Additional fertiliser and barn slurry

also needed to reconcile pasture

production.

lncreased supplementary feed can

reduce overall N cycling in a system

Supplementary feed usage

has an impact on the pasture

production of the farm

system and can change the

quantity of N particularly in

the farm system compared to

an all-grass based diet. Low

N supplementary feeds can

reduce estimated N losses to

the environment as less N

N/A Supplementary feed imported onto the property is

likely to increase under this scenario. The example

Overseer budget modelled an increase in the vicinity of

150 T of barley grain, 150 T of distilled brewers grain, 33

T of molasses, 191 T PKE and allows for lactation to be

extended.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is

increased to 1200 T DM silage.

lmported

supplementary

feed and feed

made on-farm

and fed during the

season across the

entire landholding
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needs to be supplied to fuel

pasture production which in

turn can have beneficial

effects on water quality by

reducing nutrient load in

groundwater and surface

water bodies.

which can result in less overall N

losses to the environment and the

mitigation of adverse effects on water

quality.

The maximum loading rate of
nitrogen from the application of

effluent (both slurry and liquid) to
land is 150 kg N/ha/year.

Slurry effluent is not discharged

onto the same area any more

frequently than once every two
months.

Slurry effluent is only discharged to
land when soil temperature is

greater than 5 degrees in winter and

7 degrees in spring.

Slurry effluent

application across

the entire

landholding

The nutrient concentration of
slurry effluent is higher than

liquid or FDE due to the lack

of dilution from rainwater or

washdown water. Due to the

higher concentration of
nutrients, application of slurry

to land needs to be carefully

managed to ensure that

nutrient loadings on any

particular land area do not

exceed the recommended

level of 150 k9 N/ha/year

from effluent. This loading is

achieved by ensuring the land

area is large enough and the

application depth is restricted

to 2.5mm. lf nutrient

loadings exceed 150 kg

Slurry effluent is applied to non-effluent blocks in the

Overseer model i.e. blocks where FDE is not applied.

The non-effluent blocks are the same in terms of FDE

classification, soil type and physiographic zone to the

approved effluent blocks so is considered equally as

suitable for receiving slurry effluent.

Slurry effluent generated in the wintering shed is

exported to both the Gladfield block to return the

nutrients to the cut and carry block and to the non-tiled

non-effluent blocks. Slurry effluent applications occur

twice per season in December and January which are

low risk times of the year and are at rates less than 150

kg N/halyear.

The application of slurry effluent to
land will be undertaken under the

conditions and provisions of the

discharge permit and adverse effects

from this activity are expected to be

no more than minor.
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N/hafear or nutrients are

applied in excess then there is

a risk of contaminant loss (N,

P, sediment and microbial) to
groundwater and surface

water bodies. Adverse effects

from contaminant loss to
water include water quality

degradation which can

adversely impact aquatic

ecosystems and the overall

health of water bodies.

Slurry effluent will be applied

to areas outside of the liquid

discharge area. Slurry

effluent is generally

considered lower risk to apply

to land because it doesn't

have the same risks of

leaching, overland

floVrunoff that pure liquid

effluent has.

A significant amount of

additional slurry effluent is
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generated from the wintering

sheds which needs to be

redistributed to land evenly

and at a rate which matches

pasture and crop demand to

avoid direct losses of
nutrients to the environment

as described above.

Use of the existing

effluent storage

facilities on dairy

platform

lf a structure is leaking or not

structurally sound these is a

risk of contaminant losses

directly to shallow

groundwater. Contaminant

accumulation in groundwater

can lead to human health

issues from blue baby

syndrome or E.coli

contamination if drinking

water is abstracted nearby.

Contaminants may also reach

surface water bodies if there

is a groundwater/surface

water connection which can

cause water quality

degradation effects such as

algal blooms, smothering and

Monthly/frequent effl uent system

checks will be undertaken in

accordance with the farm's

maintenance checklist.

Leaks will be repaired immediately.

Fail safe systems will be kept in

place and kept in good working

order i.e. automatic alarm and shut

off system

All staff involved in the

management of the effluent system

are fully trained in its use

The applicant will be continuing to operate under the

existing land use consents for the use and maintenance

ofthese structures granted under phase 1.

Effluent storage facilities are fit for
purpose and leak are identified

through regular testing and checking

of the effluent storage structures.

Adverse effects from leakage should

be avoided or remedied immediately.

Good Management Practices
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eutrophication in surface

water bodies.

New effluent structures will contain leak detection

systems and will be consented by way of land use

consents applied for prior to the commencement of
phase 2.

A regular drop testing regime will be implemented in

accordance with likely consent conditions.

Effluent storage facilities are fit for

purpose and leaks are identified

through regular testing and checking

of the effluent storage structures.

Adverse effects from leakage should

be avoided or remedied immediately.

New effluent

storage facilities

on dairy platform

New effiuent storage facilities

are designed in accordance

with current specifications

and will include leak

detection systems which

ensures that any leakages can

be quickly identified and

remedied. Adverse effects

from leakage are the same as

described above for existing

effluent storage facilities

Monthly/freq uent effl uent system

checks will be undertaken in

accordance with the farm's

maintenance checklist.

Leak will be repaired immediately

Fail safe systems will be kept in

place and kept in good working

order i.e. automatic alarm and shut

off system

All staff involved in the

management of the effluent system

are fully trained in its use

No adverse effects on aquifer

sustainability or the availability and

reliability of water for other users.

Groundwater usage is reasonable in

terms on end use. Adverse effects

should be less than minor.

Groundwater abstractions

must be at a rate which

doesn't cause drawdown

effects on adjacent bores

which can compromise the

availability and reliability of

the resource for other users.

Reduce water usage in the shed by

re-using clean water whenever

possible.

Treating cows gently to avoid upset.

The yard is scraped to significantly reduce fresh water

use at the dairy shed which considerably lowers effluent

generation throughout the milking season. Effluent

storage requirements are reduced.

Groundwater

abstraction on the

dairy platform

Good Management Practices

adopted
Activity OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effects
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Groundwater abstractions

must be at a level which does

not result in an over-

allocation of the resource

which can adversely impact

on drinking water availability,

water availability for

commercial and industrial

uses.

Water use in the dairy shed

should be managed to ensure

there is little wastage because

the more water used, the

more effluent generated

which needs to be discharged

to land.

Monitoring of the groundwater

abstraction volumes on a monthly

basis.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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10. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAT EFFECTS FOR PROPOSAT

ON WW5

ln addition to the application being made in the prescribed forms and manner, Section 88 of the RMA

also requires that every application for consent includes an assessment of the effects of the activity on

the environment as set-out in Schedule 4 of the RMA.

This assessment of environmental effects (AEE) is broken into two parts: a broad scale/cumulative effects

assessment and an assessment of the individual activities within the individual management blocks for

both phase 1 and phase 2 individually.

10.1 Broad scale/cumulative effects assessment

The AEE below concludes that the implementation of targeted mitigation measures on-farm should

ensure that adverse effects on water quality from activities within the proposal are either avoided or

mitigated as far as reasonably practical whilst still maintaining a viable, efficient and profitable farm

system. The AEE below was written in a holistic way and did not solely refer and relate to Overseer

outputs because Overseer only models nutrients leached below the root zone and does not model

nutrient loss directly to either groundwater or surface water bodies. The amount of these nutrients

which may end up in these water bodies depends on a variety of different factors including the extent

of denitrification in the vadose zone referred to as the attenuation rate and the catchment hydrology

and characteristics which impacts the resulting concentration of these nutrients in water bodies.3a

This broad scale/cumulative effects assessment includes a catchment scale assessment in relation to

attenuation and hydrology processes, characteristics of the catchment and consideration of the state of

the receiving environment. This assessment also assesses the proposed activity in its entirety, i.e not

using a permitted or consented baseline approach. The term "practical minimum" is used frequently

and is used to portray the fact that any dairy farming activity results in nutrient losses to the environment

of some scale and that the applicant has reduced nutrient losses as far as they are praclically able to do

so given available mitigations, innovations, technology whilst still maintaining an efficient and profitable

farm system that meets their social and economic needs. The term "practical minimum" does not refer

to an effect on the environment. The summary to this AEE concludes that effects on the environment

should be less than minor given the proposed mitigations, the characteristics of the catchment and the

predicted changes to water quality as a result of the proposed activity.

Attenuation
Section 3.4 included a map of the denitrification potential across the subject catchment. The map

showed that the area of the subject landholding having low to very low dentification with pockets of
the lower catchment having higher denitrification potential. Broadly, this means that risk of a greater

proportion of the modelled N losses from below the root zone ending up in groundwater and eventually

surface water bodies is high, especially on the free draining Tuatapere and Upukerora soils. The

applicant has recognised this risk and sited high contaminant loss activities (particularly high N loss

activities such as intensive winter grazing and discharge of slurry and liquid effluent) on the more poorly

34 Enfocus, using Oveneer in Water Monogement Plonning, October 2018.
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drained Braxton soils which have less vulnerability to nitrogen leaching and therefore less risk of N loss

below the root zone and through the soil profile. The siting of these activities on lower risk soils has

been a conscious decision by the applicant for a number of years and has therefore reduced N leaching

risk to a practical minimum. The Braxton soils are known to be prone to cracking however the attached

report in Attachment I from Environment Southland Scientist, Michael Killick confirms that the Braxton

soils in this specific location have not shown evidence of cracking thereby reducing potential risks of
contaminant loss during dry periods from these soils.

The inclusion of a wintering shed within the end goal farm system is one of the most effective and

significant mitigation measures available for NZ dairy farms for reducing N leaching beyond the root
zone through to groundwater and surface water receiving bodies. The wintering shed allows the
applicant to remove cows from pasture and hold them inside during high risk drainage periods. ln

doing so, N deposited via urine and dung patches is collected within the effluent system and can be

redistributed to pasture evenly, at a lower rate and timed to avoid high risk drainage periods which

significantly reduces the risk of N leaching through the soil profile as it is preferentially used in the root
zone. As a result, the mitigation measures put forward by the applicant will avoid risks of N

accumulation in groundwater within the Aparima GMZ to a practical minimum and effects on this water
body should be less than minor.

Groundwater nitrate levels are of particular concern to human health. The link between groundwater

nitrates and blue baby syndrome is a fairly widely accepted and is one of the origins of the NZ Drinking

water standard. Other studies indicate that other contaminants, or dietary nitrate sources, may also

play a role in the syndrome.3s A recent Danish study suggested a link between groundwater nitrates

and bowel cancer. The study found that those people exposed to nitrate levels in excess of 9.3 mgll
(NZ drinking water standard is 11.3 mg/L) had a 15Yo increased carcinogenic risk. ln December 2018,

Agriview NZ published an article attempting to correlate the Danish study within the New Zealand

agricultural context. The article noted that "most of the international research conducted throughout
the past four decades on this topic has found either a negligible or only slight correlation between

nitrates in drinking water and colon/bowel cancer rates" and also that "the idea that colon cancer is
heavily influenced by diet surfaces in many of the studies evaluating its link to the intake of nitrate
through drinking water." The article further noted "lan Shaw, professor of toxicology at the University

of Canterbury, says it is this very factor that makes the associations between water nitrate and colon
cancer unconvincing:

"ln my opinion nitrate is associated with colon cancer because it can be converted to nitrite by gut
bacteria and form nitrosamines with dietary amino compounds. Nitrosamines are profound carcinogens.

Links with water nitrate would, therefore, not be definitive because other components of the diet would

be necessary to facilitate carcinogenesis. lf exposure to an appropriate dietary mixture, plus the right
bacterial species in the microbiome do not coincide carcinogenesis will not occur. This is a complex

scenario that cannot be attributed to a single exposure to a single chemical."

3s https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue baby syndrome accessed 8 February 2019
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ln other words, attributing high colon cancer rates to nitrates in drinking water would be oversimplifying

things to a considerable level. One must consider the variations of diet and lifestyle also considered

potential factors for increasing colon cancer risk and this is something the Danish study failed to do."36

Given the level of current science, effects on human health should be protected under the proposal

which is likely to result in less than minor adverse effects on groundwater quality due to the imposition

of mitigation measures to address nitrate accumulation.

Phosphorus, Sediment and Microbial losses

The loss of P, sediment and microbials via erosion of the main river banks and within the tributaries of

the Aparima River is likely to primarily occur during flood events and will be partly mitigated by the

presence of established vegetation along the river margins which stabilizes the adjoining land and the

flat topography of the applicants property and the wider catchment which slows erosion and the surface

runoff processes.

These contaminants may also enter artificial drainage channels if applied to land inappropriately via

fertiliser application, intensive winter grazing activities, effluent application or by the inappropriate

grazing of animals during high drainage periods (such as late autumn and mid-spring). The AEE below

has correlated which GMPs and further mitigations are required to mitigate against losses of

contaminants via artificial drainage pathways from these specific activities to a practical minimum.

Another factor to consider is the risk of P, sediment and microbial losses directly to surface water bodies

within this catchment via overland flow - primarily occurring from runoff from laneways and via critical

source areas. Overall losses of these contaminants directly to waterways is considered low risk in this

catchment and on the applicants' property due to the flat topography. Overseer gives an estimate of
what P may be lost directly to the environment from laneways, waterway crossings and critical source

areas in the 'other sources' output within the model. The model does not consider sediment and

microbial losses, however as all three contaminants typically enter surface water bodies via the same

transport pathways then P loss modelled by Overseer can be used as a proxy for estimating sediment

and microbial losses to the environment also.

The problem with the 'other sources' output estimated by Overseer is that it is not spatially explicit and

does not account for site-specific mitigation measures which may be in place on a farm to mitigate

losses directly to waterways from these laneways and critical source areas. The nutrient budgets

provided with this application model an increase in total P loss of 8kg over the whole farm between the

baseline and the winter barn example model. The key driver for this increase in P loss is from 'other

sources' as classified in Overseer and equates for about 50Yo of total P losses. Overseer is known to

assume 30Yo of P deposited on a lane is lost directly to water37. Therefore, when a dairy farm is expanded

such as in the proposal, more lanes generally need to be constructed, and the model then assumes that

additional phosphorus is lost from those lanes.

36 https://www.agriview.nzlforum/2018/12l1 1/investigating-the-nitrate-colon-cancer-link accessed 8 February 2019
37 Gray et al (2016) Review of the phosphorus loss submodel in OVERSEER@, Report prepared for OVERSEER@ owners under

AgResearch core funding contract A21231 (A)
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GMPs and mitigation measures to rcduce P, sediment and microbial losses

As part of the proposed dairy expansion, the applicant will be constructing new lanes and new culvert

crossings to allow access from the current dairy platform to the new block. The applicant will be

implementing specific critical source area GMPs that will seek to minimise potential P loss via overland

flow from these new lanes and/or culvert crossings such as the fencing of waterways, establishing

vegetated riparian margins, contouring lanes to direct runoff to pasture, installing bargeboards on

culvert crossings and locating laneways away from waterways. The implementation of these GMPs by

the applicant are not rewarded by Overseer as the model is not spatially explicit as explained above.

The following calculations have been adapted from workings by Mo Topham, Farmwise Consultant
(CNMA) and seek to explain how actual P losses (and sediment and microbial losses by prory) have

been reduced to a practical minimum and are likely to be lower than those modelled by Overseer due

to the implementation of these GMPs which are not rewarded in Overseer. According to a Massey

University publication3s, a lactating cow consumes 0.4kg P per week or 16.6 kg P per milking season. Of
this amount consumed 66Yoor 10.9k9 is estimated to be deposited as dung. Assuming cows spend 2

hours per day (or 0.08% of their day) on the lanes then 0.8k9 P of this dung deposited may be deposited

on lanes within the platform. Overseer assumes that 30% of the P in this dung is then lost directly to
waterways. Research indicates that there is opportunity to mitigate these losses as described above

which are likely to be between 38% and 58% effective at reducing P beyond that modelled by Overseer3e.

ln the examples below, the baseline has been assessed to be currently implementing laneway P loss

management at GMP level at the lower end of effectiveness estimates (38% effectiveness). Under the
winter barn example, laneway P loss GMP will be improved and extended by:

The addition of 0.8km of vegetated buffer zones around riparian areas, including fences around

waterways which will ensure that dung deposited on the laneway near where it crosses a

watenruay will be captured and filtered by the vegetation.

new culverts crossings (constructed under permitted activity rules) with appropriate cutouts to
direct runoff to pasture primarily. The secondary area of filtration and capture is the vegetated

riparian buffer zone

a

a

a

a

Contouring of the new lane along its entire length to direct runoff to pasture

Locating the new lane perpendicular to the two watenruays on the new block to maximise buffer

distance between the new lane and surface water bodies

The implementation of these expanded and improved GMPs has been assessed to conservatively add

a further 107o improvement (up to a total ol48% effectiveness).

38 https://wwwmassey.ac.nzl-flrclshortcourses/lntroNotes&MastTest.pdf accessed 24 January 2019
3ehttos://wlvw.mfe. g ovt.n/
freshwater O.pdf accessed 24 )anuary 2019
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Under the baseline:

850 cows x 10.9k9 P x 0.08 x 0.3 = 222k9 P

222 kg P x38o/o effectiveness = M.36 kg P mitigation with current laneway mitigations.

Under the winter barn example:

930 cows x 10.9k9 P x 0.08 x 0.3 = 2a3 kg P

243 x48Yo effectiveness = 1 15 kg P mitigation with current, improved and extended laneway mitigations.

The baseline P losses estimated at 237k9 P - 84.36 kg P of mitigations = 153 kg P revised Overseer P

loss to water.

The phase 2 P lossesestimated at245 kg P- 116 kg P of mitigations ='129 kg P revised Overseer P loss

to water.

Therefore, P losses are likely to be less than those predicted by Overseer under both the baseline and

phase 2 of the proposal. P losses are likely to be 24 kg P less under phase 2 than the baseline accounting

for the lack of reward in Overseer for laneway mitigations which will be implemented under both

scenarios to differing degrees of effectiveness. P losses have therefore been reduced to the practical

minimum under the proposal. The implementation of targeted GMPs and mitigation measures should

result in effects on the environment which are less than minor.

Hydrology of the catchment

Section 4.4 described the high level of connectivity of the Upper Aparima GMZ with surface water

bodies. This connectivity provides for a large and steady discharge of groundwater to surface water

bodies with a high correlation between rainfall, stream flow, soil moisture and groundwater levels. The

local hydrology of the area indicates that significant amounts of groundwater, recharged via rainfall,

discharges into surface water bodies which will provide for considerable mixing and dilution of nutrients

from either source (groundwater or surface water). The dilution of nutrients can reduce the

concentration of these nutrients in these water bodies which can lead to less prevalence of the adverse

effects of water quality degradation and can partly mitigate against the low denitrification potential of
the soils in the area.

Catchment Characteristics

The WW5 farm sits within the Aparima River catchment. The Aparima River is a braided gravel bed river

and for the majority of its reach, drains farmland of the Southland plains and discharges to the Jacobs
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River Estuary. According lo a 2014 Aqualinc Report, the Aparima River catchment is 156,474ha

comprised of 102 dairy farms, 1 0 forestry blocks and 233 sheep and beef farms.

Nutrient Load

We have used some of the workings in this Aqualinc report to illustrate how nutrient load can be

reduced within a water body. The calculations below are purely an illustration to demonstrate nutrient

load reductions and are based on various assumptions and generalized workings and should not be

treated as absolute figures in the context of this application.

Total nutrient load within the Jacobs River Estuary catchment have been estimated in the Aqualinc

report to assess how much impact the implementation of mitigation measures on farms may reduce N

and P load within the estuary at the base of the catchment. The table below estimates three loads:

r the total load from each catchment estimated from catchment models

r the realised load which is based on water quality data and is the load exported from the

catchment and includes an attenuation factor
. source load which is the loads delivered to the root zone from the source and doesn't include

attenuation.

The table estimates the total source load within the catchment at 2133 T N/year undergoing
attenuation to result in an estimated 1300 T N/year as a nutrient load within the receiving waters at

the Jacobs River Estuary.

Table 27: Estimated loads of nitrogen and phosphorus in the eight study catchments{
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la(obe_River_Eituary 1958 53 2133 13m 39

lake_Brunton 20 2g 14 30
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Waiau-River 3714 35 4970 185{ 62

Waikawa Harbsur L44 4 176 180 -2

Total,{average 16,102 374 19.4&4 11,5t4 31 {a*tragr:}

Aqualinc further estimates that in the Jacobs River Estuary catchment, dairy farming contributes 50o/o of
nitrogen load and 640/o ol phosphorus load. ln the context of WW5, the entire farm is within this

catchment and therefore may contribute 9,689 kg N to receiving waters based on our Overseer

modelling including attenuation at39Yo. Realised loads for P are not estimated, so using our Overseer

modelling, WW5 may contribute 94 kg P to receiving waters in this catchment using an attenuation rate

of 39o/o.

4 Aqualinc, Assessment of form mitigotion options ond lond use change on cotchment nutrient contominotion loods in the Southtond

region,2014
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The report then estimated how much these loads may reduce if mitigation scenarios are imposed on

only dairy farms within the catchment. For the Jacobs River Estuary catchment, N could be reduced by

18o/o and P reduced by 31o/o under the full suite of mitigations (M3).

Table 28: Estimated reductions in the agricultural source loads under three levels of mitigation
for al! dairy farms in the catchment'l
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The full suite of mitigations assessed by Aqualinc includes:

Table 29: Description of mitigations assumed to apply under each mitigation levelaz
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ln the context of WW5, the farm is currently operating at what could be considered M3 level. Therefore,

Aqualinc suggests that WW5 operating at M3 may have resulted in a historic reduction of their
contribution to the receiving water load. The mitigations proposed in the application are more specific,

comprehensive and likely to be more effective at reducing N, P, sediment and microbial contaminant

losses as described in detail in the AEE. Our Overseer modelling for the proposal showed approximately

a 1.5o/o reduction in overall N losses with the implementation of the improved GMPs and mitigation

measures and an estimated 15% reduction in overall P losses using calculations of GMP effectiveness

al Aqualinc,AssessmentofformmitigotionoptionsondlondusechongeoncotchmentnutrientcontominotionloodsintheSouthlond

region,2014
a2 Aqualinc, Assessment ofform mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on cotchment nutrient contominotion loods in the Southland

region,2014
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outside of Overseer. This could result in a further reduction of 145 kg N and 14kg P to nutrient load

given attenuation.

As the figures above show, the applicant's operation represents a small proportion of the total Aparima

River catchment and therefore contributes a small proportionate amount of total nutrient load to the
Aparima River (approximately 0.4%). Currently the applicant is operating their dairy farms under

restrictions on the discharge activity only and there is no capping or restriction on the amount of
nutrients "lost" to the environment contributing to the nutrient load in the receiving waters. Under the
proposal, the applicant volunteers both an ongoing restriction on the level of nitrogen outputs

modelled by Overseer and the ongoing implementation of specific GMPs and mitigation measures. The

result of long term restrictions on the applicant as an operator is that they will be unable to further
increase their contribution to contaminant load within any of the receiving water catchments. The

Aqualinc report discussed above concluded that if mitigations were implemented on all farms within
the catchment, not just dairy farms, then both N and P loads would decrease even more significantly to
the tune of 30% for N and 39o/o for P. Therefore, in time, as other operators in the catchment are

restricted in the same manner then there is an expectation that overall nutrient loads will reduce which

is likely to improve water quality.

Nutrient Concentration
As described above, the proposal may see a 1.5o/o and 15o/o reduction in the applicant's contribution to
nitrogen and phosphorus load to the Aparima River catchment. A concurrent reduction in the
concentration of these nutrients in these waterways is possible. Section 4.1 of this report detailed the
median concentration of nutrients within the Aparaima River between 2OO9 and 2017. These

concentrations would include the implementation of M3 level mitigations on WW5, but will not show

the expected improvement in nutrient load under the proposal. For example, WW5 contributes in the
vicinity of 0.4o/o of the nutrient load to the Aparima catchment and the proposal is likely to result in a
further 1.5% improvement to nutrient load. Nutrient concentrations are then likely to follow suit and

result in a similar and concurrent improvement to median nutrient concentrations in the Aparima River

catchment. The median concentrations would then reduce by such a miniscule amount that the
reduction in nutrient concentration would be unlikely to show in water quality testing or show a
reduction in water quality effects within this catchment on a year end basis. The Aparima River is

showing signs of water quality degradation and therefore the proposal is likely to, at a minimum,

maintain water quality, and at best, marginally enhance water quality on a long-term basis.

This illustration shows that the applicants operation contributes a small proportion of the total nutrients

to the receiving waters. lmprovements made under the proposal are likely to reduce total nutrient load

and nutrient concentration but will only have a negligible measured impact on water quality on a year

end basis. This highlights the importance of catchment wide implementation of water quality mitigation

measures and the ongoing restriction on the applicants operation in accordance with nutrient output
limits to give certainty that water quality will not be further degraded in the long term.

Summary

The proposal will result in a reduction in P, N, sediment and faecal indicator organisms lost to the

environment and a concurrent reduction in the resulting concentration of these contaminants in
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receiving waters, albeit at an extremely low level. The overall effects on water quality will be positive

and make a very small contribution to the existing trends of improving water quality.

1O.2 Overseer Modelling for WW5

Overseer models have been included to support this application at the request of Environment

Southland as it is their current preference to have Overseer models to guide an assessment of the overall

proposal. Overseer nutrient budgets for the proposed landholding need to be provided by May 2019

according to Appendix N of the PSWLP.

The baseline Overseer model is an accurate description of the operation of the applicant's existing dairy
platform averaged over the preceding three years since it was converted. All inputs into the model have

been taken from three years of farm records and/or accounts and are actual figures and therefore fairly

represent the scale of the farm system as it has been operating since 2015. As discussed in Section 3.2,

WW5 was granted land use consent AUTH-20157537-04 in 2015 which granted the establishment of a
dairy farm on the property under a proposal which detailed that the majority of the proposed dairy
platform was to be converted in 2015 and the remaining 45ha Collies block would be purchased by the

applicant in 2019 and converted into dairy platform at the time of purchase. The land use consent and

the conditions it contained were worded as such to allow for this the two phased conversion of this

property. At the time, both Environment Southland and Fonterra were encouraging consent holders

who were converting farms under these consents to "establish a dairy farm" to get the consents signed

off as complete once the farm was converted, the consent given effect to and all conditions were met

in order to enable supply to Fonterra to commence. Accordingly, the applicants surrendered the

consent with Environment Southland in April 2016. The issue now arises that a consent was surrendered,

either mistakenly or unwillingly by both the applicant and Environment Southland which had ongoing

conditions and ongoing obligations for the conversion of Collies block.

ln order to resolve this situation, this application seeks land use consent under Rule 20 for the

conversion of Collies block to dairy land in recognition of the fact that the land use consent which has

previously approved the conversion of this land to dairy land has been surrendered. ln order to give

credit for the fact that the conversion of Collies block has already been assessed under proper process

in 2015, and that the land use consent was surrendered in error, the applicant has agreed in writing with

Environment Southland that this block can be modelled in the baseline models as already being dairy

land.

The proposed phase 1 model is a predictive model which estimates inputs based on what is planned to
happen for the next five years.

The example phase 2 model is also a predictive model which estimates inputs based on what is planned

to happen at least five years in the future. This example model uses more assumptions and typical

industry-wide input values due to the inherent uncertainties which exist modelling a farm system so

much further into the future. This example model must only be viewed as an example, not representing

the exact and absolute farm system the applicant proposes to implement in the future. We also note

that Environment Southland consent staff have advised the applicant that a nutrient budget for phase

2 is not considered a requirement for this application, however the applicant has chosen to provide one
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to strengthen their proposal and to show that nutrient losses can be reduced to baseline levels under
phase 2.

ln recent months, there have been two publications of note regarding the use of Overseer in both a

regulatory framework and for water management planning. These include the Parliamentary

Commissioner for the Environment's Report on Overseera3 and Overseer Ltd's review contracted to
Enfocus titled Using Overseer in Water Management Planning.a Both reports highlight various issues

associated with using Overseer models in a regulatory context, as a decision-making tool and for
compliance. The Enfocus report specifically provides for a solution to some of these known limitations

and issues by advising that N loss output figures are used in a regulatory context. Using an output
figure in regulation enables Overseer version changes to be accounted for, and allows the applicant to
demonstrate improvement in N loss outputs whilst still maintaining the flexibility to farm to
environmental, political and economic conditions as well as provide for innovations on farm. We concur
with these recommendations in light of the fact that the Resource Management Act is an effects based

piece of legislation.

The applicant requests that the land use consents include a restriction on the nitrogen output from the

baseline Overseer model. An example condition would be:

This application proposes that there are no P output loss figure limits imposed as a consent condition.

The reason being is that Overseer models farm system P losses at block scale based on topography,

land use, soil type and climate. The calibrations within Overseer for phosphorus are not spatially explicit

and although assume good management practice around critical source areas, do not reward spatially

specific mitigations. lt is therefore difficult for users of Overseer/consent holders to lower P output
figures by implementing specific mitigation measures because the modelled P loss output would not
be able to accurately reflect these initiatives. The GMPs detailed in the FEMP relate in detail to
mitigating P, sediment and microbial losses and the application details further mitigation measures

43 Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environme nt Overseer ond regulotory overcight Models, uncertointy ond cleoning up our

wotetwoys, December 201 8
a Enfocus, Using Overseer in Woter Monogement Plonning, October 2018.
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x (a) The subject land shall only be used in a manner such that
when modelled with the current version of OVERSEER, the

OVERSEER estimated losses of N to water shall not exceed the

Nitrogen Baseline. The determination of compliance with this

condition will be made using the modelled N loss from the

most recent reporting year.

(b) The Nitrogen Baseline means the OVERSEER estimated N

loss to water using the current version of OVERSEER using (as

far as possible) the original OVERSEER input file information

provided with the application for consent doted February

2019 lo demonstrate the long-term baseline N loss to water

from the consented activity.

This condition essentially

provides a compliance limit,

which is assessed based on the

baseline file provided in the

application. The condition

ensures that version changes

in Overseer are accounted for.



which will be implemented under the proposal. lmposing a requirement to implement these GMPs and

mitigations measures is a meaningful and effective way of managing the risk of P loss to water.

The applicant accepts that the resulting land use consents will need some restrictions on inputs to
ensure there is certainty over the scale of the activity and of the implementation of the mitigations

which are crucial to the proposal. The applicant suggests inputs from the nutrient budget be inserted

into the consent conditions for the following matters:

- Land area to be used as WW5 milking platform

- Liquid effluent discharge area

- Slurry effluent discharge area

- Peak cow numbers milked

- Minimum and maximum number of cows housed in wintering barns (this restriction in effect

controls the number of cows wintered off site)

Overseer is an incredibly useful tool to be able to understand the nutrient interactions of a farm system

based on soil properties, rainfall, drainage and feed requirements. The output from the model gives an

indication of how much nutrient may be lost beyond the root zone. The model does not tell us what

the environmental impact of these losses is likely to be. Assessing the environmental impact of
modelled nutrient losses from a subject property is complex because these nutrients travel via a number

of different pathways through the receiving environment undergoing attenuation, mixing, dilution and

dispersion processes which can significantly change the quantity and nature of these nutrients in the

receiving water bodies. The assessment in Sections 9.3 and 9.4 attempts to show how the applicant has

assessed the suitability of individual activities within the proposal against likely effects, available

mitigations and likely outcome in terms of whether effects are likely to be avoided, mitigated or both.

10.3 AEE for the farming activity under phase I of the proposal on WW5

Section 3.2 ol this report described the existing environment on the area of the proposed WW5

landholding . These activities are currently occurring as either permitted activities or consented activities

under current and enduring resource consents. Policy 39 of the PSWLP directs an assessment of the

adverse effects from the activity as a whole, where the permitted baseline cannot be used to justify an

existing level of effects or used to justify the effects of a proposal.

The assessment below assesses the farming activity in its entirety and doesn't use a permitted baseline

approach to the assessment. This assessment within Section 9.1 is restricted to the proposed activity

under phase 1 of the proposal.
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Table 30: Assessment of effects at activity level for phase 1 on WW5

Capital fertiliser application timings

avoid high drainage periods such as

late autumn and winter and periods

when soil temperature is less than 7

degrees to mitigate against excess

N leaching through the soil profile.

All other fertiliser applications will

use a little and often approach to

avoid the application of excess

nutrients which cannot be utilized

Regular soil testing to guide capital

fertiliser requirements to avoid the

application of excess N and P which

cannot be used for plant uptake to

mitigate against losses via artificial

drainage.

Capital fertiliser applications will only be done as

required by the latest annual soil test results from the
Cochrans and Collies blocks where P, K or S levels are

below agronomical optimum levels.

P = 20-40

K = 5-10

S= 10-12

Capital P fertiliser applications will be applied at a

maximum of 100k9 P/ha which may require P fertiliser

applications to be split.

Capital fertiliser applications are only

undertaken where there is a nutrient

deficit and are done at a rate which

meets this deficit and avoids the

application of excess nutrients. There

is a low risk of adverse effects

eventuating as application will meet

pasture demand.

The fertiliser regime described in the

nutrient budgets will be the default

fertiliser regime and capital fertiliser

applications will only be done during

the early phase ofthe land conversion

and completed using GMP principles

and in according to mitigation

measures which should adequately

mitigate adverse effects.

Capital fertiliser

applications

during conversion

of 70ha of sheep

land (Cochrans)

and 45ha of sheep

land (Collies) to
dairy farming land

The phase 1 Overseer model

does not include capital

fertiliser applications

because it is based on a long

term average farm system

operating in equilibrium

therefore N and P losses as

result of capital fertiliser

applications over the

conversion period may be

higher than modelled by

Overseer.

Capital fertiliser applications

will apply larger quantities of
N, P, K and S to land in order

to increase fertility. These

applications of larger

quantities of nutrients have

the potential to result in

losses to the environment if
applied at rates which

exceed the plants ability to

utilize these applied

nutrients. Excess applied N

likely to be lost to water

bodies via nutrient leaching

and artificial drainage

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivityr
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channels on the Braxton,

Upukerora and Tuatapere

soils. Excess applied P likely

to be lost to water bodies via

overland flow on Braxton

soils only.

Excess N and P in water

bodies may lead to water

quality degradation resulting

in ecological stresses on

aquatic life and human

health consequences such as

blue baby syndrome.

Adverse effects should be adequately

avoided as this is a low risk activity in

this location. GMPs provide adequate

mitigation of effects.

Cultivation of new

pastures on new

70ha Cochrans

block and 45ha

Collies block

Short term increase in

potential sediment microbial

and phosphorus losses to

the environment which can

cause ecological stresses on

plants and animals due to

sedimentation, algae blooms

and water temperature

increases in waterways and

estuaries

Re-sow bare paddocks as soon as

possible

Use buffer zones around critical

source areas and use direct drilling

if possible.

Cultivation will be undertaken to

meet permitted activity criteria in

Rule 25(a) of the PSWLP maintaining

a 5 meter buffer zone.

Further mitigations not required as land is flat which

reduces the risk of overland flow of sediment and

phosphorus when cultivating land. The block contains

one waterway (on Collies block) which has riparian

buffer zone margins which significantly reduces risks of
contaminants entering water bodies directly from

cultivation activity.

No stockpiling of earthwork
material near waterways.

The paddock and lane layout have been designed to

ensure new lanes are perpendicular to waterways.

Where the lane crosses a waterway, an appropriately

Overseer assumes 30% of dung

deposited on lanes is lost directly to

waterways, regardless of where the

waterways are located in relation to

Construction of

new lanes on new

70ha block and

new45ha block

New laneways create high

risk areas for sediment,

microbial and P losses.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Short term increase in

potential sediment, microbial

and phosphorus losses to

the environment which can

cause ecological stresses on

plants and animals due to

sedimentation, algae blooms

and water temperature

increases in watemays and

estuaries

Laneways include camber and

contouring to direct runoff to
pasture and away from watenrays

Buffer zones will be created in

riparian margins to waterways.

sized culvert will be used (within permitted activity

rules) with runoff directed to adjacent pasture.

the laneways. Overseer may have

overestimated P losses (and sediment

losses) in phase 1 proposal model

because it doesn't recognise that the

applicant will be implementing these

GMPs and also siting of the lanes

away from waterways as a mitigation

measure.

The modelled nutrient losses from the WW5 dairy

platform have increased under the proposal by a small

total of 55 kg N which means that losses on the existing

dairy platform have been reduced in general to

counteract the increase in contaminant losses from the

73ha sheep block. This concurrent reduction of losses

on the platform ensures that overall, nutrient losses do

not increase under the proposal on a per hectare basis.

The 73ha existing sheep block and 45ha Collies block

are both located within the same groundwater and

surface water catchments as the remainder of the dairy

platform which ensures that the modelled losses

entering the receiving water bodies does not increase

under the proposal in its entirety.

The 73ha existing sheep block and 45ha Collies block

are located within the same physiographic zones as the

remainder of the dairy platform which ensures that the

The increased modelled contaminant

losses from the new block are

mitigated by the concurrent reduction

in modelled contaminant losses

across the remainder of the dairy

platform. The new blocks and the

existing dairy platform are located

within the same catchments and

physiographic zones meaning that

there will be no modelled increase in

contaminant losses to water bodies in

accordance with the physiographic

zone policies and Poliry 16 of the

RWPS.

lncrease of

nutrient losses

from the 70ha

new block and

45ha new block

The land use change on the

two blocks from sheep

farming to dairy platform

results in an increase of
modelled nutrient loss on

these specific blocks of land.

The N losses from the 70ha

sheep block have been

modelled to increase by

1,730 kg N and by 25 kg

Nlha/year. Under the

agreed modelling method,

Collies block is not modelled

in the baseline as sheep land.

It can be assumed that

nutrient losses will increase

at a proportional rate to the

Cochrans block.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Excess nutrients lost from

one specific area of land may

result in water quality

degradation in the receiving

waters causing ecological

stress for plants and animals.

modelled losses from these phpiographic zones does

not increase under the proposal in its entirety.

The mitigation measures to reduce modelled nutrient

losses (contained throughout this table) are located

across the entire dairy platform and therefore will

mitigate against contaminant losses from activities

located on both ofthe new blocks and the existing

platform.

The increased modelled contaminant

losses from the dairy platform are

mitigated by the wider distribution of

modelled contaminant losses across

the remainder of the landholding.

The existing dairy platform and

expanded dairy platform are located

within the same catchments and

physiographic zones meaning that

there will be a negligible modelled

increase in contaminant losses to

water.

lncrease in

nutrient losses

from the existing

self-contained

dairy platform

The proposal sees a

modelled increase in N

losses on the self-contained

dairy platform. The N losses

on this block of land increase

by 55 kg N which represents

a 03% increase. The P losses

decrease by 6 kg P and

therefore it is expected that

sediment and microbial

losses also will decrease.

Excess nutrients lost from

one specific area of land may

result in localised water

quality degradation in the

receiving waters causing

ecological stress for plants

and animals.

Although modelled N losses from the WW5 platform

have increased, there is no change in the per hectare N

losses meaning that nutrient losses are being spread

over a larger area in the proposal as opposed to being

more concentrated on a smaller block of land.

The existing dairy platform and the expanded dairy

platform are located within the same groundwater and

surface water catchments which ensures that the

modelled losses entering the receiving water bodies

increases by only 0.3% under the proposal.

The existing dairy platform and expanded dairy
platform are located within the same physiographic

zones which ensures that the modelled losses from

these physiographic zones increases by only 0.3% under

the proposal.

The mitigation measures to reduce modelled nutrient

losses (contained throughout this table) are located

Good Management Practices

adopted
Mitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity Outcome
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across the entire dairy platform and therefore will

mitigate against contaminant losses from activities

located on both the existing platform and expanded

platform.

Effluent will always be applied at a

depth less than the soil water deficit

which ensures nutrients remain in

the root zone to be taken up and

utilized by plants for pasture

production.

Effluent area receiving liquid FDE is

sized to ensure nutrient loadings

from the application of effluent are

maintained at less than 150

kgN/halyear to avoid excess

nutrient loading.

Utilizing low rate effluent

application on the Braxton soils

which are poorly drained to ensure

effluent is only applied when a soil

moisture deficit occurs and to avoid

losses via artificial drainage by

applying effluent in a manner which

keeps nutrients in the root zone.

Discharge of

liquid effluent to
land via low rate

application

predominantly

using pods and

slurry tanker with

umbillical

The proposal sees an increase

in the number of cows milked

on farm from 665

(theoretical) to 800 which

means more effluent will be

generated which needs to be

discharged to land.

Potential for contaminant

losses via all three pathways:

leaching (N), artificial

drainage (N, P, microbials)

and overland flow (N, P,

microbials) when nutrients in

effluent are applied to land.

Potential for contaminant

losses to cause excess

nutrients in surface water

and groundwater bodies in

the vicinity of the property,

particularly via tile drain

pathways on the Braxton

soils

No liquid effluent is applied to the Upukerora soils due

to their high risk of nutrient leaching/ deep drainage.

No further mitigations are required over and above

GMP level as liquid effluent management system is

designed to meet best practice by utilizing low rate

application, deferred storage of effluent and application

at a rate less than the soil moisture deficit as guided by

the ES soil moisture monitoring sites on the website.

The effluent discharge area at 133ha is large enough to
cater for the additional effluent generated by the

additional cows and maintain effluent N loadings at less

than 150k9 N/halyear.

Adverse effects to the environment

from the discharge of effluent should

be no more than minor. Effluent

application rates, GMPs and the

resulting avoidance of effects

supported by Policy 42 of the RWP.

The discharge of effluent is governed

by the consent conditions in the

discharge permit giving certainty that

the activity will be regulated.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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ln general, excess nutrients

result in water quality

degradation causing

ecological stress for plants

and animals.

Use of deferred storage of effluent

to allow effluent to be stored when

it is unsafe to apply to land.

Use of a slurry tanker to discharge

larger volumes of effluent to low

risk soils (tuatapere) when soil

moisture deficit levels are

appropriate to lower storage

volumes.

Buffer zones created from effluent

application areas to critical source

areas and other sensitive receptors

such as bores, property boundaries

and dwellings.

Adverse effects potentially still exist

from this activity due to the high level

of contaminant losses which occur

from intensive winter grazing despite

the implementation of GMPs and

mitigations. The overall nutrient

budget has taken this high

contaminant loss activity into account

and provided mitigations and

reductions in nutrient loss in other

areas and activities across the dairy

platform to offset adverse effects.

lntensive winter

grazing on the

WW5 platform

Potential for significant

amounts of contaminants (N,

P, sediment and microbials)

to be lost to both surface

and groundwater bodies as a

result of the complete de-

vegetation of pasture/crop,

treading damage on soil

structure and runoff

following rainfall events.

Buffer zones maintained between

crop cultivation and critical source

areas to provide an area where

runoff can be filtered and captured

limiting risks of entering water.

Grazing direction will be away from

buffer zones/critical source areas

leaving last bite to provide a buffer

zone for nutrient capture through

until the end ofthe fodder grazing

period.

The intensive winter grazing will continue to be located

on the milking platform under this proposal because it
is predominantly flat with no waterways or artificial

drainage channels which avoids the risk of the direct

runoff of nutrients to surface water bodies.

Cropping is ceased on the Upukerora soils and

cropping is now located on the Braxton and Tuatapere

soils which have lower N leaching risk compared to

Upukerora. However, the Braxton soils are known to be

prone to cracking which is not a factor which is

considered in the Overseer model. The applicant has

Good Management Practices

adopted
Mitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity Outcome
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Back fencing and portable water

troughs to limit treading damage

over already de-vegetated ground.

Cultivation of paddocks timed to

avoid paddocks sitting bare for long

periods of time which reduces risks

of contaminant losses through

leaching and overland flow.

All other GMPs listed in rule 20 will

be implemented by May 2019.

Bare soils are cultivated using full

cultivation and timed to avoid

paddocks siting bare for long

periods of time which reduces risks

of losses of excess nutrients

remaining from the grazing activity

to the environment via overland

flow and leaching.

seen litle evidence of cracking on the Gladfield block

and cracking does not generally occur in the winter

period because it is a condition impacted by drier

temperatures and low soil moisture levels. To mitigate

against the risk of contaminant losses via cracking, the

applicant will cultivate intensive winter grazing

paddocks in early spring to ensure pasture cover is

established going into summer which can suck up

nutrients for their growth and soil moisture is

maintained and held in the profile as much as possible

over the spring and summer. This will mitigate against

risks to water quality in the underlying aquifer and

surface water receiving bodies.

The additional dairy replacements from other Woldwide

dairy farms previously grazed on crop on WWS have

been removed.

Crop area is reduced by 4ha.

The GMPs and the mitigations

proposed will mitigate adverse effects

to a certain extent, with the long term

goal of the applicant to abolish

intensive winter grazing from the

Central Plains/Heddon Bush area.

The effects of this activity will be

limited to a five-year timeframe.

Nutrient losses from this

activity occur via deep

drainage through the soil

profile into the underlying

aquifer or via overland flow

into adjacent waterways or

artificial drainage channels.

Excessive nutrient losses can

cause nutrient accumulation

in groundwater and excessive

nutrient load in waterways

causing water quality

degradation and the resulting

ecological stress on plants

and animals when the life-

supporting capacity of the

water is compromised by

excess nutrients.

ln the current scenario,

cropping on the existing dairy

platform represents 26% of

the N losses within the farm

rystem on 127o of the land

area due to the higher

concentration of stock in a

small area and thus greater

urine deposition. On the

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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existing Cochrans block,

cropping contributes 33Yo ol
total losses from 6% of the

total land area. Nutrient

losses from the crop block

reduce under the proposal to

15% of total losses over 1 1%

of the land area.

A reduction in stocking rate mitigates

effects of the small increase in cow

numbers on total nutrient losses

modelled by Overseer. Adverse

effects on the environment

adequately mitigated with

combination of GMPs and mitigations

which have a high level of

effectiveness for mitigating risks of
grazing cows on pasture throughout

the milking season.

lncrease in cow

numbers to

consented

discharge permit

levels.

The grazing of more cows on

pasture during high risk

periods increases the risk of

the leaching of nutrients (N,P

and microbials) through the

soil profile from urine and

dung spots or transported via

subsurface drainage.

Pasture damage from cows

grazing during adverse

periods can result in

increased sediment, microbial

and P loss if erosion or soil

loss occurs from paddocks

lncreased nutrient losses as

total figures due to more

cowt to groundwater and

surface water bodies may

potentially cause water

Use of selective grazing to avoid

grazing very wet paddocks during

adverse weather conditions to

reduce risks of pugging and

treading damage to soil structure

which can accelerate contaminant

losses.

lncrease the size of feed breaks

during adverse conditions to give

animals more of the paddock to
graze than the volume of feed

required to reduce stocking rate on

wet and vulnerable pasture to avoid

pugging and treading damage of
feed.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage

nutrient inputs and outputs to guide

farm management decisions which

Stocking rate will reduce from 3.2 cows/ha to 2.1 cows/ha

with the introduction of the additional land to the dairy

platform with a comparatively smaller increase in cow

numbers. A stocking rate reduction results in a

reduction in nutrient losses on a per hectare basis as a

result of an increase of cows producing urine and dung

spots which are significant sources of contaminant losses

to the root zone over a larger area of land, thereby

reducing per hectare nutrient loadings.

Fence off areas where stock camp if pasture damage is

occurring to limit risks of further pasture damage.

Use of in-shed feeding when feed deficits occur to

ensure stock enter paddock break having already eaten

some food which can limit pugging and treading

damage, particularly under adverse weather conditions.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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quality degradation which

can cause ecological stresses

on aquatic plants and

animals from algal growth,

temperature increases and

eutrophication. Human

health concerns can also

arise from microbial

contamination of wateruvays

upon contact and risks of
blue baby syndrome from

nitrate accumulation in

groundwater and potentially

bowel cancer as discussed in

section 9.1 above.

can maintain overall nutrient losses

at desired level.

Time N, P, K and S fertiliser

application to meet crop and

pasture demand using split

applications and avoid high risk

times of the year i.e. when soil

temperature is less than 7 degrees,

during drought periods and during

periods when soils are at field

capacity.

Reduce use of P fertiliser where

Olsen P values are above agronomic

optimum. Maintain Olsen P levels at

around 30-40.

Urea applications on all block occur using a little and

often approach.

Applied N in fertiliser has reduced across the whole

property. N fertiliser has reduced on non-effluent

block and on effluent block. These changes have

been enabled due to the increase in land area, decrease

in urea applied and increase in the spread ofeffluent.

January fertiliser application on the Upukerora blocks

has been ceased.

The proposed fertiliser regime under

phase t has been improved given the

need for lower pastoral production (of

1 T DM/ha) with the stocking rate

reduction. Less nitrogen is available

from supplements and more is

supplied by the additional effluent

which equates to an overall reduction

in fertiliser needed under the

proposal.

Adverce effects both avoided and

mitigated with use of GMPs for

fertiliser usage and further mitigations

Fertiliser

application regime

across the entire

landholding

The application of nutrients in

fertiliser has the potential to

result in direct nutrient losses

to the environment if fertiliser

is applied either in excess to
plant requirements or at a

time when it cannot be

utilized for pasture/crop

production.

Nitrogen losses from fertiliser

application most likely to
occur via deep drainage.

Phosphorus losses from

Good Management Practices

adopted
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fertiliser most likely to occur

via soil loss andlor direct loss

through runoff or erosion.

Adverse effects of
inappropriate fertiliser

application or excess

application include a loss of

excess nutrients to water

causing water quality

degradation in both
groundwater and surface

water bodies. Water quality

degradation can adversely

impact aquatic plant and

animal ecosystems and

impact on human health.

Use nutrient budgeting and annual

soil testing to manage nutrient

inputs from fertiliser and outputs to
guide farm management decisions

which can maintain overall nutrient

losses at desired level.

to reduce fertiliser across the dairy

platform.

The reduced stocking rate has

necessitated the reduction in

imported supplementary feed to

reconcile pasture production between

the two systems. Likely to have

positive effects on the environment.

lmported

supplementary

feed and feed

made on-farm

and fed during the
season

Supplementary feed usage

has an impact on the pasture

production of the farm

system and can change the

quantity of N particularly in

the farm system compared to

an all-grass based diet. Low

N supplementary feeds can

reduce estimated N losses to

the environment as less N

needs to be supplied to fuel

pasture production which in

Supplementary feed imported onto the property has

reduced by 39 T of barley grain and brewers grain.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is

unchanged.

Good Management Practices

adopted
Mitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity Outcome
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turn can have beneficial

effects on water quality by

reducing nutrient load in

groundwater and surface

water bodies.

Slurry effluent

application across

the entire

landholding

The nutrient concentration of

slurry effluent is higher than

liquid or FDE due to the lack

of dilution from rainwater or

washdown water. Due to the

higher concentration of

nutrients, application of slurry

effluent to land needs to be

carefully managed to ensure

that nutrient loadings on any

particular land area do not

exceed the recommended

level of 150 k9 N/halyear

from effluent. This loading is

achieved by ensuring the land

area is large enough and the

application depth is

restricted. lf nutrient

loadings exceed 150 kg

N/halyear or nutrients are

applied in excess then there is

a risk of contaminant loss (N,

P, sediment and microbial) to
groundwater and surface

The maximum loading rate of

nitrogen from the application of
effluent (both slurry and liquid) to

land is 150 kg N/halyear.

Slurry effluent is not discharged

onto the same area any more

frequently than once every two

months.

Slurry effluent is only discharged to

land when soil temperature is

greater than 5 degrees in winter and

7 degrees in spring.

Effluent will always be applied at a

depth less than the soil water deficit

which ensures nutrients remain in

the root zone to be taken up and

utilized by plants for pasture

production.

Slurry effluent is applied to non-effluent blocks in the

Overseer model i.e. blocks where FDE is not applied.

The non-effluent blocks are the same in terms of FDE

classification, soil type and physiographic zone to the

approved effluent blocks so is considered equally as

suitable for receiving slurry effluent.

Slurry effluent applied to paddocks low in potash (K

levels lower than 6-10) and with low Olsen P levels ( P

levels lower than 25) .

Slurry effluent from neighbouring Woldwide Three is

approved under an existing discharge permit to be

exported to WW5 and is therefore included in the

baseline and phase 1 models.

Adverse effects to the environment

from the discharge of slurry effluent

should be no more than minor.

Effluent application rates, GMPs and

the resulting avoidance of effects is

supported by Policy 42 of the RWPS.

The discharge of effluent is governed

by the consent conditions in the

discharge permit giving certainty that

the activity will be regulated.

The application of slurry effluent to
paddocks low in P and K can act as a

capital fertiliser application and bring

soil test levels up to agronomical

optimum which will increase pasture

productivity.

Good Management Practices
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water bodies. Adverse effects

from contaminant loss to
water include water quality

degradation which can

adversely impact aquatic

ecosystems and the overall

health of water bodies.

Slurry effluent will be applied

to areas outside of the liquid

discharge area approved

under the discharge permit.

Slurry effluent is generally

considered lower risk to apply

to land because it doesn't

have the same risks of
leaching, overland

flo(runoff that liquid

effluent has.

The standoff pads will be used occasionally to stand

between 100 and 120 cows each off pasture during the

milking season (modelled as during April, May, August

and September).

Standoff pads are used as an effective

and simple environmental mitigation

tool to reduce nutrient losses to the

environment which can occur

primarily during high risk and high

drainage periods. Soil degradation is

protected as a result which increases

pasture productivity and nutrient

utilization.

Use of three small

standoff pads on

the dairy platform

Standing cows off pasture in

marginal periods especially

during late Autumn and early

Spring reduces the risk of
pugging to pastures which

reduces the infiltration ability

of soils and reduces overland

flow of nutrients.

Urine and dung deposition during

high risk periods is redistributed to
pasture when soils are in a suitable

state to receive and utilize applied

nutrients.

The standoff pad is located in

accordance with the setbacks listed

in Rule 35 of the PSWLP and is

constructed, used and maintained

Good Management Practices
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Nutrients in effluent

generated bythe cows

during these periods spent

on standoff structures

coincides with high drainage

periods which ensures that

these nutrient can be stored

in situ and applied to land in

a manner which matches

plant demand and mitigates

against excessive leaching

processes which can lead to

the contamination of
groundwater and surface

water bodies.

An overall reduction in

nutrient losses from the

landholding reduces nutrient

accumulation risks in

groundwater and reduces

nutrient load in watenvays.

A reduction in nutrient load

can improve water quality

and maintain and enhance

the life-supporting capacity

of water bodies.

under the permitted activity criteria

meaning that the pads themselves

do not require resource consent.

The solid effluent is applied to land

in accordance with permitted

activity criteria in Rule 38 of PSWLP

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Use of the existing

effluent storage

facilities on the

dairy platform

lf a structure is leaking or not

structurally sound there is a

risk of contaminant losses

directly to shallow

groundwater. Contaminant

accumulation in groundwater

can lead to human health

issues from blue baby

syndrome or E.coli

contamination if drinking

water is abstracted nearby.

Contaminants may also reach

surface water bodies if there

is a groundwaterAurface

water connection which can

cause water quality

degradation effects such as

algal blooml smothering

and eutrophication in surface

water bodies.

Monthly effluent system check will

be undertaken in accordance with

the farm's maintenance checklist.

Leaks will be repaired immediately

Fail safe systems will be kept in

place and kept in good working

order i.e automatic alarms and shut

off system.

All staff involved in the

management of the effluent system

are fully trained in its use.

Drop tests will be completed on the slurry bunker in

July when milking stops for the season as these areas

are first collection points for effluent there is no

mechanism by which to divert effluent during the 48hr

drop test period.

Effluent storage facilities are fit for
purpose and leak are identified

through regular testing and checking

of the effluent storage structures.

Adverse effects from leakage should

be avoided and remedied

immediately.

Groundwater

abstraction

Groundwater abstractions

must be at a rate which

doesn't cause drawdown

effects on adjacent bores

which can compromise the

availability and reliability of

the resource for other users.

Reduce water usage in the shed by

re-using clean water whenever

possible.

Treating cows gently to avoid upset.

The yard is scraped to significantly reduce fresh water

use at the dairy shed.

No adverse effects on aquifer

sustainability or the availability and

reliability of water for other users.

Groundwater usage is reasonable in

terms on end use. Adverse effects

should be less than minor.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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Groundwater abstractions

must be at a level which does

not result in an over-

allocation of the resource

which can adversely impact

on drinking water availability,

water availability for

commercial and industrial

uses.

Water use in the dairy shed

should be managed to ensure

there is little wastage because

the more water used, the

more effluent generated

which needs to be discharged

to land.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity
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10.4 AEE for the farming activity under phase 2 of the proposa!

Phase 2 of the application involves the introduction of a wintering shed into the farm system as a major

mitigation measure for reducing nutrient losses across the dairy platform. The transition to a farm

system which includes a wintering shed enables the removal of high-risk activities for nutrient losses

from high risk areas on the farm.

We also note that Environment Southland consent staff have advised the applicant that a nutrient

budget for phase 2 is not considered a requirement for this application, however the applicant has

chosen to provide one to strengthen their proposal and to show that nutrient losses can be reduced to

baseline levels.

The intention of phase 2 is to introduce wintering sheds into the farm system which will reduce nutrient

losses on the dairy platform. The applicant proposes that the land use consent be issued requiring them

to operate the farm system in phase 2 at a level equal to or less than the modelled nutrient losses

(predicted by Overseer) submitted in the baseline models. Therefore, we are applying for phase 2 of

the application to be governed by a land use consent based on an Overseer output figure to enable the

applicant to operate an entirely flexible farm system under the resulting land use consent. Our proposal

is that only input values relating to the scale of the activity derived from the example nutrient budget

are inserted as consent conditions in the land use consent.

The assessment below attempts to show how the applicant has assessed the suitability of individual

activities within the proposal against likely effects, available GMPs and mitigations and likely outcome

in terms of whether effects are likely to be avoided, mitigated or both. The assessment lacks reference

to specific input figures to show that an output-based land use consent is appropriate and still provides

certainty of effects and effectiveness of mitigations.
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Table 31: Assessment of effects at activity level for phase 2 on UVW5

Decrease in

nitrogen losses

from the entire

dairy platform

The proposal sees a modelled

decrease in total N losses on

the landholding. The N losses

decrease from 15,882 kg N in

the baseline to approximately

15,639 k9 N.

An overall reduction in total

nitrogen losses from the dairy

platform reduces nitrate

accumulation risks in

groundwater and reduces

nitrogen load in watenvays. A

reduction in overall nitrogen

load can improve water

quality and maintain and

enhance the life-supporting

capacity of water bodies.

The removal of the winter grazing activity from the dairy

platform results in a significant reduction in modelled N

losses from the dairy platform. The intensive winter

grazing activity is removed from the central plains area

and either relocated to WRO or reduced in intensity by

utilizing the wintering sheds.

The use of wintering sheds provides additional

mitigation of nitrogen losses across the platform.

The reduction in modelled nitrogen

losses from the landholding to the

lowest practicable level should

correlate with a nutrient load

reduction in the receiving water bodies

and/or physiographic zones in

accordance with the physiographic

zone policies and Policy 16 of the

RWPS.

Modelled lncrease

in phosphorus

losses from the

entire landholding

The proposal sees a modelled

increase in P losses from the

entire landholding of 8kg P

compared to baseline,

however this increase is not

expected to occur in reality.

Avoid working CSAs and their

margins

All riparian margins to be fenced and

left to establish with grasses to

enable filtration of contaminants that

All new laneways will be located away from waterways

and riparian margins implemented.

Please see section 8.4 of this report for

full assessment of expected P losses

and full assessment of proposed

mitigations and their effectiveness.
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may be transported via overland flow

processes and erosion

Reduce use of P fertiliser where

Olsen P levels are above agronomic

optimum.

Reduce the risk of runoff from

laneways and other sources by

ensuring crossings are adequately

maintained and maintain gradients

to direct runoff to pasture.

Please see section 8.4 of this report

which discusses further P loss GMPs

proposed by the applicant and

discusses how P (and sediment and

microbial) losses are likely to be

misrepresented by Overseer

modelling.

The wintering sheds will be used to winter the majority

of the milking herd from June through till calving dates.

Two primary scenarios would exist under an output

based land use consent:

- All mixed age cows and R2 replacements are

wintered in the sheds for the winter period

totalling 1 030-1050 cows.

Adverse effects from winter grazing on

the high risk soils on the dairy platform

are ceased,

Wintering sheds significantly reduce

nutrient losses to the environment and

can offset adverse effects from

activities on the remainder of the

Nutrients in effluent

generated by the cows during

winter and in marginal

periods is stored and applied

to land in a manner which

matches plant demand and

mitigates against excessive

leaching processes which can

Urine and dung deposition during

high risk periods is redistributed to
pasture using the effluent

management system when soils are

in a suitable state to receive and

utilize applied nutrients.

Use of wintering

sheds
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landholding by lowering the total
quantity of nutrients lost to the

environment.

lead to the contamination of
groundwater and surface

water bodies.

An overall reduction in

nutrient losses from the

landholding reduces nutrient

accumulation risks in

groundwater and reduces

nutrient load in waterways. A

reduction in nutrient load can

improve water quality and

maintain and enhance the

life-supporting capacity of

water bodies.

Standing cows off pasture in

late Autumn and early Spring

reduces the risk of pugging to
pastures which reduces the

increases the infiltration

ability of soils and reduces

overland flow of nutrients.

The wintering sheds are located in

accordance with the setback listed

in Rule 35 of the PSWLP.

All mixed age cows are wintered in the sheds

for the winter period totalling 770 and R2

replacements are grazed on fodder crop at

WRO and return to the platform towards the

end of July/beginning of August for calving.

lntensive winter grazing will cease entirely on the dairy

platform under this proposal and the land will be used as

dairy platform.

The dry of date is extended to 15th June because cows

are able to be kept indoors towards the end of the

milking season.

The wintering sheds can be used during the autumn and

spring to remove cows from pasture during high

drainage periods to protect soil structure, avoiding

tramping of feed and avoid urine and dung deposition.

Use of selective grazing to avoid

grazing very wet paddocks during

adverse weather conditions to

reduce risks of pugging and treading

Stocking rate will increase from 2.1 cows/ha under phase

1 to to 3.2 cows/ha under phase 2 with the introduction

of more cows onto the same land area as phase 1.

The marginal stocking rate reduction is

unlikely to have a discernible impact

on per hectare nutrient loadings which

is why the introduction of the

tn

to

cowlncrease

numbers 930

platform

across dairy

The grazing of more cows on

pasture during high risk

periods increases the risk of
the leaching of nutrients (N,P
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and microbials) through the

soil profile from urine and

dung spots or transported via

subsurface drainage.

Pasture damage from cows

grazing during adverse

periods can result in

increased sediment, microbial

and P loss if erosion or soil

loss occurs from paddocks

lncreased nutrient losses as

total figures due to more

cows, to groundwater and

surface water bodies may

potentially cause water

quality degradation which

can cause ecological stresses

on aquatic plants and animals

from algal growth,

temperature increases and

eutrophication. Human

health concerns can also arise

from microbial contamination

of watennrays upon contact

and risks of blue baby

syndrome from nitrate

damage to soil structure which can

accelerate contaminant losses.

lncrease the size of feed breaks

during adverse conditions to give

animals more of the paddock to
graze than the volume of feed

required to reduce stocking rate on

wet and vulnerable pasture to avoid

pugging and treading damage of
feed.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage

nutrient inputs and outputs to guide

farm management decisions which

can maintain overall nutrient losses

at desired level.

Overall, there is a marginal stocking rate reduction of 0.1

cows/ha compared to the baseline scenario.

Fence off areas where stock camp if pasture damage is

occurring to limit risks of further pasture damage.

Use of in-shed feeding when feed deficits occur to
ensure stock enter paddock break having already eaten

some food which can limit pugging and treading

damage, particularly under adverse weather conditions.

Use of the wintering shed as a standoff area to offset

additional nutrient losses that may occur with higher

number of cows grazing during adverse weather

conditions.

Use of the wintering shed to winter the majority of the

herd off the support block and the subsequent removal

of intensive winter grazing from the dairy platform

wintering shed forms the most

significant mitigation measure

alongside other minor mitigations.

Adverse effects on the environment

will be adequately mitigated with

combination of GMPs and mitigations

which have a high level of effectiveness

for mitigating risks of grazing cows on

pasture throughout the milking

season.
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tnaccumulation

groundwater.

Effluent will always be applied at a

depth less than the soil water deficit

which ensures nutrients remain in

the root zone to be taken up and

utilized by plants for pasture

production.

Effluent area receiving liquid FDE is

sized to ensure nutrient loadings

from the application of effluent are

maintained at less than 150

kgN/halyear to avoid excess nutrient

loading.

Utilizing low rate effluent application

on the Braxton soils which are poorly

drained to ensure effluent is only

applied when a soil moisture deficit
occurs and to avoid losses via

artificial drainage by applying

effluent in a manner which keeps

nutrients in the root zone.

Use of deferred storage of effluent to

allow effluent to be stored when it is
unsafe to apply to land.

No further mitigations are required over and above GMP

level as liquid effluent management system is designed

to meet best practice by utilizing low rate application,

deferred storage of effluent and application at a rate less

than the soil moisture deficit as guided by the ES soil

moisture monitoring sites on the website. The effluent

discharge area is large enough to cater for the additional

effluent generated by the additional cows and maintain

effluent N loadings at less than 150k9 N/halyear.

Adverse effects to the environment

from the discharge of effluent should

be no more than minor. Effluent

application rates, GMPs and the

resulting avoidance of effects

supported by Policy 42 of the RWP.

The discharge of effluent is governed

by the consent conditions in the

discharge permit giving certainty that

the activity will be regulated.

Discharge of liquid

effluent to land via

low rate

application

predominantly

using pods, and

slurry tanker will

umbillical to

existing effluent

discharge area

(existing platform)

The proposal sees an increase

in the number of cows milked

on farm from 850 to 93Q plus

the introduction of a

wintering shed as a

generation area for effluent

which means more effluent

will be generated which

needs to be discharged to

land.

Potential for contaminant

losses via all three pathways:

leaching (N), artificial

drainage (N, P, microbials)

and overland flow (N, P,

microbials) when nutrients in

effluent are applied to land.

Potential for contaminant

losses to cause excess

nutrients in surface water and

groundwater bodies in the

vicinity of the property,

particularly via tile drain

pathways on the Braxton soils
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ln general, excess nutrients

result in water quality

degradation causing

ecological stress for plants

and animals.

Use of a slurry tanker to discharge

larger volumes of effluent to low risk

soils (Iuatapere) when soil moisture

deficit levels are appropriate to lower

storage volumes.

Buffer zones created from effluent

application areas to critical source

areas and other sensitive receptors

such as borel property boundaries

and dwellings.

lmported

supplementary

feed and feed

made and fed

during the season

across the entire

landholding

Supplementary feed usage

has an impact on the pasture

production of the farm

system and can change the

quantity of N particularly in

the farm system compared to

an all-grass based diet. Low

N supplementary feeds can

reduce estimated N losses to
the environment as less N
needs to be supplied to fuel

pasture production which in

turn can have beneficial

effects on water quality by

reducing nutrient load in

groundwater and surface

water bodies.

Supplementary feed imported onto the property is likely

to increase under this scenario. The example Overseer

budget modelled an increase in the vicinity of '135 T of
barley grain, 35 T of distilled brewers grain, 300 T PKE

and allows for lactation to be extended.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is

increased to 1250 T DM silage.

The increased number of cows and

longer lactation requires the need to

increase supplementary feed to
reconcile pasture production.

Additional fertiliser and barn slurry

also needed to reconcile pasture

production.

lncreased supplementary feed can

reduce overall N rycling in a system

which can result in less overall N losses

to the environment and the mitigation

of adverse effects on water quality.
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Slurry effluent is applied to non-effluent blocks in the

Overseer model i.e blocks where FDE is not applied. The

non-effluent blocks are the same in terms of FDE

classification, soil type and physiographic zone to the

approved effluent blocks so is considered equally as

suitable for receiving slurry effluent.

Slurry effluent is applied at a depth of no more than

2.5mm to maintain effluent loadings.

Effluent from WW3 is applied evenly to the approved

discharge area.

The application of slurry effluent to

land will be undertaken under the

conditions and provisions of the

discharge permit and adverse effects

from this activity are expected to be no

more than minor.

Slurry effluent

application across

the entire

landholding

The nutrient concentration of

slurry effluent is higher than

liquid or FDE due to the lack

of dilution from rainwater or

washdown water. Due to the

higher concentration of
nutrients, application o fslurry

to land needs to be carefully

managed to ensure that

nutrient loadings on any

particular land area do not

exceed the recommended

level of 150 kg N/halyear

from effluent. This loading is

achieved by ensuring the land

area is large enough and the

application depth is

restricted. lf nutrient

loadings exceed 150 kg

N/hafear or nutrients are

applied in excess then there is

a risk of contaminant loss (N,

P, sediment and microbial) to
groundwater and surface

water bodies. Adverse effects

from contaminant loss to
water include water quality

degradation which can

adversely impact aquatic

The maximum loading rate of
nitrogen from the application of
effluent (both slurry and liquid) to

land is 150 kg N/halyear.

Slurry effluent is not discharged onto

the same area any more frequently

than once every two months.

Slurry effluent is only discharged to

land when soil temperature is greater

than 5 degrees in winter and 7

degrees in spring.
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ecosystems and the overall

health of water bodies.

Slurry effluent will be applied

to areas outside of the liquid

discharge area. Slurry

effluent is generally

considered lower risk to apply

to land because it doesn't

have the same risks of

leaching, overland

floVrunoff that pure liquid

effluent has.

A significant amount of

additional slurry effluent is

generated from the wintering

sheds which needs to
redistributed to land evenly

and at a rate which matches

pasture and crop demand to

avoid direct losses of
nutrients to the environment

as desgibed above.

Monthly/frequent effluent system

checks will be undertaken in

accordance with the farm's

maintenance checklist.

The applicant will be continuing to operate under the

existing land use consents for the use and maintenance

of these structures granted under phase 1.

Effluent storage facilities are fit for

purpose and leaks are identified

through regular testing and checking

of the effluent storage structures.

Use of the existing

effluent storage

facilities on dairy

platform

lf a structure is leaking or not

structurally sound these is a

risk of contaminant losses

directly to shallow

groundwater. Contaminant
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accumulation in groundwater

can lead to human health

issues from blue baby

syndrome or E.coli

contamination if drinking

water is abstracted nearby.

Contaminants may also reach

surface water bodies if there

is a groundwater/surface

water connection which can

cause water quality

degradation effects such as

algal blooml smothering and

eutrophication in surface

water bodies.

Leak will be repaired immediately

Fail safe systems will be kept in place

and kept in good working order i.e.

automatic alarm and shut off system

All staff involved in the management

of the effluent system are fully

trained in its use

Adverse effects from leakage should

be avoided or remedied immediately.

Monthly/frequent effluent system

checks will be undertaken in

accordance with the farm's

maintenance checklist.

Leaks will be repaired immediately

Fail safe systems will be kept in place

and kept in good working order i.e.

automatic alarm and shut off system

All staff involved in the management

of the effluent system are fully

trained in its use

New effluent structures will contain leak detection

systems and will be consented by way of land use

consents applied for prior to the commencement of
phase 2.

A regular drop testing regime will be implemented in

accordance with likely consent conditions.

Effluent storage facilities are fit for
purpose and leaks are identified

through regular testing and checking

of the effluent storage structures.

Adverse effects from leakage should

be avoided or remedied immediately.

New effluent

storage facilities

on dairy platform

New effluent storage facilities

are designed in accordance

with current specifications

and will include leak

detection systems which

ensures that any leakages can

be quickly identified and

remedied. Adverse effects

from leakage are the same as

described above for existing

effl uent storage facilities
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No adverse effects on aquifer

sustainability or the availability and

reliability of water for other users.

Groundwater usage is reasonable in

terms on end use, Adverse effects

should be less than minor.

Groundwater

abstraction on the

dairy platform

Groundwater abstractions

must be at a rate which

doesn't cause drawdown

effects on adjacent bores

which can compromise the

availability and reliability of
the resource for other users.

Groundwater abstractions

must be at a level which does

not result in an over-

allocation of the resource

which can adversely impact

on drinking water availability,

water availability for

commercial and industrial

uses.

Water use in the dairy shed

should be managed to ensure

there is little wastage because

the more water used, the

more effluent generated

which needs to be discharged

to land.

Reduce water usage in the shed by

re-using clean water whenever

possible.

Treating cows gently to avoid upset.

Monitoring of the groundwater

abstraction volumes on a monthly

basis.

The yard is scraped to significantly reduce fresh water use

at the dairy shed which considerably lowers effluent

generation throughout the milking season. Effluent

storage requirements are reduced.
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1 1. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FOR PROPOSAL
ON WRO

Please see attached document in Appendix F named "Woldwide Runoff - Proposal and AEE" for a full

assessment of environmental effects on WRO.

12. NOTIFICATION AND CONSUTATION

The applicant requests that the consent authority publicly notify this application in accordance with

s95A of the Resource Management AcL
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13. STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS

Schedule 4 of the RMA requires that an assessment of the activity against the matters set out in Part 2

and any relevant provisions of a document referred to in Section 104 of the RMA is provided when

applying for a resource consent for any activity. These matters are assessed as follows.

13.1 Parl? of the RMA

Part 2 of the RMA states the general purpose to the Act which is to promote the sustainable

management of natural and physical resources. Sustainable management is explained to mean

managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources in a way which

enables people and their communities to provide for their economic social and cultural wellbeing while

sustaining the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations, or on the life-supporting capacity of
the environment and any ecosystems associated with it and avoiding remedying and mitigating adverse

effects on the environment.

The proposal is for a farming activity which utilizes natural resources. The continuation of the activity

as proposed will enable the applicant to provide for their economic and social wellbeing, and that of
the immediate small Southland community and the wider regional economy in which it operates. The

applicant has described that potential adverse effects of the proposal may exist, however they consider

that these adverse effects have been adequately identified and assessed as able to be avoided, remedied

and mitigated under their proposal.

Section 6 of the RMA requires consideration of several matters of natural importance. The matters

specifically relevant to this proposal include:

The preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment, wetlands, and lakes and

rivers and their margins and the protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use and

development

The relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites,

waahi tapu and other taonga

The proposed activities will not impact directly on the coastal environment, wetlands, lake and rivers

however there is the potential for water quality effects on the wider receiving environment which

includes these features. The applicants assessment of environmental effects identifies potential effects

on these receiving water bodies and provides appropriate and adequate mitigation measures to avoid

adverse effects. The applicant acknowledges Maori have a long history and relationship with the area

and consider that their proposal will not compromise or have an adverse impact on Maori culture,

traditions or taonga.

Section 7 lists matters which all persons shall have regard to. This application has given particular

regard to the efficient use and development of natural resources, intrinsic values of ecosystems and

the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment. The proposed activity is not
inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi as required by Section 8.
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Overall, the activity is considered to be consistent with Part 2 of the RMA, given the incorporation of
proposed mitigations for the activity.

1r.2 Section 10'l(1)(b) of the RMA

ln accordance with Schedule 4 of the RMA, an assessment of the activity against the relevant provisions

of a document referred to in 1O4(1Xb) of the RMA must be included in an application for resource

consent. Relevant documentation covered by this section are:

o National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management,2014
o Te Tangi a Tauira - The Cry of the People, Ngai Tahu Ki Murihiku, Natural Resource and

Environmental lwi Management Plan, 2008

. Regional Policy Statement for Southland,2017 (SRPS)

. Regional Water Plan for Southland, 2010 (RWPS)

o Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan, 2018 (PSWLP)

For ease, policies from these documents have been grouped together under subjects relevant to this
application. The most relevant objectives and policies to this application have been selected, with
particular weighting and consideration given to the policies contained with the Proposed Southland

Water and Land Plan 2018 (PSWLP). We appreciate that the PSWLP is currently under appeal and is
therefore still a moving entity, however we consider that the background to this plan including the
policies it contains has considered all of the other planning documents in its development and therefore

a higher level of assessment is provided for the policies it contains.

13.2.1 Water Quotrtity

These objectives and policies set a clear direction that freshwater needs to be allocated to safeguard

the life supporting capacity of freshwater ecosystems whilst still enabling communities to provide for
their economic well-being. The policies of particular relevance from the Southland Policy Statement
relate to ensuring that the volume of water abstracted is needed for a particular use and is allocated to
it. ln this instancg the groundwater abstractions are required for dairy farming purposes and are set at

a quantity which is suitable for the intended end use based on nutritional requirements of dairy cows

and the infrastructure setup at the dairy sheds. This notion is supported by policy 21 of the RWPS. This

application is consistent with Poliry 28 of the PSWLP and Policy 21 of the RWPS as effects on aquifer

storage volumes, existing water users, surface water flows and groundwater quality will not be adversely

affected due to the proposed decrease in water quantity sought by the applicant. The proposal is

consistent with all water quantity policies in Te Tanga a Tauira specifically Policy 4 preferring

groundwater abstractions and policy 16 requiring monitoring devices which will be installed.

National Policy Statement for Freshwater

Management

Objective 85

Policies 81,82, 84, 88

Southland Regional Policy Statement Policy WQUAN.3, WQUAN.6, WQUAN.T

Regional Water Plan for Southland Policy 21,28

Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan Policy 20,21

Te Tangi a Tauira Section 3.5.14 Policies 4,16

Regulatory Document Particula rly relevant Sections
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Southland Regional Policy Statement Objectives RURAL.1, RURAL.2

Policies RURAL.1, RURAL.2,

Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan Poliry 15A, 16

Policies 5,10,12

Te Tangi a Tauira Section 3.5.7, 3,5,13

Regulatory Document Particula rly relevant Sections

13.2.2 Lond use chonge

The applicants have made a commitment to abolish intensive winter grazing from their farm systems

within the high risk Central Plains area and introduce wintering sheds to house all cows inside over high

risk drainage periods. The proposal is a cumulation of the applicants wanting to farm in an

environmentally sustainable manner whilst still enhancing the productive capacity of their farms and

providing for their economic and social well-being. The proposal is therefore consistent with the

objectives and policies in the SRPS that reiterate the notion of supporting the sustainable use and

development of rural land resources, both environmentally and economically, if undertaken in an

appropriate manner.

Policy 16 of the PSWLP holds some of the greatest weight in regards to this application. The policy

includes a number of different issues and factors, so only the parts of relevance to this application have

been extracted and assessed and emphasis has been added. Policy 16.1 (a) only refers to new dairy

farming of cows in close proximity to regionally significant waterways which this application is not for

as the application is for the expansion of an existing dairy operation.

Policy 15.1 requires the minimisation of adverse environmental effects from farming activities as a

priority. Part (b) of the policy states that this can be done by generally not granting consents for

expanded dairying or intensive winter grazing activities where adverse effects on water quality cannot

be avoided or mitigated. Our assessment of effects has assessed the expanded dairy farming activity in

its entirety in the absence of a permitted baseline or consented baseline approach which has allowed

us to show how nutrient losses from the activity have been minimised as far as practicable whilst still

maintaining a viable farm system. Nutrient budgeting has been used extensively to model the

applicant's operations in the decision making process for this proposal. ln the course of deciding on a

final proposal, numerous farm systems were investigated and run through nutrient budget software

which sited different activities on different parts of the landholding under various forms of management.

The resulting proposal provides for the greatest minimisation of nutrient losses that could be sustained

by the applicant. Our cumulative effects assessment concluded that this minimisation of nutrient losses

and the subsequent reduction in nutrient losses under the proposal will result in adverse effects on

water quality which are less than minor considering the scale of the applicants operation within the

receiving environments.

The policy provides for a method by which adverse effects can be minimised which is by the avoidance

or mitigation of these effects. The policy specifically uses the term "or" suggesting that methods which

either avoid or mitigate are acceptable. Our proposal adopts a variety of measures which either avoid

or mitigate against adverse effects on water quality which are described in detail in Sections 8.3, 8.4, 9.3

and 9.4. For example, the use of a wintering shed avoids direct deposition of nutrients in dung and
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urine to land during the winter period. The removal of intensive winter grazing from the Central Plains

area avoids soil damage and direct losses of nutrients via all three transport pathways during the winter

period from soils present on the Gladfield block and on the WW5 platform which are susceptible to
nutrient leaching and nitrate accumulation. The implementation of a fertiliser regime that uses partial

substitution of fertiliser with effluent and a little and often approach mitigates against nutrient losses

particularly through deep drainage processes. GMPs in relation to riparian management, laneway runoff

and CSA management mitigates against nutrient losses directly to surface water bodies. The cumulative

effects assessment in Section 8.1 and 9.1 and in the WRO AEE brought all of the proposed activities with

their corresponding mitigation measures and GMPs together and assessed the effect that this might
have on the receiving environments. Our assessment concluded that the proposal will result in a long-
term reduction in the nutrient load it will contribute to receiving waters in terms of N, P, sediment and

microbials given the mitigations proposed and the imposition of nutrient limits. ln turn, a reduction in

total nutrient load in the receiving waters combined with the attenuation processes and hydrological

processes at work in the catchment should reduce the concentration of nutrients in the receiving waters.

A reduction in both nutrient load and concentration should result in the maintenance and possible

enhancement of water quality in receiving waters and therefore the avoidance or mitigation of adverse

effects on aquatic ecosystems and the life-supporting capacity of freshwater in accordance with both

Policy 16 and 15A.

Policy 16.2 is met in its entirety by the Farm Environmental Management Plan submitted with the

application. This plan identifies the critical source areas on the landholding and describes how they will

be managed by the applicant to minimise nutrient losses at these points.

Policies 5, 10 and 12 relate to the physiographic zones on the two landholdings. All three policies

require the avoidance, remedying or mitigation of adverse effects on water quality within these zones

by the implementation of GMPs, consideration of the key contaminant pathways and generally not

granting consent for expanded dairying or intensive winter grazing where contaminant losses will

increase as a result of the proposal. The application is explicit and comprehensive in the implementation

of a wide range of GMPs across both landholdings and the consideration of key contaminant pathways

which guide which GMPs are adopted and which further mitigations are necessary. Our AEE concludes

that the range of mitigations will be successful in avoiding or mitigating contaminant loss to the

environment. Part 3 of these physiographic policies appears to direct decision makers to generally not

grant consent where contaminant losses increase within these physiographic zones. The nutrient

budgeting attached to this application has not blocked the farm systems in accordance with

physiographic zoning as it is not considered the most representative method of blocking the farm

because these zones contain different soil types and management.

The existing WW4 landholding is located on the Central Plains physiographic zones. The new sheep

block being brought into the WW4 dairy platform is located on the Central Plains and Oxidizing

physiographic zones. As described in the AEE, contaminant losses may increase under the proposal on

the dairy platform, but that will be offset with concurrent reductions in other parts of the landholding

due to mitigation measures spread over the entire landholding. As such, the Oxidizing physiographic

zone may see an increase in contaminant loss under the proposal because of the land use change on

the 63ha part of Cochrans block. The portion of the landholding within the Oxidizing zone is 24ha which

represents 5% of the total area of the WW4 landholding. This equates to approxim alely 27kg N increase
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in total N losses within the Oxidizing Zone and 2kg P increase in total P losses within the Oxidizing Zone.

We submit that increases in losses of this magnitude over the entire Oxidizing Zone in this catchment

would create de minimis effects within the receiving water bodies. A similar correlation can be made to

the potential increase in intensive winter grazing at WRO where an increase in losses would create a de

minimis effect within the surrounding low risk receiving environment. As the RMA is an effects-based

piece of legislation, we assert that the application is consistent with Policy 10.3 due to the de minimis

effects and accordingly there is no reason why consent should not be granted.

The new block on WW5 is located within the same three physiographic zones as the existing WW5

landholding and therefore no parts of the landholding within specific physiographic zones will see an

increase in contaminant losses because all increases are offset within the same physiographic zone,

thereby being consistent with Policies 5.3, 10.3 and 12.3.

13.2.3 Woter Quality

Objective WQUAL.I is of significant relevance to the proposal as it sets the water quality framework for

the management of water quality in Southland. This objective requires four primary things:

. The life supporting capacity of water and related ecosystems is safeguarded

. The health of people and communities is safeguarded

o Water quality is maintained or improved in accordance with the National Policy Statement for

Freshwater Management 201 4
. And freshwater quality is managed to meet the reasonably foreseeable social, economic and

cultural needs of future generations.

The concurrent policies expand and re-iterate on the functions of this overarching principle. The PSWLP

adds a couple of policies in the form of Policy 15A and 15B which are of vital importance to this

application. These policies apply the same notion of maintaining and improving water quality in water

bodies which meet or do not meet relevant water quality standards respectively.

Our application has discussed these issues in depth, particularly in the three cumulative effects

assessments where we have illustrated the likely effect that this proposal will have on total nutrient load

and nutrient concentration in the end receiving environments. Our illustration showed that the proposal

represents a very miniscule proportion of the total nutrient load to receiving waters and the proposal

will have a de minimis effect on water quality which will ensure water quality is at least maintained, and

at best, enhanced. We can confidently say that the proposal is consistent with these objectives and

policies listed above.

Southland Regional Policy Statement Objectives WQUALI, WQUAL.2

Policies WQUAI, 1, 2, 5, 7, 8

Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan Policy 44 of NPS

Policies 15A, 158

Te Tangi a Tauira Section 3.5.13

Regulatory Document Particularly relevant Sections

13.2.4 Effluent dischorge
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Southland Regional Policy Statement Objectives WQUAL.1,

Policies WQUAL.8, WQUAL.l 0

Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan Policy 17

Policies 13, 14

Te Tangi a Tauira Section 3.5.1

Policies throughout the relevant planning documents stress a preference for the discharge of
contaminants to land as it creates less environmental effects, enables an effective and efficient re-use

of a waste product and protects cultural values as described in Te Tangi a Tauira. The management of
effluent in the proposal meets best practice and is designed to completely avoid any surface runoff,

overland flow, ponding, contamination of water via subsurface drainage channels from the application

of effluent to land. The land which will be receiving effluent has been considered suitable and the

discharge areas are sized appropriately to lower overall nutrient loads from the application of effluent.

The effluent discharge activities will continue for the duration of the consents in the manner in which

they have been described in the application. However, there is scope within the system to ensure new

technologies and innovations can be incorporated in the future if need be which will only but improve

the effluent discharge activity.

13.2.5 Tongoto Whenua

The Southland Regional Poliry Statement describes the resource management issues important to Ngai

Tahu in the Southland region and includes ensuring tangata whenua is considered in decision making,

iwi management plans are recognised, taonga and sites of special significance are protected and food
gathering resources are protected. Te Tangi a Tauira is the iwi management plan recognised by Ngdi

Tahu which encompasses the Southland region. Policies TW.3 and Policy 2 of the PSWLP require iwi

management plans to be taken into account.

This proposal includes activities which are primarily contained within the applicants property boundary

and should not materially impact on tangata whenua values or compromise sites of special significance

or food gathering sites. The cumulative effects assessment concludes that any effects felt outside the

boundary of the property will negligible and not impact on cultural values.

ln addition, the application provides for the following in accordance with Te tangi a tauira:

o The provision of buffer zones to water abstraction sites and watenruays;

. The application of effluent is to land rather than water;

. The applicant already adopts best practice for land application of managing farm effluent;

. The existing riparian margins are protected;

o Deferred application of FDE is provided for;

Southland Regional Policy Statement Policies TW.3, TW.4

Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan Policy 1,2, 3

Te Tangi a Tauira Entire document

Regulatory Document Particularly relevant Sections
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. Nutrient loading from effluent discharges to land is already within industry best practice limits;

o The system and management practices are considered appropriate for the risks associated with

the receiving environment;
o Water abstraction is monitored with metering results to be submitted to Council;

o Regarding Policies 3.5.14.17 and 3.5.1.17, the consent periods proposed are less than 25 years.
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14. CONSENT DURATION, REVIEW AND LAPSE

With regard to consent duration, special consideration has been given to Policy 16 and 40 of the PSWLP,

which have been grouped below for ease of assessment.

Certointy of the nature, scale, duration ond frequency of effeds
Potential effects of the proposed activities are understood reasonably well and these are to be managed

as far as reasonably practicable. Council's level of knowledge regarding the underlying aquifer, the
receiving soils and surface water management zone is improving on a continuing basis, with ongoing

knowledge and research of Southland and the site being achieved in the form of the proposed

physiographic units and future catchment specific studies.

Potential adverse effects have been mitigated by appropriate management techniques on farm which

are detailed within this application and in the FEMP for each farm. Whilst the potential effects are

reasonably well understood, the advances in research and development suggest that there is still a lot

to be understood. lt is because of this that a 35-year term is not proposed.

Matching consent duration to the level of risk of adverse effeAs
The assessment of effects concludes adverse effects should be no more than minor. As the risk of
adverse effects is low, this suggests that the consent duration should provide for a balance of ensuring

these adverse effects are maintained as low and providing for the applicants economic and social

wellbeing.

RelevontTangata Whenua volues and NgaiTahu lndkators of Health
The application has been assessed as consistent with the relevant tangata whenua values as outlined in

the iwi management plan, with particular regard to the proposed consent duration being less than 25

years.

Duration sought by the opplicant and supporting informotion
The applicant is seeking a 5 year consent for each consent granted under phase 1 of the application

This will ensure that this phase of the proposal is restricted to the term assessed in the application.

The applicant is then seeking a 15 year consent for each consent granted under phase 2 of the

application. This term is slightly longer than the typical 10 year consents granted by Environment

Southland for similar activities to give credit for the construction of wintering sheds on both farms which

is considered to be one of the most effective and desirable mitigation measures for managing

contaminant losses from dairy farms available.

The applicant wishes that the consent terms for WW4 and WW5 are aligned.

The permonence and economic life of ony investment

Significant investment has been required just to get to the point of making application with expenditure

on professional services, including business feasibility studies, nutrient advice, effluent system review,

water quality and policy and planning assessments.

Commodity market influence is always a factor in the permanence of individual dairying units, hence

why these activities are often considered to have semi-permanent economic life. The economic life of
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the farm is firstly dependent on the granting of the relevant consents. Should consents be granted, the
permanence of the dairying operation and associated activities should be inter-generational.

Furthermore, the permanence of the economic life of the activity requires resource consents be granted

from the Council for a reasonable duration. Wintering sheds and their associated infrastructure is a

significant investment for the applicant to the tune of $1.2million on each farm. This level of investment

needs to be recognised with the granting of a longer term consent to give the applicant certainty of the
permanence of their activity.

Common aquy date for permits that affect the some tesource

A common expiration date for all the permits applied for is considered appropriate as discussed above.

Applica nt's com plion ce h istory
The applicant has demonstrated an overall good compliance history with the existing resource consents

and there is no evidence to suggest that future compliance will not continue to be good, and water

records will be provided to Council on time in future.

Timing and development of FMUs

The granting of a 15 year consent duration may better enable implementation of the impending limit
setting process.

Review and Lapse

The applicant is happy for ES to impose standard review conditions in accordance with Sections 128

and 129 of the RMA. ln accordance with Section 125 of the RMA, the applicant seeks a 5-year lapse

period for these consents.

Some draft consent conditions are discussed in the application.

15. CONCLUSTON

Overall, the proposal will result in the maintenance of water quality in the receiving environment.

The proposal enables opportunities for the applicant to sustainably, efficiently and profitably run their dairy

farms whilst still maintaining environmental outcomes desired in the Southland region. The adherence to
the proposed conditions, the full implementation of good management practices and the proposed

mitigation measures will mean that that potential adverse effects will be avoided, remedied and

mitigated in a manner that is consistent with all relevant RMA requirements and all policies of the

relevant planning documents.

Granting of consent conversely enables the consent authority a pathway to pre-emptively restrict nutrient

losses from two large dairy farms via a resource consent process. The modelled nutrient budgets have been

completed by an experienced and qualified professional, and the integrity of the nutrient budgets combined

with the above (and attached) assessmentt we believe will give the consent authority sufficient certainty that

the proposal meets the sustainable management purpose of Part 2 of the RMA
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WOLDWIDE RUNOFF - PROPOSAL AND AEE

1. Executive summary
Woldwide Runoff WRO) is a dry stock support block which currently supports all of the five Woldwide

dairy farms by providing grazing for dry stock associated with the farms.

This document supports the concurrent resource consent applications for Woldwide 1&2(WW1&2) and

Woldwide 4 (WW4) and Woldwide 5 (WW5) which seek various resource consents under the PSWLP for

farming activities. This document details the activities currently occurring at WRO and how these

activities are proposed to change if the proposals for the abovementioned four dairy farms are approved

and enacted. An assessment of effects is provided in this document to enable the Council to be able to
fully understand all effects associated with the proposal on WRO.

2. Existing use of WRO

WRO is a dry stock grazing block which also contains a commercial forestry operation, native bush block,

commercial gravel extraction operation and land for supplement production. WRO is considered by

Environment Southland to form both an individual landholding as well as being part of the landholdings

forWWl&2, WW4 and WW5.

ln summary, the existing use of the WRO landholding includes:

. The use of land (732ha) for dry stock farming

o The use of land (150ha) for commercial pine plantation and native bush

. The grazing of R1 and R2 heifers plus mating bulls and carry over cows from WW1&2, WW3,

WW4 and WW5

. The use of land for intensive winter grazing of dry stock (52 hectares in 2018)

Status of activities at WRO

The land use consent applications for the farming activities for WW1&2, WW4 and WW5 seek consent

for all activities located on the landholding which are directly associated with the operation of the

respective dairy farms for 365 days of the year.

The proposed farming activity for WW1&2, WW4 and WW5 includes the grazing of dry stock all year

round at WRO. Dry stock includes R1 and R2 grazing, mating bull grazing and carry over cow grazing.

ln this respect, WRO is considered to be part of the landholding for WW1&2, WW4 and WW5 and the

grazing of dry stock at WRO has been included in the respective land use consent applications.

When considering WRO as an individual landholding, the use of land at WRO for the current and

proposed activities in their entirety would otherwise be a permitted activity under Rule 20(a) of the

PSWLP:

There is no dairy platform on the landholding

There is no associated discharge permit which specifies a maximum number of cows



- A FEMP in accordance with Appendix N of the PSWLP has been prepared for the landholding
and implemented (see attached).

- The landholding contains no more than 100ha of intensive winter grazing

- The good management practices for intensive winter grazing specified in Rule 20(a)(iii)(3) have

been implemented and detailed in the FEMP.

- A vegetated strip including stock inclusion will be in place adjacent to any water bodies in

accordance with the setbacks in Rule 20(a)(iii)( -6)

The applicant accepts that the activities at WRO which form part of the farming activity on WW1&2,

WW4 and WW5 require land use consent as detailed above. However, it is important to note that when

viewing WRO as an individual landholding then the current and proposed activities would othenryise be

a permitted activity under the PSWLP and would remain so at any point in the future so long as they
comply with any requirements, conditions and permissions specified in the RMA, detailed in Rule 20(a)

and any applicable regional plans.

The applicant has included WRO in the respective land use consent applications as part of the farming
activity and landholding at the request of Environment Southland staff, however the matter of whether
it should technically be included in the respective farming activity and the landholdings for WW1&2,
WW4 and WW5 lies in the interpretation of the term "landholding" in the PSWLP and in the conclusions

from an Environment Southland legal opinion. This is a matter that will be raised and discussed in the
upcoming hearing process.

3. Property description
Woldwide Runoff is located 20km to the west of Otautau, on the western side of the Longwood Ranges.

WRO is comprised of two separate blocks. The Merrivale Block is owned by Woldwide Runoff Limited

and the Merriburn block is leased. The Merriburn lease block is under a 5-year lease agreement, with
Woldwide Runoff Limited having first right of renewal.

Property address 20 Gill Road - Merrivale block

1711 Otautau Tuatapere Road - Merriburn block

Property owner(s) Woldwide Runoff Ltd

Legal Description Merrivale Block:

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Lot 1 DP 3537
Merriburn Lease Block:

Lot 1 DP 302409
Sec 26 Merrivale Settlement No. 1

Sec 27 Merrivale Settlement No. 1

Property area (ha) 507 ha total, 321 ha effective - Merrivale

385ha total, 338 ha effective - Merriburn

Location NZTM 1201022,4893762 - Merrivale

NZTM 1200812,4890495 - Merriburn

Proposed land use Both blocks are run as a single operating unit.

Grazing of R1 and R2 heifers, grazing of carry over cows and grazing

of mating bulls all year round (includes intensive winter grazing)

Propeftlr Details - WRO



Production of baleage

100ha of commercial pine plantation

60ha beech forest under sustainable management

Dry stock in 2017/2018

season

1265 R1

1265 R2

37 carry overcows

70 mating bulls

Figure 1: CurrenVProposed farm boundaty lor WRO. I

1 Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019.



I

Figure 2: General location of WRO2

Figures 3 and 4 show the mapped farm boundaries and features of interest on the original part of the

runoff block and the leased part of the runoff block respectively.

2 Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019
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1. Soils and Physiographic Zones
The Merrivale block contains Malakoff, Waimatuku and Makarewa soils and the Merriburn lease block

contains Aparima, Orawia and Makarewa soils. These soils are a mixture of heavier wetter soils and free

draining soils.

Figure 5: Soi! map3

The Merrivale block is classified as Hill Country, Oxidizing and Gleyed physiographic zones. The

Merriburn lease block is classified as Hill Country, Oxidizing, Gleyed, Marine terraces and Peat

physiographic zones.

3 Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019



Figure 6: Physiographic zonesa

5. Surface water receiving environment
WRO is located within both the Fenham and Merry Creek catchments. Both creeks are tributaries of the

Orauea River which flows south-westerly towards Tuatapere township and joins the Waiau River. There

is a SOE monitoring site on the Orauea River at Orawia Pukemaori Road which is used to measure water

quality information data. The Land and Water website (www.lawa.org.nz) collates this water quality data

and provides the most recent water quality data and trends available. Table 1 below gives a summary

of the state and trend measured at this site for key river water quality indicators.

Table 1: Summary of Measurement and State of Orauea River at Orawias

a Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019.
s https://www.lawa.org.nzfexplore-data/southland-region/river-quality/waiau-river/orauea-river-at-orawia-
pukemaori-road/

E. coli ln the worst 25o/o of all
lowland rural sites

315 n/100m1
(median 5 year)

E Likely
improvinq

Clarity ln the worst 25o/o ol all
lowland rural sites

1.13 metres
(median 5 year)

N/A lndeterminate

glm30.415
(median)

A - median Meaningful
improvement

Total Oxidised
N

ln the worst 25o/o of all
lowland rural sites

Total N ln the worst 50o/o of all
lowland rural sites

glm30.73
(median)

N/A lndeterminate

Ammoniacal N ln the best 25o/o of all
lowland rural sites

glm30.0005
(median)

A - 99Yo species
protection level.

N/A

lndeterminateDissolved
Reactive P

ln the worst 50% of all

lowland rural sites

glm30.011

(median)
N/A

Quality NOF Band Annual Trend
Median

State



The water quality medians indicate that the Orauea catchment is degraded in regards E. coli, however

there is a definite trend of improvement. High E. Coli levels are a concern for overall water quality

within a waterway due to human health risks. Typically, E coli contamination of waterways is caused by

stock contact with surface water, point source discharges from septic tanks, wastewater treatment at

upstream towns and effluent discharges to land reaching surface water. A high proportion of land

within the Orauea catchment is both intensive and extensive sheep farms which is likely to contribute

to the high E coli levels because stock on sheep farms are not excluded from waterways in the same

manner in which it is compulsory on dairy farms. The other activities listed above may also be

contributing factors. E coli is rated as E band in the National Objectives Framework (NOF) of the

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management. An E band rating equates to an average

infection risk of greater lhan 7o/o.

Conversely, total oxidised nitrogen concentration has improved and is rated as A band under the NOF

which means that water quality is considered suitable for the designated use and associated with a high

conservation values ecosystem where there is unlikely to be effects even on sensitive species. The

national bottom line value is 6.9 mglL which far exceeds the 0.415 mg/L median at this site.

The median dissolved reactive phosphorus (DRP) is below ANZECC guideline levels and is not showing

an evident trend. The raw data shows that DRP is low on the majority of the sampling dates, with spikes

most likely occurring during rainfall events where phosphorus can be transported to surface water

bodies via runoff and erosion.

The overall impact of the trends in nutrient concentrations is not clear at this stage, however the

receiving water is considered low in relation to nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations overall. There

is very limited published information on periphyton extent or macroinvetebrate community status in

the Orauea River, so it is difficult to assess the current status or trend in biological quality of the stream.

However, it is accepted that any increase in nutrient concentrations is likely to create the potential for

an increase in periphyton and/or other plant biomass in the stream.

Ecological indicators are measured at the lower catchmentWaiau River otTuotopere SOE site with 5-

year medians for MCI score, taxonomic richness score and o/oEPT available. The median MCI score is

good at 103 with an indeterminate trend. The median Taxonomic Richness score is 15 and the median
o/oEPT is 47o/o. One NOF water quality indicator for the Woiou River ot Tuotopere site shows evidence of
land use impacts (periphyton) and three indicators show minimal evidence of land use impacts (E.coli,

macroinvertebrates and nitrate toxicity). The periphyton parameter indicates moderate nutrient levels

and/or natural flow or habitat disruption. ln this case the nuisance periphyton levels are likely to be

primarily due to natural flow disruption due to the diversion of c.957o of the flow of the Waiau River to
Doubtful Sound for hydroelectricity generation.

Over the summer period in 18/19, Environment Southland monitoring of the Waiau River at Tuatapere

has confirmed the presence of toxic algae benthic cyanobacteria in the lower Waiau. Given the relatively

low level of nutrients N and P in the lower Waiau, it likely that natural flow disruption is a major factor

contributing to the growth of algae, including toxic algae in the lower Waiau.

The lower Waiau River also has a significant issue with the invasive stalked diatom Didymosphenio

geminote, commonly known as didymo or "rock snot." Didymo blooms smother river beds with nuisance

mats of algae and typically occur in rivers with low nutrient concentrations, i.e. low levels of N and P.

Didymo blooms can lead to changes in communities of invertebrates and other algae on the river bed.



The available physical/chemical data show the Waiau River catchment to be in relatively good health.
Nitrate, DRP and Ecoli levels are relatively low and water clarity is moderately good. Some biological
indicators such as the MCI index indicate good water quality with minimal land use effects whereas

others such as periphyton levels are elevated at times. The toxic benthic algal bloom seen in the 18/19

summer period is indicative of land use effects, such as natural flow disruption and possibly nutrient
losses to an extent although this complex issue is poorly understood.

Surface water is the primary receiving environment for contaminants lost from WRO due to the nature

of the soils, topography and drainage channels.

Figure 7: Topomap showing both WRO blocks (marked with X) and SOE sile Oroueo River at
Orowio Pukemoorlo

6. Groundwater receiving environment
WRO is located in an area of unclassified groundwater management zone. Groundwater nitrate levels

in the vicinity of WRO are in the range 0.01 - 1.0 g/m3, regarded as pristine to modern day background

levels. Due to a combination of the topography, depth of groundwater and drainage channels there is

a low risk of nitrate accumulation in groundwater in this area. This is supported by the very low mapped

nitrate levels.

+

5 Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019.
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Figure 8: Groundwater nitrate in the vicinity of WRO (approximate location of WRO blocks

marked with X)7

7. Contaminant Pathways

The production of grass for stock grazing and supplements requires the input of nutrients into the

farming system. On a stock grazing block, excess nutrients are primarily lost to the environment from

the deposition of dung and urine spots on pasture. For this property the main contaminant pathways

are identified as overland flow, deep drainage and artificial drainage due to the variety of different soil

types and physiographic zones on the farm. Woldwide Runoff predominantly grazes young dry stock

(R1 and R2 heifers), which cause less soil damage and related effects due to their smaller size and lighter

weight than mature cows, in addition the lease arrangement for Merriburn Block prohibits the wintering

of adult cows.

Contominant Pothways - Overlond Flow ond Artificiol drutnage

Loss of nutrients via overland flow and artificial drainage presents the highest risk to the environment

on the wetter, poorly drained soils on this property primarily in the Gleyed physiographic zone. These

areas have high vulnerability to waterlogging, and in some areas require subsurface artificial drainage,

which can become a mechanism for the rapid transfer of contaminants to the water bodies they drain

to. The applicant will avoid and mitigate the risk of contaminant loss via overland flow and artificial

drainage by:

o Ensuring critical source areas are left as buffer zones for cropping and fenced offto exclude stock;

o Re-sowing bare soils as soon as possible;

. Avoid grazing very wet soils by opening the breaks up to reduce tramping damage;

. Using good management practice for intensive winter grazing on either grass or forage crop -
back fencing, CSA management, last bite grazing, portable troughs etc.; (See FEMP)

o Ensure water ways are fenced off to exclude stock and existing riparian vegetation is maintained;

7 Beacon mapping service, Environment Southland website, accessed 13 February 2019.



Time fertilizer application to meet pasture demand and apply in a little and often manner;

Protecting steeper, erosion prone land with trees.

Contominont Pothways - Deep drainage

Loss of nutrients via deep drainage presents the highest risk to the environment on the free draining

soils mainly within the Oxidizing physiographic zone. These areas have high vulnerability for nutrients,

particularly N, leaching through the soil profile which has the potential to reach groundwater and

surface water receiving environments. The applicant will avoid and mitigate the risk of contaminant loss

via deep drainage using the same measures as above, with the primary goal to avoid the accumulation

of excess N in the soil profile prior to high drainage periods.

Maintaining stocking rates at sustainable levels;

Avoiding the over-application of fertilizer by matching application to pasture demand and

undertaking in a little and often manner;

Utilizing pasture species which result in less N loss;

Utilizing soil testing to guide fertilizer usage;

Time fertilizer application to meet pasture demand and apply in a little and often manner.

8. Good Management Practices (GMPs)

GMP adopted on WRO are detailed in the attached FEMP

9. Description of activities
A year end nutrient budget has been completed by Cain Duncan CNMA for the 2017/2018 season to
give an indication of the nature and scale of the activities which occurred at WRO during this one

reporting year. The nutrient budget and accompanying report are appended to this application and

should be referred to for a full description of the farm system at WRO during the 2017 /18 year.

The applicant has now had WRO in its entirety (with the combination of the two separate blocks) for
two and a half seasons. When the Merriburn block was initially leased it was heavily pugged and pasture

productivity and fertility was low Over the last two and a half seasons, the applicants have focussed on

pasture renewal and increasing fertility. The 2018/19 season has seen the benefit of pasture and soil

development with a big lift in pasture production. The applicants have found that they may need to
alter the activities on this block in light of the increased productivity in order to farm it sustainably and

economically making use of the quantities of feed available.

10. Proposed Activities
The diagram below presents a schematic impression of the relationship between the applicants five

dairy farms and WRO. The diagram shows the individual dairy platforms sending dry stock grazing to
the grazing block part of WRO (hatched box). The dry stock grazing,lWG and supplement production

for the five dairy farms rotates through this grazing block of WRO every year. The legal descriptions of
the land within the hatched box area is included in the separate land use consents for WW1&2, WW4

and WW5. The number of dry stock sent from each dairy farm is represented by the corresponding

coloured boxes within the blue hatched area. A proposed condition of consent would specify the

maximum number and class of stock grazed on WRO from each farm.

a

a

a



The solid blue WRO box contains activities which are not part of the respective farming activities
(forestry gravel extraction and bush block) and the legal descriptions of the land within this area will

not be included on the respective land use consents.

Dry stock grazing wRo
Ory stmk grazing
twG
Supplement production

ww3

o 0

The activities on WRO which will be covered under the land use consent applications for the farming

activities on WW1&2, WW4 and WW5 include the grazing of dry stock (R1, R2, mating bulls and carry

over cows) all year round:

o All R1 heifers currently grazed all year round at WRO continues unchanged.

o R2 heifers currently grazed from the time of transitioning from R1s and May of the following
season on WRO continues unchanged.

r For future seasons during June and July, R2s from WW1&2 will be intensively winter grazed on

WRO or housed in existing wintering barns at WW1&2 dairy platform (approximately 125 R2s).

o R2 heifers from WW4 and WW5 may spend the winter period in the wintering barns on WW4

and WW5 dairy platforms in some seasons.

r R2 heifers from WW4 and WW5 may be intensively winter grazed at WRO in some seasons.

. Mating bulls required for all five dairy farms will be on WRO all year round. Mating bull numbers

may fluctuate marginally in future seasons.

. Catry over cows from all five dairy farms will be on WRO all year round. Carry over cow numbers

may fluctuate marginally in future seasons.

The applicant has not provided an Overseer nutrient budget which models the proposed farm system

due to concerns with providing a model which is representative of a long-term scenario farm system at

WRO. The reasons behind this include:

l

o



The increasing fertility levels on WRO combined with the large size of the block make it very

difficult for the applicant to predict exactly what the block is capable of in terms of stocking

rate, crop growth and pasture production much further into the future than the upcoming

season.

The siting of non-farming activities on the block which will not be covered under the land use

consent applications.

The large impact climatic conditions have on the management of a large support block which

is more dramatic, variable and pronounced than a dairy farm system.

The need and desire for flexibility (within reason) in the management of the farm system based

on the above factors.

The applicant recognises that the Consent Authority needs certainty around the scale and nature of the

activities proposed at WRO and the likely effects of these activities which have been detailed in the AEE.

The applicant proposes the following input restrictions as consent conditions for the proposed land use

consents applicable to activities at WRO. These input consent conditions are requested in place of any

consent conditions referring to a nutrient output restriction based on an Overseer nutrient budget

model:

ForWWl&2
. A maximum of 417 R1 heifers grazed allyear round at WRO from WW1&2
o A maximum of 417 R2 heifers grazed all year round at WRO from WW1&2, or

A maximum ol 417 R2 heifers grazed between August and May at WRO and during June and

July in the WW1&2 wintering barns

ForWW4

o A maximum of 286 R1 heifers grazed all year round at WRO from WW4
. A maximum of 286 R2 heifers grazed all year round at WRO from WW4 or

A maximum of 286 R2 heifers grazed between August and May at WRO and during June and

July in the WW4 and WW5 wintering barns

For WW5

. A maximum of 270 R1 heifers grazed all year round at WRO from WW5

. A maximum of 270 R2 heifers grazed all year round at WRO from \A/W5 or

A maximum ol 270 R2 heifers grazed between August and May at WRO and during June and

July in the WW4 and WW5 wintering barns

On all land use consents

r A maximum of 100 hectares of winter fodder crop for intensive winter grazing at WRO

This recommendation to impose these input restrictions as consent conditions as opposed to an

Overseer nutrient output restriction consent condition has been carefully considered by the applicant

and recognises the inherent complications in including WRO on the resulting individual land use

consents for WW1&2, WW4 and WW5. The primary complication that arises is that compliance and the

enactment of individual consents must be able to stand alone and must not be reliant on third parties

or third party actions. For example, if the land use consent granted for WW4 farming activities on WRO

a

a

a



are restricted with a consent condition requiring an overall WRO Overseer nutrient output limit be

complied with, then compliance with the land use consent relies on the actions of several third parties:

WW1&2 Ltd, WW3 Ltd and WW5 Ltd. This would inadvertently link all of the dairy farm systems

together and create a scenario of reliance on compliance by third parties which may deem the land use

consents unenforceable. This notion has been widely considered in case law. Common law derived

from the House of Lords decision in Newbury DC v Secretay of Stote for the Environment determined

that any resource consent condition needs to satisfy a range of criteria in order to be valid. This created

what is known as the Newbury validity tests, of which (b) is particularly relevant to this application:

(a) The condition must be imposed for a [resource management] purpose and not an ulterior

purpose;

(b) The condition must fairly and reasonably relate to the activities authorised by the consent

to which the condition is attached; (emphasis added) and

(c) The condition must not be so unreasonable that a reasonable planning authority, duly

appreciating its statutory duties, could not have approved such a condition.

The individual applications for WW1&2 and WW4 and WW5 do not seek the authorisation of activities

on any of the other landholdings. Since Newbury, the validity tests above have been modified by New

Zealand courts and a review of case law strongly indicates that consent conditions relying on the actions

or compliance by third parties are not valid.

The imposition of the 100-hectare winter fodder crop restriction is linked back to the permitted activity

threshold in Rule 20 (a) of the PSWLP, which WRO would otherwise be able to operate under as an

individual landholding in its own right.

11. Assessment of Environmental Effects

The table below describes the proposed activities occurring on WRO under the proposal



Capital fertilizer

applications to
lift Olsen P levels

The 2017/18 year end

Overseer model included

capital phosporus fertilizer

applications to lift Olsen P

levels. ln future, capital

fertilizer applications may

be undertaken for K and S

also.

Capital fertilizer

applications will apply

larger quantities of N, P, K

and S to land in order to
increase fertility. These

applications of larger

quantities of nutrients

have the potential to result

in losses to the

environment if applied at

rates which exceed the

plants ability to utilize

these applied nutrients.

Excess applied N likely to

be lost to water bodies via

nutrient leaching and

artificial drainage

channels. Excess applied P

Capital fertilizer application

timings avoid high drainage

periods such as late autumn and

winter and periods when soil

temperature is less than 7

degrees to mitigate against

excess N leaching through the

soil profile.

All other fertilizer applications

will use a little and often

approach to avoid the

application of excess nutrients

which cannot be utilized.

Regular soil testing to guide

capital fertilizer requirements to
avoid the application of excess N

and P which cannot be used for
plant uptake to mitigate against

losses via artificial drainage.

Capital fertilizer applications will only be done as

required by the latest soil test results and will be

undertaken where P, K or S levels are below

agronomical opti mum levels.

P = 20-30

K = 6-10

S= 10-12

The target Olsen P level on this block is 25.

Capital P fertilizer applications will be applied at a
maximum of 100k9 P/ha which may require P

fertilizer applications to be split.

Capital fertilizer applications are

only undertaken where there is a

nutrient deficit and are done at a
rate which meets this deficit and

avoids the application of excess

nutrients. There is a low risks of
adverse effects eventuating as

application will meet pasture

demand.

The fertilizer regime described in

the nutrient budget will be the

default fertilizer regime and capital

fertilizer applications will only be

done according to soil test results

and completed using GMP

principles which should

adequately mitigate adverse

effects on water quality.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity



likely to be lost to water

bodies via overland flow,

particularly on the sloping

land.

Excess N and P in water

bodies may lead to water

quality degradation

resulting in ecological

stresses on aquatic life and

human health

consequences such as

blue baby syndrome.

Further mitigations not required as the imposition

of buffer zones reduces the risk of overland flow of
sediment and phosphorus when cultivating land.

Riparian buffer zones will be installed with stock

fencing and vegetated filter areas.

Adverse effects should be

adequately avoided as this is a low

risk activity in this location. GMPs

provide adequate mitigation of
effects.

Short term increase in

potential sediment,

microbial and phosphorus

losses to the environment

which can cause ecological

stresses on plants and

animals due to

sedimentation, algae

blooms and water

temperature increases in

waterways and estuaries

Re-sow bare paddocks as soon

as possible

Use buffer zones around critical

source areas and use direct

drilling if possible.

Cultivation will be undertaken to
meet permitted activity criteria in

Rule 25(a) of the PSWLP

maintaining a 5 meter buffer

zone

Cultivation of
new pastures

Adverse effects potentially still

exist from this activity due to the
Buffer zones maintained

between crop cultivation and

The intensive winter grazing of R1 calves will occur

on a similar scale as the2017/18 year. Mitigation
lntensive winter

grazing

Potential for significant

amounts of contaminants

Mitigations over and above GMPs
Good Management Practices

adopted
Potential effectsActivity Outcome



Potential future

increase in the

scale of the

activity

(N, P, sediment and

microbials) to be lost to
both surface and

groundwater bodies as a

result of the complete de-

vegetation of
pasture/crop, treading

damage on soil structure

and runoff following

rainfall events.

Nutrient losses from this

activity occur via deep

drainage through the soil

profile into the underlying

aquifer or via overland

flow into adjacent

waterways or artificial

drainage channels.

Excessive nutrient losses

can cause nutrient

accumulation in

groundwater and

excessive nutrient load in

waterways causing water

quality degradation and

critical source areas to provide an

area where runoff can be filtered

and captured limiting risks of
entering water.

Grazing direction will be away

from buffer zones/critical source

areas leaving last bite to provide

a buffer zone for nutrient capture

through until the end of the

fodder grazing period.

Back fencing and portable water

troughs to limit treading damage

over already de-vegetated

ground.

Cultivation of paddocks timed to

avoid paddocks sitting bare for
long periods of time which

reduces risks of contaminant

losses through leaching and

overland flow.

All other GMPs listed in rule 20

will be implemented by May

2019.

high level of contaminant losses

which occur from intensive winter

grazing despite the

implementation of GMPs and

mitigations.

The GMPs and the mitigations

proposed will mitigate adverse

effects to a certain extent, with the
long-term goal of the applicant to
abolish intensive winter grazing

from the dairy platforms/Central

Plains area and overall to reduce

the frequency and scale of
intensive winter grazing at WRO by

utilizing the wintering sheds in
preference to fodder crop over

winter.

measures include choosing suitable fodder crop

paddocks which are predominantly flat with no

waterways, away from critical source areas and on

paddocks which may require additional fertility.

Paddock selection is important to avoid and

mitigate the risk of the direct runoff of nutrients to
water bodies (particularly P, sediment and

microbials).

The intensive winter grazing of R2 heifers will be a

new activity on this block in the future and would

require the cultivation of an additional

approximately 48ha of fodder crop. Currently this

activity is located on the WW5 dairy platform and

Gladfield block. lt has been located on the WW1&2

platform (Marcel/SH96) in recent years. The

current location of this intensive winter grazing

activity within the highly sensitive Heddon

Bush/Central Plains area results in significantly

higher contaminant losses due to the nutrient

leaching risks of the soils in this location.

Suitable fodder crop paddocks will be chosen

which are predominantly flat with no waterways or

artificial drainage channels, away from critical

source areas and on paddocks which may require

additional fertility and concurrently, fertilizer usage

Mitigations over and above GMPs
Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomePotential effectsActivity



may be able to be reduced given the soil nutrient

levels following cropping.

The siting of this activity on WRO in the future on

heavier soils presents a lower risk of nitrate

accumulation in groundwater and therefore a lower

risk of water quality effects.

The area surrounding WRO is currently low in

groundwater nitrate levels and is low risk of
nutrient leaching and is considered a more

appropriate choice to site intensive winter grazing

than the Central Plains area.

Approximately 125 R2 heifers will be wintered in

existing barns at the WW16t2 dairy platform. ln

some years, R2 heifers will be wintered in respective

wintering sheds on the dairy platforms at WW4 and

WW5. The final decision on whether stock will be

in the sheds or at WRO rests in the feed available

and overall pasture management of WRO in the

preceding season - often heavily dictated by

climatic conditions.

Bare soils are cultivated using full

cultivation and timed to avoid

paddocks siting bare for long

periods of time which reduces

risks of losses of excess nutrients

remaining from the grazing

activity to the environment via

overland flow and leaching.

the resulting ecological

stress on plants and

animals when the life-

supporting capacity of the

water is compromised by

excess nutrients.

Mitigations over and above GMPs
Good Management Practices

adopted
Potential effectsActivity Outcome



Fertilizer

application

regime across

entire block

The application of
nutrients in fertilizer has

the potential to result in

direct nutrient losses to

the environment if
fertilizer is applied either

in excess to plant

requirements or at a time
when it cannot be utilized

for pasture/crop

production.

Nitrogen losses from

fertilizer application most

likely to occur via deep

drainage. Phosphorus

losses from fertilizer most

likely to occur via soil loss

and/or direct loss through
runoff or erosion.

Adverse effects of
inappropriate fertilizer

application or excess

application include a loss

Time N, P, K and S fertilizer

application to meet crop and

pasture demand using split

applications and avoid high risk

times of the year i.e when soil

temperature is less than 7

degrees, during drought periods

and during periods when soils

are at field capacity.

Reduce use of P fertilizer where

Olsen P values are above

agronomic optimum. Maintain

Olsen P levels at around 20-30.

Use nutrient budgeting and

annual soil testing to manage

nutrient inputs from fertilizer and

outputs to guide farm

management decisions which

can maintain overall nutrient
losses at desired level.

Fertilizer applications occur in August, September,

Novembel December and January on different

blocks avoiding high drainage and high-risk

periods that occur in late summer, late autumn, mid

spring and during the winter.

Fertilizer on crop blocks is applied in December

which is considered a low risk month due to lower

rainfall and higher soil temperatures.

The fertilizer regime will remain flexible and will be

undertaken to match pasture and crop

requirements.

Adverse effects both avoided and

mitigated with use of GMPs for
fertilizer usage

Mitigations over and above GMPs
Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomePotential effectsActivity



of excess nutrients to
water causing water

quality degradation in
both groundwater and

surface water bodies.

Water quality degradation

can adversely impact

aquatic plant and animal

ecosystems and impact on

human health.

Adverse effects both avoided and

mitigated with use of GMPs and

mitigation measures which site

activities in the appropriate

location where receiving

environments are less susceptible

to water quality degradation.

Use of selective grazing to avoid

grazing very wet paddocks

during adverse weather

conditions to reduce risks of
pugging and treading damage to

soil structure which can

accelerate contaminant losses.

lncrease the size of feed breaks

during adverse conditions to give

animals more of the paddock to
graze than the volume of feed

required to reduce stocking rate

on wet and vulnerable pasture to

avoid pugging and treading

damage of feed.

Overall stocking rate of cows grazing from August

to May is kept to a level similar with an extensive

operation and with its current level.

Areas of native forest and commercial forest are

maintained to balance out areas of dairy support

land and non-grazed areas.

lntensive winter grazing is sited on this block to

shift it away from the higher risk Central

Plains/Heddon Bush area which is classified as

higher risk for water quality degradation.

The future use of WRO is

highly likely to involve an

increase in the scale of

intensive winter grazing

which is likely to increase

contaminant losses.

Higher contaminant loss

activities increase the risk

of the leaching of nutrients

(N, P and microbials)

through the soil profile

from urine and dung spots

or transported via

subsurface drainage.

Potential

increase in

contaminant

losses in the

future

Good Management Practices

adopted
Activity Potential effects OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPs



lncreased nutrient losses

as total figures to
groundwater and surface

water bodies may

potentially cause water

quality degradation which

can cause ecological

stresses on aquatic plants

and animals from algal

growth, temperature

increases and

eutrophication. Human

health concerns can also

arise from microbial

contamination of
waterways upon contact

and risks of blue baby

syndrome from nitrate

accumulation in

groundwater

Use nutrient budgeting to
manage nutrient inputs and

outputs to guide farm

management decisions which

can maintain overall nutrient

losses at desired level.

Good Management Practices

adopted
OutcomeMitigations over and above GMPsPotential effectsActivity



12. Broad scale/cumulative effects assessment

The AEE above concludes that the implementation of targeted mitigation measures on-farm will ensure

that adverse effects on water quality from activities within the proposal are either avoided or mitigated

to levels that are consistent with the relevant regional plan water quality objectives whilst still

maintaining a viable, efficient and profitable farm system. The amount of nutrients lost from the farm

system which may end up in the receiving water bodies depends on a wide range of different factors

often collectively referred to as attenuation rates. Similarly, the catchment hydrology and characteristics

are critical in affecting the resultant concentration and/or mass loadings of nutrients and other

contaminants in water bodies.s

This broad scale/cumulative effects assessment includes a catchment scale assessment in relation to
attenuation and hydrology processes, characteristics of the catchment and consideration of the state of
the receiving environment. This assessment also assesses the proposed activity in its entirety against

the actual existing environment, i.e. not using a permitted or consented baseline approach. The term

"practicable minimum" is used frequently and is used to portray the fact that any farming activity results

in nutrient losses to the environment of some scale and that the appllcant has reduced nutrient losses

as far as they are practically able to do so given available mitigations, innovations and technology whilst

still maintaining an efficient and profitable farm system that meets their social and economic needs.

The term "practicable minimum" does not refer to an effect on the environment. The summary to this

AEE concludes that water quality will be maintained in the receiving environments given the proposed

mitigations, the characteristics of the catchment and the predicted changes to water quality as a result

of the proposed activity.

Attenuation
A2011 report by Clint Rissmann undertook regional groundwater denitrification potential and aquifer

sensitivity analysis throughout the Southland region. Unfortunately, the area surrounding WRO and the

Orauea catchment was not analysed in this report and therefore the denitrification potential in this area

remains largely unknown.

However, we can surmise that the risks of nitrogen losses from below the root zone ending up in
groundwater and eventually surface water bodies is low in the vicinity of WRO due to the low mapped

groundwater nitrate levels, the presence of heavy soils, the depth of groundwater and the general

topography of the site. The applicant has recognised that this catchment is low risk for groundwater

contamination and decided it is more environmentally beneficial to site higher contaminant loss

activities (particularly high N loss activities such as intensive winter grazing) on WRO in the future in

preference to the siting of these activities within the higher risk Central Plains area which is where these

activities are currently occurring. The proposed activities located on WRO would otherwise be a

permitted activity which strongly suggests that the proposed scale and nature of the activities is likely

to result in less than minor adverse effects on the environment.

Groundwater nitrate concentrations are of particular concern to human health. The risk of bottlefed

infants getting 'blue baby syndrome' from consuming high nitrate nitrogen water is widely accepted

and is the primary driver for the current NZ Drinking water standard for nitrate nitrogen. Other studies

8 Enfocus, Using overseer in woter Monogement Plonning, october 2018.



indicate that other contaminants, or dietary nitrate sources, may also play a role in the syndrome.s A

recent Danish study suggested a link between groundwater nitrates and bowel cancer. The study found

that those people exposed to nitrate levels in excess of 9.3 mgll (NZ drinking water standard is 11.3

mg/L) had a 15o/o increased carcinogenic risk. ln December 2018, Agriview NZ published an article

attempting to correlate the Danish study within the New Zealand agricultural context. The article noted

that "most of the international research conducted throughout the past four decades on this topic has

found either a negligible or only slight correlation between nitrates in drinking water and colon/bowel
cancer rates" and also that "the idea that colon cancer is heavily influenced by diet surfaces in many of
the studies evaluating its link to the intake of nitrate through drinking water." The article further noted
"lan Shaw, professor of toxicology at the University of Canterbury, says it is this very factor that makes

the associations between water nitrate and colon cancer unconvincing:

"ln my opinion nitrate is associated with colon cancer because it can be converted to nitrite by gut
bacteria and form nitrosamines with dietary amino compounds. Nitrosamines are profound carcinogens.

Links with water nitrate would, therefore, not be definitive because other components of the diet would

be necessary to facilitate carcinogenesis. lf exposure to an appropriate dietary mixture, plus the right

bacterial species in the microbiome do not coincide carcinogenesis will not occur. This is a complex
scenario that cannot be attributed to a single exposure to a single chemical."

ln other words, attributing high colon cancer rates to nitrates in drinking water would be oversimplifying

things to a considerable level. One must consider the variations of diet and lifestyle also considered

potential factors for increasing colon cancer risk and this is something the Danish study failed to do."10

Given the level of current science, effects on human health should be protected under the proposal

which is likely to result in less than minor adverse effects on groundwater quality due to the imposition

of mitigation measures to address nitrate accumulation and the siting of intensive winter grazing within
a catchment which is low risk for nitrate accumulation, has deep groundwater and heayy soils.

Phosphorus, Sediment and Microbial Iosses

The loss of P, sediment and microbials via erosion, overland flow and artificial drainage presents the
highest risk on this property. Loss of contaminants via erosion and will be partly mitigated by the
presence of established vegetation along the riparian margins, fencing to exclude stock and the low

stocking rate.

These contaminants may also enter artificial drainage channels if applied to land inappropriately via

fertilizer application, intensive winter grazing activities or by the inappropriate grazing of animals during
high drainage periods (such as late autumn and mid-spring). The low stocking rate will partly mitigate
potential losses via artificial drainage channels as less urine and dung deposition per hectare will occur.

Another factor to consider is the risk of P, sediment and microbial losses directly to surface water bodies

within this catchment via overland flow - primarily occurring from runoff from laneways and via critical

source areas. Overall losses of these contaminants directly to waterways is considered low risk on this
property due to the low stocking rate. Overseer gives an estimate of what P may be lost directly to the

e https://en.wikipedia.orslwiki/Blue babv svndrome accessed 8 February 2019
10 https://www.aeriview.nzlforum/2018/12l11/investieatins-the-nitrate-colon-cancer-link accessed 8
February 2019



environment from laneways, waterway crossings and critical source areas in the 'other sources' output

within the model. The model does not consider sediment and microbial losses, however as all three

contaminants typically enter surface water bodies via the same transport pathways then P loss modelled

by Overseer can be used as a proxy for estimating sediment and microbial losses to the environment

also.

The problem with the'other sources'output estimated by Overseer is that it is not spatially explicit and

does not account for site-specific mitigation measures which may be in place on a farm to mitigate

losses directly to waterways from these laneways and critical source areas. The GMPs implemented on

WRO specifically address and seek to minimise contaminant losses from these areas.

GMPs and mitigation measures to reduce P, sediment and microbial losses

The applicant will be implementing specific critical source area GMPs that will seek to minimise potential

P loss via overland flow from these new lanes and/or culvert crossings such as the fencing of watenruays,

establishing vegetated riparian margins, contouring lanes to direct runoff to pasture, installing

bargeboards on culvert crossings and locating laneways away from waterways.

P losses have therefore been reduced to the practicable minimum. The implementation of targeted

GMPs and mitigation measures should result in effects on the environment which are less than minor.

Hydrology of the catchment

The property is located in an area of unclassified groundwater management zone. This means that little

information is available on groundwater and surface water connectivity, recharge and groundwater

levels. Local anecdotal evidence strongly suggests that groundwater is very deep on the western side

of the Longwoods ranges in the location of WRO as neighbours have had extreme difficulty drilling for

groundwater. Despite the lack of knowledge and deep groundwater, there is expected to be some level

of steady discharge of groundwater to surface water bodies. The discharge of groundwater to surface

water bodies provides for mixing and dilution of nutrients from either source (groundwater or surface

water). The dilution of nutrients can reduce the concentration of these nutrients in these water bodies

which can lead to less prevalence of the adverse effects of water quality degradation.

Catchment Characteristics

The WRO farm sits within the wider Orauea catchment. The Orauea River is a cobble/gravel bedded

river which drains pastoral land from near the town of Nightcaps to its confluence with the Waiau River

near Tuatapere. According to a 2014 Aqualinc Report, the wider Waiau River catchment is large at

827,299 ha and is comprised of 33 dairy farms, 3 forestry blocks and 311 sheep and beef farms.

Approximately 23o/o of the catchment is pastoral farmland. 11

Nutrient Load

We have used some of the workings in this Aqualinc report to illustrate how nutrient load from a

particular farm impacts on the resulting concentration of nutrient within the end receiving environment.

11 Aqualinc, Assess ment of form mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on cotchment nutrient contominotion loods in the
Southlond region,2Ot4



Total nutrient load within the Waiau River catchment have been estimated in the Aqualinc report.

The table estimates the total source load within the catchment at 4970 T N/year undergoing attenuation
to result in an estimated 1854 T N/year as a nutrient load within the receiving waters at the Te Waewae
Lagoon at the base of the catchment. Attenuation is estimated to be 620/o which is the hiqhest rate of
attenuation seen across the subject catchments.
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Figure 9: Estimated loads of nitrogen and phosphorus in the eight study catchmentsl2

The report then estimated how much these loads may reduce if mitigation scenarios are imposed on all

farms within the catchment. For the Waiau River catchment, N could be reduced by 29o/o and P reduced

by 39o/o and an overall improvement to water quality of 160/o under the full suite of mitigations (M3).

The full suite of mitigations assessed by Aqualinc includes:

i/f*ilimlcld ,&m. $lEe?&8fft O.ky

Mitrgation level 1 AA1
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' feed padre, bee, &rtte
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Grasr brrtfer *ript
I mproved FOl rnaaagerae*t

Figure 10: Description of mitigations assumed to apply under each mitigation level13

The referenced Aqualinc report classified off-site grazing blocks which support dairy farms as sheep and

beef farms. We have used the same classification and consider that WRO is currently operating at what

could be considered M3 level for sheep and beef farms. WRO contains forested areas in swales and

12 Aqualinc, Assessment of form mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on catchment nutrient contominotion loods in the
Southlond region,2O74
13 Aqualinc, Assessment of lorm mitigotion options ond lond use chonge on cotchment nutrient contominotion loods in the
Southlond region,2Ot4



duckponds which are act in a similar manner to wetlands. WRO does not contain a feed pad due to its
low stocking rate and nature of the major stock class it grazes; i.e. young dairy stock.

The Overseer model predicts that 19,858 kg N was lost below the root zone from the entire farm at

WRO in 2017/18. Based on the N load data from figure 10, WRO contributes in the vicinity ol0.4o/o of

the nitrogen load to the Waiau River catchment. This equates to 22 kg N/hectare across WRO annually.

Overseer predicts thal4,721 kg N was lost to below the root zone from the 52ha fodder crop block. lf

the area of the fodder crop block is increased to the maximum of 100ha then an additional 3,552 kg N

would be lost to below the root zone (using a subsequent reduction in pastoral block losses for the

lowest per hectare N loss pastoral block). Combining both figures, then a change to the farm system

to increase to 100ha of fodder cropping may result in total farm losses below the root zone predicted

by Overseer lo be 23,420 kg N. Assuming the Waiau catchment's attenuation rate of 62%o, this

represents 0.47o/o of the estimated realised catchment N load detailed in the Aqualinc report for the

Waiau catchment.

The Overseer model predicts that 23 kg P is lost below the root zone from the 52ha fodder crop block.

lf the area of the fodder crop block is increased to the maximum of 100ha then Overseer predicts that

no additional P would be lost to below the root zone due to the fact that pastoral blocks are modelled

to lose more P than the fodder crop block. The overall farm system P losses at 529 kg P represents 1.5%

of the catchment P load detailed in the Aqualinc report for the Waiau catchment.

The figures above show that the nutrient load from the applicant's operation represents a small

proportion of the total Waiau River catchment nutrient load.

Nutrient Concentration

As described above, the proposal may see an increase in the contribution to N source contaminant load

of O.O7o/o if intensive winter grazing is increased on WRO to 100ha. The proposal would see a decrease

in the contribution to P contaminant load if intensive winter grazing is increased. Sediment and

microbial contaminant losses are likely to decrease at a similar scale given they are lost to the

environment under the same contaminant pathway processes as phosphorus.

A concurrent increase in the concentration of nitrogen in these waterways is possible. The median

concentration of nutrients in the Orauea River between 2009 and 2017 are described above. These

concentrations would include the implementation of M3 level mitigations on WRO but will not show

the expected increase in nutrient load under the proposal. For example, WRO contributes in the vicinity

of 0.4% of the nitrogen load to the Waiau River catchment and the proposal is likely to result in an

increase of 0.07Yo to nitrogen load. Nitrogen concentrations are then likely to follow suit and result in

aO.O28o/o increaseto median nitrogen concentrations in the catchment. This increase represents such a

miniscule amount that it is unlikely to show an increase in water quality degradation effects within this

catchment. The water quality parameters measuring nitrogen in the receiving environments in this

catchment are rated A band under the NOF standards and therefore the proposal is unlikely to result in

adverse effects on water quality.

lf we use phosphorus as a proxy for E.coli then the proposal is likely to result in a decrease in E. coli load

to the receiving water bodies and therefore result in no adverse effects on water quality.



Both receiving waters are showing some signs of water quality degradation, but not at a level witnessed

in many of the other lowland water bodies in other areas of Southland. The Orauea River has high E coli
levels but these are showing a meaningful improvement trend. Total oxidised nitrogen is also showing

improvement and total phosphorus is not showing any trends. The Waiau River on the whole has good
water quality. E.coli levels are improving, total oxidised nitrogen is rated A band with no evident trends
and total phosphorus levels are low and not showing any trend. The applicant recognises that their
proposal introduces more intensive winter grazing (of young dairy stock) into this catchment. However,

as can be seen from the calculations above and the existing water quality medians, this catchment has

the capacity for a negligible increase in N contaminants.

Summaly

The proposal results in an expected negligible increase in total N lost to the environment and a

predicted reduction in total P, sediment and microbial losses to the environment. Water quality will be
maintained in the receiving environment.



N UTRr ENT BU DGETS/ANALYSTS

Woldwide Runoff (Supplementary Report)

Cf. 1.0 Overview

This report provides details and commentary on the nutrient budgeting that has been undertaken

for Woldwide Runoff (WR) and forms part of two wider resource consent applications for expanded

dairying at Woldwide t,2, 4 & 5. Background information and details of the nutrient budgeting for
Woldwide L,2,4,5 and Horner Block can be found in the associated nutrient budget analysis dated

the 2nd August 2018.

WR is comprised of two separate blocks being the 385ha (-338ha effective) Merriburn Block and the
507ha (-321ha effective) Merrivale Block. The Merrivale Block is owned by the De Wolde's with the
Merriburn Block being leased; however they are both run as a single farm. The two properties are

located in Western Southland to the north east of Tuatapere.

WR is used to graze young stock from five dairy farms with baleage being made during periods of
surplus grass production. Baleage is used to supplement the winter grazing of young stock at WR

and is also sold to Woldwide Farms, Woldwide 4 and Woldwide 5. ln addition to the raising of young

stock and baleage production, WR also has approximately 100ha of commercial pine plantation and

50ha of Beech forest under a sustainable management plan.

ln2077l78 there were 1265 rising l year olds (Rl's) at WR and L265 rising 2 year olds (R2's). R2

numbers were trimmed to approximately 1150 in March due to a cull of empty cows (not in calve). ln

addition to the R1's and R2's there were 37 empty carry over cows and 70 mating bulls (1't November

to 10th January) grazing on WR

TI

f!460

Merrivale

Merriburn
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ln2077 /L8 there was 52ha of Kale grown on the property (36.5ha on Merriburn and 15.5ha

on Merrivale) to facilitate the wintering of the 1265 Rl's between the 20th May and the
10th August. ln addition to Kale, R1's were also feed approximately 1188 bales of baleage

(2a0kelDM).

Fertiliser inputs into the nutrient budget are based on purchase records from
Ravensdown for the 2OL7-I8 season, with soil test results entered as an Olsen P level of
25, which is the long term objective for WR. On certain areas of the Merrivale Block

capitalapplications of phosphorus were applied in L7lL8 to lift Olsen P levels.

2.0 Modelling lnputs

To construct the nutrient budgets the following input data has been used;

2.7 Blocks

WR has been split into the following blocks:

o Soil areas were obtained from Smap/EnvironmentSouthland

o Soil settings were obtained from SMap for all soiltypes.

TotallTl1,S Perlhat,TltS
Nitrogen toss (kg/N) 19858 22

Phosphorus Loss (KS/P) 529 0.5

Pasture Production (k&/DM) 10928

Block Name SoilType Size (ha)

Merriburn lhak 23a.1 ].40
Merriburn Apar_6a.1 27.5
Merriburn Lower Fert lhak 23a.1 L39.7
Merriburn Lower Fert Apar_5a.1 2L.L
Merriburn No Fert lhak 23a.1 9.5

Merrivale Waiki 36a.1 176.5

Merrivale Makar 3b.1 31.9
Merrivale Lower Fert Waiki 36a.1 42.7

Merrivale Lower Fert Malok 3a.1 27.7

Merrivale No Fert Malok 3a.1 28.t
Merrivale No Fert Waiki 35a.1 L4.3

Kale Rotating Rotatine (52ha)

Effective Farm Area 659
Plantation Forest 100

Beech Forest 60

Non-Productive 73

Total Farm Area 892
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2.2 Climate Data

o Location setting = Southland

o Climate station tool used for block climate data

- tt47 - 1185mm of rainfall

- 9.9 - 10'C mean annualtemperature
- 731-t450mm daily rainfall pattern. Lowvariation

- 737 - 743mm mean annualPET

2.3 Farm System lnputs

Description L7l1,8 Season

Stock on
Farm

R1's - Friesian

July - 0
Aug-0
Sep-0
Oct-0
Nov - 1255
Dec - 1265

Jan - 1265
Feb - 1265
Mar - 1265
Apr - 1255
May - 1265
June - 1255

R2's - Friesian

July - 1265
Aug - 1265
Sep - 1255
Oct - 1255
Nov - 1265
Dec - 1255
Jan - 1265
Feb - 1265

Mar - 1150
Apr - 1150
May - 1150
June - 0

Carrv Overs

July - 37
Aug - 37

Sep - 37

Oct - 37

Nov - 37

Dec - 37

Jan - 37

Feb - 37
Mar - 37
Apr - 37

May - 37
June - 37

Matine Bulls

July - 0
Aug-0
Sep-0
Oct-0
Nov - 70

Dec - 70

Jan - 23

Feb-0
Mar-0
Apr-0
May-0
June - 0

Crop Area &
lnputs

52ha Kale (15.5ha Merrivale & 36.5ha Merriburn)

- L2TIDM/ha
- Direct Drilled November
- aSkglhalN; 49kglhalP; a8,kelha/K applied in December
- Grazed 24hrs a day 20th May to 10th August by R1's (entered as June, July

August in Overseer as can't use part months)
- Re-sown to grass in October

Supplements Made on Farm

- 1188 (2aOkglDM) bales of baleage = 285T/DM ) Feed on Kale Crop
- 2854 (2aOkelDM) bales of baleage = 585T/DM ) Exported off WR

Fertiliser Merriburn

136kg/N/ha (Sep,

Dec, Feb)

2OkglP/ha (Dec)

26kglK/ha (Dec)

Merriburn Lower
Fert

36ks/N/ha (Sep,

Dec, Feb)

25ke/P/ha (Dec)

16ks/K/ha (Dec)

Merrivale

165kg/N/ha (Aug,

Nov, Sep, Feb)

sgkg,/P/ha (Nov &
Jan)
ggkelKlha (Nov &
Jan)

Merrivale Lower
Fert

57kglN/ha (Sep &
Nov)

22kelP/ha (Nov)

25kglK/ha (Nov)
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3.0 Modelling Results

Total 17118 Peilhat7/18
Nitrogen toss (kg/t{l 19868 22

Phosphorus Loss (lq/P) 529 0.6

Pasture Productlon (kSlDMl 10928

4.0 Proposed Scenario

No proposed scenario has been modelled as the operation of WR is planned to continue within the
nutrient loss parameters outlined in Section 3.0. On this basis the proposed nutrient budget is

identical to that produced for the t7/L8 season.

OcNlrlA cain Duncan
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Appendix 1- Block & Farm Maps
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Report from OVERSEER@ Nutrient budgets, Copyright@ 2018 MPI, AgResearch and Fertiliser Association of New Zealand. All rights Reserved.
Version 6.3.0, on 2018-10-31 02:42;5L

Abe De Wolde Cain Duncan

Woldwide Runoff Fonterra

Client reference:

Farm name: Woldwide Runoff (Merrivale & Merriburn) (17118)

Farm Nutrient Budget - Whole farm

N K Ca Mq Na
(kg/ha/yr)

Nutrients added

Fertiliser, lime & other
Rain/clover N fixation
Irrigation
Supplements imported

Nutrients removed

As products
Exported effluent
As supplements
To atmospheric
To water

in internal

Plant material
Organic pool
Inorganic mineral
Inorganic soil pool

Disclaimer The contents of this document are provided "AS IS" and without warranties of any kind either express or implied. To the fullest extent
permissible and subject and pursuant to applicable law, the owners of the OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets disclaim all warranties, express or
implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The owners of the OVERSEER@
Nutrient Budgets do not warrant or make any representations regarding the correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise of the contents of this
document or the results of its use nor do they make any warranty or representation that this document or the information in this document is
complete, accurate or not misleading.
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Report from OVERSEER@ Nutrient budgets, Copyright@ 201.8 MPI, AgResearch and Fertiliser Association of New Zealand. All rights Reserved.
Version 5.3.0, on 2018-10-31 02:.M:59

Abe De Wolde Cain Duncan

Woldwide Runoff Fonterra

Client reference:

Farm name: Woldwide Runoff (Merrivale & Merriburn) (17118)

Block Nitrogen

Block name

Merriburn (Ihak_23a.1) ##

Merriburn (Apar_6a.1) ##

Merriburn Lower Fert (Ihak_23a.1) ##

Merriburn Lower Fert (Apar_6a.1) ##

Merriburn No Fert (Ihak_23a.1)

Merrivale (Waiki_36a.1) ##

Merrivale (Makar_3b.1) ##

Merrivale Lower Fert (Waiki 36a.1)

Merrivale Lower Fert (Malok_3a.1)

Merrivale No Fert (Malok_3a.1)

Merrivale No Fert (Waiki_36a.1)

Kale

Plantation Forest

Beech Forest

Other farm sources

Whole farm

Less N removed in wetlands

Farm output

Total N lost
(ks N/yo

N lost to water
(kg N/halyr)

Nin
drainage *

(ppm)

4.5

3.9

4.2

3.8

4.6

6.1

4.2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

15.3

N/A

N/A

N surplus
(kg N/ha/y0

t32

L32

100

100

86

139

140

95

97

88

86

150

Added N **

(k9 N/halyr)

136

136

72

72

0

165

165

57

57

0

0

82

26/6

445

2486

332

2U

5015

603

882

683

769

327

472L

250

180

325

2L

18

20

t7

2t

31

2L

2L

25

27

23

91

2

3

19868

0

19858

22

22

* Estimated N concentration in drainage water at the bottom of the root zone. Maximum recommended level
for drinking water is 11.3 ppm (note that this is not an environmental water quality standard).

** Sum of fertiliser and external factory effluent inputs.

N/A: N in drainage not calculated for easy and steep pastoral blocks, or fortree and shrubs, riparian, wetland or
house blocks.

Disclaimer The contents of this document are provided "AS IS" and wlthout warranties of any kird either express or implied. To the fullest extent
permissible and subject and pursuant to applicable law, the owners of the OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets disclaim all warranties, express or
implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The owners of the OVERSEER@
Nutrient Budgets do not warrant or make any representations regarding the correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise of the contents of this
document or the results of its use nor do they make any warranty or representation that this document or the information in this document is

complete, accurate or not misleading.
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Report from OVERSEER@ Nutrient budgets, Copyright@ 2018 MPI, AgResearch and Fertiliser Association of New Zealand. All rights Reserved.
Version 6.3.0, on 2018-10-31 02:51:48

Abe De Wolde Cain Duncan

Woldwide Runoff Fonterra

Client reference:

Farm name: Woldwide Runoff (Merrivale & Merriburn) (17118)

Block Phosphorus

Block name Total P lost
$gP/yr)

P lost
(kgP/ha/yr)

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6

2.L

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.4

0.1

0.1

P loss categories

Soil Fertiliser Effluent

Merriburn (Ihak_23a.1) ##

Merriburn (Apar_6a.1) ##

Merriburn Lower Fert (Ihak_23a.1) ##

Merriburn Lower Fert (Apar_6a.1) ##

Merriburn No Fert (lhak_23a.1)

Merrivale (Waiki_36a.1) ##

Merrivale (Makar_3b.1) ##

Merrivale Lower Fert (Waiki_36a.1)

Merrivale Lower Fert (Malok-3a.1)

Merrivale No Fert (Malok_3a.1)

Merrivale No Fert (Waiki_36a.1)

Kale

Plantation Forest

Beech Forest

Other farm sources

72

L4

73

11

5

97

62

32

22

2t

10

23

t2

6

70

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

n/a

n/a

n/a

Low

Low

Low

Low

n/a

Medium

High *

Low

Low

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

nla

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Whole farm 529 0.6

** Fertiliser loss is outside the range for New Zealand data - see comments for each block

## Has a fodder crop rotating though, results for pastoral block component only

Disclaimer The contents of this document are provided "AS IS" and without warranties of any kind either express or implied. To the fullest extent
permissible and subject and pursuant to applicable law, the owners of the OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets disclaim all warranties, express or
implied, including, but not limited to, lmplied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The owners of the OVERSEER@

Nutrient Budgets do not warrant or make any representations regarding the correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise of the contents of this
document or the results of its use nor do they make any warranty or representation that this document or the information in this document is

complete, accurate or not misleading.
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WOLDWIDE RUNOFF LTD - 60842387

Query range . 01 Jun 2017 to 31 May 2018

[r{.r:tt.r. r l.il,, 1'ir,ll'', i

rl;:,i":j r !!, rr r.,'1,:

*;

1 16t08t2017 5.3 RZR. AMMSE 134 48 13

08t12t2017 5.2 V1M/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1410 22 55 102 67 317 3

't3to2t2018 5.3 UREA BULK 109

Area weiohted total t10 50 93 73 3

10 16t08t2017 1.7 RZR - AMM SE 130 46 12

13t02t2018 3.8 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiqhted total 67 5

100 16tO8nO17 3.9 RZR - AMM SE 139 50 13

05to9t2017 3.8 UREA BULK 151 69

21n!nU7 4 V1AN R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1403 22 55 67 316 3

1AAZAO18 4'.| Urea 111 51

Area weiohted total t6,l 47 68 271 2

101 16t0812017 2.1 RZR - AMM SE 135 48 13

05t09t2017 2.3 UREA BULK 135 62

21t11t2017 2.5 V1AIV R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1426 23 56 103 68 321 3

12t02t2018 2.5 Urea 113 52

Area weiqhted total 161 52 97 74 302 3

12 16n8nO17 RZR- AMMSE 137 13

08t01t2018 3.7 V1AN R/Off Pot

suDer/Flexi/Lime

1052 23 u 33 41 3
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13tO212018 3.7 UREA BULK 110 51

Arca weiqhted total 107 30 30 48 246 3

14 08101t2018 4.6 \AAIU R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1035 23 33 32 40 271 3

131O2t2018 4.7 UREA BULK 106 49

Area weiqhted total 67 31 30 38 252 3

15 2U11n417 2 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2oloSE DG CL -

219

o81o1t2018 1.3 \AM/ R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1',l52 25 37 36 45 301 3

14103t2018 3.1 UREA 107

Area weiohted total 12 12 t5 t0,

16 22t11t2017 3.1 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL -

224

13t0212018 3.7 UREA BULK 108 50

Area weiqhted total 46

16b 22t',t1t2017 o.4 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL !

13nz20'.t8 0.8 UREA BULK 1z'.|, 55

Area weiohted total 45

17 22t11t2017 3.8 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL -

233

Area weiqhted total

18 22,fit2017 3.3 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL "

227

Area welohted total
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19 13t02t2018 4.1 UREA BULK 1't0 50

Area weiqhted total 48

2 16t}8t2017 4.4 RZR- AMMSE . 131 47

08112t2017 4.6 '1413 23 55 318 3

13/0212018 4.7 UREA BULK 109 50

Area weiohted total 1{0 73 293 3

20 o8to1t2018 3.3 \AAIV R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1051 23 34 33 41 275 3

Area weiqhted total 19 27 27 33 221 2

25 2?,11t2017 VvlA/ R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

1003 32 31 39
.a... . .. .

zoz

13t02t2018
i

3.3 UREA BULK 1't0

Area weiohted total 29 29 36

26 22t11t2017 4.3 \AA/U R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

1015 22 32 32 40 265 3

13t]2t2018 4.5 UREA BULK 109 50

Area weiqhted total 65 28 28 35 233 2

27 22t11nA17 3.8 vl^/vFyQff,Ps,,,
suoer/Fli:xl/Liine

1049 23 274 3

13t02t2018 4.3 UREA BULK 50

Area weiohted total 60 25 208 2

28 22t11t2017 3.5 VlAlV R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

'1030 23 33 32 40 269 3

13t0212018 3.8 UREA BULK 108 49

Area weiohted total 68 30 29 37 244

29 16tO812017 3:a' RZR- AMMSE 135 13

o8to1/2a18 V1lW R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

1009 32 32 39 264

131O2t2018 3.5 UREA BULK 110 51
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Area weiqhted total ,l08 27 27 45 224 2

2A 05109t2017 '1.6 AMMO 36 BULK 138 49 13

12102t2018 1.9 UREA BULK 123 56

Area weiqhted total 87 10

3 {810812017 2.4 RZR. AMMSE 49

2U1112017 2.3 \AAN R/Off Fot ,

super/Flexi/Lime

1028 23 33 269 3

13tO2t2A18 2.5 UREA BULK 110 50

Area weiohted total 105 27 26 4 221 2

30 1610812017 4 RZR - AMM SE 128 46 12

13t02t2018 4.4 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiqhted total 79 10

3'r o81o1t2018 4'1 
" 
''' "'' \AAA/ R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

't058 33 41

Area weiohted total 30 29 37

32 22t11t2017 4.2 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL -

237

Area weiohted total

33 4.5 23 331 3

13n2n$18 5.7 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiqhted total 58 38 7t 47 220 2

34 22t1112017 5.9 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL -

224

13t02t2018 6.2 UREA BULK 107 49

Area weiqhted total

35 2A1112017 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL -

2U
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Area weiohted total

36 22t11t2017 5.3 SELENIUM

SELPRILL DOUBLE

2%SE DG CL -

225

Area weiohted total

4a Area weiohted total

4b 16t08t2017 3 RZR - AMM SE 142 51 14

22t1112017 3.2 \AAIV R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1 031 23 33 32 40 270 3

13t12t2018 3 UREA BULK 112 51

Area weiqhted total 110 30 30 49 249 3

4c Area weiqhted total

5 16t08t2017 5.6 RZR - AtUt\4 SE 132 47 13

30t11t2017 6 MURIVALE KALE 392 58 66 28 3

Area weiqhted total 98 63 26 't4

51 Area weiqhted total

52 Area weiqhted total

53 Area weiohted total

54 Area weiqhted total

56 $fi$t2A17 6.3 RZR. AMMSE i 48

08/01t2018 6.3 Mf,A/ R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexillime

22 259 3

13rc2i2m8 6.5 UREA BULK 't08 49

Area weiqhted total 112 29 29 48 240 3

57 16t0812017 5.5 RZR- AMM SE 128 46 12

22t11t2017 5.9 \AAIV R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

988 22 32 31 39 258 3

13t02t2018 5.9 UREA BULK 108 50

Area weiohted total 108 30 29 47 244 3

58 16t0812017 6 RZR. AMMSE 137 49 13
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o5to9n017 UREA BULK 't28

08112t2017 hAA/ R/off Post Cut
Mainlenance

1417 55 102 67 319

13t02t2018 6.'t UREA BULK 105 48

Area weiohted total 166 49 9t 72 285 3

59 16tO8t2017 5.2 RZR - AIV1M SE 137 49 13

05to9t2017 5.2 UREA BULK 135 62

08to1t2018 4.9 \AA/U R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1007 22 32 32 39 263 3

13102t2018 5.3 UREA BULK 106 49

Area weiohted total 168 28 28 47 230 2

6 1AtA8/2O17 RZR. AMMSE 136 {8'::l::r r "

3An1nU7 $:!,-.,:t:r:1. -.r'.r.:,1.. MURIVALE KALE 396 ' :..." ':r..:r,'i
28

Area 0l'li ' , 27

7 16tO8t2017 4 RZR - AMM SE 133 48 13

30t1112017 4.4 MURIVALE KALE 404 60 68 28 3

Area weiqhted total 97 64 27 14

75 't6t08t2017 5.2 RZR. AMMSE 't29 't2

o5to9t20't7 5.3 UREA BULK 't29 59

22111t2017 5.2 \{/W R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

997 22 32 31 39 26',1 3

o8to112018 5 V\M/ R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

973 21 31 3't 38 254 3

Area weiohted total 141 59 58 84 5

76 16t08t2017 4.5 RZR - AMM SE 147 52 14

ostogl2017 4.5 UREA BULK 136 63

22t11t2017 4.6 \AA/U R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

999 22 32 31 39 261 3

12t02t2018 4.5 Urea 117 54

14103t2018 4 UREA 104 48
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Area weiqhted total 212 30 29 49 244 3

77 16t48t2417 4.5 RZR. AMMSE 133 47 13

o5ta9t2a17 4.6 UREA BULK 1U 61

28t10t20't7 4.5 Post Cust
mix

1062 36 27 33 256 5

08/0't/2018 4.5 \AIWR/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1033 23 33 4A 270 3

Area weishted total 161 58 93 83 504 7

78 16t0812017 3.3 RZR - AMM SE 141 50 13

05t09t2017 3.3 UREA BULK 134 62

28t10t2017 3.2 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1 064 36 27 65 33 256 5

08t1212017 3 \AAl/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1513 24 59 109 72 340 3

12tO212018 3.3 Urea 113 52

Area weiohted total 214 78 159 109 545 7

79 16t08t2017 5.7 RZR- AMMSE 132 47 13

05t09t2017 5.6 UREA BULK 130 60

2U1At2017 5.7 Post Cust - Grazed

mx
1051 36 27 253 4

08/01/2018 5.6 V1lW R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

1002 22 32 39 262 3

21t02t2018 5.6 UREA BULK 110 50

Area weiohted total 209 57 93 82 498 7

8 13tO2t2018 4.5 UREA BULK 108 50

Area weiqhted total

80 16tO8t20',t7 RZR. AMM SE 129 12

o5lo9t20'17 4.9 UREA BULK '126 58

1A02t2018 4.9 Urea 107 49

Area weiohted total 149 12
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81 16tO8t2017 6.3 RZR - AMM SE 124 44 12

05to9t2017 6.4 UREA BULK 124 57

28110t2017 6.4 Post Cust - Grazed

mtx

1028 35 26 63 32 248 4

08101t2018 6.4 \A/W R/Off Pot

super/Flexi/Lime

1042 23 33 33 41 272 3

13102t2018 5.1 UREA BULK 102 47

Area weiqhted total 189 58 93 82 503 7

82 16tO8t2017 3.4 RZR- AMM SE 123 4 12

ostogt2017 3.5 UREA BULK 119 55

28nAnO17 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1107 28 68 35 267 .

08t12t2417 \l/WR/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1525 59 110 73

12t02t2418 3.6 Urea 100

Area weiqhted total 198 83 168 112 7

83 16t08t2017 6.7 RZR - AMM SE 128 46 12

05t09t2017 6.7 UREA BULK 129 59

28t10t2017 4.7 Post Cust - Grazed

mtx

1062 36 27 65 33 256 5

28t10t2017 't.9 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1 001 34 26 61 31 241 4

08to1t2018 6.5 \A/W R/Off Pot

suoer/Flexi/Lime

1135 25 36 36 44 297 3

12t02t2018 6.7 Urea 111 51

Area weiqhted total 210 61 96 86 527

84 16108t2017 RZR- AMMSE 125 12

o5to9t2017 UREA BULK 139

28110t2017 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1084 28 66 v
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08nzna17 3.3 \MA/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1466 23 70 330 3

1AA2EO18 3,6 113 52

Area weiohted total 209 .t07 552 7

85 16t0812017 6.4 RZR- AMM SE 135 48 13

05t09t2017 6.6 UREA BULK 133 61

28t10t2017 6.3 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1 083 37 28 66 34 261 5

08t12t2017 6.6 VlAlV R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1407 22 55 101 67 317 3

12tO2t2018 6.7 Urea 113 52

Area weiohted total 203 75 1s3 104 524 7

86 16rc8nol7 RZR. AMMSE 139 13

as,t09na17 UREA BULK 137

a$t1a2a17 V1AIV R/off Post Cut

Maintenanee

1537 24 60 111 73 346 3

Area rreiohted total 118 49 283 3

87 16t08t2017 5.5 RZR - AMM SE 147 52 14

ost09t2017 5.4 UREA BULK 142 65

08t12t2017 0 \AAN R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1 300 21 51 94 62 293 3

ogt1212017 5.4 \M// R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1490 24 58 107 71 335 3

21t02t2018 5.4 UREA BULK 113 52

Area weiqhted total 52 95 76 299 3

88 16t08t2017 RZR. AMMSE 135 13

o5to9t2017 43'.'...,' , UREA BULK

28t10t2017 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1050 EE 27 64 33
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o8112t2017 4.1 V1IW Rloff Post Cut

Maintenance

1444 56 104 69 325

Area welohted total 156 75 {03 525 7

89 1610812017 48 RZR- AMM SE 127 45 12

05t09t2017 4.8 UREA BULK 136 62

28t10t2017 0.6 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

982 33 25 60 3'1 237 4

28110t2017 4.1 Post Cust - Grazed

mtx

1026 35 26 63 32 247 4

08t12t2017 4.8 \AA// R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1371 22 53 99 65 309 3

21102t2018 4.9 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiqhted total 203 75 151 103 519 7

9 13tO212018 UREA BULK 109 li:'.i..-. .ri.

Area weiohted total

90 16tO812017 4.1 RZR - AMM SE 130 46 12

05to9t2017 4.8 UREA BULK 134 62

28t10t2017 4.9 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1096 37 28 67 34 264 5

29tO1t2018 4.7 \AAIV R/off Post Cut

[Vlaintenance

1410 22 55 102 67 317 3

Area weiqhted total 155 79 162 107 557 7

91 $ta8na17 5.3 RZR. AMMSE 114 41 11

05nu2017 5.4 UREA BULK 112 52

2811012017 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1081 37 28 66 v

28t10t2017 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1063 27 65 33

oan2nu7 hM/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1287 50 93 61 290:'.i
i

J

Area weiohted total 142 75 152 102
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92 16t08t2017 4.4 RZR- AMM SE 124 44 12

05t09t2017 4.9 UREA BULK 119 55

21t11t2017 4.7 WW R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1 356 22 53 98 65 305 3

Area weiqhted total 110 48 89 69 277 2

93 16t08/2417 5.3 133 48

o5to9t2a17 5.3 133 61

28t10t2017 5.3 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1062 36 27 65 33 258 5

o8l't212017 5.3 \AM/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1324 52 95 63 298

2'.U02t2018 UREA BULK 109

77 t56 {06 539' r' 7

94 16t08t2017 3.7 RZR- AMM SE 129 46 12

05t09t2017 4.3 UREA BULK 130 60

28t10t2017 4.3 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1002 34 26 61 31 241 4

08t12t2017 4.2 \AAN R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1458 23 57 105 69 328 3

Area weiqhted total 149 78 157 105 538 7

95 16tO8DO17 6.1 RZR. AMMSE 121 43

a5t09t2017 6.1 UREA BULK 119 55

28t1012017 6 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

977 33 25 60 31 235 4

08t1212017 V1AN R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1409 55 102 67

21t02t2018 UREA BULK 100

78 158 107

96 16108t2017 4.2 RZR - AMM SE 125 45 12

05toqt2017 4.4 UREA BULK 122 56
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2811012017 4.7 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1019 34 26 62 32 245 4

08112t2017 4.6 \AAl/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1 388 22 54 100 66 312 3

Area weiqhted total 145 77 105 537 7

97 16t08t2017 4.7 RZR. AMil' SE 13s 48 13

o5n9t20't7 4.8 UREA BULK 133 61

28t10t2017 4.9 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1027 35 26 63 32 247 4

oil1212017 4.6 VlM/ R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1407 22 55 101 67 3',17 3

211O2t2018 4.9 UREA BULK 113

Arca weiohted total 76 155 105

98 16t08t2017 6.6 RZR - AMM SE 144 51 14

o51o912017 6.8 UREA BULK 130 60

28t10t2017 7.1 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1 059 36 27 65 33 255 4

08t12t2017 0.5 V\AIV R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1728 28 67 125 82 389 3

08t12t2017 7.1 \AA// R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1420 23 55 102 68 320 3

21102t2018 5.3 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiqhted total 193 83 167 114 573 7

99 Area weiohted total

Weiohted averaoe rate based on aoolied areas and rates for selected areas 109 38 62 51 254 3

Nole: Total and average rates assurne p.oducl applicatons cover effective area of paddock(s) selected

This is dependent on posilional accuracy ofpaddock boundanes

the appropr ate product.
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WOLDWIDE RUNOFF LTD - 60842387

Query range: 01 Jun 2017 lo 31 May 2018

i\!"rtr is: i'ltrill:t i l-'.rlr'

illi:.'ir.: .;i 1r'!,.rr

1,..i

Lillt.. !tlllrs

t..

lo,,lli.1

l (."1

t^it/fr.r

liJrr

l.{ i1l !.j

2A o5lo9na17 1.6 AMMO 36 BULK 138 49 13

12t42t2018 't.9 UREA BULK 123 56

Arca weiohted total 87 t0

A1 05t09t2017 4 AMMO 36 BULK 139 50 13

12102t2018 4 UREA BULK 't08 50

Area weiqhted total 12

B1 05n9/2017 6.2 AMMO 36 BULK 129 12

24111t2017 5.9 Post Cut mix to be

cut aoain

355 10 il 12 22 7

12t02t2018 6.4 UREA BULK 109 50

Area weiqhted total 146 9 49 23 20 7

82 0510912017 7.7 AMMO 36 BULK 144 52 14

10t01t2018 7.8 Merriburn Grazed

MaintenanCE+N

887 43 23 29 240 5

12t12t2018 8.2 UREA BULK 115 53

Area weiqhted total 132 21 37 211 5

barn lane? o5t0912017 '1.1 AMMO 36 BULK 122 44 12

12tO42018 't.2 UREA BULK 105 48

Area weiohted total 78 10

c1 o5to9t2017 5.9 AMMO 36 BULK 129 46 12

24t11t2017 6 Post Cut mix to be

cut aoain

352 57 10 53 12 21 7

12t0212018 6.2 UREA BULK 110 50
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Area weiqhted total 146 I 50 22 7

c2 45t09t2417 6.2 AMMO 36 BULK 137 49 13

10t0112018 6.1 Merribum Grazed

MaintenanCE+N

894 44 29 242

12t02t2018 6.3 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiohted total 136 22 225 5

C3 05t0912017 3.7 AMMO 36 BULK 148 53 14

08t12t2017 3.2 Post Cust - Grazed

mtx

11 18 38 29 68 35 269 5

Area weiqhted total 67 20 47 35 184 3

D'1 a5rc9t2017 4 AIUMO 36 BULK 48

24t11t2017 4 Post Cut mix to be

cut aoain

358 58 10 54 12 7

1U02t2018 4.2 UREA BULK 114 53

Area weiohted total 150 I 23 2A 7

D2 05t09t2017 4.5 AMMO 36 BULK 150 54 14

24t11t2017 4.4 Merriburn Grazed

[\Iaintenance+N

932 45 25 30 252 6

12102t2018 4.7 UREA BULK 112 51

Area weiohted total 133 21 38 216 5

D3 o5to912017 2.5 AMMO 36 BULK 1 38 13

Area weiqhted total I
E1 05t09t2017 1 AMMO 36 BULK 't35 48 13

24t11t2017 0.8 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

972 47 26 31 263 6

12t02t2018 1.2 UREA BULK 120 55

Area weiqhted total 114 15 29 157 4

E2 a5fig12017 2.1 AMMO 36 BULK 't35 48 13

24t1112017 2.9 Merribum Grazed

Maintenance+N

992 48 26 32 269 6
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'12to2t2018 3.3 UREA BULK 112 52

Area weiqhted total 21 33 212 5

E3 05t09t2017 3.2 AMMO 36 BULK 141 51 14

11tO1t2018 1.1 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

872 42 23 28 236 5

12102t2018 4 UREA BULK 118 54

Area weiqhted total 100 6 18 60 ,l

F1 05t09t2017 3 AMMO 36 BULK 132 47 13

24111120',t7 2.2 Meniburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

924 45 24 30 250 6

12102t2018 3.7 UREA BULK 116 53

Area weiqhted total 98 12 23 122 3

F2 05109t2017 6.7 AMMO 36 BULK 144 52 14

11t01t2018 7.3 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

913 44 24 30 247 6

12t02t2018 7.3 UREA BULK 108 50

Area weiqhted total 134 23 40 236 5

F3 o5to9t2017 4.8 AMMO 36 BULK 140 50 13

11tO1t2018 5.2 Merribum Grazed

Maintenance+N

901 M 24 29 244 6

12tO212018 5.3 UREA BULK 113 52

Area weiqhted total 136 23 40 232 5

F4 o5t09t2017 0.7 AMMO 36 BULK 145 52 14

Area weiqhted total 9 2

G1 o5to9t2017 't _4 AMMO 36 BULK 120 43 11

24t11t2017 1.4 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

865 42 23 28 234 5

21t02t2018 1.5 UREA BULK 102 47

Area weiqhted total 120 20 35 206 5

G2 05t09t2017 5.6 AMMO 36 BULK 145 52 14
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24t11t2017 5.6 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

956 47 25 31 259 6

11t01t2018 6.6 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

957 47 25 31 259 6

12t02t2018 71 UREA BULK 114 53

Area weiohted total 169 43 63 435 10

G3 ost09t2017 5,8 AMMO 36 BULK 145 14

Area weiohted total 8

G4 Area weiqhted total

H1 a5ta9l2a17 0.6 AMMO 36 BULK 49

24t11t2017 Meniburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

46 25 6

21t02r2018 o.7 UREA BULK 104 48

Area weiqhted total fi3 34 194 4

H2 16t08t2017 4.2 RZR - AMM SE 't39 50 13

24111t2017 4.1 Post Cut mix to be

cut aoain

358 58 10 54 12 22 7

Area weiqhted total 100 9 50 23 20 7

H3 05t09t2017 3.2 AMMO 36 BULK '14'l 51 14

24111t2017 3.1 Meniburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

930 45 25 30 252 6

21rc2nofi 3.3 UREA BULK 119

Area weiqhted total 124 20 35 200 5

N4 16t08t2017 2.3 RZR - AMI\4 SE 140 50 13

24t1112017 0.3 Post Cut mix to be

cut aoain

374 61 '10 57 12 23 8

08t1212017 2.1 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1137 38 29 70 36 274 5

21t02t2018 2.1 UREA BULK 126 58

Area weiqhted total 119 23 58 39 210 4
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H5 05tost2017 3.6 AMMO 3O BULK 140 50 13

Area weiohted total 28 7

H6 Area weiohted total

R1 o51o9t2017 6_2 AMMO 36 BULK 138 49 13

06t1212017 6.6 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluobait

399 46 52 56. .. 
. 3 1

Area weiohted total 87 49 53 14 1

R10 05t09t2017 4.2 AMMO 36 BULK 134 48 13

29t0112018 3.9 \AA/V R/off Post Cut

Maintenance

1 389 22 54 100 66 313 3

12tO2t2018 4.3 UREA BULK 109 50

Area weiqhted total 4',| 77 61 239 2

R11 ost09t2017 AMMO 36 BULK 137 13

24t11t2017 3.6 Post Cut mix to be

cut aoain

361 59 10 55 12i 22 7

121O2t2018 3.7 UREA BULK 122 56

Area weiqhted total 9 52 24 21

R12 05to9t2017 8.'l AMMO 36 BULK 135 48 13

19t10t2017 0.1 TZT - AGL SUP 155 7 I 44

17111t2017 0.'l GERI\4INATION MIX 612 32 44 27 54 98

24t11t2017 8.3 Post Cut mix to be

cut aqain

382 62 10 58 13 23 8

12t02t2018 8.8 UREA BULK 111 51

14t03t2018 0.2 UREA 95 44

Area weiqhted total 138 10 49 22 22 7

R13 19n4t2017 7.1 TZT. AGLSUP 171 9 48

17111t2017 7.6 GERMINATION MIX 731 38 52 32 u 117

14t03t2018 7.8 UREA 113 52

Area weiohted total 79 52 28 r39

R14 16t08t2017 6.4 RZR - AMM SE 134 48 13
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12t02t2018 6.5 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiqhted total 93 '12

R15 16n8l2017 6 RZR. AMI\' SE 135 48

a8to9t2a17 2.1 AMMO 36 BULK 122 M

24t1',1t2017 Post Qut mixto be

cul aoain

59 '10 '12 22 7

't2ta2no18 8.2 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiohted total 142 I 22 20 7

R16 05t09t2017 3.2 AMMO 36 BULK 133 48 13

08t1212017 3.4 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1 078 36 28 66 34 260 5

10t01t2018 3.2 Merriburn Grazed

[\tlaintenanCE+N

1012 49 27 33 274 6

12t0212018 3.4 UREA BULK 109 50

Area weiqhted total 158 47 58 68 457 9

R't7 16t08t2017 28 RZR - AI\,M SE 132 47 13

o&t12t2017 3.2 Post Cust. Grazed

mtx

1051 36 27 33 253 4

10tCI1t2018 3.1 Menlburn Grazed

MaintenanCE+N

1029 50 278 6

12,02t2018 3.3 UREA BULK 112 51

Area weiohted total 162 48 69 474 10

R18 16t08t2017 2.1 RZR - AIUTM SE 141 50 14

ost09t2017 1.2 AIVIIUO 36 BULK 121 43 12

o4t12t2017 3.4 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluqbait

418 48 55 59 3 1

Area weiqhted total 82 48 51 13 1

R't9 't6t08t2017 3'l RZR. AMM SE 130 I 12

4411212017 3.4 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluobait

432 50 57 61 3 2
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Area weiohted tota! 82 50 54 12 1

R2 05109t2017 3.1 AIVIIVIO 36 BULK 152 54 15

24t11t2017 2.9 Merriburn Grazed

[/laintenance+N

956 47 25 31 259 6

12t02t2018 3.2 UREA BULK 120 55

Area weiqhted total 133 20 37 209 5

R20 16108t2017 4.4 RZR- AMM SE 131 47 12

0411212017 4.6 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluobait

396 46 52 56 3 1

Area weiohted total 88 51 54 14 1

R21 16t08t2017 4.6 RZR - AIMTVI SE 131 47 13

04t12t2017 5.3 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluqbait

396 46 52 56 3 1

Area weiqhted total 79 47 51 12 1

R3 16t08t2017 2.1 RZR. AMM SE 157 15

24t11t2017 3.4 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

960 25 3't 260 6

21t02t2018 3.3 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiqhted total 123 24 38 243 5

R4 05t09t2017 4.8 AMMO 36 BULK 130 46 12

24t11t2017 4.7 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

909 44 24 29 246 6

12t02t2018 5 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiqhted total 127 21 37 215 5

R5 19110t2017 2.6 TZT- AGLSUP 166 7 I 47

19t10t2017 4.7 TZT- AGLSUP 338 15 19

17t11t2017 4.7 GERMINATION MIX 719 52 32 63

1242t2018 5 UREA BULK 121 56 .

Area weiohted total 86 63 28 77

R6 ost09t2017 4.2 AMMO 36 BULK 138 49 13
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12t02t2018 4.6 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiqhted total 92 12

R7 45t09t2017 4.2 AMMO 36 BULK 133 48 13

1A02nA18 4.3 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiqhted total 68 9

R8 05t09t2017 3.6 AMMO 36 BULK 135 48 13

24t11t2017 3.6 Merriburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

964 47 26 31 261 6

12t02t2018 4 UREA BULK 115 53

Area weiqhted total 131 22 37 5

R9 05t09t2017 AMMO 36 BULK 139 13

08t122017 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1128 38 29 69 35 5

1?,02t2018 2.7 UREA BULK 118 u
Area weiqhted total 116 23 56 39 219 4

r29 05t09t2017 4.7 AMMO 36 BULK 140 50 13

12t02t2018 5.9 UREA BULK 119 55

Area weiqhted total 88 10

T30 16t08t2017 4.5 RZR. AMM SE 145 52 14

24t11t2017 4.6 Meniburn Grazed

Maintenance+N

919 45 24 30 249 6

06t12t2017 3.9 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluqbait

413 48 54 58 3 1

Area weiqhted total 64 33 23 22 tt8 3

T31 19t10t2017 2.8 TZT. AGL SUP 311 14 17 87

17t11t2017 2.9 GERMINATION MIX 689 36 49 31 60 110

29t01t2018 2.8 UREA BULK 110 50

Area weiqhted total 83 62 30 76 191

132 19t10t2017 2.6 TZT- AGLSUP 322 14 18 90

17t1',1n417 2.6 GERMINATION MIX 730 38 52 32 u 't17
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29tO1t2018 2.4 UREA BULK 112 52

Area weiohted total 77 59 28 72 183

T33 19t10t2017 7.3 TZT - AGL SUP 163 7 I 46

17111t2017 74 GERIVIINATION IMIX 704 37 51 31 62 112

29t01t2018 7.2 UREA BULK 109 50

Area weiqhted total 82 56 30 68 152

T34 19t10t2417 8 TZT- AGLSUP 160 7 I 45

17111t2A17 7.8 GERMINATION MIX 684 35 49 30 60 109

't4to3t2a18 82 UREA 106 49

Area weiqhted total 73 48 26 58 130

T35 19t1012017 3.9 TZT - AGL SUP 317 14 17 89

17t11t2017 4 GERMINATION MIX 683 35 49 30 60 109

29t01t2018 3.7 UREA BULK 110 51

Area weiqhted total 79 60 29 74 188

T36 05109t2017 4.7 AMMO 36 BULK 146 52 14

12102t2418 4.7 UREA BULK 119 55

Area weiohted total 105 14

T37 05t09t2017 6.1 AMMO 36 BULK 145 52 14

24111t2017 6.2 Merriburn Grazed

lVlaintenance+N

'1007 49 27 33 272 b

Area weiqhted total 94 25 43 255 6

T39 19t10t2017 4.1 TZT- AGLSUP 335 15 18 94

1711',1na17 4 GERIUINATION MIX 693 36 50 31 61 111

29t012418 3.8 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiohted total 71 55 26 67

r40 19t10t2017 5.3 TZT - AGL SUP 321 14 18 90

17t11t2017 5 GERMINATION MIX 704 37 51 31 62 112

29t01t2018 5 UREA BULK 't10 51

Area weiohted total 80 60 28 73 190
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141 161O8t2017 5.8 RZR- AMM SE 't 38 49 13

o6t12t2017 5.8 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluobait

400 46 56 3

Area weiohted total 85 46 14 1

r42 16t08t2017 8.5 RZR - AMM SE 136 49 13

17t11t2017 8.3 UREA BULK 110 50

08t1212017 8.2 Post Cust - Grazed

mtx

1 088 37 28 ot 34 262 5

12t02t2018 8.5 UREA BULK 111 51

Area weiqhted total 178 26 62 245 4

T43 16lO8nO17 RZR. AMM SE

17t1112017 UREA BULK 111

08t12t2017 6.2 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

1019 u 62 32 245 4

2'UO2t2018 6.2 111 5'l

Area weiohted total 179 25 60 43 238 4

r44 16t08t2017 4.9 RZR- AMM SE 127 45 12

17 t1112017 5.2 UREA BULK 99 46

08t12t2017 5.2 Post Cust - Grazed

mtx

1039 35 27 64 33 250 4

21t02t2018 5.1 UREA BULK 97 45

Area weiqhted total 26 6'l 42 240 4

T45 't6108t2017 6.9 RZR. AMM SE 131 12

17h1nU7 6.8 UREA BULK 50

08t12t2A17 6.5 Post Cust - Grazed

mix

27 64 252 4

21n2t2018 6.9 UREA BULK 108 50

Area weiohted total 171 58 41 227 4

untitled 16tO8t2017 1 RZR - AIVIIU SE 155 55 15
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0611212017 0.9 DAP Boron/ Potash

and Sluobait

400 46 52 56 3 1

Area weiohted total 67 33 35 12 1

Weiohted averaqe rate based on aoolied areas and rates for selected areas 103 25 25 33 125 3

Note: Total and average rates assume product applications cover effective area of paddock(s) selected.

This is dependent on positional accuracy of paddock boundaries
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7 September 2018
Taihoro Nukurangi

John Scandrett
Dairy Green Ltd.

10 Kinloch Street
PO Box 5003
Waikiwi
INVERCARGILL

RE: Woldwide Drop Test, August 2018

Dear John

At your request, we have reviewed the data collected for the above test. From this we confirm that:

1. The raw data collected via our Neon data collection system is as you have stated.

2. There were no significant complicating factors during the test

3. Your conclusion that leakage from the pond complies with the Council's effluent discharge rule
appears to be correct.

Yours faithfully

Jeremy Bulleid
NIWA lnstrument Systems

NIWA - enhancing the benef its of New Zeatand's natural resources www.nrwa.co,nz

10 Kyle Street, Riccarton, PO Box 8602, Christchurch 8011 | Phone +64 3 348 8987
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Consents, Effluent, Stock water, !rrigation

Design through to lnstallation
lnigation NZ Acuedited Designer

16 August 2018

Abe De Wolde
Woldwide Four Ltd

104 Shaws Trees Road

RD3
Winton 9783

Dear Abe

Drop Test Results: Woldwide Four Ltd Effluent Pond, LO - 12 August 2018.

1. Background
The discharge consent for the property is 20181320-01.

As required by Environment Southland, to confirm your effluent pond is not leaking, a drop
down test was carried out between the 10 & 12 August 2018.

Site and Set Up
The farm is located at Mayfield Rd, Drummond.

Dung on the yard is scraped upslope into a concrete sump. Liquid effluent flows by gravity
from the dairy shed to a pump sump. The liquid is then pumped to a clay lined storage pond.
The pond has been emptied in the last 12 months. There was no crust on the pond and the
surface was not frozen during testing.

The pond was isolated by not allowing any inflow and by not pumping out during the test
period.

The dimensions of the storage pond at the water level during the test period were
North 62.0m
East 30.8m
South 62.3m
West 33.2m
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The dimensions of the storage pond at the top bank level during the test period were
North 64.0m
East 33.4m
South 63.4m
West 34.0m

The total pond catchment area was 7 Yo greater than the wetted area during the test.

The maximum design depth for the pond is 2.1m including 0.5m of freeboard. At the time of
the test the liquid level was 0.6 below total bank height, i.e.94% full.

Below is an aerial photo that shows the pond and dairy shed. The laser drop test unit was installed at
the west end the as marked.

3. Test Methodology

You were notified when the test was to be run and confirmation was received that there would
be no liquid inflow or outflow during the test period.

The monitoring equipment was set up at the pond by Evan Sanderson, as described below.
The NIWA Neon website was checked to confirm that data was being recorded and sent to the
website.

3.1. Water Level Monitoring Unit

A laser distance measuring unit was set up vertically over the pond surface. A reflective
disc was placed on the pond surface to ensure constant, repeatable readings.
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The laser was set up within a PVC pipe which acts as a stilling well.
Distance readings to the pond surface were taken at 10 second time intervals and sent
to NIWA's Neon logging system.

3.2. Meteorological Station

A Vaisala weather station orientated to the North was also set up and the data it collected sent
to NIWA's Neon system at 10 second intervals. lt measured:

o Air Temperature
o Wind speed
o Wind direction
o Rainfall

3.3 Evaporation Loss Monitoring

A 10 litre bucket (evaporation pan) with a diameter of 250mm was installed in the pond to
measure evaporation. The bucket was rinsed and then accurately filled with 9 litres of effluent
and the volume monitored to determine evaporation.
To record evaporation in realtime a second bucket was installed suspended from a strain
gauge with 9.01of effluent in it, on the pond bank.

4. Results Recording

Recording of results was carried out to comply with the Appendix P of the Environment
Southland Land and Water Plan, recording details are summarized below:

The minimum test period has to be 48 hours

a

a

Readings are to be taken every 10 seconds.

For maximum accuracy the wind velocity has to be less than l.Om/sec. This limit
has been set because wind at the test site has been observed to have two affects,
the first being to cause waves and the second to push water to one side of the pond
from the other, (a seiche effect). The accuracy of the laser distance recorder is such

it wil! detect changes as small as 0.2mm. To accurately determine the true pond

level requires calm conditions at the start and end of the test period.

o Rainfall and the evaporation bucket liquid volume was measured at the start and

end of the test period, the measurement cylinder was rinsed prior to the volume
being measured.

When a period of 48 hours or more has elapsed the information is down loaded and

the results interpreted.

The GPS location of the pond and equipment set up is recorded. For this test the
equipment was located atEL22L882, N4883518, at the west end of the pond.
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Laser at the west side of the pond.

5. Results Summary

The results for the test are summarised in Table 1 and discussed below.

The plot of wind speed and pond height shows that at times wind caused waves on the pond
surface. However, a period was identified at the start and end of the test period when the
pond surface was stable and accurate height readings were established.

The start time was assumed to be at !5:27:00 hours on the 10 August 2018.
The distance from the laser to the reflective disc on the pond surface was 264.2mm and the
wind speed 0.3m/sec.

The finish time was assumed to be at 16:15:10 hours on the 12 August 2018
The distance reading was 265.7mm and the wind speed 0.5m/sec.

The totaltime elapsed was 48 hours and 48 minutes, 10 seconds.
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The laser measured a change in distance to the pond surface of a 1.5mm increase. Therefore
the pond surface fell 1.5mm overthe test period.

There was no rainfall during the test. The evaporation bucket on the pond bank was calculated
to lose 1.2mm depth during the test period.

The pond should have mimicked the evaporation bucket result. lt can be concluded the pond

should have fell 1.2mm due to evaporation. The change in pond height was a decrease of
1.5mm. This is close to the expected result, the difference of 0.3mm is leakage.

TABTE 1 : DROP TEST RESUTTS SUMMARY Woldwide Four Ltd

6. Conclusion
The pond complies with the requirement of the Environment Southland Land and Water
Regional Plan for effluent discharge (Rule 32 D, (2) (b), Appendix P, with a leakage rate of less

than 1.8 mm / day.

The pond is suitable for storing effluent as the infiltration rate from the pond is less than
1.8mm per 24 hours.

10 Knloch Sfreet, PO Box 5003, Waikiwi, lnvercargill 9843
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Email : scand rettru ral@ xtra. co. nz
28/03/201 9 1 :28 :00 p.m.
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Start Time 10 August, L5:27:OO

Finish Time 12 August, 16:15:10

TotalTime 48hrs,48 minutes, 10 seconds

Start Depth (mm) 264.2

Finish depth (mm) 265.7

Change in depth (mm) -1.5

Rainfall(mm) +0

Evaporation (mm) -L.2

Net Change in Depth After
Rain and Evaporation (mm) -0.3

Net Change per 24 Hours (mm) -0.15

Pond Level, % of Design Depth 94

Net Change if Pond at75%of
Design Height. (mm/24hrs)



Yours faithfully

JOHN SCANDRETT

Agricultural & Engineering Consultant

Appended
Depth and wind speed graph for the test period.
Depth and rainfall graph for the test period.
Depth and wind speed for the start of the test period
Depth and wind speed for the end of the test period.
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lnvestigation of cracking soils: Heddon Bush, January 2018.

Michael Killick, Technical Specialist (Soils and Groundwater Quantity)

On January 30,2078,1 visited dairy farms of the Woldwide group with the owner, Abe de

Wolde, in the area of Heddon Bush, to see if we could observe soilcracking as is described
for the Central Plains physiographic unit. We looked at a paddock ('Site 1') on the corner of
Hundred Line Road and Drummond Heddon Bush Road which in the Topoclimate survey is

mapped as Braxton + Pukemutu soils. There were noticeable cracks in the soil at this site, 3-
10mm wide, less than 150mm long, 5-10m apart. lt was not clear how many cracks might be

hidden by pasture, but there were areas of sparse pasture which had no cracks.

A shallow hole (-15cm deep) at the site showed the soil was friable with many smallto
medium well-formed peds. A creek on the west side of the paddock which is a small
tributary of Middle Creek was dry at the culvert where the bed was a metre or so below
ground level. Site 1 was described by Abe as wet in winter with areas of standing water, the
effects of which could stil! be observed in the dry conditions of our visit (re-sowing with new
pasture had been prevented in one place due to previous muddy conditions). See figures 1-

5.

Figure 1. Cracked soil at Site 1



Figure 2. Uncracked soil at Site 1.

Figure 3. Creek bed at Site 1.



LiTE

Figure 4. Site 1 locations

Figure 5. Soil at Site 1



We also looked at a site ('Site 2') on the north side of Hundred Line Rd mapped as Glenelg
soils. This soil did not appear cracked although the soil surface was disrupted by the remains

of past pugging so it was not easy to observe. A hole dug to about 15cm depth at this site
brought up a number of stones supporting the mapped classification as Glenelg soil.

We walked a transect of approximately 50m at a third site ('Site 3', Figure 7) mapped as

Glenelg + Drummond soils (close to the boundary of Braxton + Pukemutu soils). Cracks in

this soil were observed at a density of at least one in the region of each stride i.e. 1/m2. The

cracks were smaller than at Site L,2-4mm wide and less than 100mm long (see Figure 6). A
hole dug to about 15cm depth at this site brought up two large stones (-90mm) and a

number of small stones. A steel ruler was inserted easily into a crack to a depth of -20cm,

but could be inserted with similar ease to similar depth in soil without cracks at the site.
(The depth of the cracks could not otherwise be ascertained as it was not visible from the
surface and the soil structure and cracks collapsed easily with digging.)

Figure 6. Cracking at Site 3. These cracks do not show up well in the photo because of their
smaller size and the high contrast shadows but were easily visible at the time.

A fourth site ('Site 4') on Braxton + Pukemutu soils with heavier pasture cover than sites 1

and 3 showed no cracking although the soil surface was difficult to see beneath the pasture

Large cracks would have been visible if a reasonable number had been there, but possibly

smaller cracks such as those at Site 3 might have been present but not seen.

A site mapped as Tuatapere soils on Bayswater Road showed cracking at similar or
somewhat greater density than Site 3 and the cracks were a similar or somewhat smaller

size. There were frequent small stones on the surface of this soil. Tuatapere soil is described



Figure 7. Site 3 location

as having stones at greater than 45cm depth, but it is contiguous in this area with stonier
soils (Waiau and Glenelg) and may also have been modified by cultivation at some point.

Following the field observations on 30 January, sustained rainfall occurred on the properties
and across the region beginning late January 31 and continuing through February 1. At Site 1

further observations were made by Abe to see how it responded to rainfall. At the location
described above which was muddy in winter (i.e. where re-sowing had been prevented) no
surface ponding occurred after 30mm rainfall or after 50mm rainfall. As this location was a
slight depression, prone to ponding in winter, it is not thought that the rainfall was shed in
runoff.

At the Environment Southland site, Central Plains Aquifer at Heddon Bush, about 2.7 km

from Site 1, rise in the groundwater level in the 6m deep bore occurred within 12 hours of
the onset of rainfall. The location of this site is mapped as Braxton and Pukemutu soils but it
was found at installation to be stony, so the site description was changed to Glenelg soils.

Earlier, lesser rainfall events in January had little effect on groundwater level. See Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Groundwater level, soil moisture and rainfall at the Environment Southland
Heddon Bush monitoring site.

Discussion

All the soils observed were dry and pasture was stressed and sparse to varying degrees.
Some soils mapped as Braxton + Pukemutu showed cracks, while other soils with this
mapped description did not. Likewise, some stony soils (mapped as Glenelg and Tuatapere)
in the area were cracked and some not. lt is not surprising that some stony soils were
cracked as the fine matrix material in these soils is sourced from the same mafic parent
materials in the Takitimu Mountains as the Braxton and Pukemutu soils, and so may also
contain clays prone to shrink-swell behaviour. Cracking in stony soils may, however, have
drawn less attention in studies of soil behaviour as it would not greatly alter the soil
properties from those they are already thought to possess i.e. free drainage with risk of
nutrient leaching.

The largest cracks seen were -10mm wide. Most were 2-5mm wide. As discussed above,
some Braxton/Pukemutu soils or variants were not cracked. Glenelg soils at the nearby
Environment Southland monitoring site (Central Plains Aquifer at Heddon Bush) had
volumetric soil moisture <35o/o throughout December 2OL7-lanuary 2018 and <30% for two
weeks prior to the observationsl (and were not visibly cracked). Soil moisture at comparable
sustained, low levels was last recorded at the Heddon Bush site in January-February 2008
which was recognized as a drought year. Soil temperature in the two weeks prior to the
current observations was 78-27"C.1n these conditions further drying of the soil occurs only
slowly as the residua! moisture is tightly held in fine pores, hence it would take a significant

t These soil moisture figures are the average of two calibrated soil moisture sensors at the Heddon Bush site
Calibration is against periodic neutron probe measurements.



continuation or intensification of the conditions then current to make the soils significantly
drier with whatever structural changes might accompany that.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the occurrence of very large cracks such as feature in
some anecdotes about the soils (e.g. 'to reach your arm into') would now be rare in the soils
observed for this investigation, and might not occur. Continued development or changes in
management of the soils e.g. the ongoing effects of drainage, or conversion from sheep to
dairy, may have influenced the historica! pattern of soil behaviour. Or it may be that
occurrences of Braxton soils other than those described here, crack more.

The strong, friable structure of the Braxton/Pukemutu soils observed raises the prospect
that they may behave as free draining soils when very dry, with or without visible cracking.
This behaviour of the dry soils with regard to drainage, and the effects of cracks where
present, has not been quantified, but is described in the literature relating to the Central
Plains physiographic zone (see following link).

http://eswatera n d la nd. datacomsph ere. com.au/south land-science/ohvsiogra ph ic-

zon es/phvsiogra ph ics-a nd-farm-managem ent

The potential for Braxton and related soils to crack when dry - as was observed for some
soils in the investigation described above - has perhaps attracted more attention than the
general capacity of these soils for 'bi-modal' transport of leachate and contaminants, as

described in the physiographic zone technical sheet, via more general structural changes
which may include visible cracking. Understanding the transition from the 'summer soil' to
the 'winter soil'- when wetting of dry soils occurs - could help further explain nutrient loss
processes in the Central Plains physiographic unit where the observations described above
were made.

During the investigation there was some discussion of the possible influence of different
pasture conditions, or variations in soil type, on the prevalence or absence of cracking.
Some soils in the area are thought to have been mapped previously as Makarewa soils (now
Braxton). The distinction between these soils apparently relates to the geomorphic setting
with Braxton soils on terraces and Makarewa soils on flood plains (because of this,
Makarewa soils may also be younger). lt was seen, however, that cracking could occur in a

variety of soils in the area. Further investigations could shed light on the influence of
pasture condition, soil type and moisture content on the drainage capacities of soils and
thresholds of dryness and rainfall associated with deep drainage.

Further pictures of soil cracks follow, at the risk of emphasizing these at the expense of
areas where cracks were few or absent. As there are not many pictures of the cracks,
however, they are included here for interest.
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Executive Summary
Woldwide Five farm Ltd, have requested OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets to reflect the current and proposed

estimated nutrient losses from their consented 262.6ha dairy farm as a renewal of their effluent discharge consent

and an expansion of the dairy farm with an overall addition of land (73.0 ha) from a sheep farm (136.3 ha) purchased

and split between Woldwide 4 (Report 163(a)) and Woldwide 5 dairy farms. An additional example is provided for

a wintering barn that is to be established later on. The farm is located at 800 Bayswater Road, Heddon Bush, 20 km

west North West from Winton Township, 41 km nor-north west from lnvercargill city and 34 km from the south

west coast (Orepuki). The property is a dryland dairy farm, milking approximately 580 cows (consented numbers

800; modelled at 680 from current 540 average with the additional cows modelled allowed for the 44.3 ha of

consented land yet converted).

Current (combinedl Farm Svstem

Average Nitrogen lost from the root zone, calculated from the combined current farm systems modelled, using

OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was 15,882 kg N/year or 47 kg N/ha/year.

Average Phosphorus lost from the combined current farm systems modelled using OVERSEERo Nutrient Budgets

(OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was 237 kA,P lyear or 0.7 kgPlhalyear.

Proposed Farm System

Average Nitrogen lost from the root zone, calculated from the proposed farm system modelled, using OVERSEER@

Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was t5,937 kg N/year or 47 l<gN/ha/year.

Average Phosphorus lost from the proposed farm system modelled using OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER)

6.3.0 was 231 kg P lyear or O.7 ]<ePlhalVear.

Winter Barn Example

Average Nitrogen lost from the root zone, calculated from the proposed farm system modelled, using OVERSEER@

Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was 15,639 kg N/year or 47 1<gN/ha/year.

Average Phosphorus lost from the proposed farm system modelled using OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER)

6.3.0 was 245 kg P lyear or O.7 kg P/ha/year

The productivity and urine patch deposition on gley plus recent soils with a high and low buffering capacity to

leaching (high and low PAW and deep to shallow topsoil's) from increased stock intensity, artificial drainage and

crops are key risk reducing and increasing factors respectively.

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & X DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 154(a1), Mark Crawford 2210212079
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ln the proposed farm scenario, the additional land with the increased number (consented) of dairy cows, but with

the use of the wintering pads; altered tonnage of supplements imported into the farm system and with the cropping

able to be carried out on the more versatile soils, has the effect of reducing the overall risk of P losses, but N losses

are similar but slightly higher.

The wintering barn example largely negates the effect of cropping losses and increased stock intensity, but this is

less evident on the more vulnerable soils to N leaching (Upukeroroa), and so mitigating this by lowered calving and

peak cow numbers (by 70) plus grazing times on these soils enables the farm to reduce the impacts of N loss to

below the current combined losses calculated.

The farm is in a zone with a mostly moderate to high risk to nitrate levels and the physiographic zones point to high

nitrates in ground water, nitrate accumulation and artificial drains as being risk factors. Both the proposed farm

system and winter barn example, as modelled by OVERSEERo, includes strategies to reduce these risks of Nitrogen

loss to water. These strategies are summarised in the report, with no cropping (or cropping on less vulnerable soils)

and reduced stocking in autumn and spring by use of winter barns or feed pads key mitigations. Riparian strip

planting, allowing the capture of sediment from crops and laneways through adequate buffer zones, as well as

having soil test phosphate levels within the agronomic optimal range, are all practices which will reduce the risk of

P losses. Ensuring the lowest volume applications and depths are applied to the tiled soils, with none applied at the

highest risk times plus cropping on the more versatile soils are further mitigations that should be used.

Overseer Nutrient Budget Version 5.3.0 have been used to create the nutrient budgets presented in this report.

60875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22102/20L9
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lmportant Points to Note

t. Ravensdown grants permission for this document to be used for purposes such as land sale and purchase,
land lease, or for territorial authority consenting purposes.

2. This document, together with the services provided by Ravensdown in connection with this document, is

subject to the Ravensdown Environmental standard Terms of Engagement.

3. This Plan complies with the industry standard "Code of Practice for Nutrient Management (with emphasis
on Fertiliser Use)" (hereafter referred to as 'the code'). The Code can be found on-line in full at:
http ://www.fe rti I ise r.ors. nzlSite/code of p ra ctice

Disclaimer

Ravensdown is not liable for any loss, damage or other disadvantage of any form suffered by the Customer or any
third party arising in any way from this document or the services provided by Ravensdown in connection with this
document, whether in contract, tort or otherwise.

Copyright

You may copy and use this report and the information contained in it so long as your use does not mislead or
deceive anyone as to the information contained in the report and you do not use the report or its contents in

connection with any promotion, sales or marketing of any goods or services. Any copies of this report must
include this disclaimer in full.

Use of this document

a

Ravensdown has granted to its customer a limited licence to use this document. This licence enables the
customer to possess, use, copy and distribute this document for the specific purposes for which the
document was prepared by Ravensdown. This licence does not permit any alteration of this document in
any way, or the document to be copied, distributed or disseminated other than in its entirety.
lf you are not the customer, to be able to lawfully use or rely on this document you must have been
authorised to do so by Ravensdown or its customer. Your use of this document is subject to the same
limitations as apply to the customer, as set out above.

Mark Crawford

Fa rm Environmental Consulta nt

Dated 22nd February 2OL9

50876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22/02/2019
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General

Aim and Purpose of Farm Scenario Plan

Woldwide Five Ltd, has requested current and proposed OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets to reflect the current and

proposed estimated nutrient losses from their consented 262.2 ha dairy farm as a renewal of their effluent

discharge consent, with the addition of 73.0 ha of a 136.3 ha neighbouring sheep farm (the remaining area is

included in Woldwide 4). The farm is located at 800 Bayswater Road, Heddon Bush, 20 km west North West from

Winton Township,4l km nor-north west from lnvercargill city and 34 km from the south west coast (Orepuki). The

property is a dryland farm, currently milking approximately 560 cows (consented numbers 800; note with additional

consented area yet to be converted (u14.3 ha) included in actual dairy farm of 218.3 ha, it is now modelled 680 cows

calving).

The totaltitled area of the property is246.6 ha, and the GIS map with paddock areas calculates to 262.6ha which

is modelled. ln this figure there is 12.9 ha of riparian edges and river margin (modelled as a "Riparian" block in

Overseer). The effective area is calculated at24L.2 ha, close to the owner stated 24Oha of paddocks. ln addition

there is an estimated 8.5 ha of non-effective area, comprising of sheds, lanes, feed pads and yards. The property is

of flat to gently rolling topography (modelled flat).

Soil types on the farm are (with the addition of the consented 44.3 ha land) mostly Tuatepere_6b.2, Silt Loam,

(Orthic Melanic soil, Well drained, PAW (plant available waterlto 50 cm of 81.2 mm), 135.5 ha; Braxton_4a.1, Silt

Loam over clay, (Orthic Gley soil, Poorly drained, PAW (plant available water) to 60 cm of L47.6 mm), 75.4 ha; plus

an area of Upukerora_Sa.1 Sandy Loam, (Recent soil, Well drained, PAW (plant available water) to 60 cm of 37.6

mm), 51.7 ha. The Braxton and Tuatapere soils are both deep to moderately deep soils and the Braxton being a

heavier silty loam texture meaning a lower risk of nitrogen leaching.

Overseer modelling of the system has been undertaken in accordance with the Overseer 6.3.0 "best practice data

input standards" (BPDIS) and has been reviewed by a certified nutrient management advisor.

The following report summarises the respective Overseer 5.3.0 nutrient budgets and key assumptions made.

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan L64(aLl, Mark Crawford 22l\2l2ot9
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Property Details

Current Farm System Analysis

Climate
Climate data for the property has been sourced from Oversee/s Climate Station Tool data and has been entered

as rainfall -978 mm/year, PET -719 mm/year and average temperature - 9.8 oC, based on location close to

latitude/longitude - 46.O9O75;168.08455 (transect 9 co-ordinates). Climate data has been modelled as per

Overseer BPDIS.

Description of Current Farm System
The 262.6 ha property is operated as a seasonaldryland dairy farm including a consented block of 44.3ha not yet

converted but included in the current assessment of environmental effects given it has been consented. Given this,

the numbers subsequently used were adjusted using averages from the current farm system of 218.3 ha and 540

cows calved. The current adjusted property is calving 680 cows (800 consented) and peak milking 665 (540 kg LW)

Friesian cows. Adjusted milk production averaged over the last two years is 314,081 kg MS/year (455 kg MS/cow).

Cow numbers are shown in the table below (page L0). All cows are wintered on-farm for June and July on the

developing block crops plus the first calving heifers (170 and at 500 kg LW), which come back from grazing off in

May, with all cows brought back to the dairy platform in mobs over the month of August. An additional number of

grazers are currently wintered given the additional crop area currently cultivated during the conversion stage and

have been included. Mean calving date is the 20th August for the main herd, with the first calvers a week earlier on

the 12th of August

The dry-off date is the 1't of June and the 25th of May for the cows and first calving heifers respectively. All

replacements (170) are grazed off-the platform from weaning until they return as in calf rising two year old (R2)

heifers in May. Cows are milked once a day or 16 hourly occasionally over autumn drying off (modelled never) and

all calves are fed colostrum and waste milk.

Friesian Bulls (20) at 700 kg LW are run with the herd over December and January

50876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22l12l21l9
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Legal Description Lot 1 Deposited Plan 344L76,Lot 2 Deposited Plan 344L76, Lot 1 Deposited Plan 310140,
Part Lot 12 Deposited Plan 238 and Lot 2-3 Deposited Plan 478843, Lot 1 Deposited Plan

12253 plus Lot 1 Deposited Plan 478843 (additional +4.3 ha)

Total area (ha) 246.57 ha titled total farmed land calculated at 262.6 ha including roadside and river
margins. Effective area estimated at24t.2ha,

Owners A & JJ DE WOLDE

Contact details
Phone (031 22s8344 mobi le (o27 ) 227 2s37

Email abe@woldwide.nz
Farm Tvpe Seasonal supply Dairy farm

location/address 800 Bayswater Road, Heddon Bush 9783 RD 3, Winton
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The 28.1 ha of developing Upukerora crop block has been used to winter the 540 dairy cows, as well as the 170 in

calf heifer replacements, plus additional dairy cows and in calf replacement heifer grazers. With the increase in

milking cow numbers forthe consented area added in, the number of grazers wintered was reduced to allow for

the wintering of these extra cows. lt now winters all dairy cows and replacement heifers plus an additional 200 in

calf dairy heifer replacements wintered from mid-May till the 25th August.

Supplements
Supplementary feed imported onto the property and to be fed during the season is as follows:

o 254 T DM Barleygrain and 254T DM distilled Brewersgrain imported and used overthe season through

the milking shed (averaged amount of 508 T DM grain split in half between grain types).

o 51T DM of Molasses imported and fed through the shed.

o 203 T DM of Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE); fed through dairy shed.

o 300 T DM of silage purchased on average and fed to dairy cows on blocks.

o 80 T DM of silage purchased and fed to dry stock on pastoral blocks, however, some of this will also be fed

on crop, but not modelled as such given the difficulty in reconciling this with the crop blocks and crop yields

in the model.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is assumed to be minor, and is cut and fed in the same season,

thus no areas were modelled as being cut and/or baled for silage/baleage. Given the net importing of silage onto

the platform, this would be a reasonable expectation.

50875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22/O2l2Ot9
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Herd Type/Br€€d Friesian Total Milk solids (kslyear) 314081

Seasonal Supply Seasonal winter milk No

Number of cows 680 (665 peak) Milk Solids (kelcow) 465

Stocking rate (cows/hal

Winter off milking platform

2.8{.3.3lha Milk Solids

Yes, all cows and in calf heifers on

ha

heiferblocks and additional

L3O2/ha effective

Stock grazed off (%) Nil, cows and first calvers, who return in May, in June and July and August

Young stock reared off milking platform Yes from weaning until before winter, wintered on crop areas

508 T DM Grain (50 % each Barley and distilled brewers grain), fed through shed to milking cows, 61T DM of Molasses to
dairy cows through shed; 203 T DM of PKE fed through milking shed; 380 T DM silage purchased, 30O T DM fed on pastoral
blocks to dairy cows and 80 T DM silage fed on pastoral to dry stock over winter. Total 1152 T DM

lmported Feeds

LW LW main herd; 500 LW for firstCours Av s40 heifers
Median calvinc Date 20tr August for main Herd, 12fr August for Heifers
Dry-Off date 1't June for main herd and 25s May for Heifers

Peak Milk (1 Dec) 665 cows

Cow Numbers No cows Dairy
Herd & first
calvers

ln calf
Heifurs

Drycows &
Bulls & repl.
Irazers

ln shed
tueding (Y/N)

Jul o&20 150 510&0&165 N

Aus 20t&L62 8 309
Sept 470 & t70 40

Oct 505 & 168 0
Nov 50s & 16s 0
Dec 500 & 165 0&20
Jan s00 & 165 0&20 Y

Feb 490 & 160 0

Mar 470 & 160 0 Y

Apr 470 & 155 0 Y

Mav 460 & 120 L70 35 &0&100
Jun 0 L70 s10&0&200 N

Production kg/MS 314,081

Lactation lencth 287 davs used

Once a day Milking
(e.g half season, dry off, never)

Never

Calves fed milk powder (Y/N) No

Supplemens
lmported

Amount
(VDM)

Fed (e.g. paddock, shed, trough, cropl

Barlev & distillers Erain and Molasses 2s4 &2s4&6r Fed to dairy milkin8 cows through shed

Silage/Baleage 380 Purchased and fed to dairy cows on pastoral blocks (3(X)) & Dry

cattle (80)

Other PKE 203 Fed to dairy cows on pastoral blocks

Supplements
Made

Amount
ITIDM)

lla Fed or stored?

Fodder beet 25 28.t Fed to replacements and dry cows in May,
June Julv and Ausust

Effluent Tvpe/svstem Holding Pond system after stone trap and applied via K Line pods.

Application Depth mm Application depth at < 10 mm per application (modelled < 12 mm) from August to May
(spray irregularly as not modelling June or July to receive effluent). Due to travelling
irrigator used, sludge applied in months Nov to February to mimic stir and spray
operation, whilst K line used of rest of season.

Replacements On/offfarm when & what age Off farm from weaning, back to support block as in calf heifers in May

Current

Other lnformation

Farm System - Dairy

* Calculated on milking platform area only excluding the crop area and non-effective area

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & X DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22l|2l2ot9
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Fertiliser
Fertiliser applications have been modelled from Ravensdown past sale records and farmer information, and are

based on average monthly rates. Practices are similar to Woldwide 4, Ammo 36 is applied to the whole farm in

August at rates of L20 kg/ha. Urea is then applied in October, November, and February behind the cows at rates of

50 to 60 kg/ha. There are liquid applications of Nitrogen in September and March at 100 L/ha at the equivalence of

18 Kg N/ha made with Express a gibberellic acid. The Effluent blocks receive less nitrogen with no urea applications

in January. Maintenance applications of Potash Superphosphate and Flexi N are made in December at the same

rate for both effluent and non-effluent.

There is also modelled effluent exported from Woldwide 3 farm and spread on the whole farm. lt was modelled as

an amount exported from an area on that farm, with that total amount then pro rata applied as organic fertiliser

to equate to the total amount of nutrient which is 3560 kg N; 2562 kgP;2L96 kg K; 854 kg S; 5358 kg Ca; 2074 kg

Mg and 366 kg Na. The total fertiliser nitrogen applied is 219 and 192 kg N/ha/year for the Non effluent and Effluent

farm blocks and t72 kg N/ha across all blocks (whole property) on average, which includes the weighted average in

NPKS of 14-10-8-3 from the dairy effluent imported.

Non Effluent block:

Effluent block:

t Please note that variance between actual fertiliser nutrients applied and total nutrients shown is the slurry effluent nutrients applied for the block

50875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 154(a1), Mark Crawford 2210212079

August Ammo 36 43-0-0-12
September Urea 18-0-0-0

October Urea 28-0-0-0
November Urea 23-0-0-0
December Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 21-ss-30-66
December Organic dairy effluent (solid) 18-12-10-4
January Urea 28-0-0-0
February Urea 23-0-0-0
March Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0
Total Nutrients 2L9-68-40-82*

August Ammo 36 43-0-0-12
September Urea 18-0-0-0

October Urea 28-0-0-0
November Urea 23-0-0-0
December Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 21-55-30-66
December Organic dairy effluent (solid) t8-t2-t0-4
February Urea 23-0-0-0
March Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0

Total Nutrients 192-67-41-82*

optimiser 11
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Brax 4a.1 Non Effluent blocks 16 9 t4 31 13 13

Brax 4a.1 Effluent blocks 27 9 t4 31 13 13

Brax 4a.1 Effluent tile blocks 35 72 13 35 13 13

Tuap 5b.2 Effluent 32 TL 18 43 15 L2

Tuap 6b.2 Non effluent 25 74 t6 38 t4 10

Upukerora soils 27 23 13 43 t4 8

Soil tests Olsen P QT Ca QT Na Org SQT MCQTK

SoilTest Results
Taken from 2016117 soil tests for the various areas in table below;

Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the dairy farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been

weighted by relative productivity as 1 between dairy blocks on Brax_4a.1 and Tuap_6b2. Soil types, and 0.8 for the

Upukerora grazing blocks on the stony river flats as they are drier:

It should be noted thot this estimated posture production is bosed on defoult South lsland posture ME volues ond
moy be different to octuol ME volues ond utilisotion volues on this form which in turn would influence estimated
posture production.

Structures

There are three wintering pads on the property, left by the previous owner and have not been currently used.

They have a rotten rock base, with a knap rock layer on top and topped off with bark chips on top of this. lt has

the ability to stand off mobs of 100 to150 cows, with ad lib feeding of baleage in ring feeders. Effluent would be

the solids from the bark which is scrapped after each season and spread by muck spreader.

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22lo2l2ol9
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Fodder Cropping
A fodder cropping rycle of Pasture to Fodder Beet (last two years in beet) before being re sown into pasture in

October is practiced for approximately 25 to 30 ha or tO Yo of the actual dairy block as a means of development.

The area currently being cropped is the stonier land by the river, and so block history is entered as 5 years with

crop to crop blocks having fallow as prior land use as they were cropped prior to conversion. Please note that the

third crop block (Upuk_8a.1 FBI>YG) is effectively a pastoral block in its reporting year and not included in

calculation for crop area Crops are modelled as crop blocks and information entered is;

a

a

Fodder beet are sown in October after full cultivation, with dry cows and replacements grazed over May,

June, July, and in August before calving.

Sown with Cropmaster DAP, Ammonium sulphate, Potassium chloride plus boron and salt mix, NPKS

rating (24-23-30-25) and a further application of Urea/potassium chloride made in February (NPKS rating

69-0-2s-0).

Yields are averaged at 25 T DM/ha and grazed in situ. Grazing durations (months grazed and Yo

dairy/beef) were altered so to align animal metabolic intakes with crop yield and availability given the

models inability to optimise feed demand and supply. All dry cattle are on crop over June, July and

August, with some crop in May plus fodder supplement and pasture, whilst the dairy herd is allocated a

small amount of crop in May and August in addition to pasture and supplement.

a

Effluent

Effluent has been modelled as using Overseer default values, and calculated as applying 43 kg N/ha/year (liquid)

plus 10 kg N/ha/year solids overthe tt2ha, which is 86 % (adjusted to equalGls area)of the modelled 130.1 ha

(85.1 ha total area plus area consented of 44.3 ha less other area of 0.3 ha); plus 3 kg N/ha/year (solids) applied

from pond sludge to the Non effluent areas. Currently, the effluent system has effluent gravity fed into a stone trap

and sump then into holding tanks, from which the effluent is pumped through K Line pods applying liquids at depths

of 10 mm per application or less by a pulsation system (modelled < 12 mm) or travelling irrigators. The current

holding pond is estimated to hold 180 (5 tanks of 30,000 L) cubic metres of effluent (owner stated). Liquid effluent

is sprayed during the months of August to May inclusive (modelled infrequently spray so as no effluent is modelled

to be applied in June or July), with sludge applied in November to February to mimic the travelling irrigator

applications. The rest of the sludge from the pond is modelled to be spread on the non-effluent areas in October

every year by a slurry tanker (refer table below).

50875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 16a(a1), Mark Crawford 22102/20L9
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Management Unit details and Soil lnformation: Table 1

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated

Brax 4a.1 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid & Sludge 748.7 18.4

Brax 4a.1EffTile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid & Sludge L48.7 52.5

Tuap_5b.2 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic Melanic Welldrained Liquid & Sludge 87.2 s9.2

Brax 4a.1 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge L48.7 2.4

Tuap_5b.2 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic Melanic Welldrained Pond Sludge 8L.2 69.7

Upuk_8a.1Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Fluvial Recent Welldrained Pond Sludge 37.5 4.3

Upuk_8a.1 Non Eff
dev

Dry
stock

Pastoral Fluvial Recent Welldrained 37.6 1.1

Riparian 1 Riparian Riparian Various Poorly drained nla nla t2.9

Upuk_8a.1 FBt>FBt Dry
stock

Crop Fluvial Recent Welldrained 37.6 22.3

Upuk_8a.1 Past>FBt Dry
stock

Crop Fluvial Recent Welldrained 37.6 5.8

Upuk_8a.1 FBI>YG Dry
stock

Crop Fluvial Recent Welldrained 37.6 5.5

Non-Productive area 8.5

Block Name Stock Block
Type

Soil Order Drainage
Class

Effluent PAW 0- Effective
Area (ha)50cm

Total 262.6

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & n DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22102120L9
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Land Management Unit Map and Farm Map
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Farm map with area of 216.03 ha , discharge area has addition al 44.3 ha included (excludes 30.54 ha title not
drawn in top RHS) for current Effluent block indicated being paddocks 18 to 25 & 7 to 16, plus 44.3 ha,130.1 ha in
total less estimated setback areas based on 86Yo equates to 111.9 ha. Total titled area is246.57, GIS calculated
area is 262.6ha, estimated pastoralarea of 247.2ha.
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Title area of 202.25 ha and soils, with additional44.3 ha and soilsfrom additionalconsented area plus river

margin actual farm area included in paddocks calculated to be 262.6 ha GIS assessed.
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Nitrate Levels and Physiographic Zonal Environment Southland Beacon Maps
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Physiographic zones are Central plains (Braxton plus Pukemutu soils) brown oxidising (Tuatapere) and Riverine (Upukerora)

soils (pink, dark and light yellow along river), with the blue dotted line denoting the two different sub catchments of
Waimatuku river and the main Coastal catchment plus the Aparima river and the Aparima major catchment. The solid blue
line denotes the three different ground water catchment zones, the lower Aparima and Upper Aparima with subsoils of
quaternary gravel on top of tertiary sediment, plus the Waimatuku zone of alluvial gravel. The Green line separates minor to
moderate (LHS) and moderate to high (RHS) nitrate levels with a hot spot situated nearby at drinking water threshold (not

shown) nitrate levels.

The yellow dotted line is the division between the spring fed and lowland hard bed surface water zones.

The farm dairy effluent (FDE) risks are associated with the soil types, with the Braxton being a risk with artificial drainage and

coarse soil structure, and the Tuatapere and Upukerora being well drained flat land and other well drained but very stony flat
land.

The farms are Woldwide 4 is in dark green and the red line is the boundary for Woldwide 5. The dotted lines are the
additions for the proposals.

I
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Nutrient related resource Consents held by the Landowner

AUTH-20157537-
04

20157537-
01

1.

2.

This consent authorises the conversion ofthe subject
land for use as a dairy farm as described in the
application for resource consent dated 24 December
2015, further information dated 4 February 2015 and
Conversion Environmental Plan dated 24 December
2014. The scope ofthe dairy farm activity to be
established is described in the application and
Conversion Environmental Plan as being;
E The milking of up to 800 cows up to twice per
day;
E The construction and maintenance of:
o A dairy milking shed
E The discharge of dairy shed effluent to a

discharge area of no more than 126 hectares;
El The application to land of no more than 202
kilograms of nitrogen per hectare per year as a result
of fertiliser application;
E The establishment of environmental
management practices as detailed in the Conversion
Environmental Plan dated 24 December 2014.
This consent shall be exercised in conjunction with
Discharge Permit AUTH-20157537-01 and Water
Permit AUTH-20157537-O2, or any subsequent
replacement permits.

The discharge to land of dairy shed effluent
generated from milking of up to 800 cows up to twice
per day.
E The discharge of farm dairy effluent to land via a

low rate pod system.
E The discharge of dairy shed effluent to a discharge
area of no more than 126 hectares as per the plan

attached as Appendix 1.

The discharge authorised by this consent shall not
exceed the following rates at any time:
(a) For the pod set irrigation system: A maximum
depth of application of 1 millimetre for each
individual application, at an instantaneous rate not
exceeding 1 millimetre per hour;
(b) a minimum return period of 28 days between
applications;
(c) a maximum combined depth of application of 25

mm per year to any land area; and
(d) The maximum loading rate of nitrogen onto any
land area as a result ofthe exercise ofthis consent
shall not exceed 150 kilograms of nitrogen per
hectare per year.

Granted for an

unlimited term

Resource
Consent No.

Resource consent
expiry dateNo

Condition ConditionText

50875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22/02120L9
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Current Sheep Farm System Analysis

Description of Current Farm System
The farm dairy platform will be increased by 135.3 ha after including 53.25 ha of a purchased sheep block (Woldwide

4) and the additional 73.0 ha added to the Woldwide 5 platform. A conversation was had with the original owner,

Mr Cochrane to confirm some figures used in a budget already completed for this property, with the resulting data

used and modelled for this sheep farm.

The totaltitled area of the property is 135.3 ha. ln thisfigure there is 4.2ha of non-effective area (comprising of

sheds, lanes, and yards) and river margin. The effective area is calculated at 132.1 ha. lt is of flat to gently rolling

topography (modelled flat).

Soil types on the farm are mostly Braxton_4a.1, Silt Loam over clay, (Orthic Gley soil, Poorly drained, PAW (plant

available water) to 60 cm of 747.6 mm), 77.0 ha; Tuatepere_6b.2, Silt Loam, (Orthic Melanic soil, Well drained,

PAW (plant available water) to 60 cm of 8!.2 mm), 55.5 ha plus an area of Upukerora_8a.1 Sandy Loam, (Recent

soil, Well drained, PAW (plant available water) to 60 cm of 37.6 mm), 3.8 ha.

The 136.3 ha property was operated as a dryland sheep farm, lambing 1550 mixed age (M.A.) ewes (Romney based)

Data entered is as follows;

o Mean lambing date is the 28th August for the main mob, with weaning finished by the 28th of November.

Lambing rate is L55Yo STS (survivalto sale), ewes mating weight is 65 kg LW, with weaning weights at 33

kg LW average.

. 390 ewe lambs kept as replacements (winter weight of 48 kg LW), not mated.

o 20 Romney breeding rams (110 kg LW)and 12,000 kg/year woolshorn and sold on average.

. All remaining lambs sold to works at 19 kg carcass; with 604 left by the end of February PO y"l and 15 %

sold off mothers at weaning (301).

1550 1550 L520 1510 1510 1510 1180 1550 1550 1550 1550 1550

0 0 0 0 390 390 390 390 390 385 385 385

385 38s 380 380 380 380 380

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

0 0 0 0 2010 1709 1408 1005 504 303

55

48

65

110

Supplements
There is no Supplementary feed imported onto the property, however, 15 T DM baleage is used from storage and

is as follows:

50876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22102120L9
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Supplementary feed made and stored during the season is as above and is as follows;

o 8 T DM Baleage stored and used over the following season on pastoral blocks to sheep.

o 7 T DM Baleage stored and used over the following season on winter fodder crop block

15 T DM of grass baleage; made on the Braxton and Tuatapere blocks and stored. None is made on the river

flats

Fodder Cropping
There is t ha of fodder crop (swedes) cultivated and returned to pasture in the following spring (October). Detail

is as follows;

o Sown in November, conventionally cultivated with 150 kg/ha of Cropzeal boron boost

o A further urea application of 100 kg/ha is made in January.

o Yield is 14 T DM/ha and it is fed from May to August by sheep, in situ.

Fertiliser
All pastoral blocks receive a dressing of 275 kg/ha of 15 % sulphur superphosphate in November with some areas

receiving a urea application at varying rates in spring. This was deemed to be 60 kg/ha of Sustain N on average

across all pastoral blocks, and modelled so.

Drainage

Only the heavier Braxton soils were drained by moles and tile drainage, and so it was deemed by the owner 90 %

of these paddocks would be effective drained by tiles and moles.

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & n DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark CraMord 22/O2l2Ot9
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Tuap_5b.2 Sheep 1.0 15.5

Brax_4a.1 Sheep 1.0 15.5

Upuk_8a.1Sheep block 0.8 L2.5

Block Relative productivity T DM/halyear

Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the sheep farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been

weighted by relative productivity as 1 between heavier silt soils and 0.8 for the lighter river sandy loam blocks on
the river flats:

It should be noted thot this estimoted posture production is based on default South lslond pasture ME values ond
moy be different to actuol ME volues ond utilisotion values on this form which in turn would influence estimoted
posture production.

Management Unit details and Soil lnformation: Table 1b

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated

Proposed Farm System Analysis

Description of Proposed Farm System
The farm dairy platform will be increased by 73.0 ha after excluding 63.26 ha of the purchased sheep block (which

is added to Woldwide 4), with the effluent area remaining the same, and an increase to consented cow numbers

calved (800). A decision regarding if the cropping is to remain on the developing river flats block was made. With

the need to renew the sheep pastures, the cropping area has shifted to the Braxton and Tuatapere soils,

predominantly of the sheep blocks, with the area reduced as there is no longer need to winter additional;

replacement stock. There will be 26 ha of fodder beet grown in the proposed scenario.

The 335.5 ha property will be operated as a dryland dairy farm, calving 800 cows (795 modelled with deaths) and

peak milking 785 (540 kg LW) Friesian cows. Milk production aimed for is increased to 360,000 G MS/year (453 kg

MS/cow). Cow numbers are shown in the table below. Allcows are wintered on-farm forJune and July on the crop

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22lO2l2OL9

Brax_4a.1 Sheep Block Sheep Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Yes L48.7 72.8

Tuap_6b.2 Sheep Block Sheep Pastoral Orthic
Melanic

Welldrained Yes 8t.2 55.5

Swedes Sheep Fodder
Crop

Various Various (s ha) nla

Upuk_8a.1 Sheep block Sheep Pastoral Recent Welldrained No 36.7 3.8

Non-Productive area 4.2

Block Name Soil OrderStock 0-
50cm

Total 135.3

Block
Type

PAW Effective
Area (ha)

Drainage
Class

Fodder Crop
rotates through
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blocks plus the first calving heifers (190 and at 500 kg LW), which come back from grazing off in May. Mean calving

date is the 20th August for the main herd, with the first calvers a week earlier on the 12th of August.

The dry-off dates are altered to reflect the increased calving numbers, with the dry-off date now being the 25th of

May for the cows and first calving heifers. All replacements (190) are grazed off-the platform until they return as in

calf R2 heifers in May. Cows are milked once a day or 16 hourly occasionally over autumn drying off (modelled

never) and all calves are fed colostrum and waste milk. The other production factors remain the same as before

Friesian Bulls (20) at 700 kg LW are run with the herd over December and January

540

500

540

480

s00

700

Supplements
Supplementary feed imported onto the propefi and to be fed during the season has changed and is as follows:

o 2L5 T DM Barley grain and 215 T DM distilled Brewers grain imported and used over the season through

the milking shed (averaged amount of 430 T DM grain split in half between grain types).

o 51T DM of Molasses imported and fed through the shed.

o 200 T DM of Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE); fed through the shed

o 85 T DM of baleage purchased, 20 T DM fed on crops and the rest on the wintering pads.

o 100 T DM of Cereal silage (lower Nitrogen feed) fed to dairy cows on pasture over spring (August September

25%ol and autumn (March AprilTS%l

Because of the reduced stocking given the larger area, imported supplementary feed has reduced to the above

amounts to reconcile the pastoral productivity between the two systems.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is the same as the original current scenario, with an

assumption that any silage and baleage made is fed out in the same season, made from all the farm blocks.

Structures

244 565 60s 500 500 590 590 570 565 M3
20 L82 190 187 185 185 185 180 180 L75 105

610 366 40 L54 510

0 190 190

170 8

20 20

60875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & X DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 154(a1), Mark Crawford 22102120L9
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The three wintering pads on the property, will now be used, as an environmental mitigation tool. They will stand

off mobs of 100 cows each (modelled 25 % milking cows in April; 50 % in May; 50% in August and 25 % in

September), modelled an uncovered wintering pad, with ad lib feeding of baleage in ring feeders and effluent which

is scrapped after each season is spread by muck spreader in October to crop blocks and is not stored.

Fodder Cropping
The cropping management remains the same between the two systems modelled, however, the area is reduced

by 4 ha as there are less cattle wintered and, and the area cropped is changed to the new additional areas of

Tuatapere and Braxton soils (26 ha out of Lt7.3 ha (73.0 plus 44.3 ha) rotating). Please note that the third crop

block is effectively a pastoral block in its reporting year and not included in calculation for crop area. Block history

is still 5 years. The following detailwas modelled;

Fodder beet are sown in October after full cultivation, with dry cows and replacements grazed over May,

June, July, and in August before calving.

Sown with Cropmaster DAP, Ammonium sulphate, Potassium chloride plus boron and salt mix, NPKS

rating (24-23-30-25) and a further application of Urea/potassium chloride made in February (NPKS rating

69-0-2s-0).

Yields are averaged at 25 T DM/ha and grazed in situ. Grazing durations (months grazed and To dairy/beef)

were altered so to align animal metabolic intakes with crop yield and availability given the models

inability to optimise feed demand and supply. The smaller blocks of Braxton crop is May to July grazing's,

with May being 50/50 dairy/dry cattle, and June and July 1..OO% dry cattle. For the larger Tuatapere crop

blocks, grazing is June to August, with the ratios being LOO% dry cattle for June July and 20% dairy and 80

% dry cattle for 4 hours grazing in August. All dry cattle are on crop over June, July and August, with some

crop in May plus fodder supplement and pasture, whilst the dairy herd is allocated a small amount of crop

in May and August in addition to pasture and supplement.

a

a

a

Fertiliser
This has changed between the two systems modelled. The total fertiliser nitrogen applied is now, due to area

changes and less urea applied with the greater effluent being spread,206 and L74 kg N/ha/year for the Non

effluent and Effluent farm blocks and 154 kg N/ha across all blocks (whole property) on average which includes

the weighted average in NPKS of 14-10-8-3 from the same amount of dairy effluent imported across a greater

area (2O7.7 ha pastoral blocks in current scenario to 268.4 ha of Tuatapere and Braxton pastoral blocks plus crop

blocks). The Upukeroroa blocks due to their productivity and risk of N loss, have reduced fertiliser amounts by

stopping the January application and no imported dairy effluent, as mitigation steps.

Non Effluent block:

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 22/02/2019
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August Ammo 35 43-O-O-t2
September Urea 18-0-0-0
October Urea 23-0-0-0
November Urea 23-0-0-0
December Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 21-55-30-66
December (not applied to Upukeroroa) Organic dairy effluent (solid) 14-10-8-3
January (not applied to Upukeroroa) Urea 23-0-0-0
February Urea 23-0-0-0
March Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0

206-65-38-81

Effluent block:

Effluent
Effluent has been modelled as using Overseer default values, and calculated as applying 47 kg N/ha/year (liquid)

over the 107 ha (130.1 ha total area less 14Yo areas not receiving effluent; calculated to LL2 ha less crop area)

effluent area, plus 12 kg N/ha/year (solids) applied from pond sludge, as well as 3 kg N/ha/year from pond sludge

to the Non effluent areas, except the Upukeroroa blocks, again as a mitigating step, given their vulnerability to N

loss. The effluent system remains the same.

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & iJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark Crawford 2210212019

August Ammo 36 43-0-0-12
September Urea 18-0-0-0
October Urea 23-0-0-0
November Urea 18-0-0-0
December Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 21-55-30-66
December Organic dairy effluent (solid) 14-10-8-3
February Urea 18-0-0-0
March Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0
Total 174-65-38-81
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Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the dairy farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been

weighted by relative productivity as 1 between dairy blocks, and 0.8 for the stonier Upukerora grazing blocks on

the river flats:

It should be noted thot this estimoted posture production is bosed on default South lslond posture ME volues ond
moy be different to actual ME volues ond utilisotion values on this form which in turn would influence estimoted
posture production.

All other factors have remained the same.

Management Unit details and Soil lnformation: Table lb

Dairy pastoralareas 1.0 15.4

Upuk_8a.1 Non Eff &dev 0.8 t2.3

Block Relative productivity T DM/halyear

Brax_4a.1 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid &
Sludge

t48.7 L8.4

Brax 4a,1 Eff Tile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid &
Sludge

L48.7 47.2

Tuap_6b.2 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Liquid &
Sludge

8L.2 59.2

Brax_4a.l Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge 144.7 33.0

Tuap_6b.2 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Pond Sludge 8t.2 7L.7

Upuk_8a.1 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Fluvial

Recent

Well drained 37.6 13.6

Upuk_8a.1 Non Eff
dev

Dairy Pastoral Fluvial
Recent

Well drained 37.6 29.2

Riparian 1 nla Riparian nla L48.7 12.9

Tuap_6b.2 FBt>FBt Diary &
Drv stock

Crop Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Winter pad

solids
8L.2 10

Tuap_6b.2 Past>FBt Diary &
Dry stock

Crop Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Winter pad

solids
81.2 10

Tuap_6b.2 FBI>YG Diary &
Dry stock

Crop Orthic
Melanic

Well drained 8t.2 10

Brax 4a.1 Past>FBt Diary &
Dry stock

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained Winter pad

solids

L48.7 3

Brax_4a.1 FBt>FBT Diary &
Dry stock

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained Winter pad

solids

148.7 3

Brax 4a.1 FBt>YG Diary &
Drv stock

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained L48.7 3

Non-Productive area 11.4

Block Name Stock Block

Type
Soil Order Drainage Class Effluent PAW (0-

60cm)
Effective Area
(hal

lncreased or
Reduced

Area Sheep

Total +73.0 (sheep)33s.5

.262.6+73.o1

+ 30.6 ha

+ 2.0 ha

+ 3.6 ha

+ 10.0 ha

+ 10.0 ha

+ 10.0 ha

+ 1.23 ha

+ 7.23 ha

+ 1.23 ha

+ 2.9 ha

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated
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Land Management Unit Map and Farm Map

ty Rrvcnrdown Smaft fapG
w.myrtffisddvn.@.8
iaob: Am8 aru h hsdaE

Woldwide Five Ltd
o 75 150 300 450 600

-lk6

,r*"drr#LU

21 Nddl ?01E

Farm map with additional blocks outlined, L!7.6 ha in total according to title (LL7.3 plus 63.3 ha added in

Woldwide 4 less consented 44.3 ha equals 135.3 ha sheep unit), and added to 218.3 ha assessed by GlS. Total
area now 335.5 ha, 12.9 ha of riparian and river margin and 11.4 ha of non-productive, estimated pastoral area of
311.2 ha.
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Title area of 319.83 ha and soils above excludes highlighted area which is part of Woldwide 4, actual farm area

included in paddocks calculated to be 335.5 ha
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Proposed Farm System Analysis: Winter Barn Example

Description of winter barn Farm System example
To provide an example of a wintering barn, it is easier to use the existing Woldwide 5 platform as the basis for the

dairy platform example, with the dairy cows no longer wintered on this block, nor do the additional 200 cows in

the current scenario (see pages 8 & 9 for full explanation). The effluent area will remain the same. With wintering

all mixed age cows inside in the barn, there will no longer be any of fodder beet grown (33.6 ha for current

scenario or 39 ha for original proposal), but to pay for the barn, additional cows are milked with a longer lactation

given they can keep milking cows indoors towards the end of the season.

The 335.5 ha property will be operated as a dryland dairy farm, calving 960 cows and peak milking 930 (540 & 500

kg LW) Friesian cows. Milk production aimed for is at 535,000 kg MS/year (575 G MS/cow peak). Cow numbers are

shown in the table below. All mixed age cows are wintered in the barn, with in calf first calving heifers not coming

back from grazing off untilthey are calving towards the end of July and August. Mean calving date is stillthe 20th

August for the main herd, with the first calvers a week earlier on the 12th of August.

The dry-off date is now the 15th of June and the 31't of May for the cows and first calving heifers. All replacements

(245) are grazed off-the platform until they return as in calf R2 heifers in late July/August as mentioned. Cows are

never milked once a day over autumn drying off (modelled never) and all calves are fed colostrum and waste milk.

Friesian Bulls (20) at 700 kg LW are run with the herd over December and January

26s 7\5 705 695 69s 675 66s 555 645 600 260

30 220 245 240 235 235 235 225 225 22s 195

7L5 450 0 455

20 20

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May June

Dairy cows

First calving

heifers

Dairy grazers

(milking cows)

Bulls

July Aug Sept Oct LW

(ke)

540

s00

540

700
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Supplements
Supplementary feed imported onto the property and to be fed during the season has changed and is as follows:

o 350 T DM Barley grain and 250 T DM distilled Brewers grain imported and used over the season through

the milking shed. A further 35 T DM is fed to milking cows in the wintering barn

o 99 T DM of Molasses imported and fed through the shed.

o 500 T DM of Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE); 350 T DM fed through the shed, with the remainder fed on pastoral

blocks. A further 40 T DM is fed to milking cows in the wintering barn

. Approximately 700 T DM of grass silage; made on the support block and fed evenly ocross pastoral blocks

to dairy cows.

o 410 T DM of silage made on the support block and fed to dry cottle in the wintering barn

o L40 T DM silage made on the support block and fed to the milking cows in the wintering barn

Because of the increased stocking and longer lactation, imported supplementary feed has increased to the above

amounts to mostly reconcile the pastoral productivity between the two systems. However, additional fertiliser and

barn slurry is also been used to reconcile the increased pastoral productivity also. ln addition, it is noted the two

barn examples for both Woldwide 4 & 5 are also similar in pasture productivity.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season remains as before and is less likely given the increased

stocking rates over the milking season will mean all pasture is more likely utilised by milking animals within the

platform.

Fodder Cropping
This is now no longer required compared to the other two systems modelled. The losses are likely lower on blocks

which in the past wintered the mixed age cows on crop. Pasture renewal is now by grass to grass renewal.

Fertiliser
This changes again between the two systems modelled. This is given the increased need given the higher pastoral

productivity (an increase of 0.35 T DM/ha over the current system), however more nitrogen is supplied by

effluent and barn slurry, so the additional nitrogen required equates to roughly a decrease for the effluent block

and o nil increose for the non-effluent blocks, with in effect a reduction in feniliser lV; 28 kg of N/ha decrease for

effluent block (but only a 3 kg N/ha decrease for the tiled effluent areas receiving no barn slurry; Brax_4a.1

effluent tiled) and a 10 to 23 kg of N/ha decrease for non-effluent blocks, depending on which receives the solid

effluent from Woldwide 3. The total fertiliser nitrogen applied is now 192 and 779 for the non-effluent blocks(150

for the Upukeroroa block) plus 171 and 146 kg N/ha/year for the Effluent farm blocks depending on which

receives barn slurry, with 155 kg N/ha across all blocks (whole property) on average, which includes the weighted

average in NPKS of 14-10-8-3 and 13-10-8-3 from the same amount of dairy effluent imported across a greater

50876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 164(a1), Mark CraMord 22lO2l2OL9
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area (2O7 .7 ha pastoral blocks in current scenario to 231.8 ha of Tuatapere and Braxton pastoral blocks ). See

fertiliser reconciliation summary page 39.

Note also maintenance fertiliser was also adjusted to account for the Phosphate in the barn slurry

Non Effluent block:

* Upukeroroa blocks ** Tuatapere Non effluent block

Effluent block:

**Soluble fertiliser and no slurry on tiled effluent block

Eff!uent
Effluent has been modelled as using Overseer default values, and calculated as applying 55 kg N/ha/year (liquid)

over the 112.0 ha (130.1 ha total area less L4To arcas not receiving effluent; calculated to 112 ha, increased area

due to no cropping) effluent area, plus 11 kg N/ha/year (solids) applied from pond sludge to the Non effluent areas.

The effluent system remains the same as what was detailed in the "current" farm system analysis. Wintering barn

effluent is as detailed in the consent for Woldwide 1&2 and is a slurry which is exported and re imported as a dairy

organic fertiliser. Solids applied to the Non effluent areas equates to 5 kg N/ha/year

60876935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & n DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 154(a1), Mark Crawford 22102120L9

August Ammo 36 43-0-0-12 43-0-0-12
September Urea 23-0-0-0 23-0-0-0
October Urea 30-0-0-0 23-0-0-0
November Organic dairy barn slurry 25-6-34-3 23-0-0-0
December Organic Dairy Barn Slurry 24-6-33-3 23-26-50-28
January Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN

(and Organic effluent pad solids WW3)
32-t4-L9-L7 (L9-4-LL-L4
& 13-to-8-31**

February Urea 23-0-0-0
March Urea 23-0-0-o 23-0-0-0
April Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0
Totals 24L-26-86-35 158-25-s0-40

NPKS nutrient
(kclha)

rating NPKS nutrient rating
(kelha)*

Month Fertiliser

August Ammo 35 43-O-O-L2

September Urea 23-0-0-0
October Urea 23-0-0-0
November Organic dairy barn slurry 24_6_33 _3* *, ( 2 S-6-0- g 

)

December Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-13-0-16
January Organic effluent pad solids WW3 L8-L2-tt-4
March Urea 23-0-0-0
April Urea (liquid) 9-0-0-0
Total 188-3 1-44-35* * 189-31-11-40

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (kC/ha)
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Farm dairy feeding structure: Wintering Barn.

There is one housing barn on farm that has been modelled as two structures so as to contain the milking herd

(winter barn plus grazing) and dry cows (winter pad only) at the times specified in table below. ln addition, due to

a modelling error, the dry cows are required to be grazing a pastoral block for the model to run, however in

reality these animals will be all in the barn. To work around this, 99 Yo of the dry cattle are in the barn in August,

with the Braxton and Tuatapere effluent and non-effluent blocks grazing these dry cattle for only 1% of the time

in August.

The nutrient concentration of wintering born effluent is higher than doiry shed effluent due to lack of dilution ond

the housing of cows in the borns for up 24 hours per doy.

The nutrient content of pond effluent (slurry)wos tested os port of o 2077 AgReseorch study "Charocterising doiry
monures ond slurries - Case study 15." The nutrient content of slurry at the applicant's pond was meosured ot:
3,200 g/m3 N;800 g/m3 P;4,400 g/m3 K;400 g/m3 s
Applying 75.2 m3/heaore opplies slurry effluent at a depth of 7.5 mm. Dischorging slurry effluent ot 75.2 m3/hectore
opplies:
49 kg of N; 12 kg of P; 69 kg of K; and 6 kg of S.

Table: Winter barn management:

Table: Feeding management in winter barn

Covered animal shelter

No lining material

Scraped

Scraped

No

N/A

N/A

All exported as a slurry, as effluent composition different to dairy shed

effluent
Re imported as slurry, spread on all blocks bar the tiled effluent and
Upukeroroa blocks. The Non effluent blocks receive a full application

and effluent blocks half an application of barn slurry.

November and December for non-effluent blocks

24 for effluent blocks, 49 for non-effluent blocks

Pad type

Bunker lining material

Bunker cleaning method

Concrete feeding apron

Solids separated

Solids storage

Time in storage

Liquid effluent

Months applied

Separated solids from pond and housing barn on pasture
N application rate, Kg N/ha/year

Solids management

% of cows 100 100 100 100
Milking herd

Hours/ day grazing 10 0 0 10

% of cows 100 100 99

0 0 0
Dry cows

Hours/ day grazing

Herd Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the dairy farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been
weighted by relative productivity as 1 between dairy blocks, and 0.8 and 0.5 for the rougher grazing blocks on the
platform and support block respectively:

It should be noted thot this estimoted pasture production is based on defoult South lslond pasture ME volues ond
moy be different to octuol ME volues ond utilisotion volues on this form which in turn would influence estimoted
posture production.

All other factors have remained the same.

Management Unit details and Soil lnformation: Table lb

Dairy pastoral areas 1.0 15.8

Upukeroroa river soils 0.8 L2.6

Block Relative productivity T DM/halyear

Brax_4a.1 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly
drained

Liquid & Sludge

& Barn slurry
{'0.5

148.7 18.4

Brax_4a.1 Eff Tile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly
drained

Liquid & Sludge 148.7 52.5

Tuap_6b.2 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Liquid & Sludge
& Barn slurry

*0.5

8t.2 59.2

Brax 4a.1 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly
drained

Pond Sludge &
Barn slurry * 1,0

L48.7 36.7

Tuap_5b.2 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Pond Sludge &
Barn slurry * 1.0

87.2 t01.7

Upuk_8a.1 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Fluvial

Recent

Well drained 37.6 13.6

Upuk_Sa.l Non Eff
dev

Dairy Pastoral Fluvial

Recent
Well drained 37.6 29.2

Riparian 1 nla Riparian nla L48.7 12.9

Non-Productive area lt.4

Block Name Soil OrderStock Eff luent

+73.0 (sheep)Total

Block

Type
Effective Area
(ha)

lncreased or
Reduced

Area Sheep

Drainage
Class

PAW (0-

60cm)

335.6

1262.6+73.o1

+ 34.3 ha

+32.0 ha

+ 3.6 ha

+ 2.9 ha

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated
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Summary of Current and Proposed Farm System Scenario: Table 2

rAs calculated by OVERSEER and including and dry cows**As calculated by OVERSEER with standard default and ME values likely to be lower than Southland
values.

Summary of Current Whole Farm Nutrient Loss lndicators: Table 3

System Type Seasonal dairy supply
block

Sheep breeding and
finishing

Seasonal dairy supply block Seasonal dairy supply

Total Area (ha) 262.6 135.3 (only 73.0 ha

transferred to WW5)
33s.6 33s.6

Effluent area (ha) 112 ha (86 % of 130.1)

receiving liquids & sludge
from dairy shed plus 76.4

ha non-effluent having
pond sludge from the
holding pond applied

nla 107 ha (86 % of 130.1 less

crop) receiving liquids & sludge
from dairy shed plus 147.4 ha

non-effluent having pond

sludge from the holding pond

applied

112 ha (86 % of 130.1) receiving
liquids & sludge from dairy shed

plus 138.4 ha non-effluent having
pond sludge from the holding pond

applied. All wintering barn effluent
re imported as fertiliser and applied

to non-tiled effluent and non-
effluent areas

Stocking rate (s.u/ha) 7,686 s.ur or 31.9 s.u/ha
effective or 2.8 cows/ha
platform (3.3 cows/ha

grazed)

2,642 s.u* or 19.4 s.u/ha
effective or 2O.Olha

grazed

8,591 s.ur or 27.6 s.ulha
effective or 2.6 cows/ha

platform (2.9 cows/ha grazed)

11,318 s.u* or 34.9 s.u/ha effective
or 3.1cows/ha platform (33.7

s.u/ha total or 2.9 cows/ha total)

N use (kg N/ha/year) 172 across the whole farm
(158 fertiliser)

30 across the whole
farm

164 across the whole farm (153

fertiliser)
194 across the whole farm

Production (kg MS/ha
grazed)

L,3O2/ha effective
platform (1,513/ha total

grazed)

I,lL7 kg LW sold/ha
grazed

L,t57 /ha effective platform
(1,323/ha total grazed)

L,7 19 / ha effective platform
(L,594/ha total farm)

Supplements lmported
(kg DM/halyear)

1,152 T DM in total or
4,775 per effective

platform.

n/a 876 T DM in total or 2,815 per

effective platform.
2,524T DM in total or 8,108

effective platform.

Wintering system On farm on crop plus in
calf heifers wintered on

plus additional 2fi) in calf
dairy replacements

On farm on crop and
pasture

On farm on crop plus in calf
heifers wintered on with no

additional in calf heifers

ln wintering barn on platform plus
in calf heifers wintered off

Pasture production(kg

DM/ha/year)
- Platform Pastures

- Upukerora paddocks
15,456r+
L2,36s

15,614
L2,49L

15,354**
t2,283

15,795**
t2.636

Current scenario Current Sheep Farm Proposed scenario Winter Earn Example

Nitrogen leaching loss to water (Total kg N) 14,493 2,509 (less

L,t20l
15,882 L5,937 15,639

Nitrogen leaching loss to water (kg N/ha) 55 18 (1e ) 47 47 47

Phosphorus runoff to water (Total kg P) 207 56 (less 25) 237 23L 245

Phosphorus runoff to water (kg P/ha) 0.8 0.4 (0.4) 0.7 o.7 0.7

Sheep Farm
(136.3 ha)

Combined current

{less 63.3 ha)

Proposed
scenario

Winter Barn

Example
Current average

' Losses split apportionately with riparian, trees and other losses. Note Sheep Block apportioned in the following table:

Sheep Block (Brax_4a.1) Pastoral 72.80 38.s0 34.30

Sheep Block (Tuap 6b.2) Pastoral 55,50 23.50 32.00

Sheep Block (Upuk 8a.1) Pastoral 3.80 3.80
Swedes Fodder Crop 4.65 4.35
Non prod 4.20 1.30 2.90
Totals 135.3 ww4 (63.3) wws (73.0)
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Discussion on Whole Farm Nutrient Loss lndicators
From the information provided by Woldwide Five, farm records, and the assumptions listed above, the N loss

from the root zone and P loss to second order streams for the farm system is outlined below.

Current scenario Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEERo (v5.3.0) to

be 55 kg N/ha/year or L4,493 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to be 0.8 kg

PlhalVear or 2O7 kg P/year.

Combined Current Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the combined farm system (less the 53.3 ha included in Woldwide 4)

modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to be 47 kS N/ha/year or 15,882 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system (less the 63.3 ha included in Woldwide 4) modelled was calculated

using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0)to be 0.7 kg Plhalyear or237 G P/year.

Proposed Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to

be 47 kg N/ha/year or 15,937 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEERo (v6.3.0) to be 0.7 kg

PlhalVear or23t kg P/year.

Winter barn example Farm System

The N loss from the root zone from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to

be a7 kg N/ha/year or 15,539 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v5.3.0) to be 0.7 kg

PlhalVear or245 kg P/year.

60875935; WOLDWIDE FIVE LTD C/- A & X DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 154(a1), Mark Crawford 2210212019
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Key factors influencing Nutrient Loss include

Soiltype and Profile Available Water (PAW) plus drainage.

The soil type has a large impact on N leached. The soils on the property are mainly well drained silt loams,

with poorly drained silt loams over clay and well drained stony sandy loams on the river flat. Plant

Available Water (PAW)values range between (and would be considered) 'high'at 148.7 mm (0-50cm)to

'low' at 37.6 mm (0-50 cm). The Plant Available Water is described as "the amount of water potentially

available to plant growth that can be stored in the soil to specific soil depths". lt therefore makes sense

that the soils with high PAW will have lower N leaching as there will be less drainage from these soils.

Soils with lower PAW are less able to buffer against changes in nitrogen losses to the bottom of the root

zone (from stocking rates, crop yields, irrigation volumes) as the soils have larger pores and are flushed

frequently as compared to a poorer draining soil with a higher PAW and are less versatile (see N report in

Appendix where the Tuatapere soil in the proposal loses 50 kg N/ha/year compared to the Braxton soils,

losing 28 kg N/ha/year respectively on the Effluent pastoral blocks under the current system). The

Upukerora soils lose on average 88 kg N/ha/year, twice as much as the Tuatapere non-effluent soil (42 kg

N/ha/year), with a PAW approximately twice (2.15) as much.

These heavier soils are often tile drained (artificially drained, and are here) to remove water from the

profile and enable higher productivity. The risk is that these drains also provide a conduit to nutrient

flows and effluent discharges direct to water ways. Ensuring the nutrients are captured by plant growth

and minimising effluent applications when soil PAW are near capacity will reduce this. This is evident with

the tiled effluent area which has loses 1 kg N/ha/year higher than the non-tiled effluent block.

Pastoral productivity

The higher the pastoral productivity from dairy land and the associated higher stocking, the higher the

risk of N losses on dairy farms, especially under the climatic, rainfall and evapotranspiration rates for

Southland. The current system has a higher production per ha (1,513 kg MS/ha grazed) at a high stocking

rate of 3.3 cows/ha platform grazed; (cf. to 2.73 cows/ha & 1056 kg MS/ha, NZ Southland Dairy statistics

2015-15) with a high amount (4,776 kg DM/ha) of supplement imported which supports the stocking and

consequently the pasture production required at 15,456 kg DM/ha/year as seen in table 2, page 28. This

leads to the high amount of urine deposition on pastures from the resulting cow intakes, resulting in

increased risk from N leaching. The results point to a similar influence from urinarv deposition in the

proposal, with the amount of N loss attributed to urine similar as a percentage 70 Yo (for both), the rest

due to N losses from cropping and effluent applications (other sources) plus direct losses (tiles). lt is noted

the sheep unit is also at a similar pastoral productivity (15,614 kg DM/ha), and higher per ha productivity

a

a
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than district averages also. Losses here are at33 % from urinary deposition given the lower risk from

urine leaching with sheep.

Cropping

The crop blocks for the current system contribute 3,742 kg N/ha or 111 kg N/ha/year on average (26.2%

of total N losses and yet accounts for L2.8 % of the total land area). (Figures as in Block Nitrogen reports,

pages 34, 35 & 39). lt is the higher concentration of stock in a smaller area and thus the greater urine

deposition which leads to this increased risk of losses. This is also exacerbated by these crops being

grazed at a time when drainage events are most likely to occur, and that the crops are on the lightest soils

of this farm. The losses are lower between the current and proposed scenarios, with the proposed crop

losses being 63 kg N/ha/year on average or 2499 kg N/year total (L5.7 % of total losses and tt.6 % of

area), due to the crop blocks now being on soils with lower risk of N losses from leaching. As well, it is the

crop losses on the sheep block which on a proportionate basis contributes 33 % of total losses from 6.4 %

of the total 73.0 ha which lifts the sheep losses to the overall N loss of 19 kg N/ha/year.

The non-productive areas offset these N losses to an extent.

The other environmental risk indices are the current P losses to surface water at 0.8 kgPlha/year as seen in the

Phosphate reports pages 33 & 38, which are low to moderate risk in their impact. The P risk is mostly influenced by

losses from other sources (123 kg or 59.4 % of total of 2O7 kg, refer Phosphorous block reports, pages 34 39) which

is run off from tracks and yards into drains and ditches from the farm. Riparian strip planting and vegetation buffer

zones for crops and lane ways can reduce this and have been implemented on this farm. Olsen P levels are mostly

within or below the optimum agronomic ranges, with the current fertiliser rates receiving above maintenance rates

due to the recent conversion process. This will reduce in future. As well, the topography where the all of the

fertiliser is applied is flat, which also helps to minimise P losses. Any new Effluent storage plus low volume

applications will help to mitigate this risk and allow applications to be reduced on tiled soils at "at risk" times also.

The proposed P losses are only 23LkgPfyear,6 kg P/year lower than the combined P losses and due mostly to the

reduced losses on the cropping blocks, being mitigated by shifting to deeper less vulnerable soils.

The current scenario is rated 13.9, the lower side of category 2 under the Soil versatility rating system (Landcare

Research, 2OO2l, as calculated in the table 4 below. The proposal reduces this score (13.4), as there is a greater

percentage of less vulnerable soils (Braxton and Tuatapere). The farm already uses a number of effective Nitrogen

mitigation strategies to minimise losses for the proposal and allowing the proposal to crop less on these

vulnerable soils culminating in the results above.

Soil Vulnerability Land Management Rating: Table 4
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SoilType (Proposed) Soil Vulnerability Vulnerability rating YoFarm Rating score

Braxt 4a.1 Moderate 10 28.7 (33.6) 2.87 (3.36)

Tuap_6b.2 Moderate 10 s1.5 (4e.e) s.16 (4.ss)

Upuk_8a.1 Limited 30 1e.7 (16.s) s.s1(4.ss)

Total 100.0 13.e4 (13.30)

The property is situated in the Aparima River sub catchment, and the Aparima catchment of the proposed

Environment Southland Regional Water and Land Plan. lt is 29 % on a Central plain physiographic zone, with no

variants, 50 lo on the oxidising physiographic with no variants and 15.5 % on the riverine physiographic. (See map,

page 17 and table above), meaning the farm must attach significance to these zones in its environmental

management. The farm is within zones having influence in the high nitrate levels in ground water and is at risk

from summer shrinking of soils and nitrogen losses from leaching. Water quality is characterised by lowland hard

bed and spring fed, with quaternary gravel upon tertiary sediment in the Upper Aparima groundwater

management zone. lmplications of this information are unknown at present but some catchment areas will be

required to reduce their impacts. The zonal information would point to the presence of nitrate leaching; and

nitrogen accumulation as key risk factors for the zone. An additional key risk factor for the Braxton soil is the

losses of nitrogen through tiles which is the case here. No effluent applications to the highest risk soil during the

highest risk periods would be helpful. This plus the use of the wintering pads at the riskier shoulder seasons and

the reduction of wintering on the Upukerora would be mitigations to be used to reduce the risk of N loss over the

autumn winter period. ln addition, created Riparian strips and wetlands would be activities which would be

required to mitigate any overland flows.
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Summary of Mitigations re winter barn:

Mitigations modelled: Reason/Rationale Effect:

Winter Barn Farm

System

1 Effluent

mitigations (area

maintained and

targeted

fertiliser

applications)

Ensure effluent only applied to
appropriate areas, with Nitrogen

applications taking into account the

additional effluent nutrients from barn

slurry.

Effluent area maintained. Decrease Nitrogen

applications to account for the application of the

imported slurry to Non effluent areas (1x apply) and

effluent areas (0.5 x apply), not applying to

Upukeroroa and tiled effluent areas. Adjust fertiliser

applications to account for this and required

pastoral productivity. Other blocks have additional

fertiliser applied. Adjust effluent solids too

2 Alter cropping

regime with the

Winter Barn

With the winter barn, no crop area is

required.

No crop area over winter reduces Nitrogen losses in

Upukeroroa blocks in current scenario from 4,404 to
3,388 kg N/ha, plus the risk of P losses is also

reduced. Note the interim stage showed cropping on

the Braxton would lower losses to 2,448 kg N/year,

but these losses can be used to counter the increase

in urine patch losses from pastures on the more

vulnerable Upukeroroa soils

3. Winter Barn With the additional milking cows, the

use ofthe barn over May and August

gives the farm system an ability to
reduce risk of pugging to pastures over

spring and at autumn as required.

The risk of pugging reduces infiltration of soils and

increases overland flow of nutrients. Also nutrients

are held and spread onto soil by effluent

applications when pastures more able to receive the
nutrients and thus lowers risk of losses.

4. Supplementary

feed

Additionalfeed is able to be used for
the extended lactation and for the
wintering of cattle, with an ability to
lower losses and ensure higher

utilisation

Higher amounts of grain and PKE can mean one can

reduce the pastoral productivity further, and so with

a lower pastoral productivity and higher supplement

use overall N losses will reduce. lt was decided to
use more N fertiliser to equate pastoral productivity

and the example still shows an equal amount of
losses for the system when compared to the interim

stage of more cows and added area.

5. Mitigate stocking

on more

vulnerable

Upukeroroa soils

Higher stocking on the dairy platform

could lead to increased urine patch

losses on the free draining river soils

Mitigate this by not grazing milking cows on these

soils over autumn, and the lower productivity will

mean reduced fertiliser applications on these soils.

ln addition the numbers wintered, calved and peak

milked are lowered to account for this as well.

The sum effect from the wintering barn is to mointoin the level of environmental losses from the increosed farming

system intensity (more cows ond longer lactotion with higher milk production) required to provide on odded return

on the odditional copitol invested. These effects ore less oble to be buffered by the freer droining and high

vulnerability to leaching Upukeroroo soils, but more so by less vulneroble Broxton soils.
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Fertiliser Reconciliation Summary:

Non Effluent Effluent
Fert r€conciliation Braxton Tuataoeft Uoukeroroa Non tiled Iiled

Curtrnt Pasture oroduction 15.5 15.5 12.4 15.5 15.5

N fert 202 202 202 774 774

Dairv slurrv(baml
Dairv sol'xl 18 18 18 18 18

Effluent dairv 3 3 3 53 53

Total 22t 223 22t 245 245
N fix 55 56 18 60 60

Prooosal Pasture orcduction 15.4 15.4 t2.3 15.4 75.4
N fert t92 t9z 159 160 160

Dairv slurwlbaml
Dairv solid 74 L4 t4 74

Effluent dairu 3 3 64 u
Total 2G' 209 159 238 238
Nfir 76 7A 71 78 78

Bam Ex Pasture production 15.8 15.8 t2.6 15.8 15.8
N fert r92 t79 160 L46 L7L

Dairy slurry(baml 49 49 74 0

Dairy solid 0 13 18 18

Effluent dairy 6 6 77 70

Total 247 247 r60 265 259
ltl fix 62 7t 77 81 73

Please see information contained in the Appendices for detail relating to nutrient budgets, nitrogen block reports,

phosphorus block reports and estimated pasture production for the current situation and scenario modelled.

OVERSEER v6.3.0 onwards has a new irrigation module to better reflect the management practices of irrigators.

The Best Practice Data lnput Standards give some guidance on what is now required. The model requires more

information from users about their irrigation system and how water application decisions are made on farm. The

extra data needed includes depth of water per application; return time and depending on how soil water is

monitored what are the trigger points and targets (mm deficit). ldeally, this data needs to be actual long term

average data as OVERSEER uses 30 year average climate data. Best estimates of these data will generally Benerate

more drainage, and hence N loss to water, than has been the case with previous OVERSEER versions.

OVERSEER is a continually developing model with several aspects currently being investigated. ln particular there

are on-going issues in relation to the modelled nitrogen leaching from grazed crop blocks (and possibly forage

blocks also) being less than expected. (Please see www.overseer.org.nz/OVERSEERMode|/buss.aspx for more

detail).

When future versions of OVERSEER are stipulated for use associated with Regional Council rules both the current

and the proposed farm systems will need to be re-modelled for consistency as the base N lost from the root zone

may alter with updated ovERSEER versions.
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Appendices

Current farm System Whole Farm Nutrient Budget

Farm Nutrient Budget - Whole farm
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N report
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Current System Pasture Production, Other Values and Effluent Report
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Executive Summary
Woldwide Four farm Ltd, have requested OVERSEERo Nutrient Budgets to model current and proposed farm system

estimated nutrient losses for their dairy farm. The purpose of this work is to support a renewal of their effluent

discharge consent. The proposed nutrient budget also evaluates an expansion of the dairy farm with an addition of

land from a block purchased (63.3 ha). An additional example is provided for a wintering barn that is to be

established later on. The 349.3 ha farm is located at 805 Mayfield Road, which includes the 78.8 ha support block

located at 477 Gladfield Rd, Heddon Bush, 19 km west north west from Winton Township, 40 km nor-north west

from lnvercargill city and 35 km from the south west coast (Orepuki). The property is a dryland dairy farm, milking

approximately 810 cows (consented numbers 850).

Current (combinedl Farm Svstem

Average Nitrogen lost from the root zone, calculated from the combined current farm systems modelled, using

OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was 11,678 kg N/year or 30 kg N/ha/year.

Average Phosphorus lost from the combined current farm systems modelled using OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets

(OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was 338 kg P lyear or 0.9 kgPlhalVear.

Proposed Farm Svstem

Average Nitrogen lost from the root zone, calculated from the proposed farm system modelled, using OVERSEER@

Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER) 5.3.0 was LL,298 kg N/year or 27 kg N/halyear.

Average Phosphorus lost from the proposed farm system modelled using OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER)

5.3.0 was 343 kg P lyear or 0.8 kgPlhalVear.

Winter Barn Example

Average Nitrogen lost from the root zone, calculated from the proposed farm system modelled, using OVERSEER@

Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER) 6.3.0 was LL,t42 kg N/year or 27 kg N/ha/year.

Average Phosphorus lost from the proposed farm system modelled using OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets (OVERSEER)

6.3.0 was 368 kg P lyear or 0.9 kg P/halyear

Factors associated with the farm system that pose risk to N loss include; artificial soil drainage and fodder crops.

Comparatively, the gley soils, with a high buffering capacity to leaching (high PAW and deep topsoil's) reduce the

risk of leaching.

The additional land modelled in the proposed farm system, enables the property, at an increased milking dairy cow

numbers (consented), reduced supplements imported, and reduced effluent and non effluent N fertiliser to reduce

the overall risk of N and P losses.
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The furm is located in a zone with 'moderate to high' risk nitrate levels. The physiographic zone point to high nitrates

in ground water, nitrate accumulation and artificial drains as being risk factors. The proposed farm system, as

modelled by OVERSEERo, currently has a number of strategies to reduce the risk of Nitrogen loss to water. These

include; an effluent system with low application depths and adequate area, a reduced stocking rate, and continued

use of crop to minimise soil damage over the early spring period. Riparian strip planting to capture sediment from

crops and laneways through adequate buffer zones plus optimal soil test phosphate levels, are all practices which

will reduce the risk of P loss. Ensuring the lowest volume applications a depths are applied to the artificially

drained soils, with none applied at the highest risk times are further that are recommended.

The associated parameter reports are available in a separate

Overseer Nutrient Budget Version 5.3.0 have been used to presented in this report.

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Flan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford ilAglz0Ll
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lmportant Points to Note

1. Ravensdown grants permission for this document to be used for purposes such as land sale and purchase,
land lease, or for territorial authority consenting purposes.

2. This document, together with the services provided by Ravensdown in connection with this document, is

subject to the Ravensdown Environmental standard Terms of Engagement.

3. This Plan complies with the industry standard "Code of Practice for Nutrient Management (with emphasis
on Fertiliser Use)" (hereafter referred to as 'the code'). The Code can be found on-line in full at:
http :/lwww.ferti I ise r.o re.nz/ Sile I code of p ra ctice

Disclaimer

Ravensdown is not liable for any loss, damage or other disadvantage of any form suffered by the Customer or any
third party arising in any way from this document or the seryices provided by Ravensdown in connection with this
document, whether in contract, tort or otherwise.

Copyright

You may copy and use this report and the information contained in it so long as your use does not mislead or
deceive anyone as to the information contained in the report and you do not use the report or its contents in

connection with any promotion, sales or marketing of any goods or services. Any copies of this report must
include this disclaimer in full.

Use of this document

Ravensdown has granted to its customer a limited licence to use this document. This licence enables the
customer to possess, use, copy and distribute this document for the specific purposes for which the
document was prepared by Ravensdown. This licence does not permit any alteration of this document in
any way, or the document to be copied, distributed or disseminated other than in its entirety.
lf you are not the customer, to be able to lawfully use or rely on this document you must have been
authorised to do so by Ravensdown or its customer. Your use of this document is subject to the same
limitations as apply to the customer, as set out above.

a

a

,Uru./,-

Mark Crawford

Farm Environmental Consulta nt

Dated 7th August 2018
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General

Aim and Purpose of Farm Scenario Plan

Woldwide Four Ltd, has requested a current and proposed OVERSEER@ Nutrient Budgets to reflect the current and

proposed estimated nutrient losses from their dairy farm plus support block as a renewal of their effluent discharge

consent, with the addition of 63.3 ha of a 136.3 ha neighbouring sheep farm. An additional example of a wintering

barn was included to help show the likely effects on nutrient losses, using Woldwide 4 as the example given it is

typical of a representative dairy farm in Southland, with a run off used to winter cows. The farm is at 805 Mayfield

Road, plus a 78.8 ha support blockat4TT Gladfield Rd, Heddon Bush, 19 km west north west from Winton Township,

40 km nor-north west from lnvercargill city and 36 km from the south west coast (Orepuki). The property is a dryland

dairy farm, milking approximately 810 cows (consented numbers 850).

The totaltitled area of the property is346.2 ha, and the GIS map with paddock areas calculates to 349.3 ha. As a

result, the farmed area of 349.3ha has been modelled as the total farm area in Overseer. ln this figure there is 3.7

ha of riparian edges. The effective area is calculated at 337.5 ha, close to the owner stated 34O ha of paddocks. ln

addition there is an estimated 8.1 ha of non-effective area, comprising of sheds, lanes, feed pads and yards. The

property is of flat to gently rolling topography (modelled flat).

Soil types on the farm are all homogenous and are Braxton_4a.L, Silt Loam over clay, (Orthic Gley soil, Poorly

drained, PAW (plant available water)to 60 cm of 1,47.6 mm); there is a smallarea of Drummond soil 0.3 ha which

is not modelled and incorporated as a Braxton soil. The Braxton soil is a deep to moderately deep soil with a heavier

silty loam texture, this means this soil has a lower risk of nitrogen leaching.

Overseer modelling of the system has been undertaken in accordance with the Overseer 6.3.0 "best practice data

input standards" and has been reviewed by a certified nutrient management advisor.

The following report summarises the respective Overseer 6.3.0 nutrient budgets and key assumptions made.

Property Details

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8/20L8
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Legal Description Part Lot 2 Deposited Plan4262 and Lot 7 and Lot 12 Deposited Plan 152, Lot 10

Deposited Plan, Lot 11and Lot 11A Deposited Plan, Lot 24 Block lll Deposited Plan

2to
Total area (ha) 346.2ha titled totalfarmed land calculated at 349.3 ha including roadside reserves

Effective area estimated at 337.5 ha, includes 78.8 ha support block at Gladfield

Owners A & JJ DE WOLDE

Contact details
Phone (03) 22s8344 mobile (027) 2272537

Email abe@woldwide.nz
Farm Type Seasonal supply Dairy farm

Location/address 805 Mayfield Road, plus 477 Gladfield Rd Heddon Bush 9783 RD 3, Winton
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Current Farm System Analysis

Climate
Climate data for the property has been sourced from Overseer's Climate Station Tool data and has been entered

as rainfall -967 mm/year, PET -776 mm/year and average temperature - 9.8 oC, based on location close to

latitude/longitude -46.94050; 168.108300 (transect 23 co-ordinates). For the Gladfield Rd support block data has

been entered is as rainfall - 926 mm/year, PET -77t mm/year and average temperature - 9.7 oC, based on

location close to latitude/longitude - 46.094050; 168.108300 (transect GF 4 co-ordinates). Climate data has been

modelled as per Overseer BPDIS.

Description of Current Farm System
The 349.3 ha property is operated as a seasonaldryland dairy farm including support block of 78.8 ha, calving 810

cows (850 consented) and peak milking 775 (540 & 500 kg LW) Friesian cows. Milk production averaged for the last

five years is 470,452 kg MS/year (510 kg MS/cow). Cow numbers are shown in the table below. All cows are

wintered off the farm platform for June and July and are instead wintered on the Gladfield block crops. ln addition,

the first calving heifers (180 and at 500 kg LW) are wintered on the Gladfield block from , when they come back

from grazing off in May, with all cows brought back to the dairy platform in mobs over the month of August. Mean

calving date is the 20th August for the main herd, with the first calvers a week earlier on the L2th of August.

The dry-off date is the 1't of June and the 25th of May for the cows and first calving heifers. All replacements (180)

are grazed off-the platform until they return as in calf R2 heifers in May. Cows are milked once a day or 16 hourly

occasionally over autumn drying off (modelled never) and all calves are fed colostrum and waste milk.

Friesian Bulls (20) at 700 kg LW are run with the herd over December and January

The 78.8 ha support block is used to winter the 630 dairy cows, as well as the in calf heifer replacements and cuts

silage to be exported and used to feed out on the dairy platform and crops.

Supplements
Supplementary feed imported onto the property and to be fed during the season is as follows

o 260 T DM Barleygrain and 260T DM distilled Brewersgrain imported and used overthe season through

the milking shed (averaged amount of 520 T DM grain split in half between grain types).

r 66 T DM of Molasses imported and fed through the shed.

o 409 T DM of Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE); 50 % fed through dairy shed and 50%fed across pastoral areas for

dairy cows.

o 253 T DM of baleage purchased on average and fed to dairy cows on blocks.

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8/2078
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Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is as follows;

. Approximately 365 T DM of grass silage; made on the support block and fed evenly across pastoral blocks

to dairy cows.

o 115 T DM of baleage made on the support block and fed mostly to dry cattle on crop

o 5O T DM silage made on the support block and store , which fonns a small part of the silage used on the

dairy platform.

W77676; WOIDWIDE FOUR LTD V- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 153(a], Mark Crawford ilOgl}O].a
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Herd Type/Breed Friesian Total Milk solids (k8,/yearl 4LO,452

Seasonal Supply Seasonal Winter milk No

Number of cows 810 at calving Milk Solids (kelcow) 510 (Overseer calculated)

3.1 (3.1/ha grazed)*

Winter off

rate

Yes, all cows and in calf heifers on support block

0s7a/ haMilk Solids (kslha) 1584/ha

Stock grazed off (%) 100 % (including first calvers) in June and July, returning August

Young stock reared off milking platform Yes from weaning until before winter before wintered on support area (May onwards)

520 T DM Grain (50 % each Barley and distilled brewers grain), fed through shed to milking cows, 66 T DM of Molasses to
dairy cows through shed; 409 T DM of PKE fed 50 % through milking shed and 50 % evenly on pastoral areas to dairy cows.;
223 T DM Baleage purchased and fed on pastoral blocks to dairy cows and 30 T DM silage fed from storage. Total 1248 T DM

lmported Feeds

LW main herd;500 Lw for firstCows Av LW 540 heifers
Median calvine Date 20th August for main Herd, 12th August for Heifers
Dry-Offdate 1't June for main herd and 25th May for Heifers

Peak Milk (1 Dec) 775 cows

Cow Numbers No cows Dairy
Herd & first
calvers

ln calf
Heifers

Dry cows &
Bulls

ln shed feeding
(Y/N)

Jul 0&20 160 530 N

Aus 250 & 170 10 380
Sept 62s & 180 0

Oct 620 & L7s 0

Nov 605 & 170 0

Dec 605 & 170 0&20
Jan 600 & 170 0&20
Feb 600 & 16s 0

Mar s90 & 165 0

Apr 590 & 1@ 0

May s90 & 120 180 35

Jun 0 180 630 N

Production k&/MS 4L0,452

Lactation length 288 days

Once a day Milking
(e.g half season, dry off, never)

Never

Calves fed milk powder (Y/N) No

Supplements
lmported

Amount
(T/DM)

Fed (e.g. paddock, shed, trough, crop)

Barlev & distillers erain and Molasses 260&260&66 Fed to dairv milking cows through shed

Silaee/Baleage 30 &223 From storage and fed to dairy cows on pastoral blocks
Other PKE 409 Fed to dairy cows on pastoral blocks (204) and through shed (205)

Supplements
Made

Amount
(T/DM)

Ha Fed or stored?

Silage/Baleage 365&50TDM
Silage & 115 T
DM baleaee

40.8 ha cut and
carry block

Made and fed out evenly across dairy cows
on pastoral blocks, or stored. Baleage fed to
dry cattle on crop.

Fodder beet 25 24 Fed to replacements and dry cows in May,
June July and August

Effluent Type/system Holding Pond system after stone trap and applied via K Line pods.

Application Depth mm Application depth at < 10 mm per application (modelled < 12 mm) from August to May
(spray infrequently as not modelling June or July to receive effluent)

Replacements On/off farm when & what age Off farm from weaning, back to support block as in calf heifers in May.

Other lnformation

Farm System - Dairy

Current

* Calculated on milking platform area only excluding the support area.

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD Cl- A& JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 153(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8/20L8
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Fertiliser
Fertiliser applications have been modelled from Ravensdown past sale records and farmer information, and are

based on average monthly rates. Ammo 36 is applied to the whole farm in August at rates of 120 kg/ha. Urea is

then applied in October, December, February and March behind the cows at rates of 50 kg/ha. There are liquid

applications of Nitrogen in September and April at 100 L/ha at the equivalence of 18 Kg N/ha made with Express a

gibberellic acid. The Effluent blocks receive less nitrogen with no urea applications in December and February and

only 40 kg urea/ha in October. Maintenance applications of Potash Superphosphate and Flexi N are made in

November and January, whilst the effluent areas receive one application of Superphosphate and Flexi N in

November as fertility levels are higher. The Gladfield Rd block receives two applications of a Cropmaster DAP,

Ammo 36 or sulphate and potassium chloride mix in spring (October and post-harvest December and March) plus

a urea potassium chloride mix in January. The total fertiliser nitrogen applied is222 and 159 kg N/ha/year for the

Non effluent and Effluent farm blocks and 195 kg N/ha across all blocks (whole property) on average. Note that a

couple of other grazing areas receive no fertiliser (calf blocks, house paddocks and grass laneways etc)

Non Effluent block:

Effluent block:

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8/2078

August Ammo 31 43-O-0-L2
September Urea 18-0-0-0
October Urea 23-0-0-0
November Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-t4-19-L7
December Urea 23-0-0-0
January Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-L4-19-17
February Urea 23-0-0-0
March Urea 23-0-0-0
April Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0

Month i rertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (ke/ha)

August Ammo 31 43-O-O-r2
September Urea 18-0-0-0
October Urea 18-0-0-0
November Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-13-0-16
January Urea 23-0-0-0
March Urea 23-0-0-0
April Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0

Month NPKS nutrient rating (kg/ha)Fertiliser

.-o-plimis91
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October Crop DAP & Ammo 36 & KCI 77-75-22-10
December Crop DAP & Ammo sulphate & KCI 57-75-22-tO
January Urea and KCI(Pot. Chloride) 50-o-50-0

March Crop DAP & Ammo sulphate & KCI 31,-7-37-8

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (kg/ha)

Gladfield Support Block (RO)

SoilTest Results
Taken from 2016 soil tests for the various areas in table below;

Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the dairy farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been

weighted by relative productivity as 1 between dairy blocks, and 0.8 and 0.5 for the "other areas" grazing blocks on

the platform and support block respectively, these being typically areas for calves, small paddocked areas beside

houses which are grazed to a lesser extent than main platform paddocks:

It should be noted that this estimoted posture production is bosed on defoult South lslond posture ME volues ond
moy be different to actuol ME volues and utilisotion volues on this farm which in turn would influence estimated
posture production.

Structures

There are no structures on the property

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7l1\l20l8

Brax 4a.1 Non Effluent blocks 38 10 L4 38 t2 10

Brax 4a.1 Effluent blocks 50 13 16 46 t4 10

Support Block (RO) 31 7 11 24 10 11

Soil tests QT Ca qT MI QT Na Org SOlsen P QTK

Dairy pastoral areas 1.0 15.2

Brax_4a.L Non Eff Calf Grazing 0.8 t2.L
Brax 4a.1 RO 0.5 7.6

Cut & carry block RO nla 12.2

Block Relative productivity T DM/halyear

o ptim iser 12
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Fodder Cropping
A fodder cropping cycle of Pasture to Fodder Beet (two years in beet) before being re sown into pasture in

October is practiced for approximately 24 ha or 30 % of the support block so block history is entered as 7 years

Crops are modelled as crop blocks and information entered is;

a

a

Fodder beet are sown in October after full cultivation, with dry cows and replacements grazed over May,

June, July, and in August before calving.

Sown with Cropmaster DAP, Ammonium sulphate, Potassium chloride plus boron and salt mix, NPKS

rating (47-30-70-26) and a further application of Urea/potassium chloride/Ammonium sulphate made in

January (NPKS rating 47-0-20-10).

Yields are averaged at 25 T DM/ha and grazed in situ.a

Effluent
Effluent has been modelled as using Overseer default values, and calculated as applying 110 kg N/ha/year (liquid)

over the 57 ha (61..7 ha total area less 8%o areas not receiving effluent; calculated to 57 ha, owner stated 56 ha)

effluent area, plus 10 kg N/ha/year (solids) applied from pond sludge to the Non effluent areas. Currently, the

effluent system has effluent gravity fed into a stone trap and sump then into a holding pond, from which the effluent

is pumped through K Line pods applying liquids at depths of 10 mm per application or less by a pulsation system

(modelled < 12 mm). The current holding pond is estimated to hold 3801 cubic metres of effluent (owner stated).

Liquid effluent is sprayed during the months of August to May inclusive (modelled infrequently spray so as no

effluent is modelled to be applied in July). Sludge from the pond is modelled to be spread on all main platform areas

in December every year by a slurry tanker.

Artificial Drainage

There are some areas identified by the owner having known tile and mole drains, which were calculated separately

and having 90%of paddock area effectively drained. All of the Braxton soils on the purchased sheep block were

tile and mole drained, at the same level of effectiveness

50877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8l20L8
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Management Unit details and Soil !nformation: Table 1

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated

Note shaded areas are the Galdfied Support block (or run off), totally 78.3 ha, with 0.5 ha non productive

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7108/20t8

Brax 4a.1 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid t48.7 25.6

Brax_4a.1Eff Tile Dairy Pastora I Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid 748.7 35.1

Brax 4a.1 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge 148.7 120.8

Brax_4a.1 Non Eff Tile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge L48.7 71.5

Brax_4a.1 Non Eff Calf
Grzng

Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained nla L48.7 5.2

Brax_4a.1 Cut&Carry
(RO Gladfield Blk)

Cut &
carry

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained L48.7 40.8

Brax_ a.1PasDFBt (RO

Gladfield Blk)

Dry

stock
Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained 748.7 72.0

Brax_4a.1 FBt>FBt (RO

Gladfield Blk)

Dry
stock

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained L48.7 72.O

Brax_4a.1 FBDPast (RO

Gladfield Blk)

Dry

stock
Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained L48.7 L2.O

Brax_4a.1 RO (Other
grazing)

Dry

stock
Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained t48.7 1.5

Riparian 1 3.7

Non-Productive area 8.1

Block
Type

Drainage
Class

PAW (0-

60cm)
Effective
Area (ha)

Block Name SoilOrderStock Effluent

.o-P!!ri:sr t4
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Land Management Unit Map and Farm Map

Farm map with Effluent block shaded in yellow,51.7 ha in total less estimated setback areas based on92%
equates to 57 ha. Total area with Gladfield support block is 349.3 ha, estimated pastoral area of 337.5 ha.
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Physiographic zones are Central plains (Braxton plus Pukemutu soils) brown oxidising (Tuatapere) and Riverine (Upukerora)

soils (pink, dark and light yellow along river), with the blue dotted line denoting the two different sub catchments of
Waimatuku river and the main Coastal catchment plus the Aparima river and the Aparima major catchment. The solid blue

line denotes the three different ground water catchment zones, the lower Aparima and Upper Aparima with subsoils of
quaternary gravel on top of tertiary sediment, plus the Waimatuku zone of alluvial gravel. The Green line separates minor to
moderate (LHS) and moderate to high (RHS) nitrate levels with a hot spot situated nearby at drinking water threshold (not

shown) nitrate levels.

The yellow dotted line is the division between the spring fed and lowland hard bed surface water zones.

The farm dairy effluent (FDE) risks are associated with the soil types, with the Braxton being a risk with artificial drainage and

coarse soil structure, and the Tuatapere and Upukerora being well drained flat land and other well drained but very stony flat
land.

The farms are Woldwide 4 is in dark green and the red line is the boundary for Woldwide 5. The dotted lines are the
additions for the proposals.
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Consent No

205147
4

9

10

7

8

The land disposal system is limited to the following:
(i) a maximum depth of application of 8 mm for
each individual application;
(ii) a minimum return period of 28 days between
applications;
(iii) a maximum combined depth of application of
25 mm per year to any land area; and
(iv) a minimum land area of 4 hectares/100 cows
for the dairy shed effluent
The amount of dairy shed effluent disposed of onto
land shall not exceed that from 850 cows.
There shall be no surface run-off/overland flow,
ponding or contamination of water resulting from the
application ofthe dairy shed effluent to pasture. To
give effect to this condition, the consent holder shall
not apply effluent to land when the soils are at or
above field capacity. Moisture content is to be
determined by either actual monitoring on site by a

method to be approved by the Council's Compliance
Manager, or by reference to the appropriate Council
monitoring site.
(b) The land disposal system shall be operated
and maintained to ensure that there is no offensive
or objectionable odour beyond the property
boundary, or any spray drift into or beyond the
buffer zones specified in Condition 5.
(c) The maximum loading rate of nitrogen onto
any land area shall not exceed 150 kg of nitrogen per

hectare per year from dairy shed effluent and
nitrogen fertiliser combined.
The consent holder shall provide at least 3,000 m3 of
effluent storage for the purpose of:
(i) avoiding irrigation of effluent when soils are at
or above field capacity;
(ii) providing a contingency measure when the
irrigation system is inoperative; andlor
(iii) for primary treatment when it is necessary for
the proper operation ofthe effluent disposal system
The consent holder shall prepare and comply with a

Farm Environmental Management Plan. The plan

shall:
) specify and implement a nutrient budgeting

system for the property;
D provide for the management of effluent disposal

to avoid applications when soils are at or above
field capacity;

) if relevant, provide for the operation and
management of any feedlot and/or wintering
pad;

) include the provision for monitoring application
rates to ensure the consent requirements are
being meu

2 April 2018

ResourceConsent Condition
No. No.

Resource consentCondition Text
expiry date

Nutrient related resource Consents held by the Landowner

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 153(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8/20I8
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) include the monitoring requirements specified in
this consent; and

address ancillary matters such as protecting well-
head(s) from contamination; preventing leachate
from any silage pits entering water, including
groundwater; preventing soil damage; controlling
runofffrom lanes; and preventing stock access to
watercourses on the property

Proposed Farm System Analysis

Description of Proposed Farm System
The farm dairy platform will be increased by including 63.26 ha of the purchased sheep block. The effluent area

and cattle numbers remaining the same. The soils now include 23.5 ha of Tuatapere _6b.2, Silt Loam, (Orthic

Melanic soil, Well drained, PAW (plant available water) to 60 cm of 81.2 mm) The decision if cropping is to remain

on the support block, with the cows and heifers wintered on crop was made to keep it on the support block

rather than the new blocks as the losses are likely to be higher by shifting the cropping to the Tuatapere soils as

part of the new block, in addition the block history will change in years. There will still be 24 ha of fodder beet

grown.

The 394.1 ha property will be operated as a dryland dairy farm, calving 850 cows and peak milking 830 (540 & 500

kg LW) Friesian cows. Milk production aimed for is the same at 421,000 kg MS/year (507 kg MS/cow). Cow numbers

are shown in the table below. All cows are wintered off-farm for June and July on the Gladfield block crops plus the

first calving heifers (190 and at 500 kg LW), which come back from grazing off in May, with all cows brought back

in mobs over the month of August. Mean calving date is the 20th August for the main herd, with the first calvers a

week earlier on the 12th of August.

The dry-off dates and other production factors remain the same as before. That is the dry-off date is the 1't of June

and the 25th of May for the cows and first calving heifers. All replacements (190) are grazed off-the platform until

they return as in calf R2 heifers in May. Cows are milked once a day or 16 hourly occasionally over autumn drying

off (modelled never) and all calves are fed colostrum and waste milk.

Friesian Bulls (20) at 700 kg LW are run with the herd over December and January

The 78.8 ha support block is used to winter the 660 dairy cows, as well as the in calf heifer replacements and cuts

silage to be used on the dairy platform

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & Jl DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7/08/20L8
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540

500

540

480

500

700

Supplements
Supplementary feed imported onto the property and to be fed during the season has changed and is as follows:

o 200 T DM Barley grain and 200 T DM distilled Brewers grain imported and used over the season through

the milking shed (averaged amount of 400 T DM grain split in half between grain types).

o 66 T DM of Molasses imported and fed through the shed.

o 309 T DM of Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE);205 T DM fed through the shed, with the remainder fed on pastoral

blocks

Because of the reduced stocking given the larger area, imported supplementary feed has reduced to the above

amounts to reconcile the pastoral productivity between the two systems.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is the same and is as follows;

. Approximately 355 T DM of grass silage; made on the support block and fed evenly across pastoral blocks

to dairy cows.

o 115 T DM of baleage made on the support block and fed to dry cattle on crop or dry cattle pastoral blocks

o 50 T DM silage made on the support block and stored, which forms a small part of the silage used on the

dairy platform (30 T DM frorn storage).

Fodder Cropping
This remains the same between the two systems modelled. The cropping remains on the Gladfield block as the

losses are likely lower than using the new block, which can be improved by grass to grass renewal.

60877675; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7/Ogl2OL8
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Fertiliser
This changes between the two systems modelled. This is given the reduced need given the lower pastoral

productivity (a reduction of 1 T DM/ha), however less nitrogen is available from supplements and more is

supplied by effluent, this equates to roughly a reduction of 30 kg of N/ha across all blocks. The total fertiliser

nitrogen applied is now 194 and L37 kg N/ha/year for the Non effluent and Effluent farm blocks and 176 kg N/ha

across all blocks (whole property) on average. The Gladfield run off block is the same as before.

Non Effluent block:

Effluent block:

Effluent
Effluent has been modelled as using Overseer default values, and calculated as applying 116 to tt7 kg N/ha/year

(liquid) over the 57 ha (6t.7 ha total area less 8 % areas not receiving effluent; calculated to 57 ha, owner stated 56

ha) effluent area, plus 9 kg N/ha/year (solids) applied from pond sludge to the Non effluent areas. The effluent

system remains the same as what was detailed in the "current" farm system analysis.

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 153(a), Mark Crawford 7|O8/2OLB

August Ammo 31 43-0-0-12
September Urea 18-0-0-o
October Urea 23-0-0-0
November Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-L4-t9-17
December Urea 18-0-0-0
Janua ry Potash Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-14-L9-t7
February Urea 9-0-0-o
March Urea 18-0-0-0
April Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (kglha)

August Ammo 31 43-O-O-L2

September Urea r.8-0-0-0
October Urea 18-0-0-0
November Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-13-0-16
March Urea 23-0-0-o
April Urea 9-0-0-0

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (ke/ha)
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Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the dairy farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been

weighted by relative productivity as 1 between dairy blocks, and 0.8 and 0.5 for the rougher grazing blocks on the
platform and support block respectively:

It should be noted that this estimoted posture production is bosed on defoult South lsland posture ME volues and
moy be different to octuol ME volues ond utilisation volues on this form which in turn would influence estimated
posture production.

All other factors have remained the same.

Management Unit details and Soil ! : Table 1b

Dairy pastoral areas 1.0 74.2

Brax_4a.1 Non Eff Grazing 0.8 11.3

Brax 4a.1 RO 0.5 7.L

Cut & carry block Gladfield RO nla L2.2

Block Relative productivity T DM/halyear

Brax 4a.1 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid 148.7 25.6

Brax 4a.1 EffTile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Liquid 748.7 35.1

Brax 4a.1 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge 1,48.7 120.8

Brax 4a.1 Non EffTile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge L48.7 110.0 + 38.5
(sheeo)

Brax_4a.1 Non Eff Grzng Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained n/a L48.7 5.2

Brax_4a.1 Cut&Carry Cut &
carry

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained L48.7 40.8

Brax_4a.1 PasDFBt Dry

stock
Crop OrthicGley Poorly drained L48.7 72.O

Brax 4a.1 FBDFBT Dry

stock
Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained 748.7 12.0

Brax_4a.1 FBt>Past Dry
stock

Orthic Gley Poorly drained 148.7 12.o

Brax 4a.1 RO Dry

stock
Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained L48.7 1.5

Riparian 1 4.L + 0.4
(sheep)

Tuap_6b.2 Non Eff Dairy Pastoral Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Pond Sludge 8r.2 23.5 + 23.5
(sheeo)

Non-Productive area 9.0 +0.9 (sheep)

Block Name Stock Block

Type
Soil Order Drainage Class Effluent PAW (0-

60cm)
Effective Area
(ha)

lncreased
or Reduced

Area Sheep

Total 412.6 +63.3
(sheep)(349.3+63.31

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated

.-o-PI!r!:-e^I
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Land Management Unit Map and Farm Map

Farm map with additional block outlined, 63.3 ha in total according to GlS, plus 18.6 ha which remains and no

longer added to Woldwide 3. Total area with Gladfield support block is now 412.6 ha, 4.1 ha of riparian and 9.0 ha

of non-productive, estimated pastoral area of 399.5 ha.
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Proposed Farm System Analysis: Winter Barn Example

Description of winter barn Farm System example
To provide an example of a wintering barn, it is easier to use the existing Woldwide 4 platform and run off as this

is what most dairy farm systems in Southland have, a dairy platform and run off block to winter there mixed age

cows and either provide grazing for the young stock or supplements for the dairy platform with young stock

grazed off on someone else's support block. The effluent area and cattle numbers will remain the same. With

wintering all mixed aBe cows inside in the barn, there will no longer be 24 ha of fodder beet grown, but to pay for

the barn, additional cows are milked with a longer lactation given they can keep milking cows indoors towards the

end ofthe season.

The 412.6 ha property will be operated as a dryland dairy farm, calving 1030 cows and peak milking 1000 (540 &

500 kg LW) Friesian cows. Milk production aimed for is at 570,000 kg MS/year (570 kg MS/cow). Cow numbers are

shown in the table below. All mixed age cows are wintered in the barn, with in calf first calving heifers not coming

back from grazing off untilthey are calving towards the end of July and August. Mean calving date is stillthe 20th

August for the main herd, with the first calvers a week earlier on the 12th of August.

The dry-off date is now the 15th of June and the 31* of May for the cows and first calving heifers. All replacements

(260) are grazed off-the platform until they return as in calf R2 heifers in late July/August as mentioned. Cows are

never milked once a day over autumn drying off (modelled never) and all calves are fed colostrum and waste milk.

Friesian Bulls (20) at 700 kg LW are run with the herd over December and January

The 78.8 ha support block is now used entirely as a cut and carry block, cutting silage to be used on the dairy

platform and in the wintering barn

300 770 760 750 750 730 720 770 700 655 295

30 23s 260 255 250 250 250 240 240 230 2LO

770 495 0 475

20 20

Dairy cows

First calving

heifers

Dairy grazers

(milking cows)

Bulls

(ke)

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May June tW

540

s00

540

700
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Supplements
Supplementary feed imported onto the property and to be fed during the season has changed and is as follows

o 350 T DM Barley grain and 350 T DM distilled Brewers grain imported and used over the season through

the milking shed. A further 35 T DM is fed to milking cows in the wintering barn

o 99 T DM of Molasses imported and fed through the shed.

o 500 T DM of Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE); 350 T DM fed through the shed, with the remainder fed on pastoral

blocks. A further 40 T DM is fed to milking cows in the wintering barn

Because of the increased stocking and longer lactation, imported supplementary feed has increased to the above

amounts to mostly reconcile the pastoral productivity between the two systems. Additionalfertiliser and barn slurry

is also used to reconcile pastoral productivity also.

Supplementary feed made and fed during the season is changed and is as follows;

. Approximately 600 T DM of grass silage; made on the support block and fed evenly across postoral blocks

to dairy cows.

o 450 T DM of silage made on the support block and fed to dry cottle in the wintering barn

o 150 T DM silage made on the support block and fed to the milking cows in the wintering barn

Fodder Cropping
This is now no longer required compared to the other two systems modelled. The losses are likely lower on blocks

which in the past wintered the mixed age cows on crop. Pasture renewal is now by grass to grass renewal.

Fertiliser
This changes again between the two systems modelled. This is given the increased need given the higher pastoral

productivity (an increase of 1 T DM/ha over the current system), however more nitrogen is supplied by effluent

and barn slurry, so the additional fertiliser nitrogen required equates to roughly an increase of 35 kg of N/ha for

the effluent blocks; 57 kg of N/ha increase for non-effluent blocks but a nil increose for the non-effluent areas

receiving barn slurry (Brax_4a.1 non effluent not tiled). The totalfertiliser nitrogen applied is now 279 (287 for

the barn slurry block) and 204 kg N/ha/year for the Non effluent and Effluent farm blocks respectively and 2L6 kg

N/ha across all blocks (whole property) on average. The Gladfield run off block is also changed given the

additional feed required to be cut, and so this receives increased nitrogen as well as two applications of barn

slurry, a good management practice to return most of the wintering barn effluent to where the feed has been cut

Non Effluent block:

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark CraMord 7lOBl2)LB
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August Ammo 31 43-O-O-LZ 43-O-O-L2

September Urea 34-0-0-0 34-0-0-0
October Urea 34-0-0-0 34-0-0-0

November
Potash Superphosphate and

FlexiN

34-t4-L9-77 25-14-O-17

December Urea 34-0-0-0

January
Potash Superphosphate and

FlexiN

34-L4-79-L7 25-L4-t9-77

February Urea 23-0-0-0 23-0-0-0
March Urea 23-0-0-0 23-0-0-0
April Urea (liquid) 18-0-0-0 18-0-0-0
November Organic Dairy Barn Slurry 60-15-83-8 (1.2 * applications)

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (kg/ha) NPKS nutrient rating (kg/ha)*

August Ammo 31 43-O-O-72

September Urea 34-0-0-0
October Urea 34-0-0-0
November Superphosphate and FlexiN 25-13-0-16

January Urea 34-0-0-0
March Urea 23-0-0-0

April Urea (liquid) 9-0-0-0

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (kg/ha)

* Non effluent receiving barn slurry

Effluent block:

Gladfield Support Block (Cut and Carry)

Effluent
Effluent has been modelled as using Overseer default values, and calculated as applying 109 kg N/ha/year (liquid)

over the 78 ha (84.8 ha total area less 8%o areasnot receiving effluent; calculated to 78 ha, increased area) effluent

area, plus 11 kg N/ha/year (solids) applied from pond sludge to the Non effluent areas. The effluent system remains

the same as what was detailed in the "current" farm system analysis. Wintering barn effluent is as detailed in the

consent for Woldwide 1&2 and is a slurry which is exported and re imported as a dairy organic fertiliser.

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 153(a), Mark Crawford 7/08/2018

October Crop DAP & Ammo 35 & KCI 50-30-60-32

December Urea 30-0-0-0
December Barn Slurry 49-72-69-6
January Urea 30-0-0-0

January Barn Slurry 49-L2-59-6
March Crop DAP & Ammo sulphate & KCI 3L-7-37-8

Month Fertiliser NPKS nutrient rating (kg/ha)
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Farm dairy feeding structure: Wintering Barn.

There is one housing barn on farm that has been modelled as two structures so as to contain the milking herd

(winter barn plus grazing) and dry cows (winter pad only) at the times specified in table below. ln addition, due to

a modelling error, the dry cows are required to be grazing a pastoral block for the model to run, however in

reality these animals will be all in the barn. To work around this, 99 % of the dry cattle are in the barn in August,

with the calf grazing block grazing these dry cattle for only 1% of the time in August.

, :,,::: ...

The nutrient concentration of wintering born effluent is higher thon dsi*ghed effluent due to lack of dilution ond

The nutrient content of pond efftuent (sturry)was tested os port of o 201'7 AgResearch study "Chorocterising doiry
monures ond slurries - Cose study 75." The nutrient content of slurry ot the opplicont's pond wos meosured ot:
3,200 g/m3 N;800 g/m3 p;4,400 g/m3 K;400 g/mj s
Applying 15.2 m3/hectare applies slurry effluent at o depth of 1.5 mm. Dischorging sturry efftuent at 75.2 m3/hectore
opplies:
a9 kg of N; 72 kg of P; 69 kg of K; and 6 kg of S.

Table: Winter barn management:

Table: Feeding management in winter barn

Covered animal shelter

No lining material

Scraped

Scraped

No

N/A

N/A

All exported as a slurry, as effluent composition different to
dairy shed effluent

Re imported as slurry, spread on cut and carry block plus

Braxton non tiled non effluent block
November for non-effluent block and December and January

for the cut and carry block

96 for cut and carry block, 49 for Braxton non effluent block

Pad type

Bunker lining material

Bunker cleaning method

Concrete feeding apron

Solids separated

Solids storage

Time in storage

Liquid effluent

Solids management

Months applied

Separated solids from pond and housing barn on pasture

N application rate, Kg N/ha/year

% of cows 100 100 100 100
Milking herd

Hours/ day grazing 10 0 0 10

% of cows 100 100 99
Dry cows

Hours/ day grazing 0 0 0

Herd Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Pasture Production

The predominant pasture species on the dairy farm is ryegrass/white clover. Annual pasture production has been

weighted by relative productivity as 1 between dairy blocks, and 0.8 and 0.5 for the rougher grazing blocks on the
platform and support block respectively:

It should be noted thot this estimoted pasture production is

moy be different to octuol ME values ond utilisotion values

South lslond posture ME values ond

on thb whkh in turn would influence estimoted
pasture production.

All other factors have remained the same.

Management Unit details and Soil lnformation: Table lb

1.0 16.2Dairy pastoralareas

Brax_4a.l Non Eff Grazing 0.8 L2.9

Cut & carry block Gladfield RO n/a 16.3

T DM/halyearBlock Relative productivity

Liquid L48.7 48.7Brax 4a.1 Effluent Dairy Pastoral Orthic 6hy Poorly drained

Poorly drained Liquid L48.7 36.1Brax 4a.1 EffTile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley

Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge

& Barn slurry
l*1.21

t48.7 97.7Brax 4a.1 Non Eff Dairy

110.0 + 38.5
(sheeo)

Brax_4a.1Non EffTile Dairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained Pond Sludge L48.7

L48.7 5.2Brax_4a. 1 l)lgri: Efr Gnng Oairy Pastoral Orthic Gley Poorly drained nla

Brax_4a.1 Cut&Carry Cut &
carry

Crop Orthic Gley Poorly drained Barn slurry
(*2)

148.7 78.3

4.7 + 0.4
(sheep)

Riparian 1

Tuap_6b.2 Non Eff Dairy Pastoal Orthic
Melanic

Well drained Pond Sludge 81.2 23.5 + 23.5
(sheep)

+0.9 (sheep)Non-Productive area 9.0

Block Name Stock Soil Order Drainage Class Effluent

Total

Block

Type

Effective Area
(ha)

lncreased
or Reduced

Area Sheep

PAW (0-

60cm)

4t2.6
(349.3+63.3)

+63.3
(sheep)

*PAW Landcare S maps calculated
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Summary of Current and Proposed Farm System Scenario: Table 2

*As calculated by OVERSEER and
values.

and dry cowsrrAs calculated by OVERSEER with standard default and ME values likely to be lower than Southland

Summary of Current Whole Farm Nutrient Loss Indicators: Table 3

* Losses split apportionately with riparian, trees and other losses. r* See Report 164 Woldwide 5 for the sheep unit budget details and apportionment of
areas and losses as seen below.

Sheep Block (Brax 4a.1) Pastoral 72.80 38.s0 34.30
Sheep Block (Tuap 6b.2) Pastoral s5.50 23.50 32.00
Sheep Block (Upuk 8a.1) Pastoral 3.80 3.80
Swedes Fodder Croo 4.65 4.35
Non prod 4.20 1.30 2.90
Totals 136.3 ww4 (63.3) ww5 (73.0)

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark Crawford 7lO8/20L8
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System Type Seasonal dairy supply and support
block

Seasonal dairy supply and support block Seasonal dairy supply and support
block

Total Area (ha) 349.3 4L2.6 4L2.6

Effluent area (ha) 57 ha (92% of 61.7) receiving liquids
from dairy shed plus 192.3 ha non-

effluent having pond sludge from the
holding pond applied

57 ha (92% of 61.71,receiving liquids
from dairy shed plus 254.3 ha non-

effluent having pond sludge from the
holding pond applied

78 ha (92 % of 84.81 receiving
liquids from dairy shed plus 231.2

ha non-effluent having pond sludge
from the holding pond applied. All

wintering barn effluent re imported
as fertiliser and applied to cut and

carry block and non-tiled non
effluent areas

Stocking rate (s.u/ha) 9,404 s.ut or 27.9 s.u/ha effective or
3.1 cows/ha platform (26.9 s.u/ha

total or 2.3 cows/ha total)

9,755 s.u* or 25.6 s-ulha.effuctive or 2.8
cows/ha platform (23-G s.u/ha total or

2.2 cows/ha total)

12,200 s.u* or 36.5 s.u/ha effective
or 3.0 cows/ha platform (29.6

s.u/ha total or 2.4 cows/ha total)
N use (kg N/ha/year) 195 across the whole farm 176 across the whole farm 216 across the whole farm

Production (kg MS/ha grazed) L,583 /ha effective platform (1,57 4/ha
total grazed)

1,39Vha effective platform (1,305/ha

total grazed)
1,7O8/ha effective platform

(1,38Uha total farm)
Supplements lmported (kg

OM/halyear)
1248 T DM in total or 4,815 effective
platform. Note also 395 T DM silage is

made on the support block and fed
out on dairy pastoral blocks including

30 T DM from storage included in

above imported figure

805 T DM in total or 2,660 effective
platform. Note also 395 T DM silage is
made on the support block and fed out
on dairy pastoral blocks including 30 T

DM from storage included in above
imported fiBure

2,654 T DM in total or 7,951
effective platform. Note also 1,280
T DM silage is made on the support
block and fed out on dairy pastoral

blocks and wintering barn, included
in above imported figure

Wintering system Off farm on Gladfield support block on
crop plus in calf heifers wintered on

support block

Off farm on Gladfield support block on
crop plus in calf heifers wintered on

support block

ln wintering barn on platform plus
in calf heifers wintered off

Crop Area 24 ha Fodder beet, 12 ha Young Grass 24 ha Fodder beet, 12 ha Young Grass Nit

Pasture production(kg

DM/halyear)
- Platform Pastures
- Support Block (Cut

and carry)

15,194t*
1,2,255

14,154**
L2,255

L6,220
L6,347

Current scenario Proposed scenario Barn Example

Nitrogen leachinS loss to water (Total kg N)

Dairy platform*

Support block

10,558
9,016
t,542

t,t20 LL,678 tt,298
9,756
L,542

tt,r42
10,694

448

Nitrogen leaching loss to water (kg N/ha)

Dairy platform

Support block

30
33
20

18 30 27

29

20

27

32
6

Phosphorus runoff to water (Total kg P)

Dairy platform

Support block

tL2
270
42

26 338 343
300
43

368
3s3
15

Phosphorus runoff to water (kg P/ha)

Dairy platform

Support block

0.9
1.0

0.5

0.4 0.9 0.8
0.9
0.5

0.9
1.1

o.2

Sheep Farm
(63.3 ha)**

Combined current Proposed scenario Barn ExampleCurrent average
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Discussion on Whole Farm Nutrient Loss Indicators
From the information provided by Woldwide Four, farm records, and the assumptions listed above, the N loss

from the root zone and P loss to second order streams for the farm system is outlined below.

Current Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to

be 30 kg N/ha/year or 10,558 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to be 0.9 kg

PlhalVear or ?L2 kg P/year.

Combined Current Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the combined farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@

(v6.3.0) to be 30 ke N/ha/year or !1,678 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to be 0.9 kg

Plhalyear or 338 kg P/year.

Proposed Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEERo (v6.3.0) to

be 27 kg N/halyear or LL,298 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEERo (v6.3.0) to be 0.8 kg

Plhalyear or 343 kg P/year.

Winter barn Example Farm Svstem

The N loss from the root zone from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to

be27 kgN/ha/year or t1.,l42 kg N/year.

The P loss risk from the farm system modelled was calculated using OVERSEER@ (v6.3.0) to be 0.9 kg

Plhalyear or 358 kg P/year.

60877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & JJ DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 153(a), Mark Crawford 710812018
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Key factors influencing Nutrient Loss include

Soiltype and Profile Available Water (PAW) plus drainage

The soil type has a large impact on N leached. The soils on the property are all poorly drained silt loams

over clay. Plant Available Water (PAW)values would be considered 'high' at!48.7 mm (0-60cm). The

Plant Available Water is described as "the amount of water potentially available to plant growth that can

be stored in the soil to specific soil depths". lt therefore makes sense that the soils with high PAW will

have lower N leaching as there will be less drainage from these soils. Soils with lower PAW are less able to

buffer against changes in nitrogen losses to the bottom of the root zone (from stocking rates, crop yields,

irrigation volumes) as the soils have larger pores and are flushed frequently as compared to a poorer

draining soil with a higher PAW (see N report in Appendix where the Tuatapere soil in the proposal loses

54 kg N/ha/year compared to the Braxton soils, losing 30 kg N/ha/year respectively on the Non effluent

pastoral blocks under the proposed system).

These heavier soils are often tile drained (artificially drained, and are here) to remove water from the

profile and enable higher productivity. The risk is that these drains also provide a conduit to nutrient

flows and effluent discharges direct to water ways. Ensuring the nutrients are captured by plant growth

and minimising effluent applications when soil PAW are near capacity will reduce this. This is evident with

the tiled effluent area which has loses 2 kg N/ha/year higher than the non-tiled effluent block under the

current system.

a

a

a

Pastoral productivity

The higher the pastoral productivity from dairy land and the associated higher stocking, the higher the

risk of N losses on dairy farms, especially under the climatic, rainfall and evapotranspiration rates for

Southland. The current system has a higher production per ha (1,574 kg MS/ha)at a high stocking rate of

3.1 cows/ha platform grazed; (cf. to 2.73 cows/ha & L055 kg MS/ha, NZ Southland Dairy statistics 2015-

16) with a high amount (4,815 kg DM/ha) of supplement imported (including only 30 T DM of the stored

supplement from the support block), which supports the stocking and consequently the pasture

production required at 15,194 kg DM/ha/year as seen in table 2, page 25. This leads to the high amount

of urine deposition on pastures from the resulting cow intakes, resulting in increased risk from N leaching.

The results point to a similar influence from urinary deposition in the proposal, with the amount of N loss

attributed to urine decreasing as a percentage from 53 %to 50%for the proposal, the rest due to N

losses from cropping and effluent applications (other sources) and direct (tiles).

Cropping

50877676; WOLDWIDE FOUR LTD C/- A & Jl DE WOLDE Farm Scenario Plan, Plan 163(a), Mark CraMord 7lo8/20t8
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The crop blocks for the current system contribute 1273 kg N/ha or 35 kg N/ha/year on average (72.7 % of

total N losses and yet accounts for 6.9 % of the total land area). (Figures as in Block Nitrogen reports,

pages 32, 33 and 37). lt is the higher concentration of stock in a smaller area and thus the greater urine

deposition which leads to this increased risk of losses. This is also exacerbated by these crops being

grazed at a time when drainage events are most likely to occur. The losses are similar between the

current and proposed scenarios (2,169 kg N/year), however, it is the crop losses on the sheep block which

on a proportionate basis contributes 38 % of total losses from 6.9 % of the total 63.3 ha which lifts the

sheep losses to the overall N loss of 18 kg N/ha/year (refer to Report 164 Woldwide 5 current and

scenario report).

The non-productive areas offset these N losses to an extent.

The other environmental risk indices are the current P losses to surface water at 0.9 kgP/ha/year as seen in the

Phosphate reports pages 31 & 35, which are low to moderate risk in their impact. The P risk is mostly influenced by

losses from other sources (160 kg or 51.3 % of total of 3L2 kg, refer Phosphorous block reports, pages 31 & 36)

which is run off from tracks and yards into drains and ditches from the farm. Riparian strip planting and vegetation

buffer zones for crops and lane ways can reduce this and have been implemented on this farm. Olsen P levels are

within or above the optimum agronomic ranges, with the areas at above receiving reduced maintenance rates to

mitigate this and the topography where the all of the fertiliser is applied is flat, which also helps to minimise P

losses. Any new Effluent storage plus low volume applications will help to mitigate this risk and allow applications

to be reduced on tiled soils at "at risk" times also. The proposed P losses are only 336 kg Pfyear,2 kg P/year lower

than the combined P losses and due mostly to the losses on the non-effluent dairy blocks, being mitigated by the

above.

The current scenario is rated 10.0, the upper side of category 1 under the Soil versatility rating system (Landcare

Research, 2OO2l, as calculated in the table 4 below. The farm already uses a number of effective Nitrogen

mitigation strategies to minimise lossesfor the proposal culminating in the results above. The proposal also is

rated 10 as well with the addition of the Tuatapere soil.
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Soil Vulnerability Land Management Rating: Table 4

SoilType (proposal) Soil Vulnerability Vulnerability rating %"Farm Rating score

Braxt 4a.1 Moderate 10 100.0 (s4.0) 10.0 (e.4)

(Tuap_6b.2) Moderate 10 (6.0) (0.6)

Tota! 100.0 10.0 (10.0)

The property is situated in the Waimatuku and Aparima River sub catchments, and the Coastal and Aparima

catchment of the proposed Environment Southland RegionalWater and Land Plan. lt is 100 % on a Central plain

physiographic zone, with no variants. (See map, page 16 and table above), meaning the farm must attach

significance to this zone in its environmental manaBement. The farm is within zones having influence in the high

nitrate levels in ground water and is at risk from summer shrinking of soils, this would be reduced as the soil

develops a higher topsoil depth and more organic matter. Water quality is characterised by lowland hard bed,

with quaternary gravel upon tertiary sediment in the Waimatuku groundwater management zones. lmplications

of this information are unknown at present but some catchment areas will be required to reduce their impacts.

The zonal information would point to the presence of nitrate leaching; and nitrogen accumulation as key risk

factors for the zone. An additional key risk factor for the Braxton soil is the losses of nitrogen through tiles which

is the case here. No effluent applications to the highest risk soil during the highest risk periods would be helpful.

This and the created Riparian strips and wetlands would be the activities which would be required to mitigate any

overland flows.

Mitigotions current ond modelled:

A summary of current good practice modelled are summarised from the discussions and report;

L. The stocking intensity for the current system is high, but is reduced on pasture due to the additional

supplements used to achieve the high production from the cows, resulting in a moderate level of pastoral

production of L5.2 T DM/ha. ln the proposal, the stocking intensity is reduced, and with the additional

land the level of pastoral production is reduced to 14.2 T DM/ha and there is little need for any additional

nitrogen fertiliser from modelling, with a reduction in nitrogen made on both the effluent and non-

effluent areas.

2. Effluent is stored and able to be applied at appropriate times. As well the area applied is adequate, given

58 ha is required to apply 150 kg of N/ha from all effluent sources, with the current area modelled as 57

ha including crops, only receiving liquid effluent and the sludge and solids applied to all non-effluent

areas, barring the small calf grazed blocks identified.
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3. The decision was made to keep the cropping to the Braxton run off given the lighter nature of the new

Tuatapere soils.

Summary of Mitigations re winter barn:

Mitigations modelled Reaso n/Rationa le Effect

Winter Barn Farm

System

1. Effluent

mitigations (area

maintained and

targeted

applications)

Ensure effluent only applied to

appropriate areas and spread as widely

as possible, with Nitrogen applications

taking into account the additional

effluent nutrients.

lncrease effluent area by 23.1 ha (not tiled)

lncrease Nitrogen applications by 35 kg N/ha/year

over Octoberlanuary period on Effluent spray

blocks, and apply 1.2 times annually the imported

slurry to Braxton Non effluent area, meaning no

additional fertiliser required for this block. Other

blocks have additional fertiliser applied.

The Cut and Carry block has two applications of the

winter barn slurry to return nutrients to the block

where the nutrients are being taken.

2 Alter cropping

regime with the

Winter Barn

With the winter barn, no crop area is

required.

No crop area over winter reduces Nitrogen losses in

cut and carry block from t,542 to 449 kg N/ha, plus

the risk of P losses is aiso reduced.

3. Winter Barn With the additional milking cows, the

use ofthe barn over May and August

gives the farm system an ability to
reduce risk of pugging to pastures over

spring and at autumn as required.

The risk of pugging reduces infiltration of soils and

increases overland flow of nutrients. Also nutrients

are held and spread onto soil by effluent

applications when pastures more able to receive

the nutrients and thus lowers risk of losses.

4 Supplementary

feed

Additional feed is able to be used for
the extended lactation and for the

wintering of cattle, with an ability to

lower losses and ensure higher

utilisation

Higher amounts of grain and PKE can mean one can

reduce the pastoral productivity further, and so

with a lower pastoral productivity and higher

supplement use overall N losses will reduce. lt was

decided to use more N fertiliser to equate pastoral

productivity and the example still shows an equal

amount of losses for the system when compared to
the interim stage of more cows and added area.

The sum effect from the wintering born is to mointoin the level of environmental losses from the increosed forming

system intensity (more cows ond longer lactation with higher milk production) required to provide on odded return

on the odditional copitol invested.

Please see information contained in the Appendices for detail relating to nutrient budgets, nitrogen block reports,

phosphorus block reports and estimated pasture production for the current situation and scenario modelled.

OVERSEER v6.3.0 onwards has a new irrigation module to better reflect the management practices of irrigators.

The Best Practice Data lnput Standards give some guidance on what is now required. The model requires more

information from users about their irrigation system and how water application decisions are made on farm. The

extra data needed includes depth of water per application; return time and depending on how soil water is
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monitored what are the trigger points and targets (mm deficit). ldealty, this data needs to be actual long term

average data as OVERSEER uses 30 year average climate data. Best estimates of these data will generally generate

more drainage, and hence N loss to water, than has been the case with previous OVERSEER versions.

OVERSEER is a continually developing model with severa! aspects currently being investigated. In particular there

are on-going issues in relation to the modelled nitrogen leaching from grazed crop blocks (and possibly forage

blocks also) being less than expected. (Please see www.gversFer,qfe.n_zfOVERS_EERModel/bues.asox for more

detail).

When future versions of OVERSEER are stipulated for use a Council rules both the current

and the proposed farm systems will need to be re-modelled the base N lost from the root zone

may alter with updated OVERSEER versions.
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Appendices

Current farm System Whole Farm Nurient Budget
Report from OVEI6EERS Nutrient budgett Copynghtc 2018 MPI AgRes€arch ard Feniliser Asso<iation of Nan, Zealand. All nghts R6erved.
Version 6,3.0 on 2018-06{8 U:35:37

Abe and Anita De wolde Mark Crawford

Woldwide 4 plus Gladfiled Run Off Revensdosl

Chentrefe(ence:608r676 Dunedin

Farm name: Woldwid€ 4 Curent (16/U)

Farm Nutrient Budget - Whole farm

N p K Ca Mc Na

{kqhalyl

Nutrientsadfu

Fe.tiliser, lirp & olher
RairVdorer N fxation
lniqation
SupphnEnts ampo{ted

Nutrients removed

As products
Exported efiuent
As gupplemeflts
To etmosp+Eric
To lsatet

n anlerr€l

Plant maerial
OrgEnic pool
Inorgaruc miriaral
tnorganic scil pool

Sheep Farm

Abe and Anit De Woldc

Nw Shep Fam

Client relerencer

Fam sme: Purchased Shep Frm Cunent - copy 1 (17l'18)

Farm Nutrient Budget - Whole farm

N P

Nulncnt! addcd

Fertiliser. limc & other
Rainl<lover N fixation
Irigrtion
Supphm.nts import.d

Nutrientr Gmov.d

fu produds
Exported effluent
fu supplcmentr
To atmospheric
To wrler

in intern.l

Plant material
Organrc pool
lnorgrnic minrEl
Inorganic ril pool

Current Farm System Nutrient Loss lndicators

P report
Block P

195
41
0
83

87
0
0

78
30

23
gtt

0
4

26
0
0
15

15
0
0
0

0.9

37
4
0
t1

49
2
0
37

2r
0
0
0
L7

11
3

-13

49

0

o
8

19
0
0
0

74

0
5

0
7

6
0
0
0
9

2
0
0
0
2

1

0
-3
11

1
2L
0
4

1

0
-4
15

2

4
o

2
1
-2

-82

5

0
0
0
59

2
-13

0
0

Mark Cowford

Ravensdown

Rarcnsbournc

( s €a Mq Na
(k9,fta/yr)

2r
0
0

0

2
0
0
0

AA

-1
10

8

30
106
0
0

2!
0
0

47
18

-8
49

I

I
2
0
0

i
0
0
0
I

0
-2
0
0

_o

3l

l9
4
0
0

3
0
n

0
42

4?
2
0
0

4
0
0
0

23

-1
0
-2
26

0
5
0
0

0
0
0
0
3

0
23
0
0

1

0
0
0
1)

0
0
-4
L2

-1

0
-4
7
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Abe ard Anita De Wold€

WoHWide 4 plw Gladfiled Run Off

Cli€at relerence 5082575

Fam name Woldrride 4 Cunent (15/1,

Block Phosphorus

Bloct nanr

8r.x_4..1 Effucnt

86r_4a,1 E f Tilr

Erar_,1a.l Non Eff

8ru_ula.l l,lon Eff lile

Erar-4..I Non Eff Gang

8d-i1..1 Cut&Cirry

8ru-4a-1 Past>FBt

Brax_4a.1 FBt>FBt

Br.r_4a.1 FBt>P.st

8ru_/h.L RO

Ripaiil 1

Other tarm source3

Whde fam

Sheep Farm

Abc afld Anita DeWolde

N* Sheep Fam

Cliefit re{er€nce

Fam mme: Purchascd Shep Farm Cunst - cogy L (17118)

Block Phosphorus

Blmkmm

Sheep Bhck (&ax-4a.1) **

S$eep Block (ruap-6b.2) r,
Sil*s

she€p Ebck {Upuk-8a.l)

Odrer farm rource3

Total P bn
(k9 P/yo

P l6t
(kgPfil€.Etl

Mark Crawford

Ravensdm

Dunedin

Low

Mcdium

Lw

Low

nla

nla

nla

nla

nla

nla

nla

P lcs categories

ffi

3r2

Total P lost
(k9 P/yr)

0.5

0.7

0.4

0.s

0.4

o.2

0.5

o.6

0.4

o.2

0.1

P bst
(kgPlhalyl

u
27

47

t7

2

7

7

7

5

0

0

160

30

6

2

I
t8

Low

Low

Low

Ltr

Low

nla

nle

nla

nla

L@

nla

Low

Low

Low

LM

Lo*

Nt

nla

nl.

nl.

nl.

nla

0.9

Mark Cnwford

Raverlsdom

RavetEbourn€

nla

ila

nla

nla

Low

Lff

nla

Low

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.3

P loss categories

ffi
Low

Low

nla

Low

Whole fam 56 0.4

;l Has a ioddcr crop rotating though, rcsults for pastoral block componcnt only
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N repon

Farm N
Abe and Anita De Wolde

Woldwide 4 plus Gladfiled Run Off

Cliem refererca 6087576

Fam tme: Woldwide 4 Curent (15/14

Farm Nitrogen

tpstr(tummrry)

l6drmrt
,rm

Omnt
trrn

B6chil.rt
lem

Cmot
frr

Average N loss to water

includs N lost as efnuent

NzO emisiom

Fq pastoral area of fam:

Fam N zurplus

N conBion efficisry

The Sheep Farm

Abc lid Anit Dc Woldc

t'lq Shep Fam

Cliar{ refarence

F.m narc: purch.sd Shecp Fam Curot - copy I (17118)

Farm Nitrogen

kryutr(fmavmgc)

Clovs N

Fertiliser N

Oths N add€d

trd16

Clovcr N

F"rliliser N

Oth.r N added

ln&a

Unilt

k9 N/hdyr

k9 NAer'yr

tca NAa/yr

k9 NAa/r

k9 N^a^rr

k9 Nihalyr

k9 Nlhalyr

Utrit'

k9 N/ha/yr

k9 N/h./yr

k9 N/ha/yr

k9 tVha/yr

t9 N/halyr

k9 N/ha/yr

k9 N/ha/yr

Mark Crawford

Ravssdom

Dunedin

Mark Crasford

Rawnsdown

Rarcnrbgume

39

195

85

30

0

8.1

224

28

104

30

18

0

Awogc N loss to wrt"r

rncludes N lost rs ctflucnt

N2O missionr

Fo. partoGl rH of f!m:

Fam N surplus

N conwEion cfficis<y

74.2

113

17
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Block N
Abe and Artta De wdde
Woldlit de 4 d6 Gladfl€d Run Off
Clbx E sre 6082676

Fm ffi l,libld$rde 4 Cu@l (16n7)

Block Nitrogen

EldlMm

Lraft Cwbrd
Rmsdonrt
Dun€din

srplG
l.Vhrlyr)

Addcd N "
&9 rvfia/yr)

N l6t lo waE
(k9 NrE/yr)

Nin
drrhaga

(poml

N
(k9

8Ex_4.-l Elfluqt

8d_,| .1 Elt Tilr

BBr4..l No Eff

86r_4..1 Nd E flila

Ba_4..1 tlo Eft Gzng

Brar-4a.1 Cd&Carry

Ba-4a.1 P.fi>fBt

861 4i.1 fBt>FBr

8d-il..l FBt>PEt

tcr-4a.! RO

Ripean 1

Othrrfm.qft6

Tobl N loit
lrg N^/r)

947

L421

3tlt

2276

143

204

126

616

231

23

tt
418

,7

l9

32

32

27

39

5t

I'

l5

lLt

lla

10:

103

8.8

I.t

lLa

L2

6.1

5.5

279

279

232

2!2

222

219

lta

9r

219

tE4

2t5

231

231

214

14

182

l6E

t22

139

l,Yholetm rot5t

0

10558

tdrl N ld
(ts N/F)

H losr to w.t6
Gs }rlrE/yr)

Nin
draiuge '

(ppm)

2t@

0

27o,

30

3oFmwEd

' Esltmlld il coi(crarttin h ttrmalr ratcr ar tlr bctom d the root rile- Marinum r*mmcded lml for
dinlint r.ts i, 11.3 pflm [DotE tt t tt*s as nd a avimmcilat yaE qr.tty st .(brdl-

" Sm dfcftlirrr ild ert"flBl f.€tory rilhtcnr inourj-

I/A: t. h dnaBg" nor (ilcri.Ed fs G6y sd rs?ap pistd-al Uocts. ufortrce and slxub6, riperiin, rcd.Dd or hom
blodr-

The Sheep Farm

F.rm ..me Arr<hared sh.cp F.m Curcnt - copy I (17/18)

Block Nitrogen

8lfikna@ N surplui
(kg N u/yr)

Addcd N -
(19 iUfi./yt)

Sh..p Bb<t (&u_4..1) tr

Shs ElcI Ouil 5h2) .,

swcd6

ShClp 8l6t (Up{l_tar)

OllE fm ea<6

3.1

4.1

2t.t

92

659

,61

t91

1,13

,45

10

15

99

l8

120

118

99

r15

2t

28

1l

2t

WElcLm 1E

taFm @lput

I €rtiGted N afficnhtion in dr6ina0a wakr 6t tha bonom or thc @t &@. Mrrimfi God6dcd l.wl
for dainling satar ir 11 3 pp6 (nda that thig ia rct .n aNaffi^ul watar q€lit, ftra..d)

" Sum o, {.rtilier sd .rtffil f.ctory cfflHt inFltr.

N/A N m drar@ga mt (akulatrd for ..sy aod ir.rp pdord blcti d for re and shrubr rfE.iil, dland d
h@re blak.
*l Hd a fodde. <rop rolating though cutE ,or parlqd Uod compoMt dIy
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Current System Pasture Production, Other Values and Effluent Report
Ab. .nd Ano Dc Wold.

Woldwidc4 pllr Gl.dfal.d Run Otr

Clicnt..rds..r 6081676

F.m n.m.: Woldwrd.2l Cur6t (16/17)

M.il Cr.Mord

0uncdin

Block Pasture

|ldllIm

8r.r_4r! Eflhror

Br.r_4..1 ;fl lil.
BEx-ih.l tlff Efl

&ax-4a.1 t{sr Efl lile

Bra-,hl tl6 Efl Grag

&eL4i.l Cut&C.ry

8rd-4..1 P6t>t8t

&d-4..1 FBt>F8t

gm-4a1F8t>Pin

86r-4r.I RO

Rip..i.n 1

o'r-r.m fr6h
pstuE ida&a
(r9 DMAa/yr)

Eni@lcd
utilistion

(%)

SupplcmnE
cmore{

(k9 DMrr./yo (r9

u9u
,.2915

12919

u9ts
9i120

0

0

0

0

55a6

0

85

65

8S

85

n
0

o

0

70

11

0

1225S

2500

o

0

o

o

gMh
OM/h.fin

15194

lsI94
lJ194

r5194

ulss
u255

o

0

2500

7597

0

nir r.pd
6lOfm an dmatpn spgliad. [ilamaLd annud patua grwlh as ihfrr
n'btci th. rEdd ar d F.dtw to (hangc5 rn utilirjro.

Other values tor farm - Woldwide 4 Current

h is r@mdrdad thd a oirlot o. orkra ikh 6 SklPol ii u*d lo dirn.E fm pdue Foddi6.
A*.nd tuo Dc WoUe lr.* Cr8ldd
woldwi& d plus 6hdtil.d Run Ofi R.6tun
Clied 'd.r*c 6081676 Dun din

F.m ilft Wotud?4 Curd O5/1n

-i {ppLlmB b.eght

MilUng h.id ra. (p..k <ffi/h.9.d)
Milt sldr (tg/hr gE.z.d)

Milt proddon F c* (k9 milkelid5 / <w)
Drf.uh olving ds
Tdrl lMight bbught (kg'tE 9@cdl

Tor.l liwrght G.rcd itg/h. g@cd)

Tobl lry$lght eld ltyh. 964d)
ho {.rtili5cr (orE lnlacd
6HGrAlldr&nlo milk

Dliry 5!*k cE (RSU)

DU.y relesrnB skk rlE tRSu)

Bccrl driry g@hg nftr 6t. (Rsu)

sffi Fr h.

AtE {d Arita De lxbld€

Wbad/Vide 4 *E Gladfil€d Rm tr
Clast relsscs @6,.,676

Fm ffi Woldwide 4 clrst a16,/1,

Effluent Report

% gf p6tqJ lam ers

150

MaintwK
1m kq vlE/yr

l-1

1574

500.9

05 A!96t

1276

t6
1303

024

E502

0

902

N.H

tlfark Crawftrd

RagEdoart
Dffilin

ha

96

ha

ha

fa to.d{a Eb of

iJilt3

!9NnE/yr
kq NrE/yr

CMent lm

37

0

92

b.,frnt Uodt
Avsag€ o, N appli{d to €{ftsrt Uods

Efflufit frm fam dairy

Efflwnt fim wintsir! pad

EffEfit frm f€ed pad

Avrage lertiliq N

AveEge olhs elerEits

NrE/yrkq u0
85

0

0

169

0

96

96

%

The Sheep Farm
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t{e{StE€ptum
Clentn&cne
Filn nnrE tu d6d Sh(p frm Cur€il - qy L 07 11,|

Block Pasture

ib.tm

St cF dod({l.q-arr)
Shcpflodt (Iurn-6bE

niad;
sh.6ttlod. (t ?*-lar)

i/SOartrd
Rrf,nldoilr
Raf,r&llm

orFhnnlBr
Fdurinta&a
0(g m./trr^rt

lttat
rs32

0

o4

fflhr*rrl
utiliiain

(96)

g"phm.*
rffiad

{qr Drirx.r0

hm
gror0t

(lqo oM/trc/yt)

1t6L
lglt4

0

,;tfirL

Lt7

lrlo

0

0

,0
fr
0

70

ntarit0o.tgavseat&nn dr*n li{*aioradrblodrb.r.doarrimlpru.irdimndc{pldtr{Ebcoglit
on totrn ifumdirn eppfad. EiinnadIml pdrltaroltt b*rorxnfurtftrrlitnal uiliIlihrdlldrorn:
ilor.: dr nodd ir noa 

'l!fit[ 
to dtrEE h rftbdgl.

h bffiffidtdthf rcon3trrtaro,ftoa$dt rSio&l ir urad torrtimatatm p.durpEdrctim
A0!..dar.bO?fffi
ifwsil?filr
Ctdtrftnilu
Frm r!.lg Ardr.rd sh.tg rfln Ornri - ql L tlTnq

Other values for farm - Purchased Sheep Farr

rdt* SmiJrr tnugrt fi9rtr. g]GO
TorJ hnreilt r*d 0gr,hgtao

i5ftr*.[ooaBanErd
GlGrldinbd - ffitg nrob

€lEro.rliltlod -lrfrg 0s
SltElD$.fr&GE t

sfisr.rh.

Current System

Available on request.

l/f*OrJord
Radorir
Ra,trrSoun

ltil1

4it4

u17

o25
(u'2

8:2
NIN w
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Proposed farm System Whole Farm Nutrient Budget
,Ab€ &d Anit 0c Woldc

WoldWdc 4 y'ur Gladfihd Run Off

Cliqrt rufffis 6@7|676
Fm rw: Woldr+rdr 4 Prcpo:cd <mst+ copy [1&17)

Farm Nutrient Budget - Whole farm

Myt C@iord
Rawrdom
Drrffi{n

N
(tglha/D

Nutri* rddf,d

kific. liE&oths
Rdn/clocr N fixatio
lrogrto
SuppL@r6 nporH

As paduct'
Epo.H cfirsn
As sppknals
To alnuplu<
To Etat

Ply* rotcrd
egil*Fd
kugrdc nimrl
IrsgeEdp@l

Proposed Farm System Nutrient Loss lndicators

? c. Mq t/.

13
0

0
0.9

191
49
0
50

79
0
0
n
l0

v
u
0
4

fi
0
0
9

1'
4
3

38
4
0
1

48
2
0
i9

I
2t
0
2

0
2
0
4

5
0
0
0
9

4
0
o
0
55

0
0
0
17

I
0
-{
14

0
5
0
4

1
0
-3
8

17
0
0
0

74

1
0
-2
-g

2
-13
0
0

9

-15
37

P repon
Block P

Ab. r.!d &d. D. Woad.

I.rold,V'de 4 pls GLdfkd Run Ofl

Cliot rciswe $81675
Frm lraE Wold.d& 4 progGcd <s*il3 cog, (:.6.1A

Block Phosphorus

Blo.t ,ffi.

Br.r_4r.1 Efflu.nt

8a-4s-1 Eff Tre

8EL4a.1 llon Eft

8d_ih.l No. Ef, tih

8oL,{..1 Non Ell Gnng

Brar_4..1 Cut&Crry

BEx 4n.l Pnli>fBt

Ba_4r.1FBr>FBt

8Er-4..1 FBt>P$t

8dt-,L.1 RO

RiB.n I

Tu?_6b2 Non Efl

Othd fam q,c6

Wrdc tlm

Tolal P lost
(*SP/yrt

P lorr
lkg Plh.lytl

M.* Cefoid
Rer6&wn
DJGTN

M€dium

P los ot.gories

Soil Fmilis tfttMt

t2

26

,o

s7

2

1

I

7

5

0

0

1

t58

,15

0.5

0.7

0.a

0.5

0.,r

o2

05

0.6

0..t

02

0.1

0.2

Ld

nla

0.9
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N report

Farm N
Ab€ atd Anrt D. Wold.

Woldl,Yidc a pn€ Gbdfihd Run Off
gicrn rt&rtre 6(87676
F.m tmc Wolduri& 4 fopor.d -(onstt- copy {16/14

Farm Nitrogen

L?.,tr 6ar M.gG)

M.rt Crillord
Rffidffn
DJedo

frntt

19 N./tr./yr

19 ir/h.^[

k9 il,ttu/y

19 H/h.Ar

f9 Vhr/yr

k9 Nlh.A[

b N E4/r

%

Eqdndt
6.[

tanat
trril

Chvq N

Fcrlili*r lt

Othd N added

Lrdcs

47

194

52

. l:'

Avraga N l6s to wals

inchrd6 N lort6c{fu6t

N2O mi*krc

Fd p{troDl Ea of hm:

tym N nrplur

N cffii6 cfFci.nry

Block N
Ab. d ld. DG Wold.

wb*rtvil4 d6 edfiH R0 Ofi
cli€r *+l!e 50E7616

Fm llrG lrdddiid. 4 PEp6.d <6*nt+ copt, (16 7)

Block Nitrogen

&u-4..1 €fil6
&a-AI Eft Il.
8.u L.l N6 Efi

6r&_t.l N6 Efi Ih
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FARM ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN
A: PROPERTY OVERVIEW

Abe and Anita de Wolde Landpro Ltd

02227 2s37 28 March 2019

abe@woldwide.nz 28 March 2020

104 Shaws Trees Road

TBC

335 ha

lncludes WW5 dairy platform and Woldwide
Runoff

930

Lot 1 Deposited Plan 3ML76, Lot 2 Deposited Plan 344L76, Lot 1 Deposited Plan 310140, Part Lot 12 Deposited Plan 238
and Lot 2-3 Deposited Plan 478843, Lot 1 Deposited Plan 12253
Lot 1 DP 478843 (new block called Collies Block)
Lot 7 DP 238 (new block from Cochrans)
Lot 2 DP 310140 (new block from Cochrans)

Merrivale Block:

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Lot 1 DP 3537
Merriburn Lease Block:

Lot 1 DP 302409
Sec 25 Merrivale Settlement No. 1
Sec 27 Merrivale Settlement No. 1

Contact Person(s)

Contact Phone

EmailAddress

Physical Address

Consent Numbers and Expiry Dates

Farm Area

Legal Descriptions

Peak Milked Herd Size

Plan Prepared By

Date

Date of Next Review



This FEMP sets out the manatement practices that will be implement€d and adopted to actively manate the operation olthe property to ensure that enyironm€ntal risks

ar€ managed appropriately, and r€sounce consent conditions compli€d with.

Objectives of this plan:

. Comply with all legal requirements related to land use and discharge.
o Take all practicable steps to minimise the risk of harm to onsite and nearby water resources.

o Take all practicable steps to ensure that there is an adequate supply of soil nutrients to meet plant needs.

. Take all practicable steps to minimise the risk of harm to significant vegetation and/or wildlife habitat.
This will be achieved through;

o ldentifying and documenting contaminant pathways for the property (based on Physiographic Zones);

o ldentifying relevant good management practices (GMP) and where they are required to be implemented to minimise environmental risks; and

o Documenting evidence to be provided to show adherence with consent conditions.
As the person responsible for implementing this plan, I confirm that the information provided is correct:



B: SITE PLANS
Ihis FEMP contrins r/arious rite plans identifying key features of the sutject property in accordan.e with Part B(3) of Appcndix N of the proposed Southland
Water and Land Plan. 201 8. The lollowing table can be used as a rereEnce point for locEting these features.

Site boundary All site plans in this FEMP

Physiographic zones, variants and soil types Figure 1 and 2: Physiographic Plan

Figure 3 and 4: Soil map

Lakes, rivers, streams ponds, artificial watercourses, modified watercourses and natural
wetlands

Appendix A: Existing Waterways and Critical Source Areas

Other critical source areas (gullies, swales etc) Appendix A: Existing Waterways and Critical Source Areas

Land with a slope greater than 20 degrees N/A
Existing and proposed riparian vegetation and fences (or other stock exclusion methods)
adiacent to waterbodies

Appendix A: Waterway location, most have riparian planting

Places where stock access or cross water bodies (including bridges, culverts and fords) Appendix A: crossings labelled

Known subsurface drainage system(s) and the location of drain outlets TBC

All land that may be cultivated over the next 12 months TBC - once consent granted

All land that may be intensively winter grazed over the next 12 months TBC - once consent cranted

KEY FEATURES PLAN(S}WHERE KEY FEATURES ARE MAPPED



C: PHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONES AND KEY CONTAMINANT PATHWAYS
This section of the FEMP documents the physiographic zones and key contaminant pathways present across the property.

The physiographic plans shor.irs the spatial distribution of the physiographic zones on the entire property accoding to the Environment Southland Proposed

Water and Lrnd Plan 2OlS (PSWLP) as mapped by Beacon Mapping Service. Ihe nrapping system also details the key.ontaminant p.thsrays pre6ent for ea(h

physiographic zone and any variants lor the location.

Physiographi< 2ones

Alpine - No VEriant

B,edrocVHill Country - Artificiel Orainage

l$; BedrocVHill Country - I'lo Variant

& Bedrock/Hill Country - overland Flotr

t Central Plains - ilo Variant

Gleyed - Ho Variant

it-,. Gleyed - overlend Flovr

Lignite - Ir4arine Terraces - Artificial
Drainage

Lign:te - l,,tarine Terraces - No Variant

ffi Lignate - l,larine Terreces - Overland Florv

Old Metaura - No Variant

$rt oxklising - A*ificial Drainage

t oxidising - Ho Variant

I oxrorsrng - overrano Frovr

I Peat Wetlands - No VariEnt

l: Riverine - No Variant

t RiYerine - overland Flor.r

Urban Area

Figure l: Physiographic Zones on the farm (showing dairy platform)



Physiographic Zones

Alpine - No Vaneot

Bedrock/Hrll Country - Artrfrcral Drarnage

Bedrock/Hill Country - No Va.iant

I BedtocUHill Country - Overland Florr

1il}. central Plaios - No variant

Gleyed - No Viriant

Gl.yed - overhnd FloB

Lrgnrte - Marrna Terraaes - Artifioal
DrEin:ge

Lignite - Marrn€ Terraces - No Variaot

Lrgnrte - MEnn€ Terraces - Overland FloyJ

Old Mat ura - lio v..iant
' Oxrdrsing - Artificial Drainage

ffi O*idis,ng - No VEriant

Sl o*ldlri.g - overland Flour

S r..t Wetlands - No v.rrant

Rivenn€ - Llo Vaflent

i* Riverine - overland Flori

Urban Area

Figure 2: Physiographic zones at Woldwide Runoff



D: SOIL TYPES
This section of the FEMP documents the soiltypes present across the property. TheSoilMap6 below shows the spatial distdbution of the soiltypes a(ross entire
propeny according to the Environment Southland Beacon Mapping Service

Upuk

I}rsxton .l
Pukemulrr

GT

GTlB

Figure 3: Soil types found on the dairy platform



Figure 4: Soil types at Woldwide Runoff



E: GOOD TVIANAGEMENT PRACTICES - GENERAL

Wintering the milking herd on fodder beet on the dairy
platform or W on appropriate soil types

Re-sow bare soils as soon as possible

Protect soil structure
(will also help with P

and N loss

Use of selective grazing to avoid grazing very wet paddock
and open the break up to avoid pugging and treading
damaqe.

Avoid workinq CSAs and their marqins

Leave grassed areas (or native vegetation) around CSAs

especially when grazing winter forage crop and/or graze as

"last bite". Grazing direction should be down the slope or
towards CSA.

All riparian margins to be fenced and left to establish with
grasses to enable filtration of contaminants that may be
transported via overland flow processes.

Manage Critical
Source Areas (CSA)

Reduce use of P fertilizer where Olsen P values are above
aoronomic ootimum. Maintain Olsen P levels at around 40

Additional P loss

reduction
Reduce the risk of run-off to laneways and other sources by
ensuring crossings are adequately maintained and maintain

oradients of laneways to direct runoff to pasture.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage nutrient inputs and
outputs

Reduce accumulation
of N in the soil

Time N fertilizer application to meet crop and pasture

demand using split applications and avoid high risk times of
the year i.e when soil temperature is low or during drought
periods

Defer effluent application when soil conditions are unsuitable
especially when applvinq effluent to hioh risk paddocks

Avoid preferential flow
of FDE through soil
profile and artificial
drains

Apply effluent at low rates and depths and utilize entire
effluent discharoe area

Mitigation Good Management Practice Review notes



F: RIPARIAN MANAGEIVIENT
The dairy Iarm is mapped to drain to waimatuku Stream and Aparima River Woldwide Runorf drains to the Orauea River.

Allwaterways are already{enced to exclude stock as required bythe supplier on the dairy platform. Any other wateMays on the support land are fenced. All

riparian margins are left to edablish with grasses and native vegetation in thelirst instan(e oras a minimum. Some waterways contain riparian plaming.

Where appropriate and as part of good grazing management temporary lencing will also be erected to prevent any point source discharges occurring. This

includes fencing off swale areas where they may directly discharge to surface water Such practices willbe adopted as set out elsarrhere in this plan as part of

the management of CSAS, and as set out in the Environment Southlsnd Factsheet on C/ifiirol Source A rcot and Doiry NZ Winteing in Sollthland ond SoLnh Otugo

Guide.

AppendixA mapsthe waterways present on the property, a ny stock crossinEs and/or CSA'S for ripadan management,

The photos below shou/ exlstlnt riparian planting and fencing
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Photos of artificial drainage channels on t{re farm (CSAs) with stock exclusion and riparian vegetation.



G: INTENSIVE WINTER GRAZING
lntensive winter grazing is defined in the PSWLP .. lhe 'Gtuzing d stock belween Moy ond kpffier (inctusiye) on fomge crops (inctuding ,/,ssico, beet ond
root vegdoble crcps), ercluding posEte ond cereol cary,"

Appendix C includes a fam map of winter g6zing paddock for 2018/2019 season. Full cuhivation is undertakln and .rcp type is fodder b€et cropping on
woldwid€ Runofi TBc

The table below outlines the good management practices which will be adopted on site for the intensive winter grazing activity

Grazing direction top of slope to bottom of slope. Use break or
block feeding and ensure a last bite of 5-20m is left from CSA's

Back fencing to prevent stock from entering previously grazed areas

Use of portable water troughs to prevent stock from entering
previously grazed areas

Protect soil structure and
reduce N and P loss from
intensive wi nter gr azing
activities

Use portable feed containers for supplementary feed to avoid feed
wastage (From May 2019)

Good Mana ement Practice Review notesMiti



H: NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
Nutrient managemem is a k€y component to ensuring good on farm environmental practice. The farm utilizes nutrient budgeting through their supplier
(Fonterrs) .s well as via their fertilizer representatir€ (Ra\ansdovfl) and will append tull nurient budgets by May 20'19 in a((ordance ryith the PSIWLP. Any
resulting nutrient budgets are rarievi,ed and updated ar required cspeaially iI Iarm system changes are proposed, but not less than on an annual basis, Any
budget revieivs are guided by a fertiliser representativ€ and nubient management advisor.

Regular soil tests will b€ undertaken to establish the nutrient status of the soils Soils should be at nutdent levels which arcid arry adverse effectr on the
environment but maimain good pasture production and animal health, by ensuring that the soils are suitable lor optimal plant nutrient uptake.

Areas which are receiving FDE will b€ carefully managed to ensure nitrogen loadings are at acceptable lArels and are aompli.nt with conditions imposed by

resource (ons€nts. The anhual ef{uent nitrogen loading rate shall not er.eed 1 sokg/N/ha. Ef{uent will be applied utilising low rate .pplication. Effluent

management is discussed in section H ofthis FEMP.

The table below describes the good management practices which will be adopted in relation to nutrient management.

Whole farm nutrient modelling using OVERSEER budget (or equivalent model)
prepared by a suitably qualified person

Whole farm nutrient budget reviewed annually and updated in accordance with
significant farm system changes

Minimise N losses by using soil testing to guide fertilizer recommendations and
match fertilizer application with plant and animal requirements.

Use of a fertilizer representative to advise on fertilizer type, timing and application
rates. Split applications where application rates exceed 100k9 P/ha

Limit P application between June and August

Minimise nutrient losses

from farming activities to
ground and surface water
by utilizing nutrient
budgeting

Crop rotations adjusted to maximise the use of residual N in the soil

Review notesGood Man PracticeM



Stock wintering practices adjusted to minimise nutrient losses

The following table sets out the evidence which needs to be collected for nutrient budgeting purposes:

Production Fonterra App, dockets

Soil test results Lab results, Ravensdown rep

Fertiliser application records MINDA land & feed, Ravensdown rep

Proof of placement MINDA land & feed

Effluent application records Dairy diary
Crop rotation records Farm map with total hectares

Stock numbers Culling timeframes
Young stock grazed on farm
Breedinq bulls

Record of supplements purchased lnvoices/Cash manaqer, MINDA
Records of supplements made on
farm

lnvoices/Cash manager

Farm map/effective hectares Farm manager

Nature of Collated (Y or N)Record rson



I: FARM DAIRY EFFLUENT
This section ol this plan do.uments the methods th.t vrill be employed in the operation of the Farm Dairy Effluert (FDE) System to ensure that the discharg€ oI
etfluem ocau6 in accordance with conditions of aonsent Appendix D includes a full FDE Managemedt Plan, monthly aheak she€ts and staff taining record.

126 ha liquid effluent discharge area, 133ha slurry effluent discharge area

335m3 for liquid, 7,955m3 for slurry

Effluent tanks, concrete bunker, slurry effluent storage pond

Low rate pods
Slurry tanker/muck spreader/umbillical

1Omm/hr
25mm depth per application.
2.5mm depth for slurry/muck spreader/umbillical

Total eff!uent discharge area:

Available storage volume:

Effluent application method:

Maximum application rate and depth of
application:

Storage Type:

N/AReduction in effluent
generation

o Reduce water use in shed by reusing clean water where possible

o Treat the herd gently to avoid upset

N/AEffluent applied only
when soil conditions are

appropriate

o Sufficient storage provided so that when soils are at or above field capacity

and/or during adverse weather conditions, effluent can be stored in the effluent

storage pond until conditions are suitable for application

o Monitoring of soil moisture using the ES website.

. Paddocks will be inspected before effluent application to check that soil water

deficit exists.

r Low rate application will be preferentially used during higher risk periods of the

year with the slurry tanker used mainly in summer when a greater soil moisture

deficit occurs

Miti ation Good Mana ement Practice Monitoring



Avoidance of direct
effluent disposal or runoff
to sensitive areas

a

a

a

a

Effluent discharge will observe a range of buffers from sensitive receiving

environments as shown on the Appendix I plan attached to the discharge permit

Low rate effluent discharge will avoid ponding and/or runoff

Effluent will not be discharged onto any land areas that have been grazed within

the previous 5 days

Effluent discharge will be to the entire effluent discharge area

Record irrigation dates, times and areas in

the DAIRY DIARY

Avoidance of
contamination
drains

effluent
in tile

o Low rate effluent discharge to reduce the risk of through-drainage and

associated risk of effluent entering water
. Mapping of tile drains

N/A

Efficient and effective
collection, storage and
delivery of effluent from
infrastructure at all times

o Monthly/frequent system checks will be undertaken using the Monthly Effluent

Check Sheet attached

r All parts of the effluent system will be checked and maintained regularly
o Leaks will be repaired immediately
. Fail safe systems will be kept in place and kept in good working order i.e.

automatic alarm and shut off system

Record all repairs and maintenance

(invoices, cash manager)

Monthly Effluent Check Sheets filled out and

signed

Staff appropriately trained
in operation and
understand the effluent
system

o All staff involved in the management of the effluent system are fully trained in

its use

o All staff are familiar with and understand the conditions of consent

o All new staff will be taken through the "Staff Training Guide" (attached)

. Staff to take immediate action if incident or breakdowns occur including;

- Rectifying the problem

- Cleaning up if possible

Keep signed training record in the back off
this FEMP

Ensure both farm manager and employee
sign to confirm training

Application that is not
offensive to neighbours

. Wind conditions will be checked to ensure the effluent can be discharged

without resulting in spray drift and odour beyond the property boundary
e Observation of buffers to dwellings not located on the property (200 m) and

property boundaries (20 m)

Complaints received by Environment
Southland



J: COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING
This section sets out the recods which are rcquired to be kept which rvill enable the Consent Holder to demonstrate complianae, as lvell as detailing the

reporting requirements ot the consents. The Consent Holder will also participate in annual compliance monitoring inspection programs that are to be

implemented by Environment Southltnd.

Annual r€porting requirements aIe set out in the conditions oI reBource consem and include;
. Prior to the first exercise oI the Effluem Discharge Consent the Consent Holder shall notiry Environment Southland of the operator of the effluent system

. The Farm Environmental Management Plan shall be review€d annually, and any amendments reported to Environment Southland by 31 June each year

. The Consem Holder shall provide records Irom the Water Pemh to ES by 31 May each year

Nutrient budget

Fertilizer application records

Soil sampling results

Water meter certification

Water abstraction records

Effluent system training record

Effluent system monthly
maintenance checks

Effluent proof of placement

Effluent application depth test
results

Date of most recent versionRecord Kept



K: ANNUAL REVIEW AND AUDIT OF FEIVIP

This FEMP shallbe reviewed on an at least annualbasis. The review shall include (but not be limited to) an assessment of;

. Verification of compliance with conditions of consent

. Details of the implementation of G M Ps and identification of any new G MPs that would be appropriate to employ on the farm to ma nege rlsks
identified

. Review of the data obtained from the monitoring undertaken ln acaordance with this FEM P and any ahanges to farmlng practlae requlred as a

consequence

. A report detailinB items above shallbe submitted tothe consent authority each yeaa including an updatedversion ofthe FEMP ifany amendments

a Updated maps of winter crop paddocks and CSA'S if applicable

L: INDUSTRY GUIDELINES
A complete list ofthe industry guidelines which have been referenced in the development of this FEMP are listed below. The Consent Holder is also relered to
thelollowing generalsources for guidance in respect to the operation and management oltheir propeny.

Environment Southland www.es.govt.nz Dairy NZ www.dairynz.co.nz Fonterra www.fonterra.com

Dairy NZ - A staff guide to operating your effluent irrigation system - Low Rate System
Dairy NZ - A farmer's guide to managing farm dairy effluent - A good practice guide for land application systems
Dairy NZ - Wintering in Southland and South Otago - A land management guide to good environmental practice
Dairy NZ - Land management on Canterbury Dairy Farms - Managing land to reduce sediment and phosphorous loss
Environment Southland Factsheet - Critical Source Areas
Environment Canterbury - lnformation Sheet for Farmers on OVERSEER@

Sustainable Dairying: Water Accord



Attachment A - Watenrvays and CSAs

The location of the waterways are mapped in this section for WW5 and Woldwide
Runoff. Photographs are included of the CSA's present on WW5 platform.
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Appendix B - Tile drain map (Dairy platform)
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Appendix D: Effluent Management

Effluent Orientation and Training Record season_/_

Understands the reglonal councll rules and furm pollcles for effluent
menegement

Understands heahh and safuty around the effluent system

Understands reord keeplng for lrrigator runs and malntenance

Effluent Competencre5
I nrployee

nan)e
E*rpioyee

na[ne

Generel

At thc Driry

Use of stormwater dlvergon system

Good hoshg practie and water management

Anlmal handllngto mlnlmlse effluent volume

Cleanlng the *one trap

Sump, pump & pond monltorlng and managerent (lncludlng float swttches)

ln the Peddock

When to lrrlgate: ass€sslng soll and weather condltbns

Where to lnlgater runs, paddock rDtatlons, hlgh rlrk vs low rlsk solls etc {mart
on farm map)

Where not to lrrlgats near waterweys, dralns, boundarles, slopes etc (mark
on farm map!

Hw the lntsator yuork. hour to use ft, set up, hosa layout and performarrce
chects

Measurlng the depth of effluent appllcatbn

lrrigatcr, pump maintenance/clea*ing

Greaslng and general malntenance rcqufements (how and when)

Hor to chedr and replace rubber nozzl* and reals (same tlme as dalry
rubber ware)

Tyre prEssure and condltlon

Plpe-.wodq hore ard hydrant condtUon

Wre-ropa, cam and ratchst cordttlon

Otfier

Tralner slgnature
Employee slgnature
Date

, * when stofl become competent in eoch skill. tf all troining pravidtd in one doy, tici ond dote at the bottorn.

DairyNz9
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FARM ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN

A: PROPERW OVERVIEW

Abe and Anita de Wolde Landpro Ltd

02227 2s37 28 March 2019

abe@woldwide.nz 28 March 2020

1M Shaws Trees Road

TBC

394 ha

lncludes WW4 dairy platform, Gladfield
support block and Woldwide Runoff

1000

Merrivale Block

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Part Section 7 Block Xll Waiau SD

Lot 1 DP 3537

Merriburn Lease Block:

Lot 1 DP 302409

Sec 26 Merrivale Settlement No. 1

Sec 27 Merrivale Settlement No. 1

Lot 7 DP 152

Lot 11 DP 152

Lot 12 DP 152

Lot 25 BLK lll DP 210 (Gladfield)

Lot 7 DP 238 (new block from Cochran's)

Lot 10 DP 152

Lot 11 A DP 152

Pt Lot 2 DP 4252

Contact Person(s)

Contact Phone

EmailAddress

Physical Address

Consent Numbers and Expiry Dates

Farm Area Peak Milked Herd Size

Legal Descriptions

Plan Prepared By

Date

Date of Next Review



This FEMP sets out the management practices that will be implemented and adopted to actively manage the operation of the proPerty to ensure that
environmental risks are managed appropriately, and r€source consent conditions aomplied with.

Objectives of this plan:
. Comply with all legal requirements related to land use and discharge.
o Take all practicable steps to minimise the risk of harm to onsite and nearby water resources.

o Take all practicable steps to ensure that there is an adequate supply of soil nutrients to meet plant needs.

o Take all practicable steps to minimise the risk of harm to significant vegetation and/or wildlife habitat.

This will be achieved through;
o ldentifying and documenting contaminant pathways for the property (based on Physiographic Zones);

r ldentifying relevant good management practices (GMP) and where they are required to be implemented to minimise environmental risks; and
o Documenting evidence to be provided to show adherence with consent conditions.

As the person responsible for implementing this plan, I confirm that the information provided is correct:

Na



B:SITE PLANS
This FEMP contains various site pl.ns identifying ksy featureG of the subject property in ac.ord.nce with Part B(3) o, Appendix N of the proposed Southland
Water and trnd Plan, 201 8. The follorring table can bc used as a reference point for locating these featur6.

Site boundary All site plans in this FEMP

Physiographic zones, variants and soil types Figure 1and2: Physiographic Plan

Fiqure 3 and 4: Soil map

Lakes, rivers, streams ponds, artificial watercourses, modified watercourses and
naturalwetlands

Appendix A: Existing Waterways and Critical Source Areas

Other critical source areas (qullies, swales etc) Appendix A: Existinq Watenrrays and Critical Source Areas

Land with a slope greater than 20 degrees N/A
Existing and proposed riparian vegetation and fences (or other stock exclusion
methods) adiacent to waterbodies

Appendix A: Watenrvay location, most have riparian planting

Places where stock access or cross water bodies (including bridges, culverts and
fords)

Appendix A: crossings labelled

Known subsurface drainaqe system(s) and the location of drain outlets Appendix B

All land that may be cultivated over the next 12 months TBC - once consent qranted

All land that may be intensively winter grazed over the next 12 months TBC - once consent granted

KEY FEATURES PLAN(S) WHERE KEY FEATURES ARE MAPPED



C: PHYSIOGRAPHICZONES AND KEY CONTAMINANT PATHWAYS
This section of the FEMP documents the physiographic zones and key contaminant pathways present across the property.

The physiographic plans shov/s the spatial distribdion of the physiographic zones on the entire property {cording to the Environment Southland Proposed

Water and Land Plan 2018 (PSWLP) as m.pped by B€aron Mapping SeNice, The mapping system also details the key contaminant pathways present for each

physiographic zone and any variants lor the location.

Physiographic Zones

Alpine - I'lo Variant

E"edrock/Hill Couotry - Artificial Drain:ge

'* B,edrock/Hill Country - No Variant

W B,edrock/Hill Country - Overland Flovr

ffi Central Plains - tlo Variant

Gleyed - Ho Variant

': Gleyed - overland Flovr

Lignite - !,larine Terrares - Artificial
Drainege

Ugnite - l.iarine Terrares - Ho Variant

W Ugnite - l'larine Terre<es - overland Florv

Old Mat:ura - No Variant

..!1. oxirJising - Artificial Drainage

|[ oxidising - No Variant

I oxidising - overland Flovr

t Peat Wetlands - No Variant

::l: Riverine - No Variant

* Riverine - overland Flow

. Urban Area

Figure 1: Physiographic Zones on the farm (showing dairy platform and Gladfield block)



Phyiiog.aphic Zones

Alpine - No V.rtant

Bcdrock/Hill Count.y - A.tificiel D.ern-9e

B€drock/Hill Country - l.lo Va.iant

Bedrock/Hili Country - Oyerland Flou

i':l Central Pleins - No Variant

Gleyed - No Varrant

Gleycd - ovErlEnd Flovl

Lignrte - Marrne Terraces - A.tif:cral
Drainage

Lrgtrrte - Marrne Terraaes - No Vanant

r" Lrgnrte - M€r.ne Terraces - Overland Flow

Old hlataura - No Va.iant

Oxdisrng - Artificial Drainage

l,j o^iairing - filo veriant

S O:tidising - Overland Flor/

$ Ceat ttetlands - No Vanant

Rivenne - llo VBnant

'f Rive^ne - Overland Florr

Urban Ars

Figure 2: Physiographic zones at Woldwide Runoff



D: SOIL TYPES
This section of the FEMP docunrents the soiltypB present acrcss the propeny. The Soil Maps b€loY shors the spatal distsibution of lhe soiltyp€s.cross entire
property according to the Envircnment Sonthl.nd Beacon Mapping SeNice,

Figurc 3: Soil typcs found on dre fam (Bluc = Braxton, Grpcn= Tuatapcrc)



Figure 4: Soil types at Woldwide Runoff



E: GOOD MANAGEMENT PRACTICES - GENERAL

Wintering the milking herd on fodder beet on the support
block (Gladfield and WRO)

Re-sow bare soils as soon as possible

Use of selective grazing to avoid grazing very wet paddocks

and open the breaks up to avoid pugging and treading
damaqe.

Protect soil structure
(will also help with P

and N loss

Avoid workinq CSAs and their margins

Leave grassed areas (or native vegetation) around CSAs

especially when grazing winter forage crop and/or graze as

"last bite". Grazing direction should be down the slope or
towards CSA.

All riparian margins to be fenced and left to establish with
grasses to enable filtration of contaminants that may be

transported via overland flow processes.

Manage Critical
Source Areas (CSA)

Reduce use of P fertilizer where Olsen P values are above

aqronomic optimum. Maintain Olsen P levels at around 40
Additional P loss

reduction
Reduce the risk of run-off to laneways and other sources by
ensuring crossings are adequately maintained and maintain
qradients of laneways to direct runoff to pasture.

Use nutrient budgeting to manage nutrient inputs and

outputs
Time N fertilizer application to meet crop and pasture

demand using split applications and avoid high risk times of
the year i.e when soil temperature is low or during drought
periods

Reduce accumulation
of N in the soil

Avoid preferential flow
of FDE throuoh soil

Defer effluent application when soil conditions are unsuitable
especially when applyinq effluent to hiqh risk paddocks

Mitigation Good Management Practice Review notes



profile and artificial
drains

Apply effluent at low rates and depths and utilize entire
effluent discharqe area

F: RIPARIAN MANAGEMENT
The dairy farm and Gladfield are mapped to drain to Waimatuku Stream and Aparima River. Woldwide Runoff drains to the Orauea River

All wate&ays are already {enced to exdude stock as required by the supplier on the dairy platform. Any other wateMays on the support land alr fenced. All

riparian margins are le{t to establish with grasses and native vegetation in the first instanae oras a minimum. Some wateMays contain dparian planting.

where appropriate and as p6rt of good grazing management temporary Iencing will also be erected to prevem any point source disaharges ocaurring. This

include6 fencing off swale aleas where they may diredly disaharge to surface water. such practices u,ill be adopted 6s set out elsevrhere in this plan as pan o,
the managemem ol CSAS, and as set out in the Environm€nt Southland Factsheelo Ctiticotsource Area, and Doiry NZ Winhnng in Southlond ond Sodh Otogo

Guide.

Appendix A maps the waterways present on the property, any stock crossings and/or CSA's for riparian management.



Figurr 5: Photoa of artlici.l dEin.gc Gh.nn k or th. f.nn with stock axclualon and rlparlan vagatadon. Photo on th. right aho*a artificl.l dr.in
dbappcarlng und.rg.ound



G: INTENSIVE WINTER GRAZING
lntensive winter grazing is defined in the PSWLP as lhe "G4zihg of slo* beluraen Moy oM Septenbet (aclusive) on furuge oops Gnchding bmssico, M ond
toot wgdoble cmps), excludbry poshrrc ot cercolcrops.'

Appendix C in.ludes a tarm rBp of winter grazing p6ddocks ior 20'182019 and 2019/2020 seasons lor the Gladtield block Fullorltivation is undertaken and
(rop type is fodder beet cropping on woldwide Runoff TBC

Th€ trble below oudine6 the good management prsctices whi<h will be adopted on site tor the intensive winter grazing aclivity.

Grazing direction top of slope to bottom of slope. Use break or
block feedinq and ensure a last bite of 5-20m is left from CSA's

Back fencing to prevent stock from entering previously grazed areas

Use of portable water troughs to prevent stock from entering
previously grazed areas

Protect soil structure and
reduce N and P loss from
i ntensive winter gr azing
activities

Use portable feed containers for supplementary feed to avoid feed
wastage (From May 2019)

Good Mana t Practice Review notesMiti



H: NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
Nutrient management is a key component to ensuring good on tarm environmental practice. The tarm utilizes nutrient budgeting through their supplier

(Fomera) as wetl as via their lertilizer representative (Ravensdown) and will append full nutriem budgeti by May 2019 in a(cord.nce tYith the PSWIP. Any

resulting ndrient budgets are revieur€d and updated as required especially if farm system changes are proposed, but not less than on an annual brsis' Any

budget reviews are guided by a lertiliser represertative and nutriem management advisor.

Regular soil tests will be undertaken to establish ttle nutrient status of the soils Soils should be at ndrient levels which avoid any adve6e e{feds on the

eNironment but maintain good pasture production and animal health, by ensuring that the soils are suitable for optimal Plant nutrient uptake.

Areas which are receiving FDE will be carefully managed to ensure nitrogen loadings are at a(ceptable levels and are comPlient with aonditions imposed by

esource consents. The annual efrluent nitrogen loading rate shall not o(ceed 150k9/N/ha. Eflluent will b€ applied utilising low rate .Pplication. Elfluent

management is discussed in section H of this FEMP.

The table below dercrib€s the good management practices whiah will be adopted in r€lation to nutrient management,

Whole farm nutrient modelling using OVERSEER budget (or equivalent model)

prepared by a suitably qualified person

Whole farm nutrient budget reviewed annually and updated in accordance with

significant farm system changes

Minimise N losses by using soil testing to guide fertilizer recommendations and

match fertilizer application with plant and animal requirements.

Use of a fertilizer representative to advise on fertilizer type, timing and application
rates. Split applications where application rates exceed 100k9 P/ha

Limit P application between June and August

Crop rotations adjusted to maximise the use of residual N in the soil

Minimise nutrient losses

from farming activities to
ground and surface water
by utilizing nutrient
budgeting

M Good Man Practice Review notes



Stock wintering practices adjusted to minimise nutrient losses

The following table sets out the evidence which needs to be collected for nutrient budgeting purposes:

Production Fonterra App, dockets

Soil test results Lab results, Ravensdown rep
Fertiliser application records MINDA land & feed, Ravensdown rep
Proof of placement MINDA land & feed

Effluent application records Dairy diary
Crop rotation records Farm map with total hectares

Stock numbers Culling timeframes
Young stock grazed on farm
Breeding bulls

Record of supplements purchased lnvoices/Cash manager, MINDA
Records of supplements made on
farm

lnvoices/Cash manager

Farm map/effective hectares Farm manager

Record Nature of information/ Collated (Y or N)



I: FARM DAIRY EFFLUENT
This section of this plan documents the methods that will be employed in the operation oI the Farm Dairy Elfluent (FDE) System to ensure that the discharge of
elfluent occurs in acaordance with condrEons ol consent Appendix D includes a full FDE Management Plan, monthly check sheets and staff training record.

78 ha liquid effluent discharge area,320 ha slurry discharge area

3,801m3

Effluent storaqe pond, concrete bunker, slurry effluent pond

Low rate pods
Slurry tanker/muck spreader/umbillical
Travellinq irrigator

1Omm/hr
25mm depth per application.
2.5mm depth for sl u rrylmuck spreader/u mbi I lical

Total eff!uent discharge area:

Available storage volume:

Effluent application method:

Maximum application rate and depth of
application:

Storage Type:

Reduction in effluent
generation

. Reduce water use in shed by reusing clean water where possible

o Treat the herd gently to avoid upset

N/A

Effluent applied only
when soil conditions are
appropriate

o Sufficient storage provided so that when soils are at or above field capacity

and/or during adverse weather conditions, effluent can be stored in the effluent

storage pond until conditions are suitable for application

. Monitoring of soil moisture using the ES website.

o Paddocks will be inspected before effluent application to check that soil water

deficit exists.

N/A



. Low rate application will be preferentially used during higher risk periods of the

year with the travelling irrigator used mainly in summer when a greater soil

moisture deficit occurs

Avoidance of direct
effluent disposal or runoff
to sensitive areas

a

a

a

a

Effluent discharge will observe a range of buffers from sensitive receiving

environments as shown on the Appendix I plan attached to the discharge permit

Low rate effluent discharge will avoid ponding and/or runoff

Effluent will not be discharged onto any land areas that have been grazed within

the previous 5 days

Effluent discharge will be to the entire effluent discharge area

Record irrigation dates, times and areas in

the DAIRY DIARY

Avoidance of
contamination
drains

effluent
in tile

o Low rate effluent discharge to reduce the risk of through-drainage and

associated risk of effluent entering water
. Mapping of tile drains

N/A

Efficient and effective
collection, storage and
delivery of effluent from
infrastructure at all times

o Monthly/frequent system checks will be undertaken using the Monthly Effluent

Check Sheet attached

. All parts of the effluent system will be checked and maintained regularly
o Leaks will be repaired immediately
. Fail safe systems will be kept in place and kept in good working order i.e.

automatic alarm and shut off system

Record all repairs and maintenance

(invoices, cash manager)

Monthly Effluent Check Sheets filled out and

signed

Staff appropriately trained
in operation and
understand the effluent
system

a

a

a

All staff involved in the management of the effluent system are fully trained in
its use

All staff are familiar with and understand the conditions of consent

All new staff will be taken through the "Staff Training Guide" (attached)

Staff to take immediate action if incident or breakdowns occur including;

- Rectifying the problem

- Cleaning up if possible

Keep signed training record in the back off

this FEMP

Ensure both farm manager and employee
sign to confirm training

Application that is not
offensive to neighbours

o Wind conditions will be checked to ensure the effluent can be discharged

without resulting in spray drift and odour beyond the property boundary

Complaints received by Environment
Southland



. Observation of buffers to dwellings not located on the property (200 m) and

property boundaries (20 m)



J: COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING
This sedjon sets out the reaords whi(h are requir€d to be kept which will enable the consent Holder to demonrtrale complianae as well as detailing the
reporting r€quiEments ol the consents. The Consent Holder will also participate in annual comdiance monitoring inspection programs that are to be
implemented by Environment southland.

Annual reporting requirements are set out in the conditions of resource consent and include;
. Prior to the lirst o@rcise of the Eflluent Disaharge Consent the Consent Holder shall notit Environment Southland of the operator of the effuent system
. The Farm Environmental Management Plan shall be reviewed annually, and any amendments reported to Environr€nt Southland by 31 June each year
. The Consent Holder shall provide reaords trom th€ Water Permit to ES by 31 May each year

Nutrient budget

Fertilizer application records

Soilsampling results

Water meter certification

Water abstraction records

Effluent system traininq record

Effluent system monthly
maintenance checks

Effluent proof of placement

Effluent application depth test
results

Date of most recent versionRecord Kept



K: ANNUAL REVIEW AND AUDIT OF FEMP
This FEMP shall be r€vieu,ed on an at least annual basis. The revie!, shall include (but not be limited to) an assessment of;

. verification of compliance with conditions of consent

. Details ofthe implementation of GMPS and identification of any new GMPS that would be appropriate to employ on the farm to manage

risks identilied

. Review of the data obtained from the monitoring undertaken in accordance with this FEMP and any changes to farming practice

required as a cons€quence

. A report detailing items above shall be submitted to the consent authority each year including an updated version of the FEMP if any

amendments made

. Updated maps of winter crop paddocks and csA's if applicable

M: INDUSTRY GUIDELINES
A complete list ot the industry guidelines which have been referenced in the dev€lopm€nt of this FEMP are listed belorr. The Consent Holder is also referred to
the following general sources lor guidance in respect to the operation and management of their property.

Envftqrm.Bt sodhl.nd www..t oovt.nz Daiiy z www-d.i nz.Go.nz Fontarr. !4tllulgdlrErgm

Dairy NZ - A staff guide to operating your effluent irrigation system - Low Rate System

Dairy NZ - A farmer's guide to managing farm dairy effluent - A good practice guide for land application systems

Dairy NZ - Wintering in Southland and South Otago - A land management guide to good environmental practice

Dairy NZ - Land management on Canterbury Dairy Farms - Managing land to reduce sediment and phosphorous loss

Environment Southland Factsheet - Critical Source Areas

Environment Canterbury - lnformation Sheet for Farmers on OVERSEER@

Sustainable Dairying: Water Accord



Artificial drainage channel

Lane culvert crossing

Drainage channels go underground

Attachment A - Waterw?ys, CSA
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Appendix D: Effluent Management

Effluent Orientation and Training Record season_l__

Understands th€ reglonal councll rules and farm pollcles for effluent
manegement

Und€rstands heahh and safety around the effluent ryctem

Understands record keeplng for lrrlgator runs and mahtenance

tffluent competen(res
tmployee

name

Generd

At rtE Dairy

Use of stormwater dhrerslon systam

Good hoslrg practlce and water management

Anlmal handling to mlnimlse efhuent volume

Cleanlng the *one trap

Sump, pump & pond nronttorlng and managern€nt (lncludlng float swftchesl

ln the Peddock

When to lnlgate: assessing soll and weather condttltns

Where to lnlgate: runs, paddock rotatlons, hlgh rlsf vs low rlsk solls etc (mark
on farm map)

Where not to lrrlgate: near waterw€ys, dralns, bounderles, slopes etc (mark
on farm map!

How the lrrfator works, hour to use lt, set up, hose layout and performance
chechr

Measr.rrlng the depth of effluent appllcatlon

kr[ator, pump maintenance/cleanin3

Greasing and general malntenance r€qulrements (how and when)

tlowto checl and replace rubber nozzles and seals (same tlme ar dalry
rubber ware)

Tyre pressure and condltlon

Plpe-worh hose and hydrant condluon

Wlre-rop€, cam and ratchet condltlon

Other

Tralner slgnature

Emolovee slgnature

Date

Date when stafi become competent in eoch skill. lf oll traininE pravided in one doy, tick ond dote ot the bottom.

DairyNzZ
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Dairy Effluent Storage Calculator
Summary Report

Regional authority: Environment Southland Regional Council

Authorised agentl Landpro Limited
Cllent: Woldwide Five Ltd

Program version: 1.50

Report date; Monday, 21 January 2019

General descriptlon:
DESC prepared by Tanya Copeland and reviewed by Zen Gerente
1000 cows
Mix of low and high risk soils
Wash down water at 3 L/sec based on scraped yard

Discharge via low rate pods at lmm/hr restriction and via slurry tanker during summer months
Solid effluent stored and dealt with in a separate system

343 m2 of addltional catchment lncludes underpass effluent
Current storage is t80rn3 in above ground tanks

Climate
Rainfall site:
Mean annual rainfall:

Effluent Block
Area of low risk soi!:
Minimum area of hlgh risk soil:
Surplus area of high risk soil:

Drummond Marson Rd

1061mm/year

59.2 hectares
70.9 hectares
0.0 hectares

Wash Water
Yard wash:

- Milking season starts:
- Milking season ends:
Month
Ianuary
February
March
Aprll
May
June
luly
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Cows

1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
1000
0
s00
750
1000
1000
1000

01 August
15 June

Hours in Yard
4.0
4.O

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
0.0
4,0
4,0
4.0
4.0
4.0

Wash Volume (cubic metres)
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
0.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

lrrigation
winter-sprang depth: 1mm



Spring-autumn depth:
Winter-spring volume:
Spring-autumn volume:
lrrigate all year?

Catchments
Yard Area:

Diverted?
- diversion start:
- diversion end:

Shed RoofArea:
Diverted?

Feedpad Area:
Covered?
Diverted?

Animal Shelter Area:

Covered?
Diverted?

Other Areasl

Storage
Pond/s present?
Tank/s present?
Emergency storage period:

Solids Separation
Sollds separator/s present?

2mm
40 cubic metres
240 cubic metres
Yes

1200 square metres
Yes

16 June
31July
440 square metres
Yes

0 square metres
No
No
0 square metres
Yes

No

343 square metres

No
No
0 days

No

Outputs
Maximum required storage pond volume:
90 % probability storage pond volume:
During the period from:
lo:

614 cubic metres
335 cubic metres
01July 1980
30 June 2013
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Dairy Effluent Storage Calculator
Summary Report

Regional authorityr Environment Southland Regional Council
Authorised agent: Landpro Limited
Client: Woldwide Four Ltd
Program version; 1.50
Report date: Friday, 18 January 2OL9

General description:
DESC prepared byTanya Copeland and reviewed byZen Gerente
1000 cows

78ha effluent area, high risk soils

Wash down waterat 3Ucodday based on a scraped yard.
Discharge vla low rate pods, travelling irrigator and slurry tanker
480m2 of additional catchment areas includes underpass effluent.
Current pond dimensions lncluded

Climate
Rainfall site:
Mean annual rainfall:

Effluent Block
Area of low risk soil:
Minimum area of hlgh risk soil:
Surplus area of high risk soil:

Drummond Marson Rd

1061mm/year

0.0 hectares
78.0 hectares
O.0 hectares

Wash Water
Yard wash:

- Milking season starts:
- Milking season ends;

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Cows

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
0
0

500
750
1000
1000
1000

01 August
15 June

Hours ln Yard
4.0
4.0
4.O

4.0
4.O

0,0
0.0
4,0
4,O

4.0
4.0
4.0

Wash Volume (cublc metres)
25.0
25.0
25.O

25.0
25.0
2s.0
0.0
25.0
25.O

25.0
25.0
25.0

!rrigation
Winter-spring depth:
Spring-autumn depth:

4mm
5 mrn



Winter-spring volume:
Spring-autumn volume:
lrrigate allyear?

Catchments
Yard Area:

Diverted?
- diversion start:
- diversion end:

Shed RoofArea:
Dlverted?

Feedpad Area:
Covered?
Diverted?

Animal Shelter Area;
Covered?
Diverted?

Other Areas:

Storage
Pond/s present?

No, of ponds:
I ncludes irregular ponds?
Pond 1

- total volume:
- pumpable volume:
- surface areal
- width:
- length;
- batter:
- total height:
- pumped?

Tank/s present?

Emergency storage period:

Solids Separation
Solids separator/s present?

240 cubic metres
240 cubic metres
Yes

1100 square metres
Yes

15 June

31July
440 square metres
Yes

0 square metres
No

No

0 square metres
Yes

No
480 square metres

Yes

L pond/s
No

4824 cubic metres
3801 cubic metres
2142 square metres
34.0 metres
63.0 metres
2.O:t
3.0 metres
Yes

No

0 days

No

Outputs
Maximum required storage pond volume:
90 % probability storage pond volume:
During the period from:

4481 cubic metres
3660 cubic metres
01july 1980



To 30 June 2013
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File Note 

 

From:  Alex Erceg 

Date:  Friday, 9 August 2019 

File Reference:  APP-20191052 & APP-20191140 

Subject:  Woldwide 1, 2, 4 and 5 Application 

 

 

Note: 

McMurdo Just to introduce, I’m Glen McMurdo, I’m an employee here at Environment Southland, I’m a 

Senior Investigator but for today’s purposes I’m the Chair of the meeting.  I don’t know anything 

about the consent that we’re discussing today and I haven’t been formally introduced to any of 

the members who are here today that are not from Environment Southland.  I’m not sure if 

everybody knows each other so for the purposes of today this is being recorded and a 

transcription will be done to provide an accurate record for all parties today, if everybody is in 

agreement with that, if not let themselves be known.  For the purposes of the recording we’ll just 

go round the room and introduce each other. 

Present:   Mike Freeman (Landpro), Nessa Legg (Dairy Green), Abe de Wolde (Applicant), Alex Erceg 

(Environment Southland), Jade McCrae (Environment Southland), Aurora Grant (Environment 

Southland), Michael Durand (until 11.00am, (Environment Southland) and Glen McMurdo 

(Environment Southland and Chair) 

McMurdo Just a bit of housekeeping, if any parties need to take a break one will be given, if anyone needs a 

toilet break there are toilets in the reception area.  My role today is purely as Chairperson and if 

there’s no traction on the matter then we’ll park it and move on.  The reason for today’s meeting 

is to establish a timeline on receiving and considering and responding to proposed amendments 

relating to applicants Woldwide 1 and 2 and Woldwide 4 and 5 I understand, if I have anything 

incorrect please correct me.  Also to establish a suitable hearing date for the hearing 

commissioner and to consider the applications today, as I understand it, to identify the scope of 

the proposed amendments and the hearing date.  So, I understand as far as transparency is 

concerned council wants to raise the matters of interest, I’ll leave it over to you Aurora. 

Grant It’s not on the agenda but like I said to you Mike, if we adopted your agenda it didn’t have 

anything like that to talk about.  The other issue up, I will be putting in my Section 42A at this 

stage so if we’re all in agrAEEnce of discussing that at some point today.  I think it would be 

helpful to all parties. 
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Freeman Definitely.  My agenda’s got “any other matters”. 

Grant Ok. 

McMurdo Shall we start with, in relation to the applications themselves, the matters, I’m not sure who 

wants to start? 

 

Grant Probably the applicant, if you can just discuss the changes that have been made to the category, 

we haven’t gotten through all of it yet, but Alex might have identified some changes, so if you 

could just run us through. 

 

Freeman I could try from my perspective and as you’ll appreciate Nessa has virtually gotten back off a 

plane.  In terms of mitigation, obviously, I’m sure you don’t want us to go through all the details 

of what Cain Duncan and Mark Crawford have put together, we can do if needed, they are 

available if anybody wants more detail, but I think off the top of my head this probably, probably 

only have a dozen key mitigation measures that are covered in all these detailed reports…. 

 

Grant Just to keep this clear can we, are we talking 1 and 2 or 4 and 5?  Can we keep them kind of 

separate because that’s how I’ve assessed, so there’s two separate 42A’s. 

 

Legg Maybe if you do 4 and 5 and Woldwide runoff then I can… 

 

Freeman Ok, yep. 

 

Grant Ok thank you. 

 

Freeman But there are basic similarities between them in terms of how the winter barns are managed, 

how fertiliser is managed, lane way management, riparian management, grazing management, 

cropping management.  Management in terms of different soils and characteristics of the soils 

and physiographic zones. 

 

Grant Has that been included in an updated FEMP? 

 

Freeman Ah, I don’t think so that all the FEMP’s have caught up with all the mitigation measures yet, cause 

as you’ll appreciate the priority has been put in to getting these detailed and into modelling and 

the FEMP’s would have to follow.  But I agree that it’s very clear in my mind that the FEMP’s 

would have to lock in what’s specified here and our expectation I’m sure would be that the 

FEMP’s would be locked in their conditions.  So from my perspective that’s an outline of 4 and 5 

and Woldwide runoff. 

 

Grant So that will be a further change to come? 

 

Freeman How do you mean a further change to come. 

 

Grant So you will be making changes to the FEMP in light of what’s been modelled in the 

supplementary? 

 

Freeman Yes we will need to. 
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Erceg And is that aimed to be submitted prior to the finalisation of the 42s or prior to hearing… 

 

Legg I was thinking it would be with evidence coming in, would most suit us since essentially the 

FEMPs are, the basic documents as they currently are, they just need to be updated which they 

will be anyway each and every year.  But we can, if you think, they need to come in before that it 

is something we could look at doing.   

 

Grant It would be helpful if the FEMPs along with an updated AEE for each application would be 

incredibly useful because now, at the moment, I’ve got almost half a puzzle piece which I’m 

trying to put together with your older stuff but every change influences the further farm change 

which may influence my report, and at the moment the report that I’ve written for both of these 

application is not going to be helpful for anyone making a decision because it doesn’t actually 

reflect what is happening on the ground now, in light of these changes.   

 

Freeman It’s obviously relatively straightforward to transfer all the detailed mitigation measures into an 

FEMP, it’s quite a bigger job to write an AEE. 

 

Grant It is. Yes. 

 

Freeman …when the information…I appreciate what you’re saying, that you want as much information in 

front of you to enable you to write up your 42A reports. 

 

Grant Well to write up a helpful 42A report. I can write one on what information I have in front of me 

but at the end of the day is that going to be helpful to anyone.  Because what we want out of this 

is a new decision for all parties, so… 

 

Durand The commissioners will expect that of us, our role is to advise them on what we think is the right 

thing to do so that requires us to be able to assess, adequately assess what you propose to do 

and what the effects of it will be, so that assessment of effects is a critical part in that, to enable 

us to advise the panel constructively and effectively. 

 

Freeman Obviously from my perspective I’m just looking at dates and how to achieve that working back 

from a proposed 16 September hearing week, that brings it back to 26 August, to have 42A 

reports finished doesn’t it, then we, if we then try and produce a comprehensive AEE that covers 

every aspect, to get that to you in time for you to finalise a 42A report, yeah. 

 

de Wolde I’m just looking at cost to be honest like after you guys stuffed up this thing in December you said 

you were going to make it easy and we’re like a $57,000 bill from you guys for the month of July.  

I mean the costs are just loading and loading and loading, how big a mountain of information do 

you need, would it not be possible ????? 

 

Grant I do appreciate that.  We did agree on some timeframes for that application to be lodged early 

January and it wasn’t and it wasn’t received until the end of March early April. 

 

de Wolde Then May, June, July because Environment Southland couldn’t make, I mean we can go through 

the whole story, you said you were going to make it easy for us to re-lodge.  You Michael and you 

Aurora were at our place apologising for the stuff up and committing to an easy process from 

here on in and it’s been anything but easy and I would just really ask you can you please not have 
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like an unnecessary mountain of information.  Can you please just try to join the dots wherever 

possible and keep the cost acceptable to us.  It will well go over a million dollars seriously. 

 

Grant I do appreciate ??? invoices but unfortunately we were ready to go, we were ready to go to 

hearing.  The reports were written on the application that was put in from that and I assessed it 

and then all the changes came in which is going to put the cost up because all of this new 

information has to be assessed and somebody has to pay for that and that is what, that’s why 

we’re having this meeting. 

 

de Wolde Yep.  Well my question is would it be possible for you to join the dots without any, an extra 

amount of information that we to write and you have to process because it would just flow out of 

the changes that we have made anyway.  It would be the same. 

 

Grant No it won’t.  It’s going to result in an unhelpful 42A report being put into the commissioners and 

I’m not prepared to put myself up in a professional sense joining the dots without doing it 

properly I’m sorry. 

 

Durand And also we’ve got submitters who are part of this process, they aren’t here today, but we’ve got 

submitters in opposition to what you want to do.  They would expect and the community expects 

that decisions are made on the basis of good advice, good information.  So I totally appreciate 

the amount in costs and the, what’s kind of complete information, how far do you have to go, but 

the council has got to be comfortable that they are putting up useful advice because we’ve got a 

duty to the community to do that and we’ve got a duty to the council to do that.  So yeah, 

changes are proposed to be made and have been made and we need to be able to assess those 

so we can fulfil our obligation there. 

 

de Wolde For any submitters that are voting I mean, it all flows out of a further reduction to our increment 

losses doesn’t it. 

 

Grant Well at the moment some of us suggest that that may have been but I think I’ve updated an AEE 

at the moment the current AEEs are all based on your old losses and like, I mean, I can appreciate 

you looking at it and saying well common sense says that that’s going to have. you know, but 

unfortunately this is a legal process and the evidence has to be there for me to be able to assess 

it.  And, at the moment I’m trying to join conclusions with things that don’t match up because I 

don’t have that missing puzzle piece so it’s difficult for me. 

 

Freeman One issue from my perspective, is balancing what, I think you’re right, it makes your job easier 

and more appropriate if you’re giving advice to commissioners, if you’ve got all the information in 

front of you, but in my mind there are possibly two routes you go down.  You sort of put the 

whole thing on hold while Nessa goes back to square one and completely rewrites that, we go 

back to square one and completely rewrite that, or you essentially say right, this part has been 

changed by this much and the part of this that could potentially be properly updated, arguably 

from our perspective which we need to do anyway for the evidence, for our evidence that would 

be coming at say the 2 of September, if we were solely looking at  assessing the actual effects 

side of it and not going through, you know, every sentence and every paragraph in this part, 

which would take a lot of time to make sure that everything is absolutely kosher, if we were 

focused on this side of it, I don’t know, my instinct is for if, for example, if we were aiming to 

update the existing….. 
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Grant Like what, like the science…. 

 

Legg Just the assessment of the facts and nothing else in the remaining application. 

 

Freeman Yeah, yeah, if we were focused on that from my perspective I think I \’d have a chance, a fighting 

chance of having that completed by the 19
th

, which would then give you a full week to finish a 

42A report.  But that’s just off the top of my head for 4 and 5, I don’t know what Nessa…. 

 

Legg If it was purely limited to Section 7, the assessment of effects, and nothing else, it’s something I 

could do but it wouldn’t involve you know, rewriting the whole of Section 7.  It would be using 

what’s there and amending it where appropriate based on these changes. 

 

Grant Yes.  I’m happy to take the information that’s here and say these are the changes, what I really 

need to know is “so what does that mean”.  And that should be reflected in an updated AEE 

because…. 

 

Legg So are we agreeing, when you say AEE, is what we’ve provided and for me it would be that 

Section 7 of Woldwide 1 and 2’s application. 

 

de Wolde I mean from my perspective, I mean the costs are one thing but like I’ve been forced to intensive 

winter graze now for three years and any further delays will force me to do it another year.  This 

puts me right past the sewing date for the crops for next year, and it’s just like in 2016 we 

identified we wanted to end intensive winter grazing and we are forced to keep doing it by dilly 

dallying and more information and added cost and that is just my frustration.  I really, really 

would not like any further slippage in the dates because that’s just unmanageable for me to do 

another year of intensive winter grazing. 

 

McMurdo I think discussing the information leading to the 16
th

 of September is one thing and perhaps we 

understand what everybody is talking about now, it seems we need to have the discussion 

already before we actually make it by the 16
th

 of September for the hearing because that might 

clarify for you as well. 

 

de Wolde That’s, from ,my  perspective  its really important. 

 

Freeman Yes, so is it realistic and if not why not and if so, why.   

 

Grant Ok, so this is what we have put together with everyone around those dates where they are not 

available.  So, I can appreciate…. 

 

Freeman You’ll have to explain it to us. 

 

Grant Yes I’ll do a bit of an explanation.  Down the right had side we’ve got the initials with the people 

that are involved and if their name’s on a date they are not available on that date so immediately 

on the 16
th

 of September, that date is completely out for me, the whole week. 

 

Freeman Can we ask why? 

 

Grant Yes I am not here.  I am not in Invercargill. 
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Freeman Alright.  And there’s nobody else. 

 

Grant No.  Alex is away but working remotely the entire of September. So this is when the hearing was 

moved at your guys request from the 5
th

 of August to the 19
th

 of August. 

 

de Wolde No I object to that, that was not our request.   

 

Grant Ok. 

 

de Wolde That’s not true. 

 

Grant Ok.  It  came from your consultants but, it came from Tanya… 

 

Legg I wasn’t here. 

 

de Wolde From the 5
th

. 

 

Legg Yeah, not from the, the 19
th

. 

 

de Wolde Then It was moved to the 19
th

 of August, yes. 

 

Grant Yes so that, I said that, that we were out for September.  September we also have two other 

hearings on, the 16
th

 of September, that week. 

 

de Wolde From the 19
th

 of August, it was not moved at our request.  We were locked in for the 19
th

 of 

August. 

 

Grant Yes.  And then I was given a whole lot of changes to your application. 

 

de Wolde I’m just saying that we were locked in for the 19
th

 of August and we did not request that to be 

changed. 

 

Grant I made that request Abe because I wasn’t in a position to make a helpful assessment of your 

updated application, so this is unfortunately what happens when people choose to change their 

application at the very last minute. 

 

Legg I mean Aurora, that’s true but the background to that is that there was a big decision in June 

which we have to take on board what came out of that, you know, it’s only reasonable for us to 

also use that information which you would no doubt have used.  It wasn’t as if we sat back and 

just decided hell we’re going to change. You know, we have done our best, it was done in… 

 

Grant I’m not even going to answer this. 

 

Durand For the record, just for the transcript, the decision, the Adams decision I think came out 4 weeks 

before we were told by Mike in his email changes were made, were proposed to be made to the 

application, and sorry I don’t have that email in front of me but I think it said something along the 

lines of “significant changes to the application” or something that sounded like quite a change.  

Something new to assess.  Subsequent to that I had a letter from Hans van der Wal, from you 

lawyer saying that actually these were relatively minor changes.  But so, the Adams decision, yes 
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that came out some time before this and I mean, I wrote to Mike about this and said that that 

decision essentially confirmed what we had said for more than a year, it confirmed the plan says 

what it says about the policy direction.  It didn’t change anything from our perspective anyway, it 

confirmed how the policy is to be interpreted and it confirmed how consents can and cannot be 

granted, so we don’t consider, it’s pretty academic, we don’t really consider whether it changes 

anything, we don’t consider that it actually changes anything.  If you think it does, sweet, that’s 

fine.  You saw that decision and took several weeks to tell us what you were going to do about it, 

and that was two days before our 42A report was to be released and it was couched on that day, 

as something that looked like potentially major changes to the proposal.  We sought direction 

from the commissioners, we received this information, what should we do about it, and they 

directed that we meet and that the hearing be postponed so we could understand the scale of 

these changes.  And that’s where we are now.  It’s taken that time to come together here.  So we 

sought direction from them, what do you want us to do, cause we didn’t want to throw two 

reports that had taken, like Abe said, a considerable cost and expense, our time and Abe’s 

money, to produce, to advise commissioners.  We don’t want to put those up to the panel and 

have them be of no use, or questionable use, because of changes that have been made that 

haven’t been assessed.  That’s why we asked for direction from the commissioners – what they 

want us to do about this because we want to be helpful.  And that’s where we are now.  I take it 

that the Adams decision was an important decision, I think we were all waiting to see what was 

said but actually it didn’t change anything, and it took you some time to tell us, to respond to us 

about what it meant for you, and you did at the very last possible moment. 

 

Grant And there is until and Act that would have allowed, you could have used Section 91A to say hold 

up, we need to assess what this decision means for us, but you didn’t use that, so I felt like I was 

in a position where I had to say we’ve received all this additional information, I have no time to 

take it into account, and what you’re going receive from the commissioners is an unhelpful 42A 

report.  And in seeing the information that has been provided, the reports in their current form 

will be not relevant. 

 

Freeman But anyway, there’s 10,000 books written on the causes of the First World War so people don’t 

even agree on what caused the First World War or whatever, so we ,may not…. 

 

McMurdo So apparently the date is the 16
th

 of September. 

 

Freeman Well it is at the moment but presumably…. 

 

de Wolde Is it true, you cannot make it. 

 

Grant I can’t make it and also like, I would be happy to cancel that but we also have two other hearings 

booked in that week and doing three, and especially one of your size, is not possible with the 

council resources that we have.  So who’s not on here is Lacey (Bragg) as in from here, but she’s 

obviously taken out for these other two hearings.   So the week of the 16
th

 of September is not 

achievable from the council’s side, sorry. 

 

Freeman But obviously what we don’t have on this calendar is… 

 

Grant Is the commissioiners. 

 

Freeman Yes. 
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Grant Yes, I know.  Which is not very helpful. 

 

Freeman If it would help we could spend half an hour working out something that we’re all sort of 

grumpily happy with and put it to the commissioners and they say “sorry, we’re not available”. 

 

Grant Yes, I agree. 

 

Durand Well they’ve asked us to agree on a date, I suggest that maybe it’s better if we agree on preferred 

dates, or maybe a series of options and put that to them and say well here’s what we’ve got, 

which of those work. 

 

McMurdo How often do they sit? 

 

Durand They’re all involved in other things, environmental court stuff, mediation and who knows what, 

they’ve got busy calendars as well. 

 

de Wolde Thinking outside the square is it possible to pull us forward or is it not possible. 

 

Grant Not with this statutory timeframe.  Legal requirements for securing evidence with this because 

there’s submitters involved and because now I’ve got to rewrite some…. 

 

Freeman Absolute bottom line the commissioners will want at least a full three weeks clear prior to the 

hearing starting then bang, bang, bang, 42A report, applicant’s evidence, submitters evidence, 

week, week, week.  

 

de Wolde Why have you not communicated that you are unavailable that week?  Why have you not 

communicated that? 

 

Grant I have communicated it. 

 

de Wolde To who? 

 

Grant To the commissioners. 

 

de Wolde Yeah but us… 

 

Grant Pardon? 

 

de Wold Why have you not communicated it to us?  I mean you are all working on this potential 16 

September date and you’re not even available. 

 

Grant No, I… 

 

de Wolde So why have you not communicated prior? 

 

Durand Can we just remind ourselves of the purpose of this meeting which is to look at the availability 

dates. 
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de Wolde No, no, you are not chairing.  I’m asking because, no, I’m asking I think it’s a valid question, like 

we’re all working towards a date which is the 16
th

 of September and you’re not even available so 

why have you not communicated it. 

 

Grant So, I understand you’re upset about it but actually we were all working towards the 5
th

 of August.  

Then your consultants changed it and we were working towards the 19
th

 of August… 

 

de Wolde No, no, no.  The 19
th

 of August…. 

 

McMurdo It’s probably not helpful for anybody to talk about that really because it doesn’t…. 

 

de Wolde When it was shifted on the 19
th

 of August, we shifted it to the potential date of 16
th

 of 

September.  We have all been working towards hat day and no worries you aren’t even available 

so I think we should have been entitled to know that that we’re all working towards a deadline 

that’s not even valid. 

 

McMurdo Whether you’re entitled to or not the date is the 16
th

, was the 16
th

 so… 

 

de Wolde Well no it’s not because Aurora is not available. 

 

McMurdo That’s not, the understanding I have from all the information today was based on the new 

information coming in from the applicants. 

 

de Wolde We are being made aware now of the fact that Aurora is not available the week of the 16
th

 of 

September.  I think we should have been made aware of that earlier.  Before we were all working 

towards that deadline.   

 

McMurdo Ok. 

 

de Wolde My people are working towards it, they’re working towards it, the whole farm is working towards 

it, I think it’s upsetting that it’s not even an option. 

 

McMurdo Ok.  That’s noted. 

 

de Wolde We’re working towards a potential peaceful outcome and like to get it through here across as 

sort of as smoothly as Aurora indicated in writing, I don’t think this is helpful. 

 

Freeman Ok well Plan B then, Plan B I suppose is a question maybe for yourself Abe, and for you guys 

Aurora, is the week starting the 7
th

 of October.  Can we…. 

 

Legg What about the week before it. 

 

Freeman  Then, I presume there’s nothing down for the week starting the 2
nd

 of September because… 

 

Grant The timeframes are too tight. 

 

Freeman Ok, but Aurora is not available that week if I’m reading it right.  So that week starts the 13
th

 of 

September. But the week starting the 7
th

 of October, then it sort of, well, nobody is indispensable 
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but, are lawyer’s less indispensable than everybody else, is Nicole Phillips personal presence 

essential? 

 

Grant I would be happy to proceed without Nicole and just use her documented evidence. 

 

Freeman And sometimes commissioners might say well we’ve got a question for her but if she’s not 

available then they may, they may just say right we’ll run the rest of the hearing when she is 

available, gosh she’s not available for much at all is she.  If she’s not available thought, would she 

be available to say, for example, answer a written question? 

 

Grant I’d have to check with her, but she is one, again not making anyone sound indispensable, but she 

is one that I would be happy to proceed without. 

 

Freeman She might have a colleague like Nicky Watt or someone like that that might be able to answer a 

question, if there was you know, some debate about whether the proper protocol was followed 

in Overseer FM subsection (iii)(5)(a) or whatever. 

 

Grant The other issue here is Cain Duncan is away that first and second week.  Unfortunately Cain and I 

have obviously decided to go to Fiji in the same month but we didn’t line up our holidays because 

I’m off the 21
st

. 

 

Freeman I just don’t understand… 

 

Grant Why people need holidays. 

 

Freeman No I just don’t understand why people would go somewhere like Fiji in winter when there’s all 

this snow on the mountains.  I just don’t understand it. 

 

Grant It’s October though. 

 

Freeman Anyway.  Seriously, that’s an issue for you then, if that’s a Plan B week, then Hans said he wasn’t 

available that week.  I can’t recall exactly what his limitation was, whether it was Court of Appeal, 

or leave, or another case, I don’t know. 

 

de Wolde Like the whole thing, it puts my farming plans out of scope.  I mean this was the last deadline, 

this week was the last deadline for me to base my future decisions for next winter on, my cows 

will be intensive winter grazed again next winter.  I don’t think I should be put in the position not 

having our people there because Aurora can’t make it, I think ??? should be there.   

 

Grant For the record, for the recording, it’s not just because I’m not available, it’s because council is 

unavailable.  We do not have enough resources that week to hold another hearing of this size.  

We already have two rather large hearings on that week.  And, it’s not just me that’s not 

available, Alex is also working remotely.  He is available to fly down for it but there will be 

additional costs. 

 

Freeman Because what will happen Abe is, in most respects we can’t make decisions on this, all we can do 

is provide submissions if you like to the commissioners.  So if the council makes a submission to 

the commissioners and says Aurora is not available, Alex is not available for these reasons and for 

these reasons, and if those reasons sound reasonable to the commissioners, they will not 
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schedule the hearing in that week.  That’s what will happen in terms of….but by the same token 

the commissioners will be concerned to meet their duty to avoid unreasonable delay etc etc, so 

by the same token I very much doubt whether the commissioners would just say, oh gosh, ok, 

that’s all really tricky lets plonk somewhere in December, they won’t do that.  Well that’s my 

personal view, they won’t do that either because that would not be meeting their duty to avoid 

unreasonable delay, and then they ,might put the heavy word back on yourself Michael, and 

others, and say something like well, get more resources or whatever.  So, somewhere between 

those two extremes I think we have to come up with a proposal that might not be our preference 

but there’s not much point putting something to the commissioners that we know in advance 

that they’re not going to fly with.  So if we, if we… 

 

de Wolde So what proposal are we offereing ???... 

 

Freeman Well, all I’m saying I suppose Abe is, if we just stood our ground and I don’t know, told Hans send 

them a strongly worded letter that says we have to proceed on the 16
th

… 

 

de Wolde The thing is for my cropping decision it’s too late.  This was the last deadline.  I do remember you 

guys coming and saying it was going to be painless, and it’s been anything but.  And the whole 

August thing, the 5
th

 of August thing, that was because the whole winter was out, on behalf of 

Environment Southland ??? the very end of the whole window.  So, it has been anything but 

trouble free or cheap or whatever.  I just really think if there’s three people, why cannot 

someone else miss out. 

 

Grant Abe sorry I’m going to refuse to shoulder the blame for the 5
th

 of August.  Nessa and I had a 

number of phone conversations about when that ??? would be coming in and that the longer it 

was delayed in being put in, that it would mean that the hearing would start to clash with 

Environment Court things going on, people’s holidays, consultants who were on holiday, and that 

was why it was shifted, and, I’d just like to remind you that this is a huge application, it has been 

processed as we said it would be with no holds, and that is quire outstanding work from the 

council. 

 

de Wolde I did not experience, I do not know you resource or whatever.  All I’m saying is that it puts me in 

trouble on the farm, I’ve been living and breathing this stuff for the last three years, I just want to 

get on with my life. 

 

Grant I absolutely understand. 

 

de Wolde  Please, please don’t make me suffer any more. 

 

Grant I completely understand. 

 

de Wolde It’s like 20 or 30 hours out of my week and I’m a farmer, I’m not like some ??? farm.  Please be 

conscious of that. 

 

McMurdo Is it possible to provide the commission with maybe a couple of different possible dates? 

 

Freeman We’ll have to.  We’ll have to.  Just trying to get clear on that week starting the 7
th

 which possibly 

might be duplicated… 
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Grant October? 

 

Freeman Yeah.  The October months shows that Cain is not available that week as well, whereas in that 

September one it’s just got… 

 

Legg Is he available on the Monday? 

 

Freeman Ahhh, looks like it.  That’s the same week isn’t it, that sort of final week on the September print 

out and the sort of first full week on the October print out, it’s just put in manually. 

 

Grant Just to make sure, if we include Saturday’s and Sunday’s and the council is prepared to proceed 

without Nicole being there in person, the 16
th

 to the 20
th

 of October looks like it could be. 

 

Freeman Will you pay my divorce lawyers fees? 

 

Grant Mate, I’ll have my own to pay from this.  I’m not even joking.  Um, but, like that is an option 

there, where I can see some space/. 

 

Freeman There’re not many commissioners that work on weekends.   

 

Grant I know but, they said put forward options so I’m just trying to look at potential options. 

 

Freeman If we, and we probably don’t have much choice Abe to a point in terms of looking at a couple of 

these other options, like the week starting the 7
th

, but then operationally, would that mean that 

we would have to go back and look at the dates of when things are happening, because as you 

say, you’ll be making operational decisions. 

 

de Wolde I just want to make sure that we have a proper team on our side.  Aurora has going to have a lot 

of work to do. We have to have our people there as well.  So I don’t want to sort of go like oh 

sorry we still have to make it happen or whatever sort of thing.  I want to make sure our team is 

there as well.  I mean, why would we sort of be kneecapped before we start because we can’t 

have the proper people on the ground, because the date is bumped at last notice. 

 

Freeman Yeah.  Well that sort of points to the week starting the 14
th

 doesn’t it.  That, that’s Cain, only Cain 

and Nicole Phillips not available but Cain might be available, or by the look of it, would be 

available towards the end of the week, so if they did want, they will always rearrange people so 

you know, even an applicant witness might come later in the week or a council expert might 

come first, they’ll shuffle things around. 

 

Legg Woldwide 1 and 2, could be moved second and 4 and 5’s could come first, the opposite way 

around. 

 

Grant Yep, it’s just Cain’s done the budgets for ???. 

 

Durand Can I just ask a question about the calendar sorry, if you go to the 1
st

 of October, I’m just looking 

at that box, it looks like Cain Duncan and Nicole Phillips are not available on the 1
st

, is that 

correct?   

 

Grant Yes. 
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Durand Even though their names are quite close to the 8.  Oh I see, it’s not the names that are adjacent 

to the dates it’s actually, the names are in the boxes, are in the bottom of the date box. 

 

Freeman Shit.  Right.  Ok.   

 

Durand So the 1
st

 of October, it’s Cain Duncan not Nicole Phillips who are not available.  On Monday the 

30
th

 it’s only Nicole Phillips that’s not available.  As an example.  On the 27
th

 of October, everyone 

is available. 

 

Freeman That’s not how I was interpreting it but ok.   

 

Durand I think there are boxes there, they’re so faint.  So if you’re looking at September 16
th

, the dates 

we can’t do, it’s Alex Erceg, AE and AG underneath the 16
th

.   

 

Grant And also our expert. 

 

Durand Whereas, like the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 of September, everyone is free, those two dates.  Just to help 

understand the table. 

 

Freeman That’s very useful. 

 

Durand So that suggests the last week in October is free.  Correct?   27
th

 to the 1
st

. 

 

Grant Yep. 

 

Freeman But also, with some juggling of experts, the week starting the 30
th

 of September or the week 

starting the 7
th

 of October.   

 

Legg Yeah. the week of the 30
th

 of September, Cain is here on Monday.  That week works doesn’t it, 

Cain can be here on the Monday. 

 

Freeman So it’s option sort of 1, 2, 3 isn’t it.  starting the 30
th

, starting the 7
th

, starting the 28thg. 

 

Grant What would your preferred option be given that one of those weeks your experts…. 

 

Freeman I just turn my calendar off. 

 

de Wolde One question I have and it’s sort of peripheral, would we be affected by changes in legislation in 

between now and then, there’s so much moving at the moment with all sorts of wintering, like 

we sort of put back by nearly a year, it will be affected by the changes that happen in the 

meantime.   

 

Durand We’re not sure when those documents are going to be released.  If you’re looking at the week of 

30
th

 of October I could say probably not, or more likely than not, it looks to me like it’s going to 

be late in the year or maybe next year.  I think there’s going to be a series of opportunities for 

submissions to be made and various other things. 
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de Wolde (OVERTOP) Yea but Nicol Horrell rung me and said stuff was coming out of central government 

we should be very afraid of, there seems to be a monster coming our way that ??? around for.  Is 

it going to affect me because it’s going to be bump back, bump back, bump back, out of my 

control.  I’ll be very sad at the end of the day if I would sort of get hammered.  Will I be affected 

by legislation or will my case be considered under current legislation? 

 

Freeman Nobody can give you an absolute guarantee Abe. 

 

de Wolde That’s why I would really suggest getting to it as soon as possible.   

 

Freeman Yes. 

 

de Wolde I think I deserve that.  Cause it’s my risk at the end of the day and the risk of all the people and 

the cows in my possession. 

 

Freeman If it’s any consolation Abe, my understanding is generally, central government, the jargon that 

they use is, it’s, quote, repugnant to drop new rules and have them applied retrospectively, but 

it’s not repugnant to have new rules applied immediately.  So, they won’t backdate things and if I 

had $5 I’d put it on the table that said what will probably come out will be rules that effectively 

apply probably something very similar to your own standard rules for intensive winter grazing 

and say those are the minimum standards for the whole country. 

 

de Wolde …the right thing but I think it would be really frustrating and painful if I will be worse off because 

every time  ??? pump for three years I end up intensive winter grazing, my facilities fall to bits 

because we can’t make the improvements and then at the end I’m hammered by legislation that 

changes in the meantime. 

 

Freeman To me it sounds, I get a sense of de ja vous like water metering.  All the regional councils used to 

bicker about what was appropriate water metering rules and eventually central government 

came in and said stop bickering, these are the minimum rules, you will have to comply with them, 

end of story.  To me it sounds like the same sort of thing coming.   

 

Durand We don’t really know.  We know that there are going to be announcements this side of 

Christmas, we’re pretty sure of that, but what is meant by announcement we don’t know, like it 

might be here’s a draft for consultation, it might be here’s the rule and it commences 

immediately.   

 

de Wolde The ??? said August, that’s not happening. 

 

Durand These things seem to usually slip out of central government.  But, Dave Parker’s been saying this 

year is the year of action, next year is the election. 

 

de Wolde I don’t really feel, I really think as soon as possible. 

 

Durand So that week, the 30
th

 of October, that is possible. 

 

Legg 30
th

 of September. 

 

Durand Sorry 30
th

 of September to 4
th

 of October.   
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Legg Yes, Cain can be here on the Monday and the 7
th

 of October.  He’s available Thursday, Friday.   

 

McMurdo Do we need to phone Cain? 

 

Freeman So I suppose it raises another question which I was going to raise later, but, in terms of 

communicating back to the commissioners, obviously the want advice sooner rather than later, 

otherwise they’re going to order us all to a teleconference… 

 

Grant Today I think is their direction. 

 

Freeman So, if we agree in principle on those dates with a preference, at least from our perspective, 

earlier than later.   

 

McMurdo So preference 1 is obviously the earliest 1, 2, 3 just in the order of the dates. 

 

Freeman Yes.  Council? 

 

Grant I can make that work. 

 

Durand So let’s just look at the pre-circulation dates and go backwards from there.  Let’s say it’s the 30
th

 

of September, let’s say for arguments sake, which means that the submitters evidence is the 23
rd

 

of September, which means that applicants evidence is the 16
th

 of September and council’s 

report is the 9
th

 of September.  We talked before about our desire to have a revised assessment 

of effects to us so that we can update our 42A report, so that gives us a bit more.  So we’ve got to 

have our report done, circulated on the 9
th

. 

 

Freeman On that scenario my suggestion would be as we discussed earlier but an updated but focused on 

the actual AEE, part of the AEE by about the 26
th

 and that would give you two weeks. 

 

Grant I’m fine with the updated AEE, yep, those timeframes are achievable. 

 

Legg So by what date? 

 

Durand 23
rd

.  End of the day Friday the 23
rd

 and then council has two weeks. 

 

Freeman Now you’ve screwed up my Monday’s.  Monday, Monday, Monday and Monday.   

 

Grant That’s when my thesis is due, a week before my thesis, but that’s fine. 

 

Durand Well maybe, Mike and Nessa how much work is that going to be? 

 

Legg It’s just Section 7, part of the AEE.  I think we would need that time because we need to look at 

Woldwide runoff and that may take a bit more time, the AEE part.   

 

Durand I’m not sure if it’s equitable, but it’s equal, right, that gives you two weeks and that gives us two 

weeks. 

 

Legg Yes, that’s fair. 
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Durand Does that work for you Aurora? 

 

Grant No it doesn’t but I’ll make it work.   

 

Durand What about then if it wasn’t the 30
th

 of September but the 7
th

 of October so that shifts the whole 

thing by a week.   

 

Freeman No, I think from Abe’s perspective he needs things to start earlier if it absolutely makes it work 

better then I think the onus should more be on Nessa and me to get an updated AEE to you 

earlier. Because otherwise we’d be preparing our evidence to be ready by the 2
nd

 of September 

anyway, on the old schedule.   

 

Durand Also, I guess for your information, say the hearing was held that first week… 

 

de Wolde The 7
th

 of October? 

 

Durand No sorry, the 30
th

 of September to the 4
th

 of October and say the commissioners closed the 

hearing at the end, like literally say thanks we’ve got everything we need, so close the hearing on 

the 4
th

, that’s going to be the 25
th

 of October before you get your decision, and then you’ve got 

three weeks of appeal period.  You can’t exercise the consent until… 

 

de Wolde As I said before, it puts my cows into another year of intensive winter grazing. 

 

Durand So you’re looking at 15
th

 November before you can be sure what the decision is, and if somebody 

appeals then you can’t exercise it until the appeal settles. 

 

de Wolde That’s as we said before, the week of the 16
th

 was the last week that it could possibly have made 

it work.   

 

Freeman Just to clarify you’ve got no absolute guarantee that they’d take 15 working days. They might 

grant themselves an extension presumably. 

 

Durand That’s true. 

 

de Wolde They can’t put off sunny days, they can’t put off sunshine. 

 

Durand No but just for the interests of transparency we’re focusing on the week of the hearing but you 

won’t get an answer until… 

 

de Wolde I have calculated…. 

 

Durand Sure. 

 

de Wolde Full clarity around what the outcome is for me to decide whether to put fodder beet in the 

ground or grass, that’s the guts of it. 

 

Grant Just on timeframe extensions as well, the statutory timeframe is 30
th

 of August, so we’ve got two 

options, we can either do a timeframe extension special circumstances or we can do an agreed 
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one.  It’s very easy to do one with the applicants agreement otherwise there’s more 

administration time to write one up for special circumstances.  So if you guys can have a think 

about that, whether you agree to a timeframe extension until the hearing date that would be 

helpful too.  Again I’m just thinking cost and time.   

 

Durand  Just so we can give the commissioners a couple of options, we’ve got the 30
th

 of September and 

4
th

 of October, which is tight for council but we could do it, especially if you could get your 

revised documents to us sooner rather than later.  7
th

 to the 11
th

 is the second option.  Not sure 

of the second preference but that is another option, 7
th

 to the 11
th

 of October and by reckoning 

we’ve also got the 28
th

 October to the 1
st

 of November.  Is that right?  That’s another one.  Those 

are the three soonest. 

 

Freeman Yes but obviously from the applicant’s perspective we were saying that our strong preference 

would be earlier, as early as possible.   

 

Durand Yes of course.  I guess what don’t want to do is convene like this, focus on that one date then go 

back to them and they say no, we can’t do it.  Then we have to reconvene. 

 

McMurdo I don’t know how the commission works but do we need November dates or is this… 

 

Grant While we are all here should we look at it just in case the commissioners say well actually we’re 

in Tahiti that whole time.   

 

Freeman Do you want to say anything more? 

 

Durand No, no thanks you. Thanks for your patience in working through this.   

 

(Michael Durand left at this time) 

 

Freeman Thanks. 

 

Legg The week of the 18
th

 of November is…. 

 

Freeman Yes although to be frank from my perspective if the currently appointed commissioners can’t 

make any of those dates I’d almost be suggesting we talk to Hans about asking for different 

commissioners. 

 

de Wolde No I don’t think I want to do that. 

 

Freeman No? 

 

de Wolde No, I think I like the way they handled the Adams case and I think I’ve got faith in the way they 

handle it and I’m quite happy with this choice. 

 

Legg So that’s the 18
th

 of November as a very very last resort. 

 

Grant Ok.   

 

Legg We don’t want that week but… 
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Grant I understand.   

 

Freeman So, 1, 2, 3, 4.  It may then pay to just to outline that we, for their information as much as anything 

else but then we’ve got it in writing as references to us all in terms of what we talked about 

saying right, an updated AE part of the AEE two weeks before your 42A report is required.  So 

whatever that schedule ends up being we know that that would be “the schedule”. 

 

Grant So if you guys are in agreeance, what I can do after this meeting is put down what we’ve 

discussed, obviously it will take a wee while to get the transcript, but if I just put the main points 

down because we need to get back to the commissioners today.  And, I will send a draft email 

through to you to check that you are in agreeance with what we’ve come up with today.  If you 

could check that before I send a request through to them. 

 

Freeman Sounds good.  In terms of the notes I had as a draft agenda, there’s still a couple of items there 

and then you wanted to cover a couple of other as well. 

 

Grant No, have a discussion on where I’m at with my 42 report. 

 

McMurdo Ok so we’re happy with the dates obviously and we’re going to move on to the next point. 

 

Freeman Happy’s not the right word.  Yep.  So, I suppose from my perspective in terms of any additional 

mitigation measures the key things that stood out for me was are we all clear whether there was 

any or those proposed mitigations would either trigger the need for an additional consent or 

change the activity status of anything. 

 

Erceg So the culverts will need to be assessed against the culvert rule. There’s not enough in here to 

determine whether they do meet that permitted activity requirement.   

 

de Wolde Today… 

 

Legg At the runoff. 

 

Erceg There’s 1, 2, so the changes to the widening of the culverts and so they just wanted to check 

against the, should the consent be required, they’re generally a controlled activity. 

 

de Wolde What culvert were we going to widen? 

 

Freeman Off the top of my head I can’t… 

 

Erceg The one by the, there’s one where one of your paddocks and dairy lanes has flooded, can flood, 

and you mentioned that it’s due to the culvert not being wide enough. 

 

Grant Yeah yeah, it’s page, critical source area. 

 

Freeman Where’s this? 

 

Grant 14/15. 
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Erceg 1 and 2. 

 

Grant  It says that it’s recommended the culvert size be enlarged. 

 

de Wolde Oh yeah but that is actually, it was blocked I pulled the weeds out, it’s between 14 and 15.  It is a 

90cm culvert and it’s as big as all the other ones so it does not need to be enlarged. 

 

Erceg So you’re not enlarging it? 

 

de Wolde We’re not enlarging it no. 

 

Erceg Ok. 

 

de Wolde It’s been unblocked and there’s no requirement to enlarge it.   

 

Erceg Ok.  It’s just implied that that was going to be a mitigation but that’s alright, we’ll take that out. 

 

Legg I’ll confirm that was cleaned. 

 

Grant If we could, cause the option of the wording in this is should and suggests so just, if you’re 

putting this forward, expect us to write conditions on what’s in here. 

 

Erceg So where they say could or should it would be better to clarify that these are or are not 

happening instead of like, this could be done because it sounds like, putting this forward makes it 

sound like it will be done but the wording kind of suggests that it may not be. 

 

Grant And there’s a couple of different options in there right so ones just like maintain riparian margin 

and the other one says it will be planted out in native species.  So decide which one you’re going 

to go for and if you could put that forward in the updated document that would be much 

appreciated.  Because the last thing we want is the close of hearing being put off because of draft 

consent conditions that we’ve pulled out of this, but the wording is suggested.  I’m just trying to 

think of streamlining ways. 

 

Freeman Ok, good point. 

 

Erceg It will be likely that everything mentioned in these will be a specific consent condition as they 

were proposed after the application. 

 

de Wolde We’ll check them, it was two culverts that were enlarged you said or it’ll make things longer. 

 

Erceg  No I think the rest are just to do with the culvert crossing run… 

 

de Wolde ??? consent does it? 

 

Erceg No.  If possible can we have GPS coordinates for all of these? All the critical source areas and 

stuff. 

 

de Wolde Can’t you do it on the map? 
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Erceg Yep it will show up on the map we just need something to show exactly where they are. 

 

de Wolde There’s farm maps included anyway. 

 

Grant Yes but if you could just mark on… 

 

Erceg Cause when we, if a consent condition is written it will need to have an exact location otherwise 

if we just used t make the GPS coordinates and compliance comes out, and the actual GPS is 

different then that could result in non-compliances. 

 

de Wolde So does compliance not have the map, they can’t read maps.  What’s wrong with maps when 

compliance… 

 

Erceg It doesn’t show exactly, like that’s a very zoomed out high scale… 

 

de Wolde It’s A4, what’s the problem. 

 

Erceg I’m just trying to… 

 

de Wolde Is it a requirement for us to have GPS coordinates, I mean cause it’s easy like you can palm more 

and more information off. 

 

Erceg I’m just trying to avoid any future compliance issues so… 

 

de Wolde We’ll give them a map with the numbers on and that should be fine.   

 

Erceg Ok. 

 

Freeman We can talk to Cain as well, he may already have that. 

 

de Wolde It’s so easy, like one hiccup and another person racing around doing this and this and this and the 

other thing adds costs.  A map should be fine. 

 

Legg I could get the GPS coordinates from Cain’s map just on the desktop.  He actually may well have 

them already. 

 

de Wolde Maybe but I’m not promising anything.  If there’s no GPS coordinates we should ask the 

compliance office just to read the maps. 

 

Freeman But as a standard, these are Fonterra templates aren’t they so is there a bigger issue possibly to 

talk to Fonterra and Ravensdown and Balance about their template needs GPS coordinates. 

 

Grant …address that but I’d prefer not to do that on Abe’s money. 

 

Erceg The other thing is the mitigations on the lease runoff block, um, just some type of agreement to 

show that these can actually go ahead since that property’s not owned by the applicant. 

 

Legg Yes. 
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Erceg We need to actually be sure that you can legally go ahead and do all the fencing and riparian 

planting on that block.   

 

Freeman But if there is a consent condition that requires it, isn’t it almost a bit irrelevant to you as to what 

agreements may I not be hovering around here. 

 

Erceg We can’t grant a consent for something that he can’t actually do and is automatically non-

compliant with it.  If he’s got no legal obligation to go and fence waterways on a property he 

doesn’t own and we issue a consent saying you must fence this waterway… 

 

Freeman It still has to be done. 

 

Erceg Yep but then either he breaches the lease agreement he’s got with the owner, the person who 

owns that block of land or Abe is then non-compliant with his consent because he can’t do the 

fencing and the riparian planting. 

 

Freeman But what level of detail would you expect to see, do you want the signed lease agreement with 

all the financial detail in there? 

 

Erceg Just confirmation from the owner of that block, that Abe can go ahead with these mitigations 

that have been proposed to occur on that piece of land. 

 

Grant So some people just give us the lease agreement and redact out any financial stuff, I don’t care 

about that, if that’s the easiest way to do it or if it’s easier to get a signed statement for the 

leasee. 

 

Freeman Are you happy with that? 

 

de Wolde Yeah yeah I think it’s just very funny because they’re sort of saying landholding because it’s the 

same ownership structure like how do you manage that, like it’s a big nonsense but if like we 

have to do that I’ll have to.  This actually contradicts the whole ownership argument, the whole  

landholding argument really in my mind. 

 

Grant …anything else? 

 

Erceg And just that email I sent last night about the overseer budgets, get confirmation of that cause at 

the moment… 

 

Legg It will just be one nutrient budget though because… 

 

Erceg We will need, to compare the effectiveness of these mitigations all the previous nutrient budgets 

need to go into Overseer. 

 

Legg So the previous nutrient budgets are all exactly the same because they are pre-expansion so it’s 

only the proposed nutrient budget from the March application, it’s the only one that’s actually 

changed. 

 

Erceg Yep but when it goes into the new Overseer the losses… 
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Legg So it’s just one that you need to see. 

 

Erceg …the losses can change from, they can be different. 

 

Legg They’re already there so the 13/14, 14/15, 15/16, they’re already there in FM, and they’re the 

same as you know, nothing has changed, it’s just the proposed nutrient budget for Woldwide 1 

and 2 has been changed slightly, so I’ll get the one from March and get it put into FM, so that’s 

the only one, the slightly new version. 

 

Erceg Yep. 

 

Legg Ok. 

 

Grant Just the other point that I had Nessa in 1, is that one of those mitigations says the reconfiguration 

of Woldwide 1 platform, the application doesn’t discuss that at all.  What, because that 

potentially, is quite a major change.  I consider it would still be in the scope but it would just be 

helpful if that was addressed. 

 

Legg I need to follow up on that, yeah. 

 

Grant Because our understanding was that the two farms would be run operationally so there was 

going to be no changes with land between the two.  So I’ve either missed something completely 

but I looked right through the application last night and couldn’t find anything. 

 

Legg Could you just say that again? 

 

Grant  On page 17, the phosphorus mitigation plan, the reconfiguration of the farm will result in a 

number of these paddocks being assigned to the Woldwide 1 dairy platform. 

 

Legg Yes. 

 

Grant That’s not in the application. 

 

Legg I guess the application treats it all as one though. 

 

Grant It does but…. 

 

de Wolde We might just rephrase that and change the cow flow. 

 

Legg Yes it’s just that there are no reconfigure, major reconfigurations for either unit but just… 

 

Grant Like, we obviously assess all effects and losses. 

 

Erceg So, operationally, how do you propose to operate the dairy platforms 1 and 2?  Are they being 

combined and they’ll be operated as one platform? 

 

Legg No, they’re still two units. 
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de Wolde We put the wording like something like a difference in cow, changes in cow flow and cow traffic 

in the new scenario sort of thing if the consent would be granted blah, blah, blah, something like 

that.  Wold that be acceptable. 

 

Grant It’s good to know what you’re doing on the ground. 

 

de Wolde So basically this means that the cow, there’s not as many cows walking along the creek if we get 

the consent going forward. 

 

Grant Ok, well this is probably a good time to head into my issues, like what I think of… 

 

Freeman Go for it. 

 

Grant Is that ok? 

 

Freeman Yeah, yeah, go for it. 

 

Grant So just on that, the landholding, where I’ve arrived at in ??? as it currently stands, is that I’ve 

treated the two applications as separate application because that’s what has been put in front of 

me but I was not able to treat the farms as separate landholdings.  So I’ve arrived at the 

conclusion that your entire operation is one landholding.  So I just want to make that very clear 

that is in my report and it does bring Woldwide 3 into the mix.  I can explain my thinking a little 

bit more behind that if that would be helpful. 

 

de Wolde What would the implications of that be. 

 

Grant Because you, as I dug into it and I processed and wrote my report, there were so many transfers 

of effects between property’s that it was impossible for me to not consider them when looking at 

the definition of landholding as one entire farm operation.  And, then, I realised that Woldwide 1 

and 2 have combined into one landholding even though they are being treated still, as 

operationally different, but 4 and 5 are still being treated at different farms and you’re telling me 

that they are separate landholdings, there’s a complete contradiction there.  So in my 

professional opinion through the ??? that actually it’s all one landholding.  I do know that Cain 

came to the same conclusion with the Horner block being in the landholding for 1 and 2 for its 

nutrient budgets and that’s been removed, that’s fine, but just note that the farming permit or 2 

does include the Horner block as part of the landholding and that was proposed.  So where I’ve 

arrived at, I tried to write it as they were all separate landholdings and I couldn’t do it. 

 

de Wolde What if you would go way back to 2016 when the whole thing started, our very first application, 

Woldwide 1 and Woldwide 2, Environment Southland muddled it all up ,they got separated and 

then you said let’s combine it to make it easier so there’s the reason 1 and 2 are combined. 

 

Grant I did go right back.   

 

de Wolde Yeah but that’s the reason they are combined, that’s the only reason because you guys muddled 

the original one, they were separate, you guys couldn’t understand that and then it had to be re-

lodged again. 
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Grant So I’ve just, this is just me trying to be helpful and letting you know what’s going to be in my 

evidence so you can address it and do some further thinking, I’m not going to debate it here 

sorry. 

 

de Wolde But my question to you is what in your mind are the implications of Woldwide 3. 

 

Grant So for me, this comes on to my second point that is a key issue for me in my 42A, is that currently 

as we discussed on the site visit your intensive winter grazing on the new Cochrane’s block 

currently, from what we understand, what we were told at the site visit, is not in line iwht the 

permitted activity rules, it’s illegal currently.  And that means that Woldwide 3 no longer has 

Section 20(a) rights because those cows now ??? rule 20. 

 

de Wolde What is Section 20 anyway? 

 

Grant Mike would you like to explain? 

 

Freeman 20(a) is just the Resource Management Act that says basically if something was legally authorised 

either for a rule ??? effect, it can carry on doing what it was legally authorised to do even though 

a rule might require it to do something different, it can carry on doing what it was doing until 6 

months after that rule finally becomes operative.  So, even if a rule comes in that says, think 

about it in this respect, if it said that portable water troughs are required, if portable water 

troughs weren’t required beforehand you can carry on without them until the rule becomes 

operative. 

 

Grant So because Cochrane’s block was a sheep block and then by putting 3000 cows, I think you said at 

the start, on that block, there’s a definite change, so there’s a thing in case law that says the 

scale, scope or intensity and the intensity of that land use has definitely changed so you don’t 

have Section 20(a) rights.  There’s something else that came out of the Adams decision was that 

actually, council needs to recognise that somebody does have Section 20(a) rights and you 

haven’t got that permission from council so currently you’re winter grazing on there illegally.  So, 

that pulls Woldwide 3 into the mix and they need a consent for farming. 

 

de Wolde Woldwide 3 does not winter the Cochrane block. 

 

Grant  You’ve got cows from 3 on there, you told me at the site visit. 

 

de Wolde As like a ??? yes so I can graze Woldwide 3’s cows somewhere else. 

 

Grant You would need a farming consent for that unless they went to… 

 

de Wolde To graze them off? I could send them to Wanaka or McKenzie Basin. 

 

Grant  You absolutely could, I really don’t recommend that. 

 

de Wolde Why not? 

 

Grant I just want to let you know what my issues are without getting into a debate so if we could just… 
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de Wolde Ok but what I’m saying if you’re pulling Woldwide 3 in because we went to the Woldwide 3 cows 

on the ???, I said that’s fine I won’t do that again, that’s fine.  Because the cows were just there 

because there was more crop than we needed. 

 

Grant But it’s been done now so there’s a breach ??? for consent.  And also, that’s not the only reason 

why I consider that Woldwide 3 is part of your entire landholding. That’s one factor, I’m going to 

tell you the other ones because the last thing I want to do is for my report to come out and there 

be, and you have to have further delays because you need to address what I put in.  So what I tell 

you now is for transparency just to say this is what I’m thinking about it.  And at the moment, I’ve 

done a lot of thinking about it and that’s where I’ve arrived at.  I’m not into debating it but I want 

to give you guys a fair chance to address it just cause this thing is so big and I don’t think that it’s 

fair for you to only have a week once my report comes out. 

 

Freeman Can we go back one step just so I’m clear on what you’re saying, that clearly anybody could have 

a specific issue as you say if they are undertaking say new intensive winter grazing in a location 

where it wasn’t carried out previously and then not complying with the provisions specified in 

Rule 20, they could be doing something that is not authorised.  Ok, so that could happen 

anywhere.  What I’m just struggling with, almost park that, there’s the potential for someone to 

be undertaking intensive winter grazing that is not authorised.  Then we’ve got the issue about 

landholding.  what I’m just trying to be clear about in my mind is are both those things absolutely 

intricately connected or is there a distinction between intensive winter grazing that may not be 

authorised that either needs to stop and be authorised and the definition of landholding. 

 

Grant There is, it is connected but can be treated separately as well.  I’m not sure I completely 

understand your question sorry. 

 

Freeman Well I’m just trying to, I can understand and certainly I can see… 

 

Grant Should I discuss maybe the other reasons why I think Woldwide 3 is part of the landholding? 

 

Freeman Yeah that might help because in my mind I’m thinking, like with any client, ok, need to ensure 

that whatever you’re doing is properly authorised, now how do we understand the definition of 

landholding. 

 

Grant Ok.  So the definition of landholding is set out in the plan. 

 

Freeman Yes and I’ve got a copy of it in front of me now. 

 

Grant That’s great. So the other reasons that it is all, that I have arrived at the position of treating it all 

as one landholding is that what wasn’t identified when the original legal opinion on landholding 

came out is that Woldwide 2’s farming consent includes the Horner block in its entirety as part of 

use for farming there and I’m sorry I’m explaining this in kind of a cleaners language but I’ll just 

get it out and we can explore a little bit, and Woldwide 3 puts effluent on Woldwide, on the 

Horner block so on Woldwide 2 and on 5, this is all from memory, and effluent goes onto 5.  So 5 

uses nutrients from 3 to grow the grass needed for the cows there and it’s all connected.  That’s 

where I’ve arrived at.  And the ownership structure is something that I couldn’t escape either.   

 

de Wolde Yeah but you’re just weaving all that of so many complications because the reason that 

Woldwide 5’s application area is Woldwide 3 is because Environment Southland couldn’t deal to 
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making the changes, we tried 3 times to get it removed and we could not.  Like Tania has been 

trying twice to get it removed. So the reason that Woldwide 5 is linked to Woldwide 3 is because 

Environment Southland could not handle making the changes. 

 

Grant I’m sorry there is no… 

 

de Wolde I can dig it out, I can dig up the email train, you can ask Tania, we tried twice to get Woldwide 5 

removed from Woldwide 3 because initially we bought it as a slurry block, then we bought more 

land and we converted it into a dairy farm and on two occasions we tried to change that.  So 

don’t throw it back in our face now and say it’s linked, don’t try to change that.  It’s the same 

with the bore on Woldwide 5, I think it’s Environment Southland’s muck up and we pay the price.  

If you use the fact that Woldwide 5 and 3 are linked that is not fair because Woldwide 5 and 3 are 

linked because Environment Southland could not handle to make the changes that were needed.  

Nowhere ever has any slurry gone from Woldwide3 to Woldwide 5.  We said we’ll just leave it at 

nil. 

 

Grant So it’s been budgeted as that occurring in your budgets. 

 

de Wolde Because you guys could not change to make the difference. We tried that, seriously.  Ask Tania, 

we’ll dig it up.  We’ve bene trying to make the changes but you could not deal with it. 

 

Grant I’m really sorry and I understand how frustrating it is and I have gone back through and I’ve found 

all of that backwards and forwards, and I looked, and there is no variation to remove that that I 

can see.  You were told that, that removing that would mean that you would need an application 

in and there’s no application in the system.  So if you can find something please out it forward 

and I’ll consider it.   

 

de Wolde  And the Horner block is actually split in two 28 hectare blocks and ??? and that’s not allocated to 

Woldwide 2. It’s split up into allocated effluent areas, ignoring the fact that there’s slurry and 

effluent and you guys cannot deal with the difference between effluent and slurry but it all has its 

individual areas allocated to the property so it’s not that the slurry of Woldwide 3goes to 

Woldwide 2, no it goes to the Woldwide 3 allocated area of the Horner block. 

 

Erceg The entire area of the Horner block though is included in our farming consent for Woldwide 2 so 

it’s got nothing to do with the discharge of slurry it’s to do with it being… 

 

Legg That would’ve been under the previous version of the Water and Land Plan where there’s no 

definition of a landholding. 

 

Grant That’s right. 

 

Legg And that’s something that we would need to look at.  Because it is listed as you know, in the legal 

description but when that consent went through there was no definition of a landholding, so 

that’s not, you know, one thing may not equal the other. 

 

Grant But it was offered as almost an offset would balance the losses of what was occurring, so that’s 

like a key part of that farming consent that’s already in place. 
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Legg I guess that comes back to that legal opinion from Wynn Williams that said that’s one activity in a 

much bigger… 

 

Grant But unfortunately they didn’t have all of the information at that time because it wasn’t until I sat 

down and started, and I had them both, that was the difference, but I mean that will all be, 

there’ll be legal submissions on that point.  Just on Woldwide 2’s farming permit as well, that 

farming permit obviously makes it part of the permitted base one to say that there’s you know, 

there’s cows allowed to be on there because it’s permitted.  But unfortunately the permit, the 

farming permit, they put forward a mitigation saying that there would be no more intensive 

winter grazing or cropping done on those land blocks, it’s in the application for farming, but your 

nutrient budget relies on that winter cropping being removed so essentially you’re doubling up 

for something that’s not legally allowed to be there, so this is moving on to my second issue. 

 

Legg  But I guess what we have had to model the actual use of land and we can’t get away from that.  

we have to provide nutrient budgets based on the actual use of that land and that’s exactly what 

we’ve done. 

 

Grant Yes except the likes of the Gladfield block which I understand has already been converted to a cut 

and carry block, that has been budgeted as proposed to be intensively winter grazed for several 

years to come until the winter barns are in place.  The main issue I have here is the budgets are 

not aligning with what makes it with permitted or existing base lines at the moment because of 

those crossovers between farming consents.  So those are the two key issues in my report that 

will, that I didn’t want to surprise you with.  On a different note though I can… 

 

Legg Could we just go back to when you say the entire operation is one landholding, so what is that 

going to look like?  How is that going to be in a land use consent permit? 

 

Grant I don’t think that’s worth debating here. 

 

Legg I think it’s quite important, it’s hugely important to Abe.  In a general sense even, what are you 

proposing. 

 

Freeman Well the implication as I understand it is that you’re implying then that a lot of this information 

would be inadequate because you’d expect the whole Woldwide 3 would be included. 

 

Grant So how I would approach that is I have, in my report I have a separate section on landholding but 

I’ve specifically said that I respect your right to apply for as you would lie your proposal to be, so I 

have assessed them separately, the landholding section is the same in both reports, and I’ve said 

that I consider, that from a planning opinion that the whole thing is one landholding.  We’ve been 

playing with how conditions would look under that but I can’t give you a ??? 

 

Freeman And just in terms of saying if you’re right, whether you are right or not, it may be by the sounds 

of it advantageous to Abe for us to properly put an application in to change the discharge permits 

associated with WW3 and WW5 so that it’s clear that WW# does not have authorisation to apply 

effluent on 5.   

 

Grant It would have to be the Horner block as well, would need to be in that. 
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Freeman Ok but what you’re saying from your perspective, if that were separated then presumably you 

wouldn’t define… 

 

Grant No because the Woldwide 3 still uses Woldwide runoff which I consider part of the landholding 

for the young stock and dry stock. 

 

Freeman That’s a stretch. 

 

Erceg And Woldwide 1 owns Woldwide 3’s dairy platform according to our system. 

 

Freeman Owns it. 

 

Erceg Yes so Woldwide 1 Limited, the company, is the owner of the land that Woldwide 3 Limited’s 

dairy platform sits on, from what I can see. 

 

de Wolde You guys still don’t get it.  I hope the commissioners can see through all this incompetence.  I just, 

no, that is not true.  That is not true. 

 

Grant This is the Woldwide runoff and we got a bit of a decision from Adams on what’s part of the 

landholding and I think that does apply in this case as well. 

 

de Wolde Just to rectify this, Woldwide Farm is an independent limited company, Woldwide 1 is an 

independent limited company, 2 is, they are all independent limited companies.  So Woldwide 1 

owns the land that the farm is on.   

 

Erceg What I can see on our system is that it appears that Woldwide 1 Limited, the company, also owns 

the land that Woldwide 3 Limited farms on.   

 

de Wolde No this isn’t correct.   

 

Grant The rates are paid… 

 

Erceg It does look like that on our system. 

 

Freeman Mike just something else to mention as well, the budgets for the Collies block have essentially 

budgeted cows being on those blocks because it talks at length both in the old budget and the 

revised one, that there is a consent for that block, that’s the one that was surrendered, so that’s 

just another planning question mark over that that came up while I was doing my reports. 

 

Freeman Sorry when you say it was surrendered… 

 

Grant Yes 2016, the conversion permit for 5.   

 

de Wolde Just taking a step back, and being conscious of the fact that you are aware of the anguish that 

you put us through, is there any way that we can backtrack so that we can sever the link between 

Woldwide 3 and the rest. 

 

Grant No, not now. 
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de Wolde Because these cows are just there because there was crop left over like they could have been the 

cows of the neighbour or any other farm like they are just independent differnet companies, and 

it’s not going to happen again. 

 

Grant But Woldwide 3 relies on Woldwide runoff and that’s what pulls it in.  I know this is incredibly 

frustrating for you.   

 

de Wolde So will it be like effluent ??? again and drop tests on the and all that again. 

 

Grant For 3?  If you choose to make an application for it today. 

 

Freeman I think we probably need to have some discussion Abe I think it would be worth getting Hans’ 

input in terms of whether that… 

 

de Wolde It’s got a 20 year consent of something I mean everything is tickety boo on that. 

 

Grant If I can, look I’ve spoken to you about this, I would be happy, if it is helpful for you, to lift out my 

discussion on landholding that I’ve done because I don’t think it’s going to change anything in 

light of these changes, if you’re wanting to get legal advice on it, but I’m happy to release that 

section to you early if I am able to and I’ll take some advice on that.  

 

Freeman That would be useful otherwise I can imagine going into the hearing and the commissioners are 

just getting… 

 

Grant And that’s exactly what I want to avoid.  So, I’ll take some advice on that and I consider that 

would be useful for you to see. 

 

Freeman I suppose just as an aside, as I look at my definition, am I right, I assume I must be that the 

definition hasn’t been appealed by anybody. 

 

Grant I will check that. 

 

Freeman It doesn’t look like it, my copy of the appeals version and it’s not greyed out so like a number of 

things about this plan, people don’t seem to be too concerned about the detail, so nobody’s 

even, none of the submitters have actually looked in detail at that definition.   

 

Erceg Or they agreed with it. 

 

Freeman Yes of course. 

 

Grant I just want to put, if I do release part of my report, it’s not something that’s done normally and I 

am not releasing it for it to be picked apart.  It’s my opinion and that’s what a hearing is for ok.  It 

would be a heads up for you guys because I want to be as helpful as possible.  So you can take 

what I’ve put and hopefully it explains it in a concise way but I’m really not open to having a 

debate about it before we get to the hearing. 

 

de Wolde Is there any way we could have a constructive talk about the effluent pond and slurry. 

 

Grant 2, or 3. 
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de Wolde Or 3, I mean that’s going to be the next thing coming up, the rules across the new effluent pond – 

no it’s slurry, no it should be effluent blah blah blah, it doesn’t work.  Like, we’ll get the same 

issues there, like, I’m going to line it completely, proof pond like we did a drop test and it didn’t 

drop.  I’m going to line it out of the goodness of my own heart and it means that we have to 

spend another half million dollars to do another pond because your rules don’t fit.  Is there any 

way we can address this crust on the slurry ponds because slurry is thicker than effluent.  Ok you 

can see this coming a mile away for Woldwide 3 now.   

 

Freeman My understanding of that is people, Nessa you’ll know better than I, is that people have got 

methods now to try and force slurry ponds to fit the dairy shed effluent pond requirements.  

Even if that means putting some sort of floating device on push the crust aside and measure 

levels of that instead of trying to measure levels of the crust or something. 

 

Grant Alex is all over the farm ones. 

 

Erceg No, it would have to be free from curst. 

 

de Wolde That’s not possible.   

 

Erceg And it would have to be de-sludged within the last 12 months for it to meet Appendix P  So, we’re 

not worried about the fact that there’s sludge being stored in the pond, when it comes to the 

testing of that pond it needs to be liquid. 

 

de Wolde I mean that’s the thing, it’s 60 times as thick as effluent, like it is poos and piss, it’s not effluent, 

it’s different material.  So your rules don’t fit.  Like, if Woldewide 3 is going to pulled into it the 

first thing we’re going to come across is this effluent pond because it is a crust yes because it’s 

slurry, it’s not effluent, it’s thicker and you guys won’t handle it, and before I know it I’m relining 

another perfectly good pond because you’re silly rules don’t fit. 

 

Erceg But obviously it’s in the rule, we didn’t write it, it was written by the Environment Court, they’ve 

put this out.  It’s going through the appeals process at the moment, the public has had the 

chance to appeal on it, these issues can be submitted on through the public process but now that 

it’s a rule, we can’t just go round in circles constantly arguing that your pond doesn’t fit into the 

rule, the rule is there and it needs to fit that rule.  We can’t go round in circles and there’s no 

point going round in circles because no one is going to get anywhere. 

 

Freeman But operationally Alex, that means these types of ponds basically have to be emptied and filled 

with liquid to do the text. 

 

Erceg Yes, the same as the sludge beds.  And we’ve acknowledged that this rule is not the best and it’s 

not functional and we have approached our planning team to change that, and it just hasn’t been 

done yet and at the end of the day we have to live with that, you guys have to live with that. 

 

de Wolde That’s funny, what are you towards it. 

 

Erceg We can’t sit here and argue… 

 

de Wolde We have to live with it, you have to live with it, what are you doing towards it. 
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Freeman Alex can only do so much. 

 

de Wolde That’s not a fair way to describe it. 

 

Erceg We have to have this conversation with everyone every time, and we have tried to get through 

this.  We’ve made attempts to make things simpler for people where we can but there’s just no 

way that that pond can be filled with slurry during its testing. 

 

de Wolde Stone silence. 

 

Freeman I mean at least we know then that one approach if necessary is, and I don’t know how practical it 

will be, to basically ensure it’s empty, de-sludge, filled with liquid and then tested.  Alternatively 

it’s… 

 

Legg …from the dairy sheds.  Those steps would just take a hell of a lot of time to make happen.  In a 

practical sense it’s extremely challenging. 

 

Erceg Yes we acknowledge that and we always have acknowledged that.  And, this rule has been out for 

a while now so everyone is aware that that has been the case since this rule was released.  

Instead of just accepting that that’s the rule and trying to do this stuff in advance we get to an 

application and we argue that we can’t go and drop test it every time.   

 

McMurdo Can we park that a wee while? 

 

Freeman Yeah we probably need to.  But it’s all based I suppose, the concern about the extent to which 

WW3 might get pulled into all of this. 

 

Grant Yes.  Well as it stands and if we consider that every one of Abe’s farms bar 1 and 2 which is one 

land-holding, like as per that got forward Woldewide 3 does currently need a retrospective 

resource consent for farming because of illegal intensive winter grazing on Cochrane’s blick. 

 

de Wolde So why is it illegal? 

 

Grant It comes back to the scope issue and the fact that you’ve put 3000 cows on to land that was 

sheep farm and you don’t have a permit for that, and you don’t have protection to continue 

those operations because it’s in your activity on that land.   

 

Erceg And it wasn’t done in accordance with this rule or the regional water plan. 

 

Grant So there was no good management practices in place when we were out on site, so that’s what 

we discussed at the site visit. 

 

Freeman We should have a discussion separately about that and presumably you would only be expecting 

a retrospective consent for an activity that continues.  Putting your old hat on. 

 

Grant Putting my old hat on, that has been past compliance.  So they’ll be looking at it and how they 

approach it. 
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Freeman Just so you understand Abe, I think the point being discussed there is that, councils will often 

request, as council’s can only request that applications be made for a retrospective activity but 

normally, this is my personal view, normally councils wouldn’t expect a consent application to be 

made unless the activity is continuing.  If the activity is ceased then generally council’s aren’t 

expecting consent applications, they might be taking some enforcement action about something 

that happened in the past, and that would be the difference. Council’s might be both taking 

enforcement action and telling someone they should be applying for a retrospective consent. 

 

Grant That’s correct. 

 

Freeman So we’re on a similar page. 

 

Grant Yes, you need to have the discussion on who that’s going to look going forward.  

 

de Wolde So we’re going right back to where we started to I am not able to make my planning decisions 

because this date is going to be too late for me. 

 

Grant I appreciate that that is going to be a factor for operational but unfortunately the new 

information that has come through says you’ve already got the cows on the property.  That’s kind 

of like me building a house and going oh I should have probably talked to the council first. 

 

de Wolde No, no, no, no, no, no, when we had a scoping meeting 2016 with Environment Southland people 

and they say go ahead with it, there’s a new formality and we accept the 380 hectare lease, that 

was when the decision is made.  I’ve got $700,000 worth of feed stored up and we did have the 

pre-scoping meeting and we did get the green light.  And the lease agreement, 3 and a half of the 

5 years are gone now.  Lease land doesn’t lie around so we did the right thing, we went to 

Environment Southland, they said it’s easy, we went and accepted the lease for 380 hectares.  So 

that’s when the decision was made. 2016. 

 

Grant Ok.  And we appreciate we’ve had two variations, like we’ve had two versions of plans come out 

since then which has changed things for you. 

 

de Wolde Is it two or three now.   

 

Freeman Two, yeah. 

 

de Wolde This is the third time, and half a million dollars and several hundred thousand dollars’ worth of 

stacked up feed.  But like, what do I do?  So you lease 380 hectares of land, what do I do with it, 

it’s just not practical.  And I did the right thing, I did do pre-scoping thing and I did do the pre-

coping thing for Woldwide 4 and 5 and then it was that unless the effects of intensification are 

fully mitigated blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.  So we were made to believe then that if we mitigate 

the effects that we’d be fine.  As a farmer I cannot run with that, I end up in a situation that I 

shouldn’t be in because of indecisiveness and incompetence of Environment Southland people, 

and it’s very frustrating.   

 

Grant I’m sorry I know how frustrating it is. 

 

de Wolde I tried to do the right thing and we had the pre-scoping meetings, what more could we have 

done. 
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Grant Yes and unfortunately this is just the rule framework that we work with, and I can’t tell you what 

to do with your operations on the ground, but, and I’m sorry if there has been times that you’ve 

received bad advice from Environment Southland in the past, and I totally acknowledge that and I 

think I’ve been completely open and apologetic to you for that. 

 

de Wolde On top of that we’ve added to our wintering sheds and they’ve been asked for, for two years in a 

row now. 

 

Grant Yes and hey we can put through a consent variation very quickly and easily to put just want 

you’ve got on the ground and in the barns, you’ve already done the extension, so that is always 

an option but I just want to… 

 

de Wolde But thing is like when we got this Cochrane block we always said like unless the effects are fully 

mitigated blah, blah, blah, so we were made to believe that if we mitigated the effects of the 

intensification on the sheep farm, on the rest of our operation, we will be fine. 

 

Grant And that was what was acceptable at the rules, with the rules in the policy at that time but that’s 

changed, and I understand that that’s moving goalposts but this is just the environment that we 

are in at the moment with our regional rules.  I totally understand how frustrating it is. 

 

de Wolde But can you see that I as a farmer have done the right thing.  So I end up in a situation now with 

like, so I got this Cochrane block, what can I do with it. 

 

Grant I can’t answer that I’m sorry but I do understand how frustrating it is for you.  And I can see that 

you are trying to do the right thing. 

 

de Wolde I really am.  I really am. 

 

McMurdo Just to keep pushing it forward. 

 

Freeman You had one other issue didn’t you Aurora, I thought you’d made a comment about the existing 

environment. 

 

Grant So that’s what I was talking about with the budget, what’s been budgeted on, for Collies block 

where it’s been, the application adds to the nutrient budget both consider that Collies block is 

allowed to be a dairy farm, so it’s consented to be a dairy farm, but unfortunately, we did in 2016 

so it doesn’t make up part of the existing environment as cows on that block.  Was there 

anything else? 

 

de Wolde So that’s the consented effluent area. 

 

Grant No the conversion consent for 5. 

 

de Wolde Yep. 

 

Grant Remember we had the discussion. 

 

de Wolde …sign it otherwise couldn’t supply milk and that was…. 
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Grant Yes.  One thing I did want to mention as well, I emailed about the activity status.  So I’ve advised 

that currently with the intensive winter grazing being occurring, it does trigger Rule 24, but if 

consent was granted under Rule 20 then Rule 24 discharges become a permitted activity.  I have 

discussed that at length but I’ve arrived back at the it’s a discretionary activity, not considering 

Woldwide 2’s pond and what’s happening there.  I needed to advise that in my report but it will 

depend on what happens… 

 

Legg Yeah that consent application is being finalised, it’s with the chartered engineer at the moment, 

and so the application will be made under 32(b) part (ii) so it would be a controlled activity. 

 

Grant Ok, cool. 

 

Legg So it’s not going to change. 

 

Grant So I can just say… 

 

de Wolde A practical question, if Woldwide 3 is going to be pulled into it, if you’re successful in doing that, 

how are possibly going to provide all the information to the level of detail that you received on 

the other ones, it’ll be a complete impossibility won’t it? 

 

Grant It will be something for you to talk to your consultants about looking at what you’ve already got 

so hopefully you’ve already got a farm environmental management plan for that.\ 

 

de Wolde You’ll want drop tests and you’ll want all that other drama. 

 

Gratn Again, putting it back on your consultants that would be for them to say, you know this is late in 

the piece, if that’s the road you want to go down, it’s completely up to you, this is late in the 

piece, we propose drop testing by x date.  I would suggest that commissioners looking at that 

would consider that that would be a reasonable approach and I certainly wouldn’t have an issue 

with that.  I’m assuming that you do have nutrient budgets for that and FEMPs for that farm too. 

 

Legg But there won’t be a nutrient budget for Woldwide 3, it would just be a new round of reporting 

nutrient budget, it’s going to be nothing like the ??? standard which, you know, we don’t have 

nutrient budgets on hand for Woldwide 3 that are done to a high level of detail.  So would that 

matter?  Would that matter? 

 

Grant It would be, it’s hard to say without seeing… 

 

Erceg I guess it comes down to whether with the argument you guys are putting forward for the 

landholding, whether you decide to apply for that consent or not as well.   

 

de Wolde Yes but with this application we were denied access to the commission if we didn’t adhere to the 

way we presented our landholding.  Is it an option to say well Woldwide 3 actually will let 

commissioners decide what they think about it. 

 

Grant That’s exactly how I’ve written my report, I’ve said in my opinion the whole thing needs to be 

considered as part of the landholding but I completely respect your right to apply as you have, 

and then I’ve assessed what I’ve got in front of me in terms of environmental effects.   
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Erceg And the applications are clear that you do disagree with our opinion as it stands and that that 

was an issue going forward to the commissioners anyway so there is already that discussion to be 

had with the commissioners about the landholding anyway, because the application is very clear 

that you disagree with our opinion. 

 

Grant But just do be aware that the Adams decision did give us the steer on what is contained in the 

landholding with the additional cut and carry block, so because, yeah, the Horner block would be 

bought into that if you were using the same logic.  I’m just trying to be helpful. 

 

de Wolde Would we have the opportunity to say well you know what, let’s, in the uncertainty what the 

commissioners decide on this whole landholding thing there’ll be no additional information on 

Woldwide 3  If they decide it needs to be pulled in yes we’ll provide it then.   

 

Grant Yes and that might be quite simple right because some things ??? changing on 3.   

 

Legg But surely you want to know everything about it.   

 

de Wolde Yes!   

 

Grant The RMA directs but you know, the applicants put forward an application that tells me about 

things, it would be helpful. 

 

de wolde It’s  compliant farm and it’s got a consent and everything.  So could we say well if the 

commissioners rule that it is actually part of a landholding then we’ll provide all the information. 

 

Grant Yeah so obviously your consultants will be able to give you a better steer on this in the future. 

 

de Wolde ??? 

 

Grant Yes I’m going to tell you that.  At the moment Woldwide 3 has a permit to use groundwater and 

to discharge effluent but your cows on your paddock are currently illegal because you don’t have 

Section 20(a) rights to be a farm, you don’t have that protection anymore.  So while some aspects 

of Woldwide 3 are permitted and all good and I don’t have any issue about them and I think that 

they expire 2027, so they’re a non-issue to me because we’ve already given you permission for 

those activities to occur.  But unfortunately now your cows on paddock are not legal so you need 

a consent. 

 

Legg Because otherwise you’re grazing. 

 

Grant Yes.  So I need to know what the effects of that are.  That’s where my focus would be.   

 

de Wolde And you said for the winter grazing, the young stock. 

 

Grant Yes. 

 

de Wolde That’s two things. 
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Grant Yes I just simply put forward the number of factors that I think bring Woldwide 3 into the picture, 

and we’ve covered off a few of them, Woldwide runoff because 3 uses Woldwide runoff, there’s 

a transfer of effects there so Adams did give us a steer on that transfer of effects between where 

intensive winter grazing is done and where support cows go and what not.  The other factors 

being for 3 bringing it in, is that 3’s effluent goes on to these two which has also bought it into 

the mix for me.  But like I say I’m more than happy to take some advice on giving you my 

discussion on landholding.  That could be helpful. 

 

Freeman I mean it is very useful to get your perspectives, I think we need Hans’ input into some of this or 

key parts of it, I wouldn’t be at all surprised if Hans has a very different view and depending on 

the strength of his view then we have to decide about what approach to take. 

 

de Wolde Thank you for making us aware of it.   

 

Freeman May main perspective about the definition of the landholding, there’s got to be a point at which 

it doesn’t keep connecting, connecting, connecting.  But where that point is and where that 

relationship is whether it’s a company that’s got similar ownership or a completely separate 

entity I don’t know, I suspect we wouldn’t be having this discussion if some of these areas of land 

were owned by completely separate legal entities but had the same relationships, I’m not sure 

whether you’d automatically assuming that it was a single landholding.  But, you know, a lot of 

these things I’m sorry Abe, do end up with lawyers having to crawl all over them and then 

someone like a commissioner making a call at the end of the day between two lawyers 

sometimes with equally plausible arguments being put in front of them. 

 

de Wolde A two way question, why me, is my question. 

 

Grant This is a large operation you have and… 

 

de Wolde No it’s not a large operation. 

 

McMurdo Where are we at people? 

 

Grant I think that’s, that’s the key issues that I’ve got in my 40A, anything else major that isn’t under, 

like I’ve obviously talked about in more detail in them but that’s the crux of it. 

 

Freeman It’s appreciated, there’s no point of anybody ambushing anybody at the eleventh hour at the 

hearings. 

 

Grant No and I appreciate that, especially the landholding where I’ve arrived at.  I have tried to keep 

the rest of the 42A quite separate from that and obviously what you’ve put in front of me, 

separately.  But that is just a fact for you to be aware of and I do think that 3, it currently, 

requires a farming consent too, regardless of however you slice the cake, it either needs a 

separate one or it needs to be bought into the landholding global arch. 

 

McMurdo Is there any information in relation to the proposed amendments that hasn’t been covered?  

Anything else anyone wants to talk about? 

 

Grant I think we’ve got until Monday to determine a scope. 
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Freeman Yep. 

 

Grant Which is the only thing we haven’t talked about from what I can see, there’s no major thing and I 

don’t think it will change the scope. 

 

Legg I agree. 

 

Grant So we don’t need to go down that track, but is there any, obviously we’ve talked about the 

fertiliser use and management on farm but there’s not, I just want to make doubly sure there’s 

not an additional block of land. 

 

Legg Just the dairy effluent reports change that’s all. 

 

Grant  In my opinion so far from what I can see I wouldn’t consider that there is a change of scope 

there.  But it si something that the commissioners would want. 

 

de Wolde So what about Woldwide 3, that’s a lot of extra stuff that needs to come in isn’t it, if we have to 

go down that track. 

 

Grant How do you mean, oh if that comes into the scope. 

 

de Wolde If you want to pull in Woldwide 3 as well.  That will be a lot of extra information. 

 

Grant It will be.  I think that Adams also, sorry to keep referring back to that but it gave us a steer on 

scope and they were happy to bring the cut and carry block that came up at the hearing into it 

without it being a change of scope. I have no idea what they would consider without a farm being 

added.  I mean, I’m really not too sure on how that will go.  But again, that’s why I’ve tried to 

keep it separate, I’ll still consider that as two separate applications and that there’s essentially a 

missing puzzle piece in the middle and I’ve tried to frame it up like that so it’s not like this whole 

thing is in together. 

 

Freeman Ok.  We’ll work on all that. 

 

Grant A very interesting question bringing it up. 

 

Freeman In terms of feeding back to the commissioners on the specific questions that they posed to us, it 

sounds like you’re going to flick a draft round so that we might all basically, before the end of the 

day, be able to say yes we agree with you with that proposition if you like put to the 

commissioners. 

 

Grant Yes, and if we could revisit, just to make sure given that I appreciate I’ve thrown some quite big 

things at you, are we still ok with that first stage?  You don’t want more time?  I appreciate Hans 

is quite busy also. 

 

Freeman I think some of that might depend on Hans’ advice. If Hans’s advice is strongly along the lines of 

essentially saying no, that’s ridiculous, the definition couldn’t possibly be extended that far and is 

very confident about his advice, then I’m sure we’d be pressing hard for that.  Conversely if Hans 

comes back and says oh my god, you know, they’ve got us by the short and curlies, we’re going to 
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have to completely rethink, you know, if he comes back with something like that then I’m sure 

we’ll be in touch. 

 

Grant Yes and you do always have mechanisms under the Act you could use. Great.  Ok, well I’ll draft 

that up now and flick it around. 

 

McMurdo Thanks for attending today everybody, we’ll get this transcribed passed around by Wednesday. 

 

Freeman I’ll be hanging out for it.  All 10 pages of it. 

 

End. 
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